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Abstract

What happens in our heads when reading, and what is the relation between the reading experience and everyday experience? Philosophers and literary theorists have puzzled over these questions since (at least) Plato’s *Phaedrus*, with new answers offered yearly. However, as I argue, we have not been able to know “what happens in our heads” with any assurance until the advent of neuroscience. Only within the past twenty years have we begun observing activity in our brains with any specificity, and only within the past ten years have we begun tracing—from photons to neurons, from reflected light to sensory transduction (Lumpkin & Caterina, 2007)—the interconnectivity between real and fictive properties and between everyday experience and the reading experience.

My thesis harnesses data coming out of the neurosciences and puts them to use for literary theory and criticism, with two principal foci: I seek to clarify the nature of literary “meaning,” or how readers translate textual codes into rich cognitive representations; and I offer a neurobiological account of literary “value” and “evaluation,” or how we come to think of works as “good” or “bad,” and how we may then adjudicate between competing values.

An important neuroscientific programme guiding my research is “grounded cognition.” Grounded cognition explains (a) how memory encodes into innate, modality-specific systems in the brain—visual, emotional, auditory—and (b) how acquired memories, from perception, reactivate while reading, generating “situated simulations” of textual contents, or what could be thought of as a type of “simulated” perceptual experience (Addis, 2009; Barsalou, 1999, 2008). Grounded cognition thus offers a uniform account of the relation between innate systems, perceptually acquired memory, and how we simulate and respond to fictional events. Taking cues from grounded cognition, I argue that the reading experience is correlative with perceptual experience, so that how we find meaning in and value perceptual objects and events, in general, explains how we find meaning in and value simulated objects and events in particular literary passages. I have loosely dubbed my approach to literary theory “neurocriticism.” The “neuro” prefix signifies my source of empirical data—namely cognitive, social, and affective neuroscience—while “criticism” signifies the consequences of these data when applied to literary analysis. Neuroscience has its limits, to be sure, and neuroscientists often get things wrong; I have therefore also relied heavily on philosophic work to frame neuroscientific findings, and to select between competing neuroscientific explanations.

By offering a neurobiological account of literary meaning and value, and showing how this account militates for and against competing interpretations of Shakespeare’s *Coriolanus*, I believe my thesis makes some headway towards achieving a new wave of reader response theories taking their cues from neuroscientific research.
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Note on the Text

All references to Shakespeare’s Coriolanus are from the Oxford World’s Classics edition (2008). Standard abbreviations have been given to Nietzsche’s individual works: Genealogy of Morals (GM), Human, all too Human (HH), Thus Spoke Zarathustra (Z), Beyond Good and Evil (BGE), and Daybreak (D).
1.0 Preamble

Imagine two students working on Shakespeare’s *The Tempest*. The first says, “Obviously Caliban is the antithesis of the ‘savage’—he’s keenly perceptive and challenges Prospero’s entitlement to authority,” and the other rejoins, “No, obviously you’ve been caught up in the post-colonial paradigm. Caliban is a brute with the trappings of intelligent speech. Just look at what he does.” Then if either student convinced the other of his or her point of view, we might say that a paradigm “shifted” for that student—that a new sense of Caliban’s properties came into focus and became more “real.”

With the advent of neuroscience, however—and its disclosure of what takes place in the minds of readers as they form mental impressions—we might not need to invoke “paradigms,” “conceptual schemes,” “language games,” or anything of the sort to explain what happened to the second student. Rather, we might suppose that his or her attention was redirected to underappreciated or overlooked textual prompts, thereby broadening his or her understanding of Caliban. My thesis develops claims similar to the latter suggestion. The first chapter works out a neuroscientifically informed approach to language comprehension; the second formulates a “neurocritical” approach to thinking about how literary properties relate to everyday properties in the world; and from these developments, drawn together in the fourth chapter, I show how we might naturalize the process of literary evaluation, or how readers come to view works as “good” or “bad.”

Recounting each chapter’s achievements—as if there were a smooth progression from one to the next—buries a process of discovery that I should not wish to overlook, however. Consider a particularly salient example: after surveying the historical reception of Shakespeare’s *Coriolanus*, I discovered that many critics not only responded variously to the play’s hero, but with the opposite set of emotions as my own. This discovery was disorienting at the time. I simply could not fathom how the play’s protagonist, Martius, could be viewed antagonistically, or how for the same perceived data—“the same Martius”—two distinct response profiles could emerge: one sympathetic, another antipathetic. “There must be some misunderstanding,” I thought. “How else could such a powerful, ingenuous figure—a figure so wronged yet spiritually triumphant—move anyone to repulsion?” Admiration and identification seemed the

---

1 In such a hypothetical scenario the technical meaning of “paradigm” is less important than taking advantage of its metaphorical utility. No explicit invocation of Thomas Kuhn is intended, though his work ought to be kept in mind.
2 David Hume spoke of “The same Homer” in *Of the Standard of Taste* (1965), a locution that Barbara Herrnstein Smith has memorably attacked in her *Contingencies of Value* (1988, pp. 36–39). As noted already, Kuhn explored something similar when he asked whether scientists saw “different things when looking at the same sorts of objects,” such as oxygen and pendulums (1970, p. 120).
only understandable reactions, just as hysteria or fearful self-control would have seemed the only understandable reactions to encountering a bear in the woods.

Only in the last chapter do I explore Martius’ divisiveness, and whether something like a conflict of paradigms was to blame for either “liking” or “disliking” him. However, as it seems to me, now, the entirety of my thesis attempts to frame clashing interpretive values in neurocognitive terms, that is, in terms of how specialized systems in the brain make sense of text, and how readers come to react variously to the same literary episodes. How, I ask, do readers respond to fictional characters like Martius? How do they find them “meaningful” and “valuable”? And from these basic questions others follow: why are readers so often confronted by a set of conflicting yet apparently warranted reasons for liking or disliking the same character? Do these reasons spring from perceiving two distinct versions of a character—one bad, another good, depending on readers’ relative background knowledge and preferences—or is there always just “one character” readers respond to, though somehow differently? Finally, I ask what it is about fictional characters that make them valuable. Is there an axiological element to literary value—something intrinsic to a work’s properties that just is value-conferring, irrespective of ideological differences—or is value always radically “contingent” and unpredictable, as Barbara Herrnstein Smith has persuasively argued? (1988)

Answering the above questions has been the labor of my thesis, and if such a labor could be described as a voyage, then I’ve been led down many a garden path and around many a strange loop back into forgotten solutions, before finally arriving at someplace I think worthwhile. So in this introduction I should like to retrace my steps, from start to finish and back again, by recounting key problems that set my agenda, and by giving some indication as to where I arrived and why it was worth arriving there. The function of this preamble, then, is to show how key problems set the course of my thesis, not to overview all the solutions offered. Solving problems is what the body of a thesis ought to do, not the introduction.

So what were the problems, and how did they frame my thesis?

First I wondered what caused conflicting emotional reactions to the same text, or what could be called “the problem of divergence.” How, for example, could I feel rewarded by Martius while another reader felt punished by him, even though we both—at least apparently—shared similar backgrounds and values? It seemed the problem of divergence had two components: emotions themselves and what caused them. Since I didn’t understand the latter, I
began looking at the former. With advances in neurobiology, cognitive psychology, and evolutionary psychology, the time seemed right to reexamine what “emotions” were and how they could diverge while reading. I reasoned that if I could explain the nature of emotion, in general, then I could perhaps explain sharply contrasting reactions to the same text, in particular. This approach required determining whether divergences of response were more a byproduct of “innate” properties—our neural hardwiring, predispositions, and personalities—or acquired differences—our unique educational, cultural, and socioeconomic backgrounds. In effect, I was asking whether nature or nurture played the greater hand in shaping behavior and psychology—a question that was hardly new. Yet the means at my disposal for answering the question were new: now I had neurobiological data disclosing what took place in the minds of readers as they formed mental impressions. If neuroscience could show that there were “universal” reasons for responding one way or another, at the level of distinct personality types, natural kinds of emotional reactions, and so forth, then “innate” differences were the cause; or if there were no universal reasons, then acquired differences.

Whatever the outcome—whether conflicting responses were more about innate or acquired differences—it was my aim to develop a neuroscientifically informed “reader-response theory,” since reader-response approaches have been generally concerned with conflicting meanings, interpretations, and valuations. Stanley Fish, Barbara Herrnstein Smith, and other “first-wave” reader-response theorists may have underestimated the role of evolved systems in the brain, systems that made meaning more intersubjective than subjective; but they were on target about the problems with which literary critics ought to concern themselves. So revamping reader-response theory made more sense than replacing it.

3 In Coriolanus there is nearly equal weighting of evidence for siding with Martius or with the people, and so a reader can make a rational case in support of one view over the other by appealing to the text alone; yet as I argue, appealing to the text alone (to conflicting reactions to Martius, how attitudes go one way and then another, etc.) cannot fully explain why we come to value Martius as “good” or “bad,” often in a manner at odds with the textual evidence. This is why I have argued that we ought to mind not only the text—which in the case of Coriolanus certainly primes divergence—but also the social psychological dynamic that precedes and infuses the text: and that is our human, all too human nature.

4 Lisa Feldman Barrett argues against the universal response thesis and for culturally constructed divergences, while Jaak Panksepp argues for universal patterns of divergence linked to different affective kinds, such as “seeking,” “care,” “fear,” “sadness,” etc. (2006; 2008a). Some readers may be confused by the idea that “universal” systems lead to divergences in response; on the surface there seems to be a logical inconsistency between saying something is “universal” and yet also “divergent.” But it must be understood that “universal” does not mean “exactly the same”—rather, it means sharing innate genetic blueprints, as a species, that can nevertheless produce a vast range of phenotypic (individual or group) differences. There is no inconsistency, then, between saying emotions are both “universal” and yet also responsible for generating divergent responses (environmentally contextualized, subject-dependent emotions).

5 Stanley Fish, foremost, concerned himself with the problem of divergence. In his own way he was a kind of neuropsychological pioneer. “Affective stylistics” was far more than a philosophic exercise; it was also an early psychological approach to semantics and criticism. Fish was the first to open literary humanists up to the possibility that readers “did” things to texts, subjectively, as much as texts “did” things to us, objectively (1980).

6 “Intersubjective” means a shared understanding across subjects (readers) vis-à-vis some perceptible object or set of properties (e.g., mental imagery), whereas “subjective” implies some understanding that is not shared.
Now since “reader-response” sounded like an emotional rather than a semantic phenomenon (an assumption I later reversed after realizing that all emotions are about “semantic” properties in memory), I surveyed the most prominent neuroscientific theories of emotion, first, then considered work on memory (and how emotion affected memory), second. In each case I was surprised to find remarkable agreement across theorists on certain key points. From the leading neuroscientists of emotion, such as Antonio Damasio and Joseph LeDoux, Jaak Panksepp and Edmund Rolls, I learned that emotional events were both highly “cognitive,” insofar as they underpinned all areas of thinking and problem solving, and “embodied,” or contingent on encoded sensory experience. I also learned that “cognitive” contents—thoughts, concepts, beliefs, ideas—were intimately bound up with emotional reactions, and that emotional reactions were bound up with cognitive contents. William James once remarked that emotions could “leave a scar on the cerebral tissues,” but it was James McGaugh who in 2004 put this idea to the test and showed that emotional stimuli were recalled more than neutral stimuli; and it was Antoine Bechara and Antonio Damasio in 2003 who showed us that everyday decision-making was radically contingent on emotional feedback from the body. The implications for reader-response were manifold: whenever we responded emotionally to some perceived event, feedback from the body—autonomic arousal, gut reactions, etc.—seemed to shift attention either to additional, salient contents in line with emotional expectations, or away from contents that were irrelevant to the emotion state. If a reader felt fear while reading about, say, a bear, then she might become hypervigilant about possible future bear attacks developed within the fictive world, a vigilance that the author would then need to track and feed to avoid habituation; the same reader might in any case recall bear-related stimuli more than non-bear-related stimuli, since bears presumably have properties that we can’t help remembering; and it might even be said that authors who were better able to evoke emotional reactions were more “successful” than authors who could not, and so writing about bears—or some other inducer of strong emotions—was what any “good” author ought to do. Clearly a bit of neuroscience suggested a lot about complex interchanges between types and degrees of emotional arousal, perception, and memory of literary events.

However, it was at this stage in my research that I ran into two problems. First, I had only

---

7 Crucially, when I use the word “semantic” or “semantics” I do not imply any relation to language use or language-related meaning. Semantics, on my usage, relates to “semantic memory,” and semantic memory, after Barsalou, does not entail linguistic processing. I shall explore this argument further in Chapter 2.

a vague notion of what emotional “embodiment,” “cognition,” and “simulation” could mean for literary critics and evaluation. I could not clearly see how such ideas informed the problem of divergence, or for that matter how critics could use such ideas to adjudicate between competing interpretations. Second, I sensed that there were conceptual gaps in the neuroscientific literature on emotion. Neurophysiological theories of emotion could not yet explain where sociocultural influences fit in, for example, nor how individual differences affected emotion (dispositions, personalities) or how, and to what extent, cognition and emotion affected literary value (the perceived intrinsic value of a work, on the whole, and how individuals came to value literary events and characters, in particular). Neuroscience, it appeared, was showing its limits.

So what were these limits, and how did they lead me into other areas of research?

First, general knowledge about emotional mechanisms could not always explain why readers responded with opposing valences to the same literary episode (i.e., feeling, say, generally positive or negative about a character). I may know, for example, that “it is in our nature” to respond with fear to fearful stimuli, and that dedicated neurological systems subserve fearful reactions; and from this knowledge I may rightly infer that anyone who directly experienced—or read about—a ferocious bear would express fear of some sort (perhaps even unconsciously). But for more subtle types of emotional stimuli—the impressions formed when Martius excoriates an armed rebellion set to kill him, for example—I simply could not know why my brain and body together produced tension, agreement, awe, and sympathetic disappointment (the sense that the people deserved Martius’s censure) rather than their opposites—calm, disagreement, and antipathy (a sense that the people were being unfairly rebuked). In other words, a strictly neuro-functional explanation of reader-response seemed unable to explain what it was about Martius—and myself in relation to him—that led to one type of response over another.

So the puzzle I ran up against was the apparent perspective-ladenness of reading comprehension. If emotional reception depended on who was doing the perceiving, so that some readers could react to X negatively while others reacted positively, even although both understood X (in generally the same way), then a strictly brain-centered explanation could not

---

9 Unless, of course, the bear were “prefocused” in a playful manner, such as a Seussian version of ursine ferocity (see, for example, http://confutation.com/sfhm.jpg) (though even here, perhaps, if “ferocity” is depicted along with humorous elements, then some kind of predictable response to ferocity should issue in tandem with humor). Also, the running bear examples may bring to mind the so-called “paradox of fiction”—the question as to whether emotion felt while reading is of the same kind as emotion felt while experiencing everyday events; this question has been taken up at various points throughout my thesis. For an overview, see Hjort and Laver (1997). On the subject of “criterial prefocusing,” see Carroll (1998, pp. 261–269).

10 See Coriolanus Act 1, Scene 1, lines 164–220. This scene may also be viewed from the following URL beginning at time index 5:20: http://youtu.be/RGwenj4QY2c
provide all the answers. Elements from outside our brains, it seemed—such as the quality of
textual prompts and how they shaped our impressions (whether dictions and depictions were
“verisimilar,” “balanced,” “unsentimental,” or the opposite) and how we related to those
qualities—were all equally implicated.\(^{11}\) Neuroscience lent me grounds for saying that general
kinds of impressions prompted characteristic responses, i.e., that if Martius were “threatening”
or “rewarding” then either fear or attraction, respectively, would seem the likely response (a
problem explored in Chapter 4); and the neuroscience of memory consolidation opened up the
possibility that a work’s emotional experience could physically instantiate “instrumental
values,” or whatever aftereffects a work has on our thinking and behavior. But these findings
were not enough to solve interpretive dilemmas. I still didn’t know why literary events could
register as either threatening or rewarding depending on who did the reading or viewing. To
resolve this question I needed another mode of inquiry, one that could piece together all the
neuroscientific data into a coherent picture of reader-response—and for me this came from
philosophy.

My philosophic influences were much more “analytic” than “continental,” that is, much
more oriented to Frege and Russell than Husserl and Heidegger.\(^{12}\) One exception was made on
the continental side, and that was for Friedrich Nietzsche. I saw that his moral philosophy
tapped directly into the problem of divergence in \textit{Coriolanus}, where we find not only an
apparent clash of “perspectival” values between plebeians and patricians within the play, but
also a similar clash of values outside the play, in the minds of readers and audience members
who have found Martius either repellant or attractive. In this way, Nietzsche’s “perspectivism”
suggested a possible solution to the “nature versus nurture” question: if an evaluative
“framework” or “ethos” could be constructed atop “natural,” preexisting social divisions, then

\(^{11}\) See Frank Sibley’s classic essay on aesthetic concepts such as “balanced” and “unified” (1965). The idea that we need
to know what is \textit{in} our brains before we can understand the nature of cognition has been challenged by Alva Noë.
Meaning, according to Noë, emerges not from \textit{representations} of previously experienced objects and events, but from
what is consciously \textit{present} to us in the world, a type of presence that is always already contextually constructed (2009).
For Noë the mind is empty until objects and events show up from without, so that if there were no outer world, there
would also be no inner cognition (p. 142). While this is true in many respects, I believe Noë’s theory fails to account for
the nature of reading comprehension, or situated simulation, which seems representational and not presentational (unless
by “presentational” he means simulated perceptual experience) (Chapter 1). Noë thus seems to over-implicate external
inputs in the formation of response and downplays the functional (“nativist”) role of adapted neurological systems.

\(^{12}\) For a primer on this often dubious yet no less useful distinction between “analytic” and “continental” philosophy, see
Humphries (1999). Notable influences on the analytic side were Malcolm Budd, Stephen Davies, John Searle, Richard
Wollheim, Robert Solomon, Hilary Putnam, and a host of others whose work touched on problems intersecting with
philosophy of art, mind, and emotion.
so too could divergent literary evaluations. Nietzsche’s philosophy of power may thus be seen as a precursor to contemporary neurobiological and anthropological research, both in terms of his “physiology” of moral values and his relation of those values to social dominance hierarchies (see for comparative examples Boehm, 1999; de Waal, 2007). Thus, in the final chapter I have traced relations between three overlapping foci: Nietzsche’s proto-evolutionary ontology of intergroup valuation, neuroscientific work on emotional appraisal, and how readers perceive power relations in Coriolanus.

Last, I was deeply influenced by philosophic work in the tradition of empiricism. Empiricism has offered a fairly intuitive understanding of epistemology from the first Buddhist scriptures up to Hume, namely, that our understanding of the world derived from experience rather than rational calculation. An empiricist might claim, for example, that seeing the color red inscribed a “sense-datum” (a mental impression) that allowed readers to comprehend what “red” meant (the corollary being that if a reader had never encountered “red,” she wouldn’t know what it meant). So it was that Hume and W. V. O. Quine, and “neo-empiricists” such as Lawrence Barsalou and Jesse Prinz, shaped my perspective on memory formation and function. If experiential differences led to differences in understanding, then empiricism offered an explanation of how meanings diverged (in at least some cases). A reader with little exposure to the idea of “bears,” to return to my previous example, might not understand how ferocious they could be, and so a fictional instancing of bears, for this reader, may prompt curiosity rather than fear. And I realized, also, that empiricism might offer a tool for adjudicating between competing literary evaluations. If, for example, a work were deemed “bad” or “good” for reasons standing apart from the experience it offered—perhaps by adopting some kind of Kantian imperative—then such an evaluation might hold less merit compared to another that closely tracked the work’s percipient properties. These possibilities have been taken up in Chapters 3 and 4.

Stanley Fish grappled with overlapping problems when he asked whether meaning sprung from what we “do” to texts, subjectively, or whether meanings were somehow presented

13 For related contemporary debate in the moral sphere, see Frans de Waal’s critique of the “Veneer Theory”—the idea that moral values amount to a thin polished surface on top of (but detached from) amoral, natural foundations—along with various responses in Primates and Philosophers (2006).

14 This is not the place for an overview of conventional oppositions, but for some readers it may seem odd to suppose that knowledge can either be learned from experience (empiricism) or from rational calculation (rationalism). I am inclined to agree with the oddity, and I doubt that a strict rationalist would deny the empiricist thesis altogether, or that an empiricist would deny the rationalist thesis altogether, but in fact such an opposition has been held for centuries. An example would be Kant’s reaction (a version of rationalism) to Locke and Hume’s experienced-based epistemology. For contemporary work on this opposition, see Weiskopf (2008).

15 See R. A. Sharpe’s interesting essay on how works can be valued apart from their experience (2000). For an overview of Kant’s imperatives, see Blackburn (2008).
through texts, objectively (1970). If the latter were true, then language would confer meaning independently from subjective input (from an individual’s particular ideas, mental images, sentiments, preferences, values, etc.). Everyone who read “a bear was near her cabin” would just know what this sentence meant, in roughly the same way across cultures and times. If on the other hand meanings were wholly subjective, then sentence comprehension would depend on translating textual codes into impressions that lacked fidelity across readers (1970, p. 142). Reading “a bear was near her cabin” could on this view elicit humor, mild fear, or a neutral response (depending on who was doing the reading and on what occasion).

After considering the gap between “subjective” and “objective” textual understanding, especially in relation to ongoing debates about the status of texts and their meanings, Fish staked his theoretical claims on the subjectivist position, namely, that an individual’s unique point of view was always projected onto texts, so that a work’s “meaning” was derived from “interpretive assumptions” that “happen[ed] to be in force” at the time, rather than any “entity which always remain[ed] the same from one moment to the next,” as E. D. Hirsch had claimed (1980, p. vii).

A subjectivist theory of reader-response can be persuasive, not least because it offers a cogent solution to the problem of divergence. Differing “interpretive communities” or culturally constructed attitudes led to correspondingly different meanings and values, so that if we shared communities/attitudes, we also shared meanings/values (and vice versa) (p. 15). Thus, our experience of a work, along with whatever values it conferred, was background-relative, or “socially constructed.” Only by sharing backgrounds could we then share meanings and values, though perhaps only for short periods, since shifting personal contexts and developments could alter the course of our reading experiences, often in directions at variance with our former selves.

As an example, my reaction to Martius has not always been unequivocally positive. There have been times, after I have felt unjustly depreciated or lowered by misfortune, that Martius has seemed more peremptory than confidently plain-spoken, more bullying than heroic. At these times it could be said that my feelings for Martius were altered by contextual upheavals, so that my response was (at least in part) context- or mood-relative (though not necessarily “subjective”) (see Chapter 3). For Smith, however, such experience-induced alterations of feeling were symptomatic of strong subjectivism:

what may be spoken of as the ‘properties’ of a work—its ‘structure,’ ‘features,’
qualities,’ and of course its ‘meanings’—are not fixed, given, or inherent in the work ‘itself’ but are at every point the variable products of particular subjects’ interactions with it. Thus, it is never ‘the same Homer [or Martius that we comprehend while reading].’ (1979, p. 48)

Responding positively or negatively to fictional characters, then, was a function of an individual’s singular upbringing, social/private context, or dispositional proclivities (either that or some historically contextualized interest in a work [p. 53]). There was nothing “intrinsic” to Martius, in any case, that prompted a “liking” or “disliking.” Whatever I felt, at time a, was always prone to morph into a contrasting feeling at time b, given some intervening life experience (p. 6). If I felt secure and dominant at one point—enjoyed a high standard of living or positive mood—then I was inclined to like Martius; if I felt insecure and submissive at another—after having lost my job or fallen into despair—then I was inclined to dislike him; and there could be no continuity of feeling between. In this way, Smith’s theory shifted the locus of value to extrinsic forces: the problem of divergence was a matter of acquired differences (either within particular historical periods or through the vicissitudes of daily life).16

Generalizing from the observation that values and meanings shifted over time to the conclusion that there was no basis for reader-response convergence seemed to me problematic, however. “What happens to one informed reader of a work will happen, within a range of nonessential variation, to another,” admitted Stanley Fish. “It is only when readers become literary critics and the passing of judgment takes precedence over the reading experience, that opinions begin to diverge” (1970, pp. 147–148). In other words, at the level of initial response there could be some degree of semantic convergence, while at the level of interpretation or appraisal there could be none.17 Whatever could be agreed upon, at first, was “immediately compromised the moment” we said “anything about it” (p. 160), and we couldn’t help saying things. So it followed that semantic agreement could only ever be manufactured by persuading others that a particular interpretation was right, rather than demonstrating that it was right in relation to a text (p. 365). Through persuasion “interpretive communities” formed—a kind of paradigm for understanding a text. And for Fish these kinds of thought collectives saved his theory from the charge of subjectivism, since meanings “do not proceed from an isolated

16 I am speaking of Smith’s views here, not my own, so I am not suggesting that there are no innate differences, such as personality types, cognitive and emotional mechanisms, etc. Even so, Smith does not get into these possibilities. She acknowledges that “species-wide mechanisms of perception and cognition” factor into aesthetic value, and that these mechanisms count as “innate,” but for Smith “species-wide mechanisms” only affect value “to some extent” (p. 15). Nothing like a “natural kind” of emotional response could be admitted in Smith’s theory of value.

17 David Bordwell makes a similar distinction between perception, comprehension, and appropriation in “What Snakes, Eagles, and Rhesus Macaques Can Teach Us” (2010).
individual but from a public and conventional point of view” (p. 14). Yet if this logic were strictly adhered to, then interpretive communities amounted to a kind of “memetic” thought transference between minds, rather than between texts and minds. In the place of corroborated theories about a work’s meaning, there were only “disciplinary matrices” (vide Kuhn); and in the place of semantically binding “objects” (texts) to latch interpretations onto, there were only semantically free “subjects.” The charge of subjectivism would thus stand.

Such conclusions led me to think that Fish, Smith, and (to a lesser extent) Iser—all “first-wave” reader-response theorists—had made unnecessarily strong claims. The process of understanding and valuing texts seemed forced into an all-or-nothing affair: either meanings and values converged or they didn’t, and if there was any sign that they didn’t, then that sign was taken as proof of anti-convergence, or the “radically contingent” nature of meaning (Smith, 1988, p. 30). Yet as it seemed to me, readers could respond differently to a work while sharing a considerable degree of value and understanding. Two readers could understand a novel about bears, convergently, even if one felt dread and the other joy when reading certain key passages about bears; or two readers could agree about a novel’s merits even if they felt divided by their understanding. Semantic and axiomatic divergence, in other words, did not always rule out reader-response convergence (or the converse).

Arguments in defense of semantic convergence could take many forms, though I was concerned with the most psychologically basic kinds: those rooted in the process of language comprehension itself. For this I found that the neuroscience of memory demonstrated the strongest connection between our initial responses to a work—the varying “experiences” that a work offered—and how we then came to understand those responses, convergently. Research on memory showed me how perceptual events led to conceptual encodings, and how these encodings then became the raw materials with which we constructed “meanings.” From this

---

18 The term “disciplinary matrix” was substituted for “paradigm” in the second edition of Kuhn’s major work, The Structure of Scientific Revolutions. There is much in common between Fish and Kuhn, though of the two, Fish seems the more radical. Interpretive communities could not amount to empirical explanations of a text’s meaning, since semantic common ground could not be obtained between interpretive communities. Paradigms on the other hand were at least “corrigible” with respect to one another and the world, so that their sense data overlapped even when scientists disagreed about what they were seeing (1970, p. 175). By contrast, members of Fish’s interpretive communities lacked corrigibility: “Common ground,” argued Fish, “is what emerges when you assume the normative status of your own judgment and fix the label ‘unreasonable’ or ‘inhuman’ or ‘monstrous’ to the judgment of your opponents” (1999, pp. 169–170). In other words, there could be no “real” common ground, since “what we know is not the world but stories about the world” (1980, p. 243; see also his comparison to Wittgenstein’s “language games,” p. 241; Kuhn makes use of Wittgenstein differently, cf. his 1970, pp. 44–45).

19 See, for example, Barsalou, Simmons, Barbey, and Wilson (2003) and McGaugh (2000). For a very recent overview of this work, see Roozendaal and McGaugh (2011). I cover these works in Chapters 1 and 2.
type of research, I was able to conjecture that something about the initial character or quality of the reading experience determined, to a marked degree, what we recalled and valued about a work. That is to say, there was something distinct about Martius, Homer, and bears—as perceived in the mind’s eye—that struck a chord with readers able to understand Martius, Homer, and bears (whether readers felt positively about what they had read or not). So pace Smith, it seemed that we could speak of Martius’, Homer’s, and bears’ “properties,” and that these properties could be both “intrinsic” to a work and understood similarly across readers.

The function of this preamble has been to overview intellectual puzzles encountered whole working out my thesis’ trajectory, and so I have purposefully avoided “spilling the beans” about my thesis’ achievements, or the solutions offered to the puzzles. Nevertheless, I should at least hint at what I believe my thesis has accomplished before moving on to Chapter 2.

First, I have made a strong case for why neuroscience ought to guide our understanding of reader-response theory and criticism. Neuroscientific research on memory, emotion, and perception—more than “cognitive science,” “clinical psychology,” and other disciplines—has been able to disclose what happens in our heads while we read. Without measuring activity in the brain and body, how could we know whether “unconscious emotions” existed, for example? How could we know whether “cognition” and “emotion” functioned interdependently or independently? What proof could we bring to bear on the idea that the brain housed innate, pre-organized systems or infinitely malleable “blank slates”?20 I have argued that neuroscience may offer answers, however provisional, and that the answers offered may have serious ramifications for understanding our and others’ reading experience. Specifically, I have shown how neuroscience fundamentally recasts what we can know about language comprehension and value. On the matter of comprehension, I have argued that neuroscience shows us how the “objects” of literary meaning become “sensible”; and on the matter of value, I have tried to make a case for the relationship between the neuroscience of emotion and our sense of a work’s worth—whether we like, dislike, or feel indifferent about its properties. These two areas—“from objects to affects,” from embodied senses to affectively inscribed values—have become my theses’ focal points.

Second, I have shown (or, rather, re-shown) that traditional metaphysical dilemmas still bear heavily on everyday literary problems (reader-response related problems especially). Do we have “ideas” in Hume’s sense or “concepts” in Kant’s sense? Was there a mind-independent

20 Earlier generations may have found such questions patently absurd (or long since resolved). See, for example, Robert Solomon’s overview of historical philosophic views on emotion (2008).
reality or a mind-dependent reality? Lacan, Bakhtin, Deleuze, Baudrillard, and Derrida offer some answers, but so too do analytic philosophers. Much work has been done in analytic philosophy on emotion and artistic value, in particular, and this work has guided and reshaped my thesis’ “neurocritical” outlook. So throughout I have introduced key concepts from leading analytic philosophers—such as Malcolm Budd’s work on value and Donald Davidson’s views on intersubjectivity. Even more importantly, I have tried to bring the dialogues surrounding these concepts into the sphere of literary humanism, where they have been routinely neglected.

So to recap the main points of this preamble, my initial question about the problem of divergence ballooned into other, more primary questions. I needed to know, first, what took place in the minds of readers as they formed mental impressions, which led me to the neuroscience of language comprehension, analytic philosophic debates about perception and thought-contents, and the philosophy and neuroscience of emotion and value. Neuroscience helped me determine whether texts were understood and valued consistently across readers, and key philosophic terms, concepts, and longstanding puzzles helped me frame the neuroscientific data. Although neuroscience has provided the ingredients for resolving some of the problems posed above, it has not provided the recipes; for this philosophic inquiry was at every point essential.
2.0 Foundations of Language and Meaning

In this chapter, I introduce a neuroscientific paradigm of language comprehension, of how the brain translates text and spoken language into coherent mental representations. Section 2.1 discusses the context and problems surrounding theories of language as a subject area, including the particular challenges facing literary humanists. Section 2.2 examines the problems of traditional theories of language, with a particular focus on structural linguistics. Although structuralism is no longer a prevailing literary theoretical model, it provides a familiar frame of reference for introducing a neuroscientifically informed alternative, which is the principal goal of this chapter. After discussing the limits of traditional linguistic theories—structuralism especially—I review recent cognitive scientific theories of language comprehension and contrast them with neuroscientific approaches. There is a tendency to confuse “cognitive science” with “neuroscience,” given the similarity of their questions and empirical focus. Neuroscience, however, is a distinct field with its own research technology and methods. So in section 2.2 I shall discuss both the similarities between traditional “cognitive scientific” theories and structuralism, on the one hand, and how neuroscientific approaches resolve standing problems introduced by cognitive science, on the other. This discussion will dovetail into Section 2.3, where I introduce “grounded cognition,” a theory of neurological representation and language comprehension that is foundational to the position I take in my thesis. Grounded cognition, I argue, offers both a solution to the so-called “grounding problem” introduced by cognitive science and elucidates the failures of structural linguistics and early cognitive scientific models of language comprehension. In Section 2.3.2, I introduce key concepts from Lawrence W. Barsalou’s approach to grounded cognition, especially his “perceptual symbol systems.” Barsalou’s approach, I argue—despite its limitations—offers the most robust, neuroscientifically informed framework for explaining language comprehension available today. After discussing potential problems with the perceptual symbol system framework, I analyze a poem from William Carlos Williams’s Spring and All from the standpoint of Barsalou’s “language and situated simulation” theory of grounded cognition.

2.1 Language and Meaning

Introducing a neuroscientifically informed paradigm of language comprehension is difficult, given the multifarious nature of the subject matter. Language comprehension comes at the end of a long chain of complex developmental, contextual, and cognitive phenomena, such as how and where we acquire language, the medium of language, be it written or spoken, and
how language interfaces with extra-linguistic systems in the brain, such as emotion and memory.\textsuperscript{21} Numerous aspects of language—prosody, grammar, pragmatics, and so forth—must also be taken into account, for they too influence language comprehension. Clearly, theorizing about the nature of linguistic meaning is one of the more unwieldy areas of scholarship, since there are so many different ways one can approach the subject. The theoretical framework introduced in this chapter—generally referred to as a “grounded cognition” approach to language—does not purport to explain all the aforementioned areas of linguistic inquiry, but it does resolve important, general misconceptions about the influence of language on meaning. Approaching the subject of language comprehension from the vantage of general misconception—of what has been thought true but proven wrong—may simplify the problems at hand, but only temporarily. I will return to the finer points of context, language acquisition, pragmatics, and so forth, throughout my dissertation, although I will not be able to treat any one of these subjects comprehensively.

There is also the greater, perennial challenge of introducing a scientifically based paradigm to the humanities at large. Aristotle, Kant, Saussure, Frege, Wittgenstein, and others offer unique brands of language comprehension, each enjoying broad academic appeal, so there is often little incentive for humanists to look beyond their specialized theories to see what is happening in the neurosciences and elsewhere.\textsuperscript{22} Traditional humanities approaches to language offer their own insights into the nature of comprehension, to be sure, yet they seem prone to concluding that “meaning” is an ever-open, culturally-relative, irresolvable problem space. Semantic problems can only ever be identified but never settled. Wittgenstein, for example, argued that meaning is so context-laden as to be locked away in hermetically sealed “language games,” a position that suggests we cannot possibly have a “science” of meaning so much as a general psychology of linguistic “use” (1960, pp. 77–81).

\textsuperscript{21} By “extra-linguistic” I mean functionally specialized systems dedicated to various kinds of memory and emotion but \textit{not} language (even though in recent literature perhaps every area in the brain is extra-linguistic, technically, since systems once thought to process language, exclusively, have been shown to serve many other functions: “Broca’s area,” for example—the classic “language center” in the brain—is now thought to function as a general system for “cognitive control” or working memory (Rogalsky & Hickok, 2011)). By “interfaces” I mean physiological interconnectivity, e.g., a neurological projection from one functionally specialized region to another, whether inhibitory or excitatory, and whether uni- or bi-directional. The ideas behind such terms are developed throughout.

\textsuperscript{22} If publication count is indicative of lasting influence, the numbers are telling. Inputting each of the aforementioned names and “language” as search criteria on \textit{JSTOR} yields 26,105 results, in total, over the past ten years (from 2002–2012). Aristotle garnered 9,958 publications; Kant, 8,286; Wittgenstein, 4,557; Frege, 1,873; and Saussure, 1,431. “Neuroscience” and “language” as joint criteria yield 3,815 results on \textit{JSTOR} over the past ten years, while \textit{Web of Science} yields 13,029 results for “language” with “neurosciences” as the limiting factor.
Wittgenstein’s philosophy has been exaggerated by some theorists, most notably Lyotard, and for this his reputation has suffered; yet in many respects Wittgenstein was ahead of his time. He realized, for example, that meaning was contextually bound and so undiscoverable in language itself, since language—as an abstracted system of signs—remains aloof from the world of everyday objects and their particular functions or rules (a thesis I shall take up myself in later sections). Whatever may be understood from an utterance, on this view, thrives only insofar as the utterance’s objects and customs thrive. Modern readers, for example, may basically comprehend the idiom, “Don’t get your tits in a wringer,” but they may not fully understand what is meant unless they have learned what a “wringer” is and how it was used in pre-modern times (an old washing implement where clothes pass through hand-cranked cylinders). That meanings thrive on the basis of living contextual interactions with objects and events—one of Wittgenstein’s key insights—has recently gained prominence under the heading “semantic externalism,” or the thesis that environmental objects and norms become inculcated through acquaintance with them, thereafter functioning as an extension of “mind” (Clark & Chalmers, 2010, p. 29; Noë, 2009; Putnam, 1994).

Situating meaning outside language, in our everyday acquaintances with specialized objects and contexts, also imposes semantic limitations. How, Wittgenstein wondered, could we possibly conclude from learning the word “leaf” that all leaves in the world share characteristics, when such generality cannot be achieved? “[W]e are inclined to think,” he wrote in a critical mode, “that the general idea of a leaf is something like a visual image, but one which only contains what is common to all leaves. . . . This again is connected with the idea that the meaning of a word is an image, or a thing correlated to the word” (p. 18). Wittgenstein rejected this idea. Rather than a mental image reflecting properties in the world, at large, what can be known from a particular context—the usage of a “wringer,” the impression of “leaf”—is bound to that context (its history, culture, etc.), and so cannot capture isomorphic representations of properties across contexts (across histories and cultures). Saying “a tree is full of leaves” in New Mexico means something different from saying “a tree is full of leaves” in New Zealand, because the meaning of “leaves” and “tree” cannot carry representational universals across geographic contexts. So for Wittgenstein (and more recently Putnam, Noë, and others) meaning cannot ever be so glibly pictorial or universally “given” as to suggest we all share common referential sense: there is no “mental image” capturing the semantic totality or essence of “leaf,” since an image or essence of this sort would require that our understanding of objects and events achieves invariance across contexts and times. For Wittgenstein and many of
his followers, linguistic meaning could only ever be contextualized by particulars—by New
Mexican or New Zealand leaves, not leaves in general—and so semantic categories (“leaf”) could only allow for “family resemblances” between particular objects, but never essential
properties (Simon, 1969).

Later I shall defend the idea of “mental imagery,” “mental representation,” and the idea that contextualized memory picks out properties that approach the status of an “essence” or “natural kind,” though at this stage I can only sympathize with Wittgenstein’s skepticism. The idea that we all possess common knowledge, and that particular experiences capture universal properties, could only have seemed untenable to Wittgenstein at the time. For after all, what physical link could he posit between minds and the world when clearly no such link existed, as far he or his contemporaries could see? Physiological—let alone cellular and genetic—connections between percepts and concepts were not yet observed: they required technologically aided, empirical measures of mind-world transactions (neuroimaging, direct neuroelectric recording, neuropeptide tracing, and so forth) not yet invented. Such measures Wittgenstein could not have envisioned.

Now what I should like to suggest is that any attempt to fully understand the nature of language and meaning prior to the advent of neuroscience could not help foundering (if, as I believe, we need empirical warrant to make general claims about what happens in the mind while comprehending text—and not just any kind of empirical warrant, such as a questionnaire, but neurobiological warrant achieved using controlled experimental conditions). By saying this I certainly do not mean to suppose that neuroscience offers a grand “theory of everything,” or that before neuroscience came along we were all intellectual barbarians. That would be a mistake. It would be wrong to suggest that neuroscientific paradigms trump all previous theoretical developments, or that all neuroscientific data are equally valid. Many theorists such as Locke, Hume, and Mill developed semantic theories that were largely consistent with contemporary neuroscientific findings (theories I shall return to).23 Even Wittgenstein’s work—though its gist may not jibe with neuroscience—got quite a bit right. What I should like to suggest, nevertheless, is that neuroscience has uncovered basic facts about language

23 Raymond Tallis claims that contemporary neuroscientific findings are nothing new, that so-called ‘neuromythology’ goes back to early Greek philosophy, a fact he uses to diminish the hype surrounding neuroscientific findings (2004). In a very different vein, Lawrence Barsalou appeals to the long history of perception-based theories of mind to support his neuroscientific model of language comprehension (cf. the introduction to his seminal paper, Perceptual Symbol Systems). I address neuroscience naysayers in the post-amble.
comprehension that cannot help but conflict with most linguistic theories extant today, especially (but not limited to) those predominant in humanities departments.

So what about neuroscience conflicts with erstwhile approaches to language and meaning? Wimsatt and Beardsley’s well-known “affective” and “intentional” fallacies may serve as starting points for comparison on the humanities side.

According to the “affective fallacy,” there is always a wide “gap between various levels of physiological experience” while reading—how we feel about a work—“and the perception of [the work’s] value” (1949, p. 44). We may fall into joyful or sorrowful weeping after viewing a play, but our weeping says nothing about the play’s worth; only the play’s formal properties may indicate its worth, not how we respond to them. The “intentional fallacy” on the other hand holds that any consideration of an author’s expressed interpretive intent—external to the work—is problematic, for a work’s meaning ought to stand or fall on its own: either the work represents an author’s intended meaning or not. Understanding a work cannot therefore hinge on knowledge of its creative origins, “psychological causes,” or any kind of speculation about what its author may have meant, since these sources are extrinsic to the work’s meaning (1946; 1949, p. 31). If on this view I discovered that one of Shakespeare’s sonnets was written for a female lover, not a fair youth, then that discovery would not bear on my understanding of the sonnet’s meaning.

Although there is truth in Wimsatt and Beardsley’s claims—especially the argument that what we feel for a work, alone, cannot index its values, if in the process we forget about the formal properties prompting them (an argument addressed in the next chapter)—neuroscientific findings nevertheless seem at variance with the stronger implications of the affective and intentional fallacies. I shall broadly develop an overview of these findings and then refine them as the chapter progresses.

First, how we feel about a work—what a work does to us (its “results”)—is not always arbitrarily related to what the work means and how we value its properties. Neuroscientists have shown that having an emotional response directly augments storage and retrieval of long-term memories, so that responding emotionally to some kind of content entails encoding memories for that content with greater strength (Buchanan, 2007; Greenberg et al., 2005; Talarico, LaBar, & Rubin, 2004). If we then add to this finding the idea that “values” somehow piggyback along with emotions (a deceptively simple idea that I shall develop in Chapter 4), then whatever a poem “feels like” would somehow factor into its “worth” (or at least whatever we could remember about the poem’s meaning and worth). Whether this last idea holds true, data from
the neuroscience of memory make at least one point clear: there is no fallacy in relating a
work’s emotional impact to its properties, and if emotional impact correlates with value, then
there is also likely no fallacy in thinking of a work’s effects (“results”) as impacting its worth;
in either case, emotional arousal is shown to directly augment storage and recall of whatever
impressions prompted the emotion (McIntyre, McGaugh, & Williams, 2012). Feeling moved by
fictional bears or snakes would thus entail forming lasting impressions of bear or snake
properties. How we feel, or whatever “results” a work achieves, emotionally, ought to then
suggest something about the work’s value (Chapter 4).24 If this argument holds true then it
would undermine the basic premise of the affective fallacy (that how we feel holds no relation
to a work’s formal properties and their worth).

Second, in relation to the intentional fallacy—or the idea that an author’s intent cannot
be related to the work’s meaning—there has been some persuasive work, reviewed in an essay
by Peter Stearns, positing causal connections between “historical shifts” (such as the
Enlightenment) and emotional orientation during those shifts (general patterns of mood or
feeling affected by historical conditions) (2008, p. 18). If there is any basis to such claims, then
the neuroscience of “autobiographical memory” may have much to say about how an author’s
everyday experience affects his or her unique sense of the world, and how that sense then ends
up in the author’s work, formally (Conway, 2001). “Autobiographical events,” for example,
may embed “within a semantic context that situates them within larger personal and public
spheres,” so that what an author writes about, in relation to his own work, cannot help
accurately reflecting (to some considerable extent) the context in which the author’s work was
created, and so also elucidate essential elements of the work’s meaning (Svoboda et al., 2006, p.
2203).25 Interactions between an author’s socio-historical context and his or her disposition,
attitudes, and self-reflexive thought—the ecologies of authorship—would therefore reflect
important clues about a work’s meaning.26 If so, then the emotional impact of a poem and its

---

24 There is a curious passage in the original essay by Wimsatt and Beardsley that suggests this very argument—namely,
that emotions themselves somehow become a part of a work’s formal properties, or are “presented in their objects” (p.
52). But this seems to collapse artistic value into the work’s properties, rather than thinking of a work’s values in terms of
the relational experiences they offer (a view contrary to that of Malcolm Budd’s and others, whose work I review in
Chapter 4).

25 Unless the author’s report—or the work itself—was insincere, though Malcolm Budd offers some plausible lines
against strong concerns over a work’s insincerity (1983).

26 There are limits to this approach that I shall discuss later. Michael Taylor, for example—in his overview of historical
Shakespearean criticism—warns against an overriding “interest in arriving at Shakespeare’s mind via some kind of
historicized medical understanding of the echt Elizabethan mind” (2001, p. location 2145). Shakespeare, he notes,
transcended his period, so understanding his works cannot be limited to understanding Elizabethan cultural standards.
authorial “intent” would seem profoundly significant—albeit recalcitrant—sources of
information about a poem’s general meaning and value (a thesis considered further in Chapter
4).

If the above challenges to the affective and intentional fallacies hold any merit, then it
should be clear, already, how accepting a neuroscientific paradigm of language can prove
challenging for literary humanists. The challenge becomes all the more pointed if specialized
intradepartmental frameworks have already become standard fare—if, for example,
psychoanalysis, structuralism, deconstructionism, formalism, feminism, Marxism, and so forth
seem the only viable options for critical analysis, at the expense of excluding extra-departmental
discoveries. A feminist critic may explore “gendered” language, “sexual politics,” feminine
symbolism, and so forth, or a Marxist critic the impact of class conflict, hegemony, and
alienation on a work’s developments; yet as far as either critic is concerned, the only
worthwhile influence on the work in question is whatever ideological power struggle
surrounded its creation—a struggle between men and women, bourgeoisie and proletariat, a
struggle only ever socially but not biologically determined. Yet neither biological nor social
determinants alone adequately capture the full range of human experience, and herein lies the
limitation of adopting specialized, intradepartmental frameworks at the expense of other
theoretical developments, in the sciences and elsewhere.

Despite the heterogeneous makeup of intradepartmentally accepted theoretical traditions,
from Marxism to Feminism, an underlying trend over the past century suggests a more
homogenous underlining: there has been an unprecedented gravitation toward exclusively
“language-based” semantic frameworks, an historical development sometimes termed the
“linguistic turn.”28 Michael Holquist captures the zeitgeist of this trend in his 2007 MLA
presidential address, which I believe is largely representative of contemporary attitudes about
language and meaning (2008). His address begins with a distinction between the natural and the
unnatural, the “minimal conditions” of “biologic life,” on the one hand—“oxygen to breathe, a
rather limited range of temperature to ensure we don’t expire from heat or cold, liquid to ensure
we don’t dehydrate”—and the “invented” conditions of being “sapient” and “wise,” on the other
(p. 570). The latter conditions, argues Holquist, are manifestations of language. Language is the

---

28 This view is associated with Richard Rorty, Judith Butler, Jacques Derrida, and the later Ludwig Wittgenstein, among
others.
humanizing force—“is arguably the prerequisite . . . for attaining the status of human being” (p. 570). Becoming human therefore requires “denaturing” the minimal conditions of biologic life through linguistic sensitization; only from this can we achieve “the wisdom and community that are impossible without it” (p. 570).

To substantiate such claims, Holquist appeals to Wilhelm von Humboldt’s philosophy of language, whose foundation rests on the “simultaneity of language and thought” (p. 573). According to Holquist, Humboldt “sought to solve the riddle of the ‘I think’ by transposing the problem into an investigation of the ‘I speak.’ In other words, he put forward language not just as a representation of experience to the mind but also as the activity that first of all enables access of the mind to experience” (p. 574). The assumption in this formulation is that language intercedes between the mind and perceptual experience, serving as a springboard for understanding the world with any nuance; that is to say, before complex meaning is possible one must possess a fully developed mental lexicon that enables certain kinds of experience. This conclusion seems overturned by the fact that primates enjoy rich ecological experiences without any intermediating symbol system, a consideration elaborated below.29 Nevertheless, at this stage we might suppose that Humboldt’s semantic framework illustrates something important about how we ought to interpret our own phenomenological experience. When I read, for example, it seems as if a voice in my head constitutes my thought, so that without that voice—without an internal language—I would lack the capacity to think. Or I might suppose that when I read, speak, or write, that it is language—and nothing else—that allows me to communicate what I think to others. Lev Vygotsky argued precisely this point in Thought and Language:

That understanding between minds is impossible without some mediating expression is an axiom for scientific psychology. In the absence of a system of signs, linguistic or other, only the most primitive and limited type of communication is possible. Communication by means of expressive movements, observed mainly among animals, is not so much communication as spread of affect . . . Rational, intentional conveying of experience and thought to others

29 Unless one wishes to argue, as some philosophers do, that primates lack the capacity to think because they lack language. Donald Davidson develops this line in his Inqueries into Truth and Interpretation (2001): “The dependence of speaking on thinking is evident,” he writes, “for to speak is to express thoughts” (p. 155). There has been a growing awareness of the untenability of the language = thought thesis, however. If language were prerequisite for thought, then children born with verbal dyspraxia, or the inability to speak, would show minimal semantic comprehension; but this is not the case, since these children show close to population normal IQs for tasks not dependent on language competence (Vargha-Khadem et al., 2005). How one should interpret these data is not altogether clear, yet they seem to provide evidence for the functional dissociation of language and meaning—a distinction discussed below.
requires a mediating system, the prototype of which is human speech. (quoted from Sperber & Wilson, 1995, p. 6)

The apodictic quality of this argument is persuasive. From a strictly observational standpoint, it seems true that we cannot communicate thoughts without speech. Whatever the merits of this view, its underlying assumption is that Language (with a capital ‘L’) is prerequisite to representation, thought, and even—according to Holquist’s rendering of Humboldt—experience itself. The corollary of this assumption is that anything we might call ‘meaningful’ is linguistically derivative. I shall term this approach to language comprehension ‘language-based semantics.’

Competing semantic theories, on the other hand, view language (with a lowercase ‘l’) not as the source and structure of meaning but more modestly as one among many vehicles by which the contents of thought communicate (other vehicles include but are not limited to facial expressions, gesticulations, tone of voice, and contextual inference). What the “contents of thought” amount to, I shall argue, can be understood in terms of encoded sensory impressions, or memories acquired through various “sense modalities” or “modal” channels (olfactory, visual, auditory, emotional, etc.). I designate modal approaches to language comprehension ‘neuro-representation-based semantics’ (‘neurosemantics’ for short), of which Barsalou’s “language and situated simulation” (LSS) theory, discussed below, is one example.

At the heart of neurosemantics is the assumption that, although language allows us to communicate thoughts, the nature and function of thoughts themselves (along with concepts, knowledge, etc.) is extra-linguistic and perceptually grounded. The reasons for this will become clear as I stipulate the nature of neurological functioning. For now, it will suffice to say that from a neuroscience standpoint, comprehending any type of linguistic content is not a byproduct of language, per se, but underlying neurological processing distributed across specialized perceptual systems. This assumption is sharply contrasted with the folk phenomenological intuition, mentioned above, that thought and language amount to the same thing (that voices in our heads are identical with thoughts in our heads). However, if the thesis that emotional memory, and not language, accounts for the comparative differences between reader-response valuations—a central position worked out in Chapter 4—then I must first demonstrate how meanings form at the neurological level, and how language then accesses those meanings.
2.2 The Problems of Language-Based Semantics

Theories of Language take many forms—structuralism (Saussure), linguistic constructionism (Sapir-Whorf, Boroditsky)\textsuperscript{30}, propositionalism (Tarski, Frege), some ordinary language philosophy (J. L. Austin, Searle)\textsuperscript{31}, and some computational theories of cognition, such as the “language of thought hypothesis,” reviewed in section 2.1.2 (Fodor, Pylyshyn). It is beyond the scope of my dissertation to explore all of these theories in depth, although in Chapter 3 I find it necessary to challenge propositionalist theories of meaning. Propositionalism—as I see it—closely parallels Language-based semantics and carries faulty assumptions about concepts as they interface with emotions. Since structural linguistics is perhaps the most familiar of the Language theories mentioned, I shall use its assumptions as a platform for introducing, by contrast, an alternative theoretical approach known as “grounded cognition.”

2.2.1 Structuralism

Structural linguistics began with Saussure’s *Course in General Linguistics*, wherein he proposed the theory of the linguistic sign, or the relation between signifier (sound- or word-images), signified (concepts), and referent (aspect of perceived reality). Saussure argued that meaning is a commixture of sound-images and “psychological concepts,” and that this commixture is not individually but socially developed (1998, p. 269).

There is according to Saussure a one-to-one correspondence between word/sound-images and concepts (pp. 275–7; see also Culler, 1990, pp. 98–111). The phonetic sound image “cat,” as distinguished from “hat,” for example, allows us to organize a correspondingly different concept around the phonetic difference. Without phonetic differences, therefore, we would have no organizing principle for differentiating concepts. Saussure explains this mutual dependency of sound images and concepts by using the analogy of “a chemical compound” such as water, whose “combination of hydrogen and oxygen” creates the emergent property of a transparent, life-sustaining liquid. “[T]aken separately,” however, “neither element [hydrogen nor oxygen] has any of the properties of water” (p. 275). The logic of this argument, by extension, is that there is an indissoluble link between word/sound-images and concepts. Only

\textsuperscript{30} For a critical review of the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, or the idea that language determines thought rather than interacts with thought (or memory), see Wolff and Holmes (2011) and Ozturk et al. (2013).

\textsuperscript{31} Searle seems to believe that speech acts are necessary to represent objects and events in the world (2008, p. 448), though he also acknowledges that “the way language represents reality is dependent on the more biologically fundamental ways in which the mind represents reality,” even if he also believes that “linguistic representation” is a uniquely human ability (1999, p. 2075).
when jointly combined do they produce the emergent quality of meaning; without pairing word-images with concepts, there can be no basis for conceptual or semantic differences. Meaning under this view is always a byproduct of differentiated sign systems.

A question remains unanswered by this approach, however, and that is how sign systems themselves differentiate. Saussure answers by saying that language “exists only by virtue of a sort of contract signed by the members of the community,” whereby “the individual must always serve an apprenticeship in order to learn the functioning of language” (p. 269). For Saussure, as we have seen, language always carries with it conceptual meanings; so presumably, when individuals first learn the difference between “head” and “foot” from members of their community, they also learn corresponding concepts for each word. So it would seem, then, that signifiers (sound- and word-images) and their concepts become “delimited” by socially inscribed conventions (p. 275). Saussure’s theory of semantics would thus explain how two individuals with different, codified linguistic systems, or distinct enculturations, may fail to understand one another, yet it would not explain how someone could comprehend the gist of *Romeo and Juliet* without knowing English, or how body language and facial expressions, contra Vygotsky, communicate a whole range of intentions and attitudes without needing to share a symbolic language.32

Much more could be said of Saussure’s semantic theory. There is a rich and varied secondary literature on the subject within the literary humanities, especially in reaction to its scientific pretensions (poststructuralist developments, for example). Nevertheless, even the simplified overview of Saussure’s semantic theory above presents several problems, only two of which fall within the scope of my present analysis. The first is the assumption that something intrinsic to the signifier (in particular) and language (more generally) constitutes meaning as opposed to extra-linguistic, universally shared cognitive representational processes.33 This I will call the ‘semantic signifier’ assumption (or the role of Language with a capital ‘L’). Two general consequences come from this assumption that I shall repeatedly address: one is confounding language with thought, and the other is supposing that knowledge of the world’s

---

32 Some may recall Laura Bohannan’s “Shakespeare in the Bush,” which supposedly demonstrates the untranslatability of *Hamlet* into universal themes for cultures with different kinship structures (2006). Though as Monroe Beardsley has pointed out, Bohannan’s example only highlights a need to distinguish artistic eligibility (“what is worth taking advantage of, choosing, appropriating” in a work) with availability, or the ability of a society to understand a work (1983, p. 268). Despite the nice illustration Bohannan’s experience provides, I believe we should also recall that much of *Hamlet* was in fact understood by the bushmen, such as the need for revenge, betrayal, the nature of madness, etc.

33 By “universal” I mean qualitatively basic adapted physiologies in the mind-brain such as the visual cortex and its common representational functions, not universally given “innate ideas.” Although there are some interesting parallels between ‘innateness’ and adapted physiologies allowing for qualitatively common perceptual representations, or what Nancy Easterlin calls a “bioepistemological” approach to shared meanings (1999).
properties is contingent on shared language, when as I shall argue, we share knowledge apart from the language we use to express what we know.

The second, and for my purposes more important, problem with Saussure’s framework stems directly from his ambiguous treatment of psychological “concepts.” In passing, Saussure distinguishes between sound-images and concepts (he lists “house” and “white” as examples of the latter), yet no explanation is provided for how concepts function independently from language (p. 275). In the absence of any understanding of psychological processes and their relation to evolutionary history, the default assumption in Saussure’s *Cours* is that meaning is dependent on extrinsic, linguistic enculturation, not intrinsic, ecologically situated representations (memories) of the world’s properties. This presents a problem of ‘psychological ambiguity,’ or what I have referred to as the problem of ‘semantic composition’ in the preamble. That is, without any clear elucidation of the specific nature of concepts—how they are acquired, stored, shared, and so forth—there can be no correspondingly specific understanding of language comprehension.

2.2.2 The Grounding Problem and Language-Based Semantics

Contemporary debates surrounding the nature of cognition vis-à-vis language are fraught with the problems of ‘semantic signification’ and ‘psychological ambiguity.’ After the advent of the computer and the collapse of behaviorism, disciplines such as cognitive science and artificial intelligence were born, and along with them computational theories of mind. Theorists from this generation wondered how the brain, whose material underpinnings were thought analogous to digital computation (something akin to a mental Turing machine), could translate perceptual information into meaningful cognitive content. Steven Harnad called this “the symbol grounding problem” in his 1990 paper of the same name. He characterized the problem thus: “How can the meanings of the meaningless symbol tokens, manipulated solely on the basis of their (arbitrary) shapes, be grounded in anything but other meaningless symbols? The problem is analogous to trying to learn Chinese from a Chinese/Chinese dictionary alone” (1990, p. 335). Harnad’s observation closely relates to Saussure’s assumed one-to-one

---

34 By “representation,” at its most general level, I mean any kind of modal processing (activation of visual, auditory, emotional, and other sensory systems) of directly perceived and/or stored sensory impressions. This means that modal systems represent both presented stimuli—such as the paper in front of us—and re-present the originally presented stimuli in the form of a mental impression—the concept of the paper in front of us. The former (seeing the paper) counts as a “perceptual representation” and the latter (remembering the paper) counts as a “conceptual representation.” Perception should not be confused with representation, of course, but from the standpoint of grounded cognition, what we represent derives from what we have perceived, from the various objects and events presented to us in experience. I shall discuss these ideas in more detail in the following chapter in relation to particular philosophic problems.
correspondence between word-images (‘meaningless symbol tokens’) and concepts
(‘meanings’).

If a sound-image contains no intrinsic meaning, requiring instead a coupling with
psychological concepts and differences between other signs, then what is it about concepts and a
system of differences that imbeds language with meaning? Saussure offers no elucidation of the
nature of psychological concepts themselves, for he had no means of examining their nature to
begin with, so he has left us with the notion of sign-differentiation as the solution to the
grounding problem. But rather than speculate about how comparatively flat linguistic forms
could transmute into vivid mental images and attitudes, Saussure only introduces another puzzle
by binding concepts with signifiers in a one-to-one fashion. Such a binding does not tell us how
we understand the sound-image “up” only if we already understand “down,” or how
understanding the difference between the words “up” and “down” automatically assumes a
corresponding difference between the concepts “up” and “down.” Conjecturing that for every
difference in a sound-image there is a difference in concept does not explain how we form
concepts without sound-images, such as procedural memories, or remembering what something
looks like without being able to articulate its properties. If sign-differentiation—such as
knowing the difference between the words “up” and “down”—were the sole cause of different
meanings, then all meanings would depend on already knowing something else distinctly
different. Yet it seems unlikely that the meaning of “snake” depends on foreknowledge of non-
snake-like creatures, or that color perception depends on colorblindness, pain on pleasure, etc. If
a child with minimal language development were to wander through the woods alone and
discover an ancient artifact, a statue for example, we would not suppose that she needs an adult
to carefully articulate the details of her experience before she can understand what she saw, or
that her understanding lacked conceptual awareness (that she could not have distinguished an
“artifact” from a natural phenomenon). And yet structural linguistics seems systemically
incapable of explaining how the child could know what she saw without a fully developed
vocabulary. The nature of concept formation, independent of language, apparently does not
factor into the structuralist equation.

Contemporary approaches to semantic theory share problems remarkably similar to
those introduced by Saussure. The work of Fodor, Pylyshyn, Newell, and Simon, for example,
maintains the thesis that cognitive representations are language-like symbols in the brain.35 On

---

35 This conclusion is apparent in my studies of aforementioned primary sources, although my framing of Fodor and
others’ language-based semantics follows closely the criticism of Barsalou.
this view, mental symbols are formally uniform—they behave like an alphabet or 1s and 0s—rather than perceptually differentiated sense impressions (Barsalou, 1999, 2008). Barsalou calls the former ‘amodal symbols,’ because the same set of uniform symbols may combine to represent any type of knowledge, just as 1s and 0s produce a computer’s machine code, which in turn produces distinctly different software packages with different functions (Photoshop for manipulating digital images, and Sound Forge for audio editing). ‘Modal symbols,’ by contrast, are heterogeneous mental instructions underlying adapted, specialized neurological modalities, the sensory channels of vision, olfaction, touch, gustation, and audition, as well as endogenous sensations such as proprioception and emotion—hence the distinction between ‘modal’ and ‘amodal’ in cognitive scientific parlance.

The most well-known exemplar of amodal symbols in the cognitive sciences is the language of thought hypothesis (LOTH) developed by Jerry Fodor in 1987. Under this view, a compartmentalized “module” in the brain selectively processes amodal symbols that combine to form ‘propositional attitudes,’ such as ‘X believes that $p$.’ Hypothesizing an independent ‘language module’ was an intuitive step, for it seemingly solved the problem of how stored information combines in the form of gestalt concepts, propositions, or the ‘inner dialogue of thought.’ Yet Fodor and others, like Saussure in this respect, assume that language-like symbols themselves constitute knowledge and meaning, a position I view as leading to reductio ad absurdum as soon as we ask, “And what are symbols made of?” Unless we make the case that all neurological structures are themselves amodal symbols, or that the emergent property of neural networks is amodal symbolization, taking the bull by the horns and answering “Symbols, all the way down” seems untenable.

On the view developed here, the amodal symbol approach and representative frameworks, such as the LOTH and, more recently, “indexical” or “demonstrative” reference theories (cf. Pylyshyn, 2000), only recapitulate the grounding problem by making it insoluble. This is because amodal approaches (a) presuppose that mental computational codes, ‘amodal symbols,’ count as units of meaning without demonstrating how language-like symbols could in themselves be meaningful (nor is any evidence furnished for the existence of amodal symbols

36 For a more detailed account of this framework, see Fodor and Pylyshyn (1988); for a critical overview of this work, see Barsalou, Santos, and Simmons (2008). Murat Aydede’s Stanford Encyclopedia entry on this topic concisely clarifies much of the debate surrounding the LOTH (http://plato.stanford.edu/entries/language-thought/). Also, Pinker offers a critique of Fodor’s views in his Stuff of Thought (2007, p. 52–107), though Pinker’s critique seems to retain some of the mistakes of amodal symbolism in another form, and that is anti-empiricism (he seems to accept Kant’s a priorism and the idea that empiricism falls apart because it can’t differentiate a cow from a giraffe from observation alone, p. 158). I defend against these criticisms in the next chapter.
independent of learning), and (b) amodal approaches fail to account for the profound differences between an evolutionarily ‘pre-programmed’ brain and a tabula rasa circuit board.

Parallels between LOTH and Saussure’s theory of semantics should now be apparent: both proffer an innate semantic component in ‘amodal symbols.’ For LOTH, these consist of ‘mentalese,’ or symbolic propositional contents (similar to Saussure’s ‘psychological concepts’), while for Saussure, the amodal symbols consist of sound- and word-images linked with concepts. For this reason, the LOTH, in addition to (a) and (b) above, suffers from the same two problems as structural linguistics—namely, semantic signification and psychological ambiguity. All of these problems, I shall argue, are resolved by the “grounded cognition” approach to meaning.

2.3 Grounded Cognition as Foundation of Meaning

Though still in its developmental stages—with explanatory gaps in some areas, empirical underdetermination in others, and other potential shortcomings—“grounded cognition,” I believe, offers the greatest explanatory power and empirical support of any extant theory of language comprehension today (Barsalou, 2008, 2010). The strength of grounded cognition—what sets it apart from other frameworks—is its reliance on neuroscientific technology to test hypotheses against the functioning of the brain, as opposed to relying solely on argumentation and indirect observational data, such as noting and trying to control for behavioral effects, aphasias, etc. Measuring technology has taken a quantum jump in the past fifty years, in fact, so it is worth listing some of the new methods and machinery deployed by neuroscience to get a sense of the unprecedented kind of research taking place today. No longer do neuroscientists simply infer functional anatomy from observing brain-damaged patients. Now there is wide use of high resolution brain imaging technology, such as functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and positron emission tomography (PET); transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS), a technique that temporarily disrupts discretely localized neuronal activity, effectively simulating brain lesions, non-invasively; direct cellular recording, either during surgery procedures for epilepsy patients or with non-human subjects, such as rats and chimpanzees; selective ablation of brain regions with injected neurotoxin in nonhuman subjects; injecting radioactive “tracers” into neurons to map fibrous projections to other brain regions; and “genetic knockout” techniques, where mice are genetically engineered in a way that “turns

37 An example, for those unfamiliar with this technique, would be inferring that language processes reside in “Broca’s region” after observing aphasias in stroke patients with damage to Brodmann areas 44 and 45. As it turns out, however, “Broca’s aphasia” was falsely indicative of an underlying linguistic specialization in areas 44 and 45 (Grodzinsky & Santi, 2008).
off” the expression of certain kinds of neurotransmitter, allowing researchers to explore functional anatomy at various levels of cellular organization (at the systems level, transmitter level, etc.). Additionally, vast amounts of animal research—in nonhuman primates and rodents, for example—strongly corroborates findings in humans, a point that becomes increasingly important when considering the philosophic implications of evolutionarily homologous brain structures across species (cf. Section 2.2.2). Neuroscientific methods have also advanced, including “double differentiation” of function—i.e., showing that brain region X selectively responds to stimulus z but not y; classical and operant conditioning; memory recall tasks; motor tasks (response time); virtual environments designed to test environmental memory, etc. Neuroscience employs innumerable ingenious experimental methodologies able to isolate and control variables within neurological chains of cause and effect (between stimuli, neurological response, and behavior); and I believe each method can contribute to our understanding language comprehension.

Barsalou’s grounded cognition framework certainly takes advantage of many of the methods listed, especially work on memory consolidation. More important than understanding the minutiae of scientific methodology, however, is what these methods achieve for literary theory and criticism. So in the following sections I shall argue that grounded cognition, inspired by neuroscientific discoveries, resolves (a) the grounding problem, or how meaningless linguistic symbols link-up with (find their “ground” in) meaningful contents; (b) the semantic signifier problem, or the belief that language itself—as a system of signs and syntactical functions—somehow contributes to meaning (and in some cases the idea that language just is what is meaningful, as some theorists maintain—such as supposing a one-to-one relation obtains between a sentence and meaning, without any decoding of a sentence into extra-linguistic semantic contents);38 and (c) the problem of psychological ambiguity or semantic composition that so plagued the work of Saussure, Fodor, and others, or the inability to develop a solid semantic theory without knowing, exactly, what “concepts” were composed of in the mind. I will explore each of these problems in relation to grounded cognition, which will take us a step closer to establishing a foundation for neurocriticism.

38 For an overview of various approaches to reading comprehension, such as “reading by eye” (a direct link between orthography and meaning) versus “reading by ear” (a translation of orthographic elements into phonographic elements), see Chapter 19 of David Crystal’s How Language Works (2007). I should note, however, that recent work on the neurological underpinnings of language comprehension challenge the “reading by eye” model (Hickok & Poeppel, 2004), as well as the general thrust of “grounded cognition.” I raise this challenge in the next chapter.
2.3.1 Framing the Grounding Problem with Neuroecology

The key to ‘grounding’ knowledge and meaning is in our genes. We can think of the building blocks of biological organisms—proteins—as the most basic expression of genetic instruction. At this basic level of biologic organization, there is nothing resembling a ‘meaningless symbol token’ because proteins evolved in response to particular ecological conditions that endowed them with a particular function. Proteins are byproducts of converging forces and elements in a particular universe, on a particular planet, within a particular environment, alongside pre-existing adaptations. All such ecological variables and the physical forces acting on them constitute a type of grounding for neurological structure and function. That is to say, proteins and polypeptides—combinations of proteins—evolved in response to environmental conditions, and these conditions constitute the “groundwork” of cognition.39 Neurological architectures have literally conformed to evolutionary milieus. As far as human cognition is concerned, these architectures roughly coincide with perceptual modalities: vision, olfaction, and touch, for example, may be seen as evolved strategies for negotiating environmental conditions (hence the term “neuroecology”). It would be mistaken, therefore, to say that brain function is governed by amodal, extra-perceptual symbols, when the most elementary building blocks of cognition—proteins—have evolved in response to the perceptual needs of an organism. Amodal symbols cannot spring from inherently modal building-blocks any more than immaterial souls can spring from material bodies.

The very material of thought reflects a unique evolutionary history, an intimate interrelationship between environmental selection pressures and corresponding protein expressions. In a very general yet no less profound way, the most basic unit of ‘meaning’ in humans is a functionally specialized polypeptide. Photoreceptors within the eye, for instance, respond to certain wavelengths of light, skin cells to temperature, tongue ions to sodium, sugar, and so forth—a process known as “sensory transduction” (Burns & Arshavsky, 2005; Lumpkin & Caterina, 2007). When speaking of various neurological sense-modalities, therefore, it may be useful to also think in terms of their corresponding “meaning” modalities—a kind of reciprocal relationship between environmental qualities (such as reflected light), adapted

---

39 For an overview of neural structure and organization, see Kandel’s Principles of Neural Science, especially chapters on sensation and perception. Ecological conditions would include natural and/or sexual selection pressures, random mutation, genetic drift, and so forth. I say that “proteins evolve” in the sense that environmental selection pressures privilege some genetic mutations and chromosomal crossovers over others, such as sickle cell anemia and resistance to malaria, though more basically that types of stimuli (visual, tactile, and other types of sense data) can be perceived because cellular cytology has evolved in relation to these stimuli (Falciatore & Bowler, 2005; Hudspeth, 2000b; Lumpkin & Caterina, 2007). In this way, historical environmental conditions constrain genetic expression and sense perception, together.
functions (such as sight), and meaningful contents (such as an idea about reflected light). This kind of “neuroecological” approach to semantics, sprung from the study of sensory transduction and perception, is what grounded cognition theorists capitalize on, that is, the relationship between “modal systems” in the brain and our ability to understand language.

Of course for some readers the relationship between sensoria and semantics will sound dubious, because anything we might associate with “meaning,” in the usual sense, has apparently little to do with specialized protein complexes in the brain: the meaning of “she was late for class,” for example, seems far removed from the functioning of photoreceptor cells in the retina and neurons in the visual cortex. However, the seeming disconnect between everyday language comprehension and the most basic building blocks of cognition is illusory, since understanding “she,” “late,” and “class” depend on having perceived and then stored information about “she,” “late,” and “class,” and this process can only be facilitated by evolved modal systems. Thus, even at the smallest scale of molecular organization, “cellular morphology recapitulates adaptive ecologies.” This idea I shall now elaborate upon.

2.3.2 Solving the Grounding Problem

Now that I have overviewed the nature of the grounding problem in relation to evolved architecture, let us examine one of the more robust representatives of grounded cognition, Barsalou’s “perceptual symbol systems” theory. Barsalou’s approach to knowledge and language comprehension is founded upon two major principles. First, grounded cognition rejects the amodal symbol hypothesis, the belief that mentally instantiated, language-like symbols form the basis of meaning production (Barsalou, 1999). A central claim of grounded cognition, supported by findings in neurophysics—the study of neuronal structure, organization, and function—is that there is no empirical evidence for the existence of anything like an amodal

---

40 Even congenitally blind individuals build representational maps of their environs with sensory representations, although their spatial mapping apparently relies on recruiting visual areas in the cortex to store tactile inputs, a phenomenon known as “crossmodal plasticity” (Pascual-Leone et al., 2005). Rather than using visual stimuli to map a cup, for example, a blind individual would map the cup’s spatial dimensions with touch. We could imagine a congenitally blind individual mapping and imagining fellow humans in the same fashion, so that when reading a novel in Braille, characters and environments become represented with all sensory channels except vision.

41 This is a reformulation of the famous maxim “ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny,” which may be confusing for those unfamiliar with the idea, so an explanation might be helpful. By saying that cellular morphology recapitulates ecology I mean that the function and cellular organization of receptor neurons, such as those in the ear that allow us to perceive sound waves, are contingent on there being kinds of stimuli in the world that we (humans and other species) needed to perceive at some point along the evolutionary line, that is, on sound waves themselves. This claim should become clearer in the next section.
symbol or token in the brain. At the neurological level, that is, there is no resemblance between neurons, neurotransmission, and functional architecture, on the one hand, and computer- or natural-language-like symbols and sentences, on the other.

Consider the structure and function of any given neuron, for example, whose cellular “cytology” can be dizzyingly complex: for each neuron there are intracellular genetic instructions coding for types of neurotransmitter, mitochondrial energy production allowing for electric action potentials that then deliver neurotransmitter to other cells, morphological characteristics such as microtubules and dendrites, dependence on surrounding, non-neuronal “glial” cells that provide nutrients and support for neurotransmission and intercellular connections, and concerted interdependencies between systems of neurons subserving different kinds of function (Hudspeth, 2000a, pp. 67–87). A difference in any one of a neuron’s characteristics, moreover, would indicate a corresponding difference in neurological function, at both the cellular and intracellular level. In humans, there are four classes of receptor neurons—electromagnetic, mechanical, thermal, and chemical—each structured according to function (p. 416). Mechanical receptors, for example, feature stretch-sensitive ion channels that send information to the sensory cortex when muscles expand or contract, allowing us to sense the movement of appendages (p. 415). The cytological differences of a single neuron, though complex and variable, are also constrained by their functional organization within distinct systems of neurons. Anatomical divisions between sensory and motor cortex, for example, allow vast networks of neurons to maintain internal cohesion through intricately intertwining, functionally specified feedback loops. The functional specificity of any given neural network, therefore, defies any attempt to reduce cognition to hypothetical, functionally independent amodal symbols. Although a neuron’s cytological characteristics are statistically representable, one cannot confound mathematical models with biologic systems. These and other considerations have led Barsalou to conclude, flatly, that “little empirical evidence supports the presence of amodal symbols in cognition. Instead, amodal symbols were adopted largely

---

42 One recent attempt has been made to suggest that activity in “convergent zones” is inconsistent with modality-specification at the level of knowledge about the world’s properties (Binder & Desai, 2011). It is argued that activity in convergent zones involves several inputs from modality-specialized regions (for vision, taste, etc.), and so ought to be interpreted as “supramodal” (an abstract, conceptual representation rather than perceptually derived memory). Yet it is clear from Barsalou and other’s work on grounded cognition that represented knowledge is by default “multimodal” rather than compartmentally “modal” (that is, a parallel co-activation of various modality specialized channels of information rather than a serial activation of disconnected sensory modules), so the aim of Binder and Desai’s criticisms seems off the mark. Nevertheless, it is important to recognize that native systems such as convergent zones may be necessary for concept formation.
because they provided elegant and powerful formalisms for representing knowledge” (2008, p. 620).43

So the first major principle of Barsalou’s approach to grounded cognition is that “perceptual symbols”—as opposed to amodal symbols—are not formally symbolic, like an alphabet or number. Instead, perceptual symbols are synonymous with organized “records of the neural states that underlie perception” (Barsalou, 1999, p. 582). Perceptual symbols are therefore “symbolic” in the sense that they represent aspects of the world, but they are not symbolic in any literal sense, like photographs or mental images (p. 582). This is because perceptual symbols are themselves composed of non-conscious neural “representations,” or memory impressions, even if, when activated, perceptual symbols can produce a conscious steam of thought or recollection (p. 583). This argument, that “perceptual symbols” represent aspects of the world through a process of physically instantiated perceptions, is another basic principle of grounded cognition that I shall need to develop, since its ramifications for comprehending literary works can be extensive (we may think, for example, of the whole debate surrounding “mimesis” and whether literature reflects life events or not). Before turning to what it means to “represent” perceptual events, I should clarify what is meant by “non-conscious.”

The idea that we can comprehend language “non-consciously” can be contentious, since none of us would like to suppose that we comprehend literature as a machine would comprehend a program—that we just passively receive the code of text and it does its work on us. But there is some element of truth to the idea that we comprehend what we read in several non-conscious channels before consciously registering what has been written. This idea deserves some attention, here, even though I shall return to it later, because if semantic events require activating non-conscious memories, then these memories can lead to divergent emotional responses (assuming these memories can differ between individuals, which may not always be the case, or only as a matter of degree).

Determining the nature and extent of conscious recollection, at the neuro-mechanistic level, is an ongoing area of research, and there is much debate regarding the interpretation and reliability of results (Hannula, Simons, & Cohen, 2005).44 Many studies, however, convincingly demonstrate that non-conscious exposure to words evokes electrophysiological activity

43 Along similar lines, indirect behavioral support for amodal symbols has been rejected by more substantiated behavioral research (cf. Barsalou, Santos, Ava, Simmons, 2008; Kosslyn, 2005; and Barsalou, 1999).
44 Even more recent work has been carried out and debated on this subject. See for strong support of non-conscious emotions (Tamietto & de Gelder, 2010). For challenges to this support, see Pessoa and Adolphs (2010).
comparable to that of consciously exposed words, suggesting that the brain tries to decipher what words mean long before we become aware of the outcome (see Kiefer, 2002 for his research and references). Supporting evidence for this claim comes from electroencephalography (EEG) studies revealing that word comprehension corresponds with an average of around 400 milliseconds after stimulus onset, and that unconscious exposure to words produces a similar perceptual action pattern (Kiefer, 2002; Marinkovic et al., 2003). In routine EEG studies, detection of spreading neurological activation—from visual to temporal to prefrontal cortices—occurs 400 ms prior to reporting that a word has been presented, demonstrating widespread neurological activity in areas of the brain known not to process language (areas double-differentiated for modal processing with homologues in non-human primates). Moreover, similar neurological activity occurs even when a patient presumes to have not seen any stimulus at all. Patients exposed to a word preceded and followed rapidly by a “masking” stimulus, for example—such as “XZI,” “DOG,” “7X3”—are effectively blocked from conscious awareness of word exposure. These patients subjectively report that they have not been exposed to meaningful stimuli, yet when asked to pick from a list of possible related words, such as “KENNEL” or “FLOWER,” they demonstrate greater than average selectivity for semantically related words (“KENNEL,” “BONE,” etc.). This is called a “priming effect.” What priming studies reveal is that the same 400 ms activation signature is detected in non-conscious exposure to words as in conscious exposure, and that areas associated with multimodal memory retrieval are activated in both instances, suggesting that our own sense of awareness, at any given point, is predicated on a chain of non-conscious processing events, sometimes going as far back as 10 seconds (Soon et al., 2008). So it would seem that any form of reading comprehension involves activating non-conscious memories prior to conscious comprehension.

Another way to clarify this outcome is to consider the nature of “procedural memory.” When we first begin learning a new behavioral skill, such as riding a bike, we may be highly conscious of the task at hand; yet once the new skill is mastered, whatever conscious experience was associated with the task “falls away,” “leaving unconscious mechanisms largely in control” (Barsalou, 1999, p. 583). Now it may be the case that much of our sense of the world resembles procedural memory. We grow familiar with the objects and events of everyday experience, after encoding them into long-term memory, and thereafter we may no longer feel as consciously aware of those objects and events. When we read we may likewise lose touch with the underlying neurological activity involved in registering each word and sentence, just as we no
longer pay attention to everything we are doing when riding a bike, driving a car, or even walking, even if we bring vivid awareness to bear on moment-by-moment sensations involved in each activity. Or as Ronald de Sousa memorably puts it,

what we interpret as the present is really the future: subjective experience misconstrues what is actually an anticipation and reads it as present consciousness. The awareness of a stimulus is attributed to the present, but it actually targets the future and is referred back. Conscious time is out of step with real time. (2009, p. 104)

When we read, then, our conscious sense of what is happening actually tracks what our brains have already deciphered for us, non-consciously: “unconscious neural representations—not conscious mental images—constitute the core content” of concepts (Barsalou, 1999, p. 583). Although it is intuitive to think of concepts as fully conscious when introspecting, communicating, or reading, what we perceive as inward “mental images,” a “voice in our head,” or our sense of understanding others speak, are actually only conscious glimmers of otherwise vastly distributed networks of unconsciously activated neural networks. Conscious understanding is our future sense of past non-conscious computations.

We do not need neuroscientific data to demonstrate a difference between conscious and non-conscious experience, of course. Introspection can suffice. Before asking you to “imagine a satyr,” for example, all the associated multimodal representations for this mythical creature—its human torso, goat legs, curly hair, horns, wry smile, cross-modal associations with erotic desire, etc.—remained dormant in long-term memory, awaiting re-activation, and after I listed some possible associations for a satyr, you may not have recalled all the various bits of memory you have already associated with its basic “image.” Conceptualizing semantic contents thus draws on non-consciously stored memory for the content’s properties.

Whatever we may think about the debates surrounding conscious versus non-conscious semantic processing, the fact remains that word comprehension necessitates modality-specific activation (that comprehending “RED” requires perceptually stored information corresponding with the frequency of light bearing the name) (Kutas & Federmeier, 2000; Martin, 2007; Simmons et al., 2007). Indeed it would seem that all theories of language comprehension need to know what the “stuff” of meaning is, and grounded cognition claims that the stuff of meaning

---

45 I should note that a precursor to these findings was developed by Eleanor Rosch in the 1970s, where she showed that cultures without terms for color categories could nevertheless categorize colors and forms given their prototypical properties (1973).
is encoded memory from perceptual experience. This idea can be clarified by considering more closely the process of forming new perceptual representations. When first acquiring information from the world,

modality-specific systems of neurons in sensory-motor regions of the brain capture information about perceived events in the environment and in the body. At this level of perceptual analysis, the information represented is relatively qualitative and functional (e.g., the presence or absence of edges, vertices, colors, spatial relations, movements, pain, heat). The neuroscience literature on sensory-motor systems is replete with accounts of this neural architecture (e.g., Bear et al. 1996; Gazzaniga et al. 1998; Zeki 1993). There is little doubt that the brain uses active configurations of neurons to represent the properties of perceived entities and events. (1999, p. 582)

So it would seem that whenever we experience some event, such as drinking coffee, we encode stimuli from that event according to its various perceptual properties: hand and arm configurations, such as clasping the mug and moving it to the mouth, are stored in areas dedicated to appendages and motion detection (middle temporal gyrus and premotor cortex); bitterness and acidity in gustatory areas (insula/operculum); the dark, cream-tinted color of the liquid in temporal areas (ventral occipitotemporal cortex), and so forth (Barsalou et al., 2008; Martin, 2007; Simmons et al., 2007). A “coffee drinking” perception thus forms what seems to us a “coffee drinking” conception. Our “knowledge” about the world, therefore, is distributed across modality-specific systems in the brain.

More importantly for literary theoretical purposes, when reading about an event—such as Proust’s Marcel dipping a madeleine into a cup of tea—our brains construct the event by accessing memories stored within our own modality-specific neurological architectures. Crucially, mentally imagining literary events depends upon accessing stored information in each of the various modalities evoked by the passage, modalities whose functioning is neuroecologically determined (Addis et al., 2007). In other words, language is only comprehensible when words trigger associated extra-linguistic representations of sensory experience. This conclusion may be helped along by considering how the word “elephant” cannot possibly signify all the sensory stimuli associated with the animal—its color, size, characteristic movements and sounds, body parts, even its imagined skin texture must all store within corresponding sense modalities, and it should be self-evident that none of the
impressions stored within these modalities ("grey," "massive," "ambling," "trumpet call") can be found in the word "elephant" itself. The nature of memory representation, therefore—to reiterate a central theme of grounded cognition—is not in itself language-like but perception-like.

Not everything about neurosemantics is self-evident, however. As I will explore in more detail in the next section (2.3.3), unexpected conclusions follow from the simple principle of modality specificity. The existence of an abstract concept like "tautology," for example (in the rhetorical sense of the word), may challenge "grounded cognitive" explanations of knowledge formation. What specialized sensory modality—what perceivable object—corresponds with the "repetition of a statement as its own reason"? One is tempted to fall back on Language-based semantics for an explanation, yet as I hope to make clear in the next section, even seemingly abstract concepts such as "tautology" necessitate perceptual grounding. One must, for instance, see or imagine an instance of "tautology" before comprehending what the word means. Recognizing the tautological oddity of "As he walked down the stairs he descended," for example, requires understanding what the sentence means, first; and what it means is contingent on translating the sentence into a number of perceptual and introspective representations, such as imagining a man walking down stairs, the action of descending, what stairs look like and how one walks down them, and so forth. Then to intuit that there is something "odd" with the sentence—that it basically says the same thing twice—we must understand that "descend" can be just another way of saying "walking down."46 Abstraction is one of many challenges for proponents of grounded cognition, especially when faced with obscure cultural customs that apparently lack grounding in everyday, observable experience ("transubstantiation," "witchcraft," etc.). It is likely the case, nevertheless, that no abstraction can be understood without some grounding in perceptual primitives (an idea I shall consider again).

For now, however, we can at least say that most knowledge appears grounded—that what we know, and how we come to know what is meant by language, depends on encoded perceptual experience, and that perceptual experience itself has neuroecological roots. Neurological systems evolved vis-à-vis environmental conditions over time. During early stages of biological evolution, sense modalities differentiated at the cellular level in response to distinct environmental properties, such as different types of light-waves, sound waves,

---

46 For an overview of a similar argument, see Prinz (2004). Also, for a naturalized study of mathematical knowledge, see Kitcher (1985).
pressures, temperatures, and so forth. Moving forward in evolutionary time hundreds of millions of years, the same neuro-ecological principle applies: humans evolved the capacity to discern rewarding and punishing information from facial features and prosodic sounds, fine-grained distinctions between potentially harmful or rewarding foods, and the ability to detect varying levels and types of fitness in potential mates. All of these things together constitute an evolutionary grounding for knowledge and concepts. The solution to the grounding problem, therefore, is the natural link between neurological perception, representation, and the environment.

2.3.3 Challenging the Semantic Signifier: Situated Simulation as Basis of Reading Comprehension

As mentioned, there is the further problem of “psychological ambiguity” stemming from limited access to what is taking place in our brains when processing language. The subjective experience of language is distinctly different from the largely non-conscious neurological processes preceding language comprehension, as studies above indicate, and this difference has led some theorists to confound meaning and thought in general with the phenomenological features of language in particular. Paul J. M. Jorion, a former student of Claude Lévi-Strauss, provides an illustrative example. Challenging Barsalou’s thesis that concept formation is predicated on extra-linguistic perceptual representations, Jorion believes that visual perception “accedes to consciousness” from language, that perceptual “awareness is triggered by a sentence of inner speech” (from commentary in Barsalou, 1999, p. 622). Jorion provides a few anecdotal examples of the speech → consciousness → concept hypothesis. The most memorable of these takes place while out on a hike. Before entering the trail, Jorion is handed a pamphlet warning him about pumas and what to do in the event of an encounter. Jorion sets out,

. . . wondering how likely it is that I will be faced with the animal. Soon enough my attention drifts away, I’m day-dreaming while I walk, more or less absorbed in the “inner monologue” of the stream of consciousness. At some point I hear “within my head”—as part of inner speech: “I’m seeing one . . . I’m seeing one.” This makes me focus on the scene. Indeed (the “indeed” with its element of pause is essential in the process), I suddenly realize that about fifty yards away from me on the trail, there’s a puma, heading away from me into the brush. (p. 622)
“I must have seen the animal *unconsciously,*” observes Jorion, “which I then only properly see at the conscious level once the percept has been translated into words within inner speech” (p. 622). He goes on to conclude, in a vein similar to Holquist’s *MLA* presidential address, that “what makes us human beings” is that “we don’t *perceive* hunger, we *hear* instead the inner voice saying ‘I kind of feel hungry.’ With us, the Word is indeed truly at the beginning. Although our perception is just like that of any other superior mammal: we, the speaking mammal, are faced with the concept before the percept” (emphasis added, p. 623).

Even without taking into account the neuroscientific evidence above, however, it would seem Jorion’s interpretation of his experience can be counterexemplified. We become aware of our need to eat not from any inner dialogue signaling hunger but from extra-linguistic sensations: a proprioceptive signal from the viscera and mouth (a grumbling, clenching stomach, acute salivation), and perhaps a raw “feel” of hunger or a sense of lethargy. And of course nutritional science might tell us that biofeedback mechanisms signaling “hunger” always issue from unconscious autonomic functions, first, such as excess stomach acid and a drop in blood sugar levels, before we even sense that we are hungry. Thus, a more plausible explanation than the one Jorion provides is that we *perceive* discomforting somatic signals that rivet our attention to the need for food, which then prompts linguistic associations *about* what we perceive.48

An even more straightforward counterexample—one that leaves little time for linguistic intervention—would be turning on a stereo with an unexpectedly high volume. In such cases, language does not mediate perceptual access to the stereo’s noise and how we ought to respond. We just feel alarmed and promptly turn down the stereo. Again, feeling alarmed in such a way—like feeling hunger, sleepiness, and many other affects—is contingent on the activation of multiple, non-conscious neurological systems prior to awareness: a cochlea transducing high-frequency sound waves into signals that the amygdala “interprets” as frightening, for example (LeDoux, 1996; E. A. Phelps, 2006). Language therefore is not a necessary precondition of conscious perceptual representation, nor (apparently) is consciousness.

Counterexemplifying Jorion’s thesis serves a more general purpose, and that is recognizing that, however strange it might be to accept, comprehending text is in many ways like reacting to blaring radios and hunger pangs. This is because reading comprehension, from a

48 One theory proposed by Damasio and others is that a multimodal “convergence zone” in the mid-insula “re-represents” interoceptive feedback, which then makes us “aware” of what we feel (A. D. Craig, 2009).
neuroscientific standpoint, is a process of translating linguistic codes into endogenously generated perceptual representations (Barsalou et al., 2008; Hickok & Poeppel, 2004; Kutas & Federmeier, 2000). Barsalou calls this capacity to access extra-linguistic knowledge when reading or introspecting “situated simulation” (2003). The idea that we “simulate” fictional characters and environments by drawing on “perceptual representations”—memory engrams encoded from experience—is one of the most important concepts I shall introduce in my thesis. The implications of situated simulation for reader-response theory are numerous: it brings much needed clarity to the nature of semantics during reading comprehension and is one of the main ideas that will help resolve the grounding problem (how meaningless symbols hook onto meaningful thought-contents), the problem of psychological ambiguity or semantic composition (the nature of thought-contents), and the semantic signifier problem (the idea that language can be inherently meaningful). When considering the situated simulation hypothesis, however, one caveat must be kept in mind: grounded cognition does not imply, as I explain in some detail in succeeding chapters, that “culture,” “language,” and “historical context” play no formative role in neurobiologically instantiated meaning; on the contrary, enculturation profoundly structures both our knowledge and attitudes about the world, although always in ways consistent with grounded cognition. If I were living in sixteenth-century England, for example, I would not find it unusual if there were a “bear-garden” in my neighborhood providing “bear-baiting” as a form of recreational entertainment. My knowledge, attitudes, and specialized vocabulary for bear-baiting would be culturally inscribed and sanctioned. Nevertheless, comprehending what “bear-baiting” means, where it is performed, and all its “uses” as a game with its own language and rules, presupposes a vast array of acquired knowledge about the world at a particular time, and this knowledge is dependent upon specialized adaptive physiologies such as the brain’s visual, emotional, and tactile systems. So even something as culturally foreign as “bear-baiting” (to most readers, at least) still needs to be understood, and how we understand this game—in sixteenth-century England and now—is with multimodal representational systems in the brain.

Caveat aside, how does knowledge acquisition work from a grounded cognition standpoint, and how does it solve the problems identified above?

“Rather than representing knowledge as holistic images (as a camera does),” writes Barsalou, “humans use a powerful attentional system to focus on components of multimodal experience and form concepts that represent knowledge about them. As people focus attention on objects, properties, settings, actions, events, mental states, affect, relations, etc., concepts develop over time to represent the corresponding categories of exemplars experienced” (2003,
When focusing our attention on cats, for instance, we encode multimodal perceptual representations corresponding with cat stimuli—how they look, move, feel, sound. These representations, taken collectively, form what Barsalou calls a “frame” for all cat-related stimuli (1999, p. 589). Within the CAT frame, we can endogenously simulate a number of different “concepts,” such as imagining a pied Sphynx (multicolored, hairless cat). We can further “situate” the simulation of a pied Sphynx with other frames, or contexts, e.g., the Sphynx can run under an awning to avoid rain. Running, rain, and awnings are themselves simulations built from perceptual representations, whose properties may be further situated within other contexts (mountain rain, beach rain, etc.). Barsalou calls both the frame and its intra-categorical simulations a “simulator,” a term that more accurately captures the dynamic nature of thought-contents than “concept” or “idea” (p. 590). Continuing with the above example, a number of different simulators—CATS, MOVEMENT, COVER, AVOIDANCE, WEATHER—each with respective simulations—pied, Sphynx, running, under, rain—process in parallel to produce what appears to us, subjectively, as a coherent concept. Unlike conventional semantic models, however, the simulating process is principally extra-linguistic, for each of the above simulations are intrinsically organized long-term memories of perceptual stimuli (encoded knowledge about cats, movements, covers, etc.). Thus, if you did not know what a Sphynx looked like, you could try to simulate the CAT frame without HAIR. To be sure, from such an attempt you may not fully grasp what a Sphynx looks like (a subject I shall return to), and so you may need to consult supplementary stimuli, such as a photograph, to fill in the missing perceptual representational links necessary to simulate a Sphynx. But you would still be able to imagine what a hairless cat might look like, without having seen one, if you have sufficient knowledge of cats and hairless animals. (All of these factors, as we shall see, play important roles in how we comprehend literary characters and environments, and whether your sense of fictional properties can be distinct from—or shared with—my sense of the same properties.)

So it would now seem that we can substitute “simulators” for “concepts,” since what we call a concept amounts to a coherent series of associated modal memories. From this point forward, whenever I use the term “concept” I shall mean to imply “simulator” (a multimodal memory category comprised of underlying representational properties encoded from experience). Whenever we become acquainted with unique-seeming linguistic “concepts,” on this view—such as Nietzsche’s “Machtgefühl” (the “feeling of power”)—we must possess the necessary simulators (“feeling,” “power”) needed to comprehend what the concept means. This
does not efface the importance of language; on the contrary, using linguistic terms to designate complex phenomena is one of the most powerful features of language, one that explains why, without language, our problem solving ability would be deeply diminished. But the power of language does not change the fact that for every linguistic term, however abstract, we still need sufficient encoded knowledge to understand what the term means. Barsalou assumes that “linguistic forms and situated simulations interact continuously in varying mixtures to produce conceptual processing,” a view that attests to the tightly knit interrelation between linguistic symbols and simulation while reading, an interrelation that ought not to be underestimated (p. 2). Yet Barsalou also repeatedly stresses that there is no evidence supporting the argument that linguistic symbols, in themselves, convey meanings, and that is the crucial point.

As noted, in the research of Barsalou, Martin, and many others, the common finding is that neurological representations instantiate within modality-specific systems—visual, auditory, and so forth—to the extent that these systems underpin concept formation. Now I believe we have enough information to resolve the grounding problem rather easily: meaningless symbols (such as “R”) can be strung together to form orthographic and phonemic patterns that we then use to designate meaningful concepts (RAT). However, what is more difficult to accept, theoretically, is that accessing modality-specific neuro-representations is not only prerequisite to concept formation, but also prerequisite to language comprehension in general. Even when we rapidly read a passage of text in a way that seems to require very little internal dialogue—the most limited sense of a “voice in our heads” sounding out words—we still rely on translating orthographic codes into the messages of situated simulation. So there cannot be any one-to-one relation between a word and meaning, a direct, translation-free line between how we say things and our understanding of what the things mean. Even a simple swearword—“shit!”—conveys a situated, multimodal dimension of sense alongside its unimodal alarm, a sense of someone reacting to something that has happened; this sense may be fleeting and largely non-conscious, but without it, all swearwords would mean the same thing. So for any exposure to a word there is also a process of translating the word into its multimodal representation (a criterion even more obvious for reading). This conclusion—or what could be called the “translational” criterion of language comprehension—is borne out in the work of Damasio, Barsalou, Hickok and Poeppel, and many others.

In Damasio, we see a long history of research demonstrating characteristic deficits in language comprehension corresponding with damage to modality specific systems, along with corroborating functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) research (A. R. Damasio &
A stroke patient with damage to a particular area in the cortex, for example, can suffer a predictable loss of perceptual representational ability, such as damage to the anterior temporal and mesial occipital cortices resulting in corresponding loss of memory for faces and animals, respectively (H. Damasio et al., 2004, p. 215).

In Hickok and Poeppel’s review of language–concept interfacing, evidence from aphasic patients, electrical stimulation, and imaging studies led them to posit the existence of “a cortical network which performs a mapping between [. . .] acoustic–phonetic representations on the one hand, and conceptual–semantic representations on the other” (Hickok & Poeppel, 2004, p. 81). This network, they find, roughly corresponds to “left posterior extra-Sylvian regions” within the “temporal–parietal–occipital junction” (p. 82). As stilted as such neuroanatomical jargon may sound, what is significant about Hickok and Poeppel’s finding is the fact that without a neurological system capable of mapping language signals onto conceptual representations, language would be meaningless. Conceptual representation forms the bedrock of epistemology, not language, and so access to stored knowledge within modality-specific systems is necessary to comprehend all forms of symbolic language.

In Barsalou’s comparative study of humans and macaque monkeys, we find further evidence that verbal communication is dependent on conceptual representation. He found that, in macaques, hearing “coos” and “screams” from other monkeys activated numerous systems dissociated from areas dedicated to processing verbalization, e.g., systems dedicated to processing visual properties of other monkeys, facial expressions, and emotions (2005b). In other words, these systems all process the “meaning” of a coo or scream together in concert, yet each system—emotional, visual, and facial—is functionally differentiated from areas selectively activated by the vocalizations of other monkeys. What is striking about this particular study is that the areas involved in processing the possible “meanings” of a coo or scream in monkeys are homologous with those in human brains. Barsalou suggests that these findings demonstrate . . . that macaques’ knowledge of coo and scream situations is distributed across modality specific systems. As these situations are experienced, the neural systems that process their components become active. The auditory system processes the call, the visual system processes the faces and bodies of conspecifics, along with their expressions and actions, and the affective system
processes emotional responses. [. . .] This same basic architecture for representing knowledge is present in humans. (p. 309)

Thus, even in lieu of symbolic language, modality-specific systems are sufficient for representing complex social and environmental stimuli. I am unfamiliar with any stronger evidentiary basis for demonstrating the intrinsic extra-linguistic nature of conceptual representation. Nonhuman primates, as I see it, clearly demonstrate complex propositional attitude-like mappings of their social milieu. Indeed, it would seem grossly anthropocentric to suggest that primates (or for that matter dolphins, elephants, and even octopi) have no concepts because they lack language.50

Considered collectively, the above findings strongly suggest that even the smallest unit of linguistic meaning, a morpheme like “re-,” would be incomprehensible without more basic perceptual representational simulations, such as our capacity to imagine—or simulate with perceptual representational memory—“something happening again,” or “going back to a former position.” Understanding “re-” cannot be a purely “metaphorical” feat, either, in the sense of Lakoff and Johnson’s more language-oriented “conceptual metaphors”; rather, according to grounded cognition, the brain is innately capable of “cross-domain conceptual mapping” without any sui generis linguistic “metaphor” function allowing us to layer perceptual representations. A “metaphor,” from a neurocognitive standpoint, may be more readily understood as a basic byproduct of simulator comparisons, or as supplementing known perceptual representations for the unknown, less vivid, or (in the case of euphemisms and dysphemisms) the blatantly obvious.

Consider the following example of how language comprehension depends upon extra-linguistic perceptual representations. When Ajax calls Thersites a “cobloaf” in Troilus and Cressida, the simulated context of the scene makes it clear that a “cobloaf” is some species of expletive. The full meaning of the word, however, would be lost without our learning that a cobloaf is a “crusty uneven loaf with many knobs and a round top,” and we would be unable to infer, by metaphorical extension, that Ajax means to call Thersites “a rough, loutish, misshapen fellow” without first encoding sufficient information about what a cobloaf means (Muir, 1984, 50 Recent work on octopi intelligence has shown that they may evince a kind of “consciousness,” given their ability to store complex information about their environments and apparent tool-use (Mather, 2008). Octopi may thus be living examples of “brains in vats.” Exciting work on the metacognitive abilities of birds and monkeys has also been carried out (Emery & Clayton, 2004), even though metacognition has long been assumed to depend on language ability. For an excellent overview of this kind of research, with theoretical framing paralleling much of what I develop in this chapter and some of the next, see Hurford (2007).
Yet we may still wonder what the nature of learning and inferring amount to in this example. From a structuralist standpoint, “We don’t perceive things and then translate them into signs. We see signs. As we grow up, we learn language—both words and the concepts that go with them, both signifiers and signifieds. These signs have meaning only within a larger language system” (Cowles, p. 88). That is, we learn the meaning of “cobloaf” by looking at other signs—“crusty uneven loaf with many knobs and a round top”—and these signs carry with them concepts somehow disjointed from perceptual representations. This seems intuitive, because we do not actually need to see a cobloaf itself to become acquainted with its meaning, just as we don’t need to see an actual “wringer” to understand what one is by a description of its use. From the standpoint of grounded cognition, however, meaning in general—and linguistic meaning in particular—is predicated on stored perceptual representations, memory impressions of perceived things in the world. And these representations are “grounded” in the functional specialization of neural systems, allowing for cross-cultural continuity of meaning independent of language. Thus, our knowledge of what “cobloaf” means, though conveyed by language, is not in itself constructed from or anchored by amodal symbols, or anything resembling word- or sound-images. For if this were true, then translating one language into another, mutatis mutandis, would be impossible. Rather, the meaning of “cobloaf” depends upon situated simulations of previously acquired perceptual representations (about bread, knobbiness, etc.). From the standpoint of grounded cognition, therefore, situated simulation, and not acquired linguistic forms or grammars, makes meaning and metaphor possible.

Now that I have tersely overviewed a grounded cognition approach to language comprehension, I should like to stress the antithesis between this framework and traditional semantics. A neuroscientific understanding of mind denies the possibility that knowledge, concepts, and metaphors are byproducts of language acquisition, and that meaning is parasitic on signification, as defined by Saussure and others. The belief that “knowledge is verbally organized and access to it is verbally mediated,” and that the “reality that any individual inhabits is a vast inverted pyramid of discourse poised on a tiny apex of experience,” is at odds with the fact that the human brain is intrinsically multimodal and its contents experience-based (Raymond Tallis, 1995). Stored perceptual representations are the building blocks of concepts,  
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51 The OED seems not to support Muir’s note in the Oxford edition of Shakespeare, for it only refers to a “cob” as a type of small loaf, or perhaps a lump taken from a loaf, but not a lumpy loaf.
not “discourses” or “narratives.”53 We do not need to use language or internal dialogues to formulate a coherent story about our life’s experiences, or to organize our recollections into sequences with a beginning, middle, and end; rather, we only need to have had experiences whose sense-impressions we can then draw upon and recount; our brains connect the dots between impressions for us—either that or we try to interrelate our impressions, convincingly, for the sake of telling a story or trying to determine what happened and in what order. Perhaps a “narrative” is more or less what we tell ourselves about what we have already envisioned in the mind’s eye, extra-linguistically, or what we have already conceptually organized in memory.

Whatever we may think about the status of “discourses” or “narratives,” the basic units of meaning—morphemes, words, and sentences—cannot be understood without first accessing their corresponding modality-specified memories, and without situating these memories in relevant contexts. We may suppose that some linguistic effort—a string of declarative sentences, perhaps—has gone into producing coherent starts, middles, and ends, but the reality is that whatever an author achieves, narrative-wise, is only ever a verbal codification of non-verbal, representational episodes. Language is capable of extending knowledge and beliefs beyond immediately perceptible or verifiable references, opening the door to questions regarding truth-validity, social control, “fantasy vs. reality,” etc., but these are problems that can be addressed apart from the matter of language comprehension.54

2.3.4 Overview and Potential Problems

Barsalou’s framework, though sound in most respects, is far from all-encompassing and presents several problems that need addressing. Before getting into these problems, it will be
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53 Some may prefer the term “narrative” to “simulation,” but this seems to me only a matter of taste. There is little justification in using “narrative” to talk about “temporally, causally interconnected representations of series of events” when “simulation” does this just as well without any confusion about what is happening in our heads as we comprehend text: we translate textual codes into “perceptual representations,” not narratives, and the degree to which these representations have temporal/causal relations is contingent on the degree to which the author has successfully represented his or her memories and imaginings with causal/temporal relations. “Situated simulation” is far less ambiguous than “narrative” and stakes its ontological commitments firmly in the ground from the start: it’s the stuff of modal memory, the stuff that actually activates in our brains when we read and make “sense” of text, whether the text is a sonnet or a novel. “Narrative” on the other hand leaves itself ontologically open: it could be the stuff of Language, “discourse,” stories that we just tell ourselves without any relation to the world, etc. Even so, using “narrative” as a simplified placeholder for “situated simulation” can be useful and stylistically less cumbersome. For an interesting overview of narrative and related puzzles, see Currie (2007).

54 If the stock and trade of literary criticism is aesthetic judgment and evaluation, then the hard questions surrounding truth-validity are unavoidable. For a good overview of the problem of truth-validity as it relates to formal symbols (including language), see Christopher Norris, Truth Matters. Also see Philip Kitcher, The Nature of Mathematical Knowledge. Kitcher provides a cogent account of mathematical abstraction within the context of “ecological realism,” an approach similar to neuroecology. For traditional debates surrounding truth-value, see Sir Karl Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery, and Thomas Kuhn’s The Structure of Scientific Revolutions.
helpful to enumerate the basic arguments developed thus far and briefly discuss their ramifications:

(1) The human brain is composed of evolved modality-specific neurological systems—visual, olfactory, auditory, tactile, emotional, etc.

(2) When perceiving or interacting with any given object, passively or actively, consciously or non-consciously, multiple modality-specific systems activate simultaneously. These systems allow us to perceive an object within its given context, as well as encode an object’s properties along with its contextual associations.

(3) Memory is a function of storing and retrieving sensory information—“perceptual representations”—within respective modality-specific domains. The storage of sensory information is not static but dynamic; it includes multimodal properties and contextual memory. This is why “simulation” and “simulator” are often better designators for representational memory, because these terms connote the active, cross-modal, constituent nature of memory formation.

(4) Modality-specific domains underpinning perceptual representations function independently from linguistic systems, although both interact significantly when reading or communicating.

(5) With the exception of emotional prosody, language is a content-neutral system of codes used to trigger activation of content-rich perceptual representations, e.g., each word in the sentence “the raspy voice grated on my nerves” corresponds with comparatively content-rich perceptual representations, where “raspy” represents a characteristic pattern of sound waves emitted from the vocal folds, “grated” a type of friction-intensive rubbing figuratively associated with a displeasurable sensation, and so forth. We do not consciously access these meanings when parsing out a sentence, but before we can understand any sentence using the words “raspy,” “grated,” etc., we need to have already encoded sufficient perceptual representations to understand what each word means.

(6) Language comprehension occurs when content-neutral linguistic codes—phonetic, iconographic—are translated into content-rich perceptual representations. Reading comprehension is thus correlative with perceptual experience. This might be thought of as the “translational” criterion of language comprehension.
In addition to 1–6 above, Barsalou proposes several organizing principles. A “concept,” according to Barsalou, loosely denotes an indefinite number of modality-specific memories organized around a certain type of stimuli, such as a cat or car. Modality-specific memories (visual, haptic, etc.) are self-organizing, because perceptual information is stored according to specialized neurological architectures inherently adapted to process their corresponding stimuli, following the principle of neuroecology. For this reason, argues Barsalou, concept formation is by default a process of categorization. Perceptions of movement, for example, are encoded within areas of the brain specialized to process movement, such as the parietal lobe. Therefore, when we mentally simulate a particular type of movement, the simulation is pre-categorized by its perceptual modality. And so we do not need language or narratives to categorize or structure remembrances; we only need introspection, which is a first-order sublexical process that we then recruit in the service of language production.

Barsalou also introduces a second-order organizational principle for concepts. Anything we consciously or unconsciously associate with a concept over time falls into what he calls its “frame.” All of the different particular features of a house (doors, furniture), for example, are chunked under the frame HOUSE.

For literary critics, perhaps the most useful terminology introduced by Barsalou is his notion of “situated simulation.” All of the different modality-specific memories dedicated to a particular frame are features we can “simulate,” mentally, as if they were independent features. We can also “situate” different simulations within a number of different contexts, which are themselves simulators of a different variety. We can imagine, for example, a cat with an armadillo’s protective armor, a bird with antlers, and then we can situate these simulations within a swamp, at the bottom of the ocean, etc.

Situated simulation has profound implications for literary theory and criticism. First, if language comprehension occurs at the level of extra-linguistic modality-specific systems, then the object of literary analysis cannot focus solely on the surface level of text or narrative and assume either’s linguistic codes translate one-to-one into concepts or organized events, or that there is anything intrinsically meaningful in a word or sentence. Rather, all language comprehension necessitates the activation of non-linguistic perceptual representations, stored in remote memory; given this need to link up meaningful contents with text or utterances, the onset of our awareness that we have comprehended an utterance or sentence always lags behind

---

55 This seems to be a byproduct of how attentional systems are capable of focusing on apparently independent features, even when they are intrinsic to a particular organism or physical system, such as the diaphanous quality of smoke, or the tale of a cat (Martin, 2007).
visual or auditory perception of linguistic codes by about 400 milliseconds (as discussed in section 2.3.2). Between stimulus onset (seeing text) and the 400 ms mark, the brain is subconsciously translating textual signals into meaningful representations. Grounded cognition therefore shifts the object of critical analysis to reader-response simulations prompted by text, ending the formalist divide between supposedly standalone written language and its psychological inducements.

Second, rather than suppose reader-response—or locating the value and meaning of works in their results or effects, rather than the work’s formal properties—leads invariably to subjectivism, or a loss of a work’s semantic identity, as Stanley Fish, William Wimsatt, and others have maintained, grounded cognition actually stabilizes meaning by shifting the action of language comprehension to modality-specific processes that are in themselves semantically stable across readers. What we call “abstraction” and “generalization” with regard to understanding properties in the world may be parsimoniously explained—as I shall explore further in the next chapter—in terms of how encoded sense impressions capture connections between impressions, not only the qualities of the impression itself, as perceived. Evolutionary epistemology—the storage of knowledge within biologically shared architectures in the brain—is more reliable than language-based semantics, because perceptual representations are not relative to content-neutral (amodal) symbols but to the nature of forming sense-impressions, more generally. (I say “more reliable” because neurological representations introduce epistemological problems as well, such as trying to determine to what extent my simulation matches yours; these problems are addressed in Chapter 3 and elsewhere.)

William Wimsatt notoriously stated that “The report of some readers that a poem or story induces in them vivid images, intense feelings, or heightened consciousness, is neither anything which can be refuted nor anything which it is possible for the objective critic to take

---

56 Grounded cognition explains not only how we acquire knowledge but also, at the same time, how we share knowledge about cause-and-effect relations between objects and events, a posteriori. To borrow an example from Hume, when we observe a billiard ball “moving in a straight line toward another” we can “conceive that a hundred different events might as well follow,” that both balls may “remain at absolute rest,” the “first ball return in a straight line or leap off the second,” and so forth (1955, p. 44). However, we only know that one outcome is more probable than the rest—that the first ball will strike the second and the second propel forward—because we have already encoded sufficient memories from experience to know what happens when one dense object strikes another (and this encoding process depends, I should add, on native learning systems facilitating memory associations between temporally associated events—a basic insight of Hebb that has been refined over the years). Observing an anomalous outcome, such as the balls remaining at absolute rest after striking, would trigger a learned sense that something was not “right” about what we perceived (an effect that may explain our reaction to “unrealistic” plots). See Barsalou’s (inchoate yet plausible) theory of “property simulators” for an account of abstraction (2005a); his idea of “situated conceptualization” appears to achieve the same result more straightforwardly (2009).
into account. The purely affective report is either too physiological or it is too vague” (1958, p. 32). Neuroscience and grounded cognition in particular militate strongly against this claim, for now we can affirm that texts do recruit modality-specific systems responsible for producing mental imagery and intense feelings. The research of Stephen Kosslyn and others, for example, demonstrate that modality-specific systems underpin what we consciously experience as “mental imagery,” even if these systems generally process outside of conscious awareness, as Barsalou maintains (Kosslyn, 2005, p. 335). We also know that the very nature of encoding memory requires fidelity of the engram across subjects for object and event properties; without such fidelity (whose divergences I shall explore in the following chapters), we could not share a basic background sense of our environment and our relation to it (Barsalou, 2009; Martin, 2007). And as I argue in Chapter 4, we can also affirm that texts do evoke intense feelings with valutative dimensions, and that certain types of literary content can reliably translate into emotionally salient situated simulations, even accounting for variations of understanding between readers. Thus, distinguishing between language and situated simulation allows us to escape the “hermeneutic circle”—the supposedly never-ending process of relating textual particulars to meaningful wholes—because at the level of situated simulation, all meaning is holistically rendered. (Even rendering a single word, like “tomato,” requires access to a multimodal, holistic impression—a textured, three-dimensional, colored, embodied representation.) As individual readers, we may not have conscious access to our own situated simulations, at every point along the way, but we can extrapolate from neuroscientific research to understand our literary experience, even the experience of other readers (Chapters 3 and 4).

2.4 Potential Problems with Barsalou’s Framework

Despite the cogency and general soundness of Barsalou’s theory of language comprehension, his framework presents potential problems. One is the possibility of confusing certain linguistic connotations with underlying neurological functions. Although Barsalou stresses the fact that what he calls “perceptual symbols” are organized neurological representations, and that language systems are dissociable from memory systems, he nevertheless seems to trade on the ordinary meanings of “symbol” by ascribing iconographic and language-like qualities to his “perceptual symbols.” As an example, consider the following description of perceptual symbol formation:

Once a perceptual state arises, a subset of it is extracted via selective attention and stored permanently in long-term memory. On later retrievals, this perceptual memory can function symbolically, standing for referents in the world, and
entering into symbol manipulation. As collections of perceptual symbols develop, they constitute the representations that underlie cognition. (1999, pp. 577–578)

However, the idea of multimodal representations “entering into symbol manipulation” after storage seems inconsistent with the distributed, as opposed to modular, nature of memory consolidation. Access to any particular thought, idea, concept, etc., involves distributed networks of stored information within specialized areas of the brain: tomatoes not only have characteristic textures and proprioceptive weights, but also smells and flavors. Thus, treating all of the constituent memories of a particular perceptual representation—a cat’s tail, color, meow, and movement—as a single collective “symbol”—CAT—risks hypostatizing explanatory constructs, “frames” or “symbols,” with their underlying neurophysiological compositions, “multimodal memories.” Following this line of reasoning, one could further argue that the idea of “a perceptual symbol system” commits a category mistake, where particular, distributed memories underpinning any given concept are confused with general subjective introspections. Mental representations may seem as if they were coherent modal symbols—i.e., thinking of a TEACUP seems to correspond with an organized representation of a teacup—yet it does not follow that the underlying neurological organization of everything associated with a teacup operates as a unified symbol.

I believe the possibility of Barsalou’s “symbol system” hypothesis committing a category mistake—or confusing its abstract constructs with neurological functions—does not present a serious challenge to his overall theory, however. There are two primary reasons for this. First, recall that all memories self-organize according to modality-specificity, e.g., visual memories underlying the concept of a BOLT are stored in the visual cortex, while the sound and action of a bolt falling onto sheet metal are stored in areas dedicated to movement and audition, respectively (Barsalou, 2008, p. 627). Now, it would be a category mistake to argue that a perceptual symbol must embody within itself all its possible simulations and situations, but Barsalou makes no such claim. Rather, he argues that

Whenever selective attention focuses consistently on some component (or components) of experience, knowledge of a category develops (cf. Schyns, Goldstone, & Thibaut, 1998). Each time a component is attended to, the information extracted becomes integrated with past information about the same component in memory. When attention focuses on a blue patch of colour, for
example, the information extracted is stored with previous memories of blue, thereby producing categorical knowledge for this component. Over time, myriad components accumulate memories in a similar manner, including objects, events, locations, times, introspective states, relations, roles, properties, and so forth. (2003, p. 514)

Thus, modality-specific memory formation over time is category formation. In the terms of situated simulation, “an entire simulator—not a specific perceptual representation—comes to stand for a category,” so that a simulator can then capture “a wide variety of knowledge about the category, making it general, not specific” (1999, p. 642). In this case, using general hypothetical terms such as “simulator,” “frame,” or “perceptual symbol” does not commit a category mistake because the underlying neurological systems themselves evince systems-level organization. Barsalou’s seemingly abstract terminology, though potentially misleading, is only an attempt to describe the concerted processing of numerous neurological systems during concept formation and retrieval.

Another concern is the metaphoric implication of “simulation.” In the work of Keith Oatley, for example, “simulation” is often used as a computer metaphor: “A play or novel runs on the minds of the audience or reader as a computer simulation runs on a computer” (1999, p. 105; 2011, p. 17). If this metaphor were to suggest anything concrete, as most metaphors do, then it could be taken to suggest that amodal scripts run on minds like programming languages run on computers, or that language comprehension is somehow “computer-script-like” in function. Extending the simulation metaphor in this way would be inconsistent with Barsalou’s use of the term, however. For Barsalou, simulation is an empiricist term: it means reactivating or “recapitulating” modal memories encoded from experience, memories housed in areas of the brain dedicated to modal kinds of perception (sight, sound, touch, vision, taste) (Addis, Pan, Vu, Laiser, & Schacter, 2009). Oatley’s use of simulation does something similar, insofar as he links simulation to mimesis, or world reflection; and in his later work, the mimetic sense of simulation is strengthened by references to research on “mirror neuron” function (2011, p. 20). Drawing on mirror neuron research, Oatley sees how “an action in the imagination when we hear or read about it” activates “brain systems responsible for initiating that action” (p. 20), a claim consistent with Barsalou’s theory that imagining an object or event re-activates the same underlying modal systems used to actually perceive, interact with, and encode memories from the same kinds of objects or events, in the world. According to this theory, imagining Juliet speaking from a balcony is correlative with actually perceiving an event of the same sort, so that
visual, kinetic, emotive, and whatever other systems we may use to perceive and interact with a young woman on a balcony reactivate, in concert, to simulate a world-correlative imaginary scene. It is unclear how much of Oatley’s version of simulation entails a naturalized epistemology in the same fashion as Barsalou’s theory. For Oatley, simulation is a computational, mimetic, and neurocognitive metaphor all at once, rather than a technical term synonymous with multimodal representation. Barsalou’s work implies mimesis and neural computation, insofar as authorial texts simulate (or conceptually “represent” in Barsalou’s technical sense) encoded sense-impressions drawn from life. Yet his version “representation” and “simulation” always link directly to memory formation and recall, more generally, so that having a thought, reverie, dream, or idea of any sort—even imagining something never before experienced, directly—entails the use of relevant memories drawn from experience (not image-like duplications of experienced events, but reactivated impressions encoded from experience). For Barsalou, then, “simulation” implies two things at once: that reading about “Juliet on the balcony” activates (1) the same neurological systems used to perceive real-life equivalents (visual systems for what a young woman look like, auditory systems for how she sounds, emotional systems for how she feels, etc.), even if we have not actually perceived them directly, and (2) that reading about Juliet reactivates our own memory impressions of young women, balconies, and relevant emotional memories stored from experience. Even viewing a performance of Juliet speaking on the balcony, rather than just reading about it, would still involve decoding what she says into multimodal representations woven from the fabric of our own memories (both those that are extratextual and remote—knowing what a “rose” is and how it smells—and those that are intratextual and proximal—what a “Montague” is in relation to a “Capulet”). This is why when we take (1) and (2) together—both the activation and reactivation of modal memories—Barsalou’s use of simulation is an empiricist rather than a computational (or strictly mimetic term). There is therefore no danger of extending the metaphoric implications of simulation into the territory of running computer programs or re-presenting experiences isomorphically (as picture-like mental images rather than cognitively recombined sense impressions, or “compound ideas”).

I should like to mention one last potential problem with Barsalou’s framework, but only as a means of transitioning into subsequent chapters—namely, the neglected importance of endogenously generated feelings and social attitudes. There is sparse mention of emotion in
Barsalou’s primary research.\textsuperscript{57} He suggests only in passing, for example, that emotion plays an important role for attention and introspection. He also fails to address whether emotion could modulate attention by selectively attuning to emotionally salient stimuli, or whether such selective attention could distort a perceptual representation. Indeed, thinking of the brain as a “perceptual symbol system” seems to imply that concept formation is a purely cognitive affair, for it is unclear how emotions could come to “symbolize” perceptual stimuli.

As it seems to me, however, Barsalou’s failure to incorporate emotion into his “language in situated simulation” theory of language comprehension is more incidental than intentional, a natural byproduct of focusing on perceptual representation. Barsalou readily concedes that emotional and perceptual systems interface in ways he has yet to account for in his framework (p. 655). Thankfully, there is a growing body of literature in the neurosciences covering the subject of emotion in relation to memory formation, and incorporating these literatures into grounded cognition is the subject of Chapter 4.

Before concluding this chapter I will demonstrate the process by which we translate text into simulated sensibilia. Consider William Carlos Williams’s “The Red Wheelbarrow”:

\begin{verbatim}
so much depends
upon

a red wheel
barrow

glazed with rain
water

beside the white
chickens.
\end{verbatim}

When we read this poem, what happens? I will spare the reader a full analysis and concentrate on the opening two stanzas.

First, as many have noted, our attention is forced into a certain pace by compositional choices—line spacing, enjambment, etc. These choices perhaps add to the solemnity of the poem, independent of whatever its contents could “mean,” though there is nothing inherently special about forcing a reader to read at a certain pace. Controlling pace is just something any

\textsuperscript{57} Since writing this paragraph, Barsalou, in collaboration with Lisa Feldman Barrett and others, has ventured into questions about emotion more directly, though the direction he has taken seems more on the social constructivist end of the spectrum than is necessary (perhaps owing to Barrett’s influence) (c.f. for example Wilson-Mendenhall et al., 2011). I shall address some of these more recent developments in later chapters.
poet discovers through trial and error, through the brute force of craft: if you want readers to read more slowly, then you need to mete out words more slowly. There is also a certain culturally prescribed pacing that we bring to “poetry,” as a genre, a pacing not found in prose. Most readers will have come into contact with “poetry culture” in one form or another: we learn that e don’t need to stop at the end of the first line, but should go on through and read the second at a normal pace: “so much depends . . . upon” rather than “so much depends . . . . upon.” We learn, also, that only a slight pause is needed after the first two lines, so that the poem is read not as four separate units, or “stanzas,” but as a kind of continuous whole with minor pauses. Williams’s poem may seem more “deep” if we read each stanza and then paused for dramatic effect, but “poetry culture” doesn’t offer particular prescriptions for how poems ought to be read to maximize their impact; “poetry culture” only sets up general expectations that poets then tinker with, and knowing about these expectations (or not) factors into reader-response criticism (and appreciation). I will return to the idea of “poetry culture” in Chapter 4, where I discuss how Williams’s poem might be understood in terms of its formal and valuative properties. For now I wish to consider only how readers simulate his poem’s contents, more generally, as an example of “how language works” from the standpoint of grounded cognition.

Starting with the first two lines—“so much depends / upon”—there seem to be two main simulators, one for magnitude (“so much”) and another for affective reliance (“depends upon”). Both simulators run seamlessly into one another, since “so much depends upon” is a common phrase. Even if we were not familiar with the phrase, however, we could still figure out what each term means in relation to the other, and so simulate all that is written, continuously, as if we were handed a single unit of meaning rather than disconnected morphemes. This is because we take in simulated sense in much the same way as we do perceived sense, and that is confluently: when turning our heads slowly to the side, we do not perceive all that comes before us with each adjustment of our eyes relative to our head, percept by percept, saccade by saccade; we just perceive everything as if it issued from a continuous perceptual stream.\(^\text{58}\) For the same reason, we do not read word by word, as if each word were unrelated to the next: we take in what is read and simulate each bit of content as if they were given in a continuous stream

\(^{58}\) “As if” is a key locution here. It would be more correct to say that our brains make us think that we perceive everything continuously. What we actually perceive, non-consciously, and how this seems to us, consciously, can differ. According to Ronald Rensink, for example, a sustained attentional feedback loop is needed to represent “objects” rather than ephemerally perceived “proto-objects”: we may think that we see a coffee-mug before us, but as soon as we “release attention” to this object and focus on something else, “the feedback loop is broken” and the “field then loses its coherence, with the object representation [coffee-mug] dissolving back into its constituent set of volatile proto-objects” (2002, p. 263).
of sensation. There is a 400 ms lag from reading to our ability to detect comprehension, so by the time our awareness catches up to what our brains have deciphered, it will seem as if we have read words sequentially, one-by-one, even though our brains may already know what the lines mean more holistically than sounding out each word would suggest. The reason for this apparent “pre-knowing” is that we comprehend what is read faster than we can keep track of our own comprehension. Sometimes, of course, we have to wait for comprehension to catch up to what we have read (when contents are difficult or unusual, for example, or when speaking in an undeveloped second-language). But in this case, “so much depends / upon” is rapidly deciphered; we know that a large magnitude is affectively reliant on something, though know not what (yet).

Enter the next two lines: “a red wheel / barrow.” Now we know that what so much depends upon, an object we simulate as if it were a coherent holistic unit, even though several specialized modal systems work concertedly to produce the effect: the left fusiform gyrus extracts and stores perceptual representations for colors (RED), the medial fusiform gyrus for tools (BARROW), and perhaps also a sense of motion for tool use in the lateral temporal cortex (if along with a barrow we simulate its procedural use).59

Knowing which systems are active in the production of a mental image is less important than knowing that our ability to simulate this object, a red barrow—as with any object—is contingent on our having encoded memories for “red” and “barrows.” But understanding the object in question is also contingent on native systems able to comprehend colors and objects more generally: we need evolved neural architectures able to represent objects and properties before we can represent them, and these architectures help us decipher what we read if there are conceptual gaps in our understanding. So if you have never seen or heard of a “barrow” (and I have encountered some readers who have not understood what the word “barrow” meant in Williams’s poem, and so needed an explanation), then there will be a vague sense of a red thing, mound, or standalone wheel, perhaps (but this vague sense of something is better than nothing, and it is what neural architectures help us grasp even if we lack knowledge for barrows).

Learning what a barrow is can be achieved with a dictionary or Google search, of course, and so access to the stimuli needed to comprehend what a “wheel barrow” is can be readily obtained. But knowing what the object is used for—gardening, for example—may not be understood for some readers, and so the overall “meaning” of the poem may differ on the basis of varying

59 For an article on color representation, see Simmons et al. (2007). And for an article on object representation, see Martin (2007).
perceptual representations encoded for each of its objects (Chapters 2, 3, and 4 consider this problem from different angles).

Variations in “use” for kinds of objects led Wittgenstein to make a case for “language games,” but if we were to ask one-hundred English speaking students what Williams’s poem meant, evidence from studies on language comprehension would suggest that there ought to be considerable conceptual overlap, if not for the overall meaning of the poem, then for its objects, for its simulated imagery (Chapter 3). But is such object-level overlap in understanding enough to justify the idea that we all share “meaning” for Williams’s poem, in any broader sense? Is it really true that we all “perceive” roughly the same things when reading but then “appropriate” what we have understood differently?\(^{60}\) By addressing these questions in the next chapter I hope to pave the way to understanding literary valuation and critical reception in Chapter 4, so that we can finally ask the hard question so many critics seem to take for granted, and that is whether any poetry, and Williams’ poem in particular, offers a shared sense of “meaning” in the broader sense—that is, whether the contents and form of a poem, play, or novel can offer “intrinsically” rewarding experience, or if the rewards a work offers are byproducts of “culture” (poetry culture, novel culture, and so forth). The answer may be more complicated than we might think, even for an apparently “simple” poem about a barrow and chickens.

\(^{60}\) This is what David Bordwell argues in his essay on perception-comprehension-appropriation (2010).
3.0 Sense and Sensibilia

3.1 Overview

Philosophers have long dealt with precursors to grounded cognition, as noted at the outset of Barsalou’s major work on the subject: Aristotle and Epicurus focused on mental representations; Locke, Berkeley, and Hume on empirical ideas; Kant, Reid, Russell, and Price on mental imagery (1999, p. 578). For each of these theorists, knowledge forms (in part or in whole) from perceptual exchanges with the world; this thesis was “widely accepted for two millennia” until “behaviorists and ordinary language philosophers successfully banished mental states from consideration in much of the scientific community, arguing that they were unscientific and led to confused views of human nature” (p. 578).

This chapter looks again at the philosophic status of “mental” and “feeling” states, especially as seen through “empiricist” and “anti-empiricist” lenses. Whenever we feel anxious, bored, or excited by a text, reader-response theorists need to know whether these feelings necessarily relate to what we read, whether they track “mental images” not necessarily related to textual prompts, or some other possibility. It is presumed that reading evokes feelings; otherwise we would not “enjoy” literature; but knowing precisely how and to what extent feelings factor into the reading experience needs clarification.

Most contemporary philosophic debates about the status of “feeling” and “emotion” revolve around the problem of “intentionality,” or how objects and events enter into relationships with emotional responses. If I spill coffee on my keyboard and feel angry, then I may wonder whether “spilling coffee” or “frustration with myself for having spilled coffee” count as the “intentional object” of my anger (or perhaps both); in either case, though, my emotion is about something, an object of some sort (“spilling coffee” or “frustration with myself”). Intentional relations apply more complexly while reading, of course. If a fictional character spills coffee on his keyboard and I empathize with his plight, then I may still wonder whether I have responded to a mental image of the character’s spilling coffee, and how he felt in that image, or if I am responding to my own sense of how it feels to spill coffee (or perhaps both). Whatever the case may be—even granting some false dilemma embedded in my examples—what makes an emotion or feeling “intentional” is its relationship with some object

---

61 Empiricism holds that thought-contents derive from perceptual experience (a posteriori knowledge, beliefs, ideas), while anti-empiricism holds that some thought-contents, usually the most important kinds, do not derive from experience, or require some type of rational agency to draw associations between percepts (such as a priori synthetic judgments), or in some cases pre-existing knowledge or “innate ideas.”

62 See Charland (1997) for an overview of these problems.
or event (the “intentional object”). Intentionality, therefore, has nothing to do with the vernacular sense of “intending” to do such-and-such, as found in sentences like, “I intended to eat lunch earlier but forgot.” Intentionality, instead, only ever means, in philosophic parlance, that mental contents have “object-directness,” that mental contents are about perceived or otherwise “represented” objects and events. Intentionality thus signifies what is often referred to as the “aboutness” of cognitive contents, even if some philosophers disagree about what the “contents” of thought consist of (“mental images,” “propositional contents,” etc.) and where they come from (memory traces, linguistic enculturations, habitus, etc.).

Different philosophers have different takes on what “intentionality” means, of course, so there may be slight variations on the theme of what counts as the “intentional object.” To start, though, I shall briefly state what Franz Brentano meant by the term, since his approach more closely aligns with grounded cognition; then I shall contrast Brentano’s version of intentionality with other philosophic uses of the term that I find problematic.

Brentano, an empiricist philosopher, (re)introduced “intentionality” into philosophic parlance in 1874, taking his cue from the medieval scholastic term intentio, meaning “ideas or representations of things formed by the mind” (Honderich, 2005, p. 438). That we “represent” objects in the world, mentally, is central to many interpretations of intentionality, though today the term, in its most basic usage, stresses the intrinsic relationship between cognition—thoughts, concepts, knowledge—and sensed or perceived objects and events in the world. What has become known as “Brentano’s thesis” extends the idea of aboutness so that intentionality becomes the “mark of the mental,” more broadly. In other words, according to Brentano’s thesis, all our ideas, thoughts, concepts, and emotions are about sensed, sensible, or imaginable stimuli in or from the world. To use an un fashionable yet no less apt term, Brentano’s thesis

---

63 Brentano never himself used the term “intentionality” but only “intentional inexistence” and “intentional relations,” but the concept “intentionality” is rightly attributed to him (Moran, 1996, p. 5).

64 “In the world” includes, for Russell and others, properties in our bodies that also, counterintuitively, count as object in the world—i.e., when our brains form proprioceptions about what is happening in our stomachs, the proprioception is about an object in the world that is also in our bodies (1957). This line, as I shall discuss later, can run into trouble when we recognize that our own feeling states count as intentional objects that may or may not relate to objects in the world. Also, I put “represent” in quotes in this sentence since some philosophers, as mentioned in a footnote in the preamble, reject the idea that we “represent” anything in the brain (Noé, 2009). I shall try not to get mired in these debates here, or the contentions between semantic “externalists” and “internalists.” For an introduction to related debates, see Laurence BonJour’s overview of internalism/externalism (2002) and Craig DeLancey’s Passionate Engines (2002).

65 Some philosophers have taken Brentano’s thesis as a dualistic doctrine (Daniel Dennett & Haugeland). This interpretation is inconsistent with Brentano’s original formulation, however (Moran, 1996, pp. 16–17).
claims that mental contents are only ever about “sensibilia,” or all that can in theory be sensed or perceived (B. Russell, 1957, pp. 140–174).66

Now in relation to these ideas, the central position advanced in this chapter is this: grounded cognition is essentially a modern, coherent theory of intentionality whose basic premises suggest an updated, more nuanced version of Brentano’s thesis—namely, that cognition is intrinsically about perceived or sensed objects and events (consciously or unconsciously) encoded into multimodal memory, including “composite” objects and events acquired from simulation alone (e.g., centaurs, vampires, and zombies, and gods). This version of Brentano’s thesis—or what I shall call “neuro-intentionalism”—has a distinctly different flavor from other versions whose claims I shall canvas and critique (especially versions of intentionality that reject the idea that mental states are modal memories, or “anti-empiricist” theories of intentionality).

Adopting a neuro-intentionalist stance is different from other versions of intentionalism in two main respects that I shall consider throughout: the first is that it may offer a solution to the problem of “mental composition” discussed in the preamble, or trying to sort out what the “stuff” in our heads is, where it comes from, and how it factors into reading comprehension; and the second is understanding how the mental stuff “in” our heads (even if the stuff comes from things in the world) affects our bodies while reading, or how what we understand from the text makes us feel. If how we feel about a work suggests something about how we value the work’s properties (as I shall propose in Chapter 4), then understanding the relation between reader-response feelings and simulated contents is crucial.

However, as we shall see, some philosophers have questioned whether “emotional sensations” track objects and events in the world, as encoded in the mind, or even whether “sensations” suggest anything at all about underlying mental states, even emotions (Wollheim, 1999). Again, such challenges become even more difficult when we consider sensations felt while reading. Do bodily sensations track simulated objects and events, and if so how closely? Some may argue that bodily feedback does not bear any strong causal relation with simulated properties. E.g., if while reading Pride and Prejudice I felt a distinct repugnancy while Mr. Collins boasted of his connections with society, or if Gulliver’s Travels brought me to the verge of laughter while reading about self-important scholars living on a floating island, then in each

---

66 J. L. Austin, an ordinary language philosopher, contributed to making the terms “sensibilia” and “sense-data” unfashionable in his published critique of Ayer and Price, from which I have borrowed the title of this chapter (1962). As I shall stipulate, I mean to use “sensibilia” and “sense-data” not in the phenomenalist sense, which Austin saw as problematic, but in the “indirect realist” sense. For an overview of phenomenalist versus realist approaches to sense-data and sensibilia, see DeVries, Triplett, and Sellars (2000, pp. 2–7).
case my feelings would amount to, well, just that—my feelings. They would be “subjective,” autonomic responses bearing no necessary relation to textual prompts. I shall argue, contrary to this view, that feeling emotional sensations is not an exceptional case distinct from other kinds of cognitive representation, where what we “know” seems bound up with what we read. I shall argue that feelings do in fact track simulated properties, and that how we feel can be integral to having an emotion while reading. In this way, reassessing the nature of emotional sensations strategically links to a broader reassessment of reader-response emotions, and especially to the problem of divergence outlined in the preamble.

3.2 Intentionality, Empiricism, and Anti-empiricism

Most literary scholars, judging from the paucity of coverage in anthologized volumes on literary theory and criticism, pay little mind to the technical, philosophic dimensions of “intentionality” (again, a term roughly denoting a relation between “cognitive contents”—such as having ideas about or fearing bears—and objects and events in the world or body—the properties of actual bears). One can form intentional representations of non-actual objects, such as unicorns, but what makes such representations intentional, in any case—following Brentano’s thesis at least—is that they relate to real objects and events in the world as we understand them, such as knowing about horns and horses (a thesis I shall develop further).

So again, in its most straightforward sense, we say that mental contents are “intentional,” or possess intentionality, if they are about objects or events in the world (or are at least about extractable properties of objects and events, such as textures, forms, etc.). The most straightforward meaning of “intentionality” thus holds that reading about bears, vampires, or whatever, invokes intentional contents that actually relate, directly or indirectly, to percipient properties in the world, namely, to bears, humans, fangs, blood, etc.; this relation secures a sense of realism about whatever we read, even if the simulated objects in question have no realistic existence. Intentionality is thus a kind of object-directed cognition about things that we sense to be more or less possible, even if they are as yet impossible (as in a sci-fi novel). I shall return to this straightforward sense of intentionality, given its extreme importance for reader-response theory, but first it would be useful to consider alternative approaches to the term and the problems they introduce.

Today, most debate on the nature of intentionality seems restricted to philosophy proper, though some contemporary literary theorists incorporate the term into their interpretive frameworks. An example would be E. D. Hirsch’s much discussed essay “Objective
Interpretation,” where intentionality is defined, qua Husserl, as the “relation between an act of awareness and its object,” and so for Hirsch, intentionality is “roughly equivalent to ‘awareness’” itself (1960, p. 467). When applied to reading literature, Hirsch maintains that “verbal meaning” entails consciously perceiving “a special kind of intentional object” whose conceptual content is “unchanging” and “supra-personal” (p. 467). If I understand this view correctly, then it would seem that whatever is simulated in the mind’s eye is both conscious and refers to some verbal object with a fixed meaning, so that your simulation of “bears” is the same as mine, since “bears” are “supra-personal” verbal objects that we all understand. It is unclear whether Hirsch intends to think of verbal objects as amodal (non-experience-based), yet he does explicitly contrast “verbal meaning” and (experience-based) “private associations” (p. 470).

Charles Altieri also puts “intentionality” to use. His *Particulars of Rapture* criticizes “cognitivist” approaches to intentionality for “reducing” emotions to objective, “adjectival” descriptions of beliefs; doing so, Altieri warns, strips emotions of their more nuanced, subjective, “adverbial” features (2003, p. 10). On this view feeling “angry” is not always a unitary expression, since we can feel a type of anger admitting “a dose of irony mixed with the enjoyment of our own rectitude and the capacity to dwell in admittedly fictive modes of revenge” (2003, p. 24). I gather from the context of Altieri’s arguments that he is worried about the ramifications of a strictly held “Brentano’s thesis” for emotions; if such a thesis were true, he seems to think, then all emotions must be yoked to intentionally related objects of some descriptive kind, objects that cannot be comprehended with any “adverbial,” subjective variation (e.g., if “bears” must be understood, *qua* the actual objects in the world, then thinking of bears “adverbially,” with a range of senses irreducible to bear-properties in the world, would be impermissible or descriptively aberrant).

And most recently, Ruth Leys has argued that some theories of emotion—such as those developed by Paul Ekman and Silvan Tomkins—no longer concern themselves with “intentional” contents, with the object-directedness of emotions and their dependence on “desires and beliefs about the world” (2010, p. 68). The “anti-intentionalism” found in Ekman/Tomkins, she argues, is a mistake, for it ignores what is unique about each individual’s emotional aboutness, namely, *their* sense of the world. On this view, our sense of what is emotional is individualized—it is distinct with respect to the objects of our particular contexts and backgrounds, and so what you find emotional may not share properties with what I find emotional.
Hirsch, Altieri, and Leys, though their views differ widely in some respects, seem concerned with the overriding importance of human consciousness in the making of emotion and meaning. For Hirsch, consciousness is endemic to “objective” meaning. For Altieri and Leys, consciousness is the source of rich human agency, subjectivity, and contextualized sensibilities. Hirsch wishes to limit interpretive plurality, while Altieri and Leys wish to multiply pluralistic possibilities. For Leys especially the intentional context of an emotion—e.g., feeling not only “fear” for some object but a peculiar, personal fear of horses (to use her example)—determines the nature of an emotion more than any underlying neurological system, and in fact overrides those systems (p. 83). For Leys, then, intentionality upholds a “social constructivist” account of emotions—a pluralizing approach—whereas other theorists, such as Hirsch, have used intentionality to achieve the opposite result—a type of universalizing approach.

Some theorists avoid these two extremes and successfully bridge personal experience with universal native systems. Martha Nussbaum is one such theorist, whose work has influenced my understanding of intentionality and emotion (2004). For Nussbaum, an intentional object is not just a thing passively perceived or simulated; rather, intentional objects often involve intimate relations with subjects (individuals), even if the objects in question also have intersubjective properties (publically accessible and understood qualities and forms). Emotions, especially, are not just “about their objects merely in the sense of being pointed at them and let go, the way an arrow is let go against its target. Their aboutness is more internal and embodies a way of seeing,” a way of “looking at it, so to speak, through one’s own window” (original emphasis, p. 188). For Nussbaum, then, emotions apparently involve a perspectival dimension of value (p. 189), a possibility considered in Chapter 4. If so, then we may value objects differently, depending on our unique background relations to them (to use Nussbaum’s example, I can only fear the death of my mother because she is my mother; others cannot feel this way because they lack my background relation to my mother). That we may adopt unique, perhaps even divergent values for the same object does not mean that emotions lack universality, however. This is because emotions “are elements of our common animality with considerable adaptive significance: so their biological basis is likely to be common to all” (2001, p. 141).

Like Nussbaum, I should like to steer a middle path, one that accommodates pluralistic “aboutness” and universal elements of perception and emotion. If grounded cognition is correct,
I shall argue, then experientially acquired intentional contents instantiate within evolved architectures in the brain, architectures that allow us to perceive and emote to learned contents in similar ways, across subjects and cultures. How “similar” is a subject of debate, as we shall see, yet the gist of the position I shall develop is that “native” architectures in the brain constrain how anyone perceives, encodes, and responds to “natural kinds” of intentional properties. As an example, one reader may have actually encoded memories for “bears” by perceiving them in the wild, while another may have only ever read about bears, without ever seeing them. Both readers thus ought to have different senses of what bears are like. Even so, I should like to suggest that in this example both readers may understand and respond to bears with shared kinds of sensibilia. This argument shall require “proof” that emotional reactions—and the representational properties they predicate upon—share “natural kinds” of property across subjects, even if many emotional reactions may be uniquely contextualized or culturally inflected (LeDoux, 2012; Panksepp, 2005). What “natural kinds” of property amount to, both for emotions and simulations, will be addressed below, along with surrounding debates.

Now that I have staked out my general motive, vis-à-vis intentionality, some caveats ought to be mentioned before moving on. By saying that emotions must share properties across subjects, I am not disavowing differences between human, primate, and rodent cognition, as some philosophers would suggest, nor am I arguing that enculturation only moderately impacts emotional expression. Most research on emotion notes significant differences between species, even when emotional structures are homologous, as they are between rats and humans; and an empiricist understanding of mental contents is especially sensitive to the unique role culture plays in our understanding of intentional objects. So my argument is not adjudicating between empiricist and nativist positions; rather, it attempts to encompass and explain both strong nativist and empiricist accounts without denying either position’s unique contributions. The argument runs like this: whatever distinguishes human “consciousness” from other species’ sense of awareness, though undoubtedly significant, cannot constitute in itself a new biologic kind of intentionality, one that is purely governed by human-specific cultural contexts. On this argument unique social contexts and learned behavior—however influential they may be—cannot altogether uproot or replace our biological inheritance, one that extends to other mammalian species such as rats and non-human primates. The more biologically comprehensive

67 This position, developed by Lisa Feldman Barrett, rejects the nativist position that there are innate, pre-organized structures in the brain that allow for certain basic kinds of emotional expression (fear, joy, etc.), and opts instead for the idea that all emotions are socially constructed (2006). A more modest approach to the effects of culture on emotion may be found in Jesse Prinz’s Emotional Construction of Morals, though at times his arguments go too far in downplaying the role of native systems (2007).
view of intentionality, then, acknowledges that (a) the evolved function of memory is to accurately reflect perceived properties, even if memory often fails to achieve this function; so by the sheer fact that we share perceptual architectures, we also share encoded properties from the world; and (b) that humans are capable of extending the range of possible intentional relations through complex conceptual combinations of encoded properties (e.g., imagining that a bear could be humorous, that a horse could have a horn, etc.). On this view, what is “unconscious” and common to human nature—the functioning of pre-organized emotional systems, for example—affects intentionality as much as what is “conscious” and uncommon—such as experientially acquired (“learned” in the most basic sense) differences between individuals and groups, cultural customs and habit formations.

If (a) and (b) are correct, then the evolutionary grounding of intentional contents challenges Hirsch’s, Altieri’s, and Leys’ implicit assumption that intentionality is qualitatively unique to human consciousness and the complex contexts humans inhabit. I shall call this alternative approach offered by (a) and (b) “neuro-intentionalism,” since it differs from other views of intentionality in its acceptance of culturally inflected knowledge, on the one hand, and shared properties of reader-response comprehension, on the other (both in terms of common knowledge about the world and shared “native” systems).

Caveats aside, I shall begin developing neuro-intentionalism with a restatement of grounded cognition’s most fundamental principle, namely, that there is a profound difference between characterizing and expressing beliefs, desires, and narratives with language, on the one hand, and the modal contents underpinning beliefs, desires, and narratives, on the other. If the brain is a composite of modality-specific systems—for sight, sound, touch, etc.—and if these systems must be recruited in the service of executive functioning, then intentionality needs to accommodate the instantiation of modal neuro-representations (of perceived objects and events in the world that have been encoded into remote memory). If for example I have encoded sense data for “bears” and simulate a “bear” while reading, then my simulation secures intentional status insofar as it “re-presents” object properties in the world; this time, however, the object in the “world” is reproduced in my head—it is about a simulated sense of a bear. The difference between actually perceived and simulated intentional objects introduces additional complexities that I shall need to address (such as knowing how to reconcile your distinct simulated contents with mine, or knowing to what extent they can be different, and for what reasons); yet, as I shall
show, the complexities of neuro-intentionalism can be seen as offering greater critical
flexibility, not additional problems.

What matters more are the overall gains made by neuro-intentionalism. By now it should
be obvious, for example, that neuro-intentionalism solves the “composition problem” discussed
in the preamble: that when we perceive, read, and remember anything from a work of art, the
stuff in our heads is memory of perceived properties. What I shall try to show next, however, is
that solving the composition problem is less important than knowing what the stuff in our
heads—“memories of perceived properties”—achieves for reader-response epistemology. My
general position will consider the merit of two claims: (one) that neuro-intentionalism sets limits
on knowledge (so that whatever we can possibly know derives from experienced properties in
the world) and (two) that neuro-intentionalism grounds individual and collective knowledge in
contextualized sensibilia (so that whatever we do know—our understanding of each other and
the world—has been encoded from perceived properties in the world as we know it). The first
claim suggests that all simulated contents—characters, zombies, androids, etc.—have been
constructed from previously encoded memories for objects and events in the world; while the
second claim suggests that both convergent and divergent comprehension is governed by what
each of us knows of the world from our experiential backdrops, along with whatever attitudes
and preferences we may hold about kinds and types of properties.

“Intentional objects” from a neuro-intentionalist standpoint are thus modal memories
with an inborn aboutness, since all remote memory is acquired from percipient properties in the
world (not only properties from “private” worlds but from “public” worlds with shared
sensibilia). Hirsch, Herman, and others, by contrast, view “intentional objects” not as psychophysical
properties (modal memories) but transcendent, conceptual objects conveyed by
language, a view that stresses the importance of “supra-personal” (or non-psychological)
Fregean meanings and senses behind verbal utterances. This view, sometimes broadly
characterized as “propositionalism,” represents an anti-empiricist theory of intentionality, for it
opposes the view that the contents of cognition—thought, belief, imagination, and the like—
derive from or are composed of experiential data, or transduced stimuli from the world.

Propositionalism maintains that intentional objects share, as Wollheim puts it, “a common
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68 In the next chapter I shall explore how “subjective” and “objective” reader-response properties may be delineated.
69 Frege rigidly distinguished between objective senses (Sinne) and subjective ideas (Vorstellungen), situating the former
within the realm of propositional logic and the latter in the realm of subjective experience (1977, p. 160). From the
standpoint of grounded cognition, however, Sinne fundamentally overlaps Vorstellungen. Many analytic philosophers,
following Frege, feared that if the contents of thought were derived from sense impressions then logic would become
“psychologized” and its claims to objectivity diminished (Glock, 2008, p. 125; Kenny, 1995, p. 5).
sentential content” as opposed to some other kind of content (like modal memory, simulators, etc.) (1999, p. 20). Grounded cognition, as we know, runs contrariwise to this trend, or to any theory that lends a semantic or meta-organizing role to Language. But what this means for reader-response epistemology needs further explanation.

The better approach to intentionality, elaborated in the next section, requires abandoning the idea that “propositional” contents or language-based “narratives” account for the intentional relations of cognition and saying, more precisely, that modal memories map extensional objects, whether the latter are exogenously perceived or endogenously represented. Again, this means that intentional objects are physically bound to the properties of sense perception, both as seen and simulated. Propositions and narratives, by contrast, only ever communicate representational contents deciphered and decoded from language. We draw on modal memories to make assertions, tell stories, and comprehend literature, not the other way around: assertions, stories, and literary works cannot make sense of themselves. This is the basic thrust of “neuro-intentionalism” whose (more important) consequences I shall briefly elaborate before venturing into anti-empiricist positions, and why they put reader-response theory on the wrong track.

First it may be helpful to see how neuro-intentionalism is “empiricist” from the standpoint of reader-response reception. Consider once more intentionality’s most basic meaning: *object-directed cognition*. A direct example of this kind of cognition would be fearing a snake, where fear (the cognitive- or thought-content) is directed towards a snake. In this direct example what secures an “intentional relationship” is that there is a cognitive state (fear) that is directed towards an object (a snake). Now consider an indirect example: when we read about a dangerous situation featuring a snake, what we fear is not an actual snake, but a representation of a snake. Now some—such as H. H. Price—have said that when we perceive objects, directly, we still need to “represent” what we have perceived (insofar as perceived stimuli need to be “transduced” by the eyes, brain, and body before we can register whether the object before us is a snake rather than a twig). To keep things simple, however, we might say that when we see a snake, directly, then its stimuli are “presented,” while reading about a snake involves “representing” knowledge of snakes acquired from first-hand presentations. Setting aside such technicalities, for now, what is important to recognize is that for both types of intentional relation—direct and indirect—there is an object provoking a response (one that is directly perceived and another indirectly simulated). This relationship between perceived and simulated objects is important. For one, the perceptual origins of memory shown in the direct example—
our having actually seen, heard, and felt a snake—factors profoundly into our meanings and imaginings of objects and events while reading. Each of us has likely encoded memories for the “simulator” SNAKE within varying contexts (“gardener snake,” “diamond back,” “garden,” “southern New Mexico,” etc.), and so there is clearly a process of “psychologization” that takes place for our understanding of the world, as Frege feared.\textsuperscript{70} And so it is sometimes argued that if you have a different background relation to objects and events than me, then your representations—in your mind’s eye—will differ from mine (resulting in a kind of “constructive empiricism”). This possibility opens the door to unexpected, experientially inflected differences of understanding (not necessarily “subjective” differences, as we shall see in the next chapter, but differences that make understanding between individuals “perspectivally” variant). Yet it is also this (supposedly) troubled relationship between a subject’s background knowledge of—and preferences for—objects and events that has led some philosophers to counter the empiricist program altogether (Frege reacted against Mill, Austin against Price, etc.). The worry of these philosophers is that your sense of “red wheelbarrows,” “snakes,” and whatever else, cannot be the same as my sense, so that what you see in a work is not at all what I see; and if this lack of fidelity between percepts and objects is the result of an empiricist approach to thought-contents, then the only solution (according to many twentieth century philosophers) is to secure stronger relations through non-empiricist epistemologies (hence the “linguistic turn” and other movements).

When it comes to fictional representations, moreover, the presumed breakdown of mind–world mirroring becomes all the more pointed. Fictional objects, some argue, are fundamentally unlike real objects: the one is “mental” and introspective while the other is “material” and extrospective. I can check the stove to see whether I left it on, because the stove is an extended object outside the mind, but I cannot check a fictional character in the same way. I cannot determine, for instance, whether Mr. Wickham in \textit{Pride and Prejudice} was truly a scoundrel or only systematically misrepresented by his peers. One could argue persuasively that Mr. Darcy, motivated by sexual rivalry, feigned or exaggerated impartiality in his missive about Mr. Wickham’s ignoble character, leaving Elizabeth (and the reader by proxy) with a biased impression, one that we cannot confirm or deny. As far as such an argument goes, it would seem that we have no means of corroborating “the facts” about Mr. Wickham’s character, since he resides in a fictional world without any mind-independent realities that we can measure or test—we only know of Mr. Wickham’s character through second-hand reports, not direct

\textsuperscript{70} See Frege’s famous discussion of different conceptions of “Bucephalus,” for example (1948, p. 212).
observation. The only true “facts” in *Pride and Prejudice* are ink patterns on paper (or the
grooves of braille, the sounds of an audiotape version of the novel, etc.); but if we can reliably
point to concepts from these facts, then there may be something “fact-like” about inferring
directly from textual prompts to kinds of content: we could say, for example, that it is basically
“fact-like” that Darcy lived at Pemberley rather than Longbourn, because there is no textual
ambiguity about where Darcy lived (the ink or braille or whatever other kinds of pattern just
cannot be rearranged to make another type of pattern).

However interesting such puzzles may be, I am not concerned with them, directly—at
least not yet—because grounded cognition provides a sufficiently strong framework for reliably
linking ink, braille, or other word patterns with simulated kinds of property, as argued
consistently up to this point. Instead, I raise the issue of “possible fictional worlds” for the sake
of getting at a broader issue with deeper consequences, and that is determining the
epistemological status of fictional versus real contents. I should like to know (so I can face, in
good conscience, the worries Frege and others have raised about “psychologized” contents)
whether (a) there is a major difference between simulated and real properties, so that what we
read and comprehend is not at all like what we perceive and recognize in the world, or (b) that
there is enough similarity between “simulated” and everyday “perceptual” properties to say that
what obtains for the latter obtains for the former, *mutatis mutandis*. The outcome of this
problem will have significant consequences for what can be claimed, later, about interpretive
warrant and literary value (Chapters 4 and 5).

Grounded cognition, I shall argue, needs to solve not only the “problem of
composition”—what’s in our heads—but also the “problem of semantic divergence,” or whether
what’s in our heads is epistemically corrigible (whether our mental contents share kinds of
property in the same way that our perceptual fields, when looking at publicly accessible objects,
share properties). Understanding semantic divergences requires knowing whether (a) or (b) is
true. If (a), then the conditions allowing us to “see much the same things” when gazing out at
the world will not obtain for *simulating* objects in fictional worlds. If (b), then our simulated
sense will at least be as stable as everyday sense (accounting for all the fuzziness of memory
and other problems).

Indeed, semantic divergences can be much more recalcitrant than some theories would
have us believe, such as David Bordwell’s “perception-comprehension-appropriation” model of
semantics (2010). On this model, we all perceive things in much the same way, so that when
two different individuals, with different backgrounds and preferences, view a Jackie Chan film, they will share a common “perceptual” understanding; writ large, this model suggests that perceptual understanding converges across individuals and groups (p. 278). Divergence, on the other hand, takes place mainly when we “interpret” perceptual contents differently, though only after these contents have been “perceived” in much the same way (first we perceive: “all TV viewers watching the horrendous crash of the airliners into the World Trade Center saw and heard the event in the same way”; and then we interpret or “appropriate” what we have perceived: “Having seen the Trade Towers assault, viewers interpreted its significance in different ways—as an act of war, as a response to globalization, and/or as a counterthrust to U.S. imperial ambitions” [p. 272–3]).

From the standpoint of grounded cognition, however, Bordwell’s model does not get things altogether right, since we do not literally “see the same things” when simulating fictional objects and events, as we perhaps do when seeing fictional objects on a movie or TV screen; rather, we draw on our own background knowledge and preferences to “see” what objects and events mean, fictionally. This need not imply, as I have already stressed, that how we simulate fictional worlds must be radically different between readers (a point that I shall further develop below); but what it does mean is that reading comprehension, unlike watching a film, can be much more complicated (a complication that extends to filmic dialogues as well, as Bordwell notes, whenever narrated contents need to be simulated before they can be understood [p. 276]). The crucial difference between Bordwell’s theory and grounded cognition is that response divergence can happen for multiple reasons apart from how we “appropriate” and “understand” a work’s contents, after perceiving them, since (as I shall explain further in Chapter 4) two readers can simulate and respond to a work quite differently during the earliest stages of perception and after they have reflected upon what they have perceived and then understood. Divergence can thus happen from the “bottom-up” and/or the “top-down,” from involuntary and/or acquired differences in memory, whereas Bordwell believes that semantic divergence does not really happen that much at the level of perception, and only “varies in degree” at the level of comprehension (p. 276). From the grounded cognition standpoint, however, it is much more difficult to dissociate perceptual events from comprehension events, since what we simulate is perception-like, and so what we understand is often (a) contingent on the nature of simulated perceptions that, as Bordwell says, “aren’t simply given,” and (b) how much these perceptions align with our understanding of the text (p. 271).
To see how complicated things can get, we might consider that a Burmese Buddhist has come to think of all cows as sacred, not just through cultural ascription but from having been raised in unique environmental contexts, where cows lounge about the streets and pull carts in religious parades. This means that a Burmese Buddhist has encoded stimuli about cows quite distinctly from, say, a career butcher, who has routinely slaughtered and processed cows for a living. Both the butcher and Buddhist will certainly share encoded properties for cows, since all cows possess characteristics that both the butcher and Buddhist will have committed to memory (four legs, moist nose, mooing, etc.); yet the butcher and Buddhist will also have encoded additional data about cows that the other does not possess, at least not in terms of either’s routine sense of what “cows” mean (e.g., most butchers will not think of cows as sacred or integral to religious beliefs, and most Burmese Buddhists will not have any procedural memory for “processing” cattle for the market). Thus, different background exposures to commonly perceived objects embody additional properties for those objects, and additional properties modulate simulation. On this view, a butcher and Buddhist (at least like the ones in my example) may not share the same “perceptions” while simulating cows, pace Bordwell, because what they understand requires a simulated experience that recruits different senses of the same object (which isn’t as much a problem for film or everyday perception). Thus, the butcher and Buddhist’s simulated sense (which is at the bottom-up perception stage, in Bordwell’s terminology) converges only insofar as both share embodied properties, and diverges only insofar both have different encoded data and values factoring into their simulations.

Frege worried that empiricists made understanding the world’s objects like Buddhists and butchers seeing cows. Yet an empiricist need not suppose that different backgrounds and norms override common responses to kinds of stimuli, nor must empiricists suppose that distinctly different backgrounds deny epistemic corrigibility between them. Both a Burmese Buddhist and butcher will run from a charging bull, because both share underlying neurobiological systems alerting them to threatening kinds of stimuli (a view Leys rejects). Likewise, if fictional characters were running from a charging bull, then a Buddhist and butcher would simulate this episode in much the same way and feel much the same kind of response (though perhaps not for other events featuring non-threatening bulls). This argument suggests that textual codes can set up the right sequence of simulated events to avoid divergent responses; ambiguities can be avoided with cautious developments; yet at the same time, given the nature of simulation—where each of us recruits our own memories to understand textual
codes—we cannot help diverging in our understanding at various points while reading the same text. Neuro-intentionalism thus offers a cogent explanation of both convergent and divergent responses, without presuming that either one or the other must predominate (since readers may comprehend many things within a text similarly, even if their understanding diverges at various points from a representational norm—a point that shall be elaborated in the next chapter).

To end this section let me briefly take stock of the arguments developed so far. First, the “stuff of thought” is actually the “thought of stuff” from the world: what is in our heads is a mental menagerie of encoded object- and event-properties, or sensibilia encoded into perceptual representations; we encounter the “stuff of thought” from early development onwards—a developmental process that is taken for granted, and imbues us with both sense and sensibility. The world thus inscribes itself within us, and we use language to reflect what has been inscribed, yet the brain is not a passive receptacle (a photographic memory bank or wax tablet). Rather, there is a physiological relation between perception and conception, a relation that has developed over evolutionary time, not historical time, and so has endowed us with a collection of specialized systems allowing us to perceive and conceive properties in predictable ways. Neuro-intentionalism describes this relationship between ideas and encoded properties in the world.

3.3 Empiricism and its Discontents

Some philosophers have argued that we can value a work apart from the experience it offers, which would seem to implicate some type of anti-empiricist stance on interpretation (see for example Sharpe, 2000). But to what extent could it be true to say that we can value or understand works apart from our experience of them? From an empiricist standpoint, such a thesis would seem impossible, since all we can understand about anything is contingent on encoded impressions from the world. In this section I shall explore the various ways in which philosophers have tried to take a stand against an empiricist reader-response epistemology.

One of the most familiar anti-empiricist positions comes from an interpretation of Descartes, and as we shall see, it shares some surprising affinities with language-based semantics. The interpretation runs like this: there are Cartesian “intellective ideas” that function independently from “the operations of the body’s sensory apparatus” (Deigh, 2004, p. 12). This special class of ideas function “apart from the sensory images and internal feelings they” may produce (p. 12). What distinguishes intellective ideas from those “common to both humans
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71 Deigh is “interpreting” Descartes, as noted. Vendler points out that Descartes himself equivocates on the function of sensation in thought and imagination (1972, pp. 149–152).
and beasts” is their *linguistic* nature (p. 14), a nature that is “radically unlike” the kinds of ideas found in other animals, allowing humans to communicate the kinds of thoughts that only “words and sentences” can express (p. 12). Intellecutive ideas—like mentalese—are thus *amodal* and so intrinsically extra-sensory; they provide us with knowledge about the world disconnected from perceptually encoded sense impressions. Only humans possess this special class of amodal intellecutive ideas, Deigh believes, and so “cognitivist theories of emotions” must “abandon giving a uniform account of the thoughts in virtue of which emotions are intentional states,” since for humans emotional intentionality can take two—not one—form: intentional contents can be either empirical or extra-empirical, purely instinctual (as found in other animals) or predicated on language-like thoughts (which only humans possess) (p. 14).

We thus arrive at a curious entanglement between anti-empiricism and emotional intentionality. For Deigh, humans may possess a unique kind of “intentional state” that involves propositional thought about some object; it is this kind of thought that gives “meaning to the feelings, behavior, and bodily conditions” of an emotion (p. 25). What follows is that we can only distinguish between different kinds of emotions, in humans, by identifying their underlying amodal (propositional) contents, not their “neurophysiological” characteristics or mental imagery. Cartesian “intellective ideas” therefore solve the mystery of “[w]hat we now call concepts and the propositions they help to constitute” (p. 14). Deigh’s position thus seems representative of twentieth century ordinary language philosophers’ reaction to “psychologizing” mental contents, as noted by Barsalou at the start of this chapter.

Deigh’s views have some serious drawbacks, however. First, and most obviously, Deigh commits the mistake of language-based semantics, where thoughts, concepts, and beliefs become confounded with the *prima facie* qualities of language. To be sure, Deigh cautions against “making the possession of linguistic capacities a condition of being liable to emotions,” but he does so only to acknowledge that humans have non-linguistic “primitive emotions” as well as advanced language-based emotions (p. 11). For Deigh, the mark of the mental (for humans) is the *intrinsically* linguistic nature of thought-contents, which constitute systems of belief exclusive from multimodal memory (from neuro-intentional properties). The nature of human concepts, on Deigh’s account, is therefore much the same as Hirsch’s and other anti-empiricists.

Now it would seem the common thread for such thinkers is that “concepts” (as opposed to mental images) are amodal, supra-personal, and *nominally* “objective” rather than modal,
personal, and empirically “subjective.” This view, though similar to language-based semantics, has other nuanced entailments that I should like to explore (as a way to solidify neuro-intentionalism). Specifically, I should like to address the belief that some kinds of emotion depend on linguistic concepts, not mental imagery. As an example of these kinds of emotions, Deigh has us consider why it is that teenage girls can scream and cry when witnessing a famous rock-band (p. 22). Crying and screaming is usually associated with a “basic” emotion, such as grief, the kind of emotion that is instinctive and stimulus driven. Yet as we know, there is no primitive stimulus guiding what the girls see and respond to; some other kind of intentional object must therefore be causing the girls’ reaction, a kind that is extra-sensory (nothing about a rock-band’s properties, as perceived, ought to prompt crying and screaming). Deigh’s theory puts forward a solution: what the girls respond to is not what they see but an “intellective idea” about the rock-band’s significance, an idea built upon the kind of thoughts that only “words and sentences can express” (p.12; p. 22). Barsalou has made a strong case that there is no empirical support for special thoughts of this sort, but that there is empirical support for encoded perceptual representations from the data of sense. So it must be the case, if grounded cognition is correct, that Deigh’s counterexample and proposed solution cannot be correct: neuro-intentional relations drive the crying and weeping of the fans, not intellective ideas. Perhaps the band exemplifies a kind of “language” that the teens read off into their own simulated sense that puts them into a swoon, just as we can read a manner of dress as signifying a lifestyle or social status, but whatever this language may be (a language of visual patterns), it still requires translation into a previously developed multimodal understanding of what the band’s behavior means. Whatever the case may be, more needs to be said to address the concerns of anti-empiricists.

3.4 Wollheim on Emotion, Intentionality, Sensation, and Anti-Empirical Epistemology

Another anti-empiricist position, similar in many respects to Deigh’s yet more strongly positioned to challenge grounded cognition, is found in Richard Wollheim’s On the Emotions (1999). Wollheim is better known as a philosopher of art than of emotion, and as far as the former is concerned, he has been and will remain tremendously influential. His philosophy of
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72 For a succinct overview of a nominalist approach to establishing objectivity, see Haack (2000, pp. 239–242).

73 This idea of “seeing-in” x (the band’s behavior) a sense of y (that the band is “so amazing” and “hot”) is explored in Wollheim’s Art and its Objects (1980, pp. 205–226), along quasi-subjectivist lines. I have argued elsewhere that Barsalou’s “situated conceptualization” model explains this type of “seeing-in” along empiricist lines while retaining an intersubjective status (2009). A more straightforward explanation, such as screaming-induced emotional overload and emotional contagion, may serve the purpose just as well (personal communication, B. Boyd, October 28, 2012).
emotion, on the other hand, has garnered unusually mixed reviews. This is unfortunate, because his views on emotion are no less significant than his philosophy of artistic representation, and in fact the one complements the other, as I shall try to show. Despite whatever problems critics find in Wollheim’s theory of emotion, and sometimes because of them, I believe we can gain from scrutinizing the standpoint from which his theory was developed.

There are two aspects within Wollheim’s theory of emotion that are particularly well suited for exploring neuro-intentionalism by contrast: first, his rejection of language-based semantics; and second, his two-pronged argument that emotion is intentional and amodal while emotional sensation is quasi-intentional and modal. The first aspect of Wollheim’s theory that deserves looking at vis-à-vis “neurocriticism” is his rejection of language-based semantics. His rejection of Language with a capital ‘L’ is important insofar as it shows how intentional contents (senses, thoughts, beliefs) can be viewed as amodal yet neither fundamentally linguistic nor propositional.

Against the grain of Frege and other twentieth century language philosophers, Wollheim wished to “psychologize” mental contents, a move that required disavowing language-based theories of meaning and representation. Yet mental contents in Wollheim’s philosophy still warrant the term “amodal,” I believe (not in the accustomed sense of linguistic symbols or “mentalese” independent of perceptual representations, but in the sense of mental contents being “psychological” without any relation to experientially derived knowledge).

That Wollheim thinks of mental phenomena as non-linguistic and non-propositional “thought,” yet maintains an amodal theory of intentional contents, makes his theory unique if also puzzling. For we may well ask: what is intentional content if not modal memory? Can we really speak of conceptual representations, for example, without thinking of them as modally instantiated? It seems a peculiar feature of anti-empiricism that in order to make a case for its primacy, one must reason about, exemplify, and recollect objects and events that seem bound up with everyday experience, and yet at the same time assume that such recollected objects and events derive not from experiencing them but from some other mysterious faculty outside time

---

74 “Reading these lectures,” writes Jesse Prinz in one such review, “one gets the impression that Wollheim is actually doing Martian conceptual analysis. He is making a priori pronouncements, but his concepts are strangely alien” (2002). Peter Goldie thinks very highly of Wollheim’s theory, especially the distinction between feelings and emotions, which I canvass below (2006).
and space. As we shall see, Wollheim offers an ingenious solution to this problem by introducing the distinction between mental states and mental dispositions, and linking non-empirical content to the latter but not the former.

The second aspect of Wollheim’s philosophy of emotion that I should like to examine is his treatment of emotion as intentional/objective and emotional sensation as quasi-intentional/subjective. Consider an example: on a particularly chilly day we decide to wear a scarf before setting out. What we principally desire, on such days, is the sensation of warmth the scarf offers, not the scarf itself, despite whatever fashionable properties it may have. Now we may wonder: is the scarf an emotional object, or just an object that offers a sensation? Is warmth something inherent in the scarf, or do we only associate warmth with the scarf? Is the scarf objective but the feeling of warmth subjective? Reader-response theory needs to sort these questions out, or the status of sensations and their relation to emotions, on the one hand, and the intentionality of emotion and sensations on the other (i.e., whether the intentional object that we desire is the “scarf” or its “warmth”; if the latter, then endogenous states can count as intentional objects as much as exogenous objects). We need to sort these questions out because when we read, much of what we call “meaning” and “value” seem bound up not only with our sense of understanding the contents of literature, but with our physiological response to what we understand. If appreciating literature is somehow analogous to wearing a scarf, then what we appreciate is not “literature” in itself but the sensations literature offers. We may seek out a novel, for instance, in a vague search for comfort, a desire to “get lost” in a fantasy world with familiar characters, regardless of their actions and events, or we may seek out certain types of intentional content (romance) for the sensations they generate (or for their lack in our lives), and not for the works themselves. But such possibilities would seem to reintroduce the “affective fallacy” in another, more plausible guise, one that I shall explore in Chapter 4 when discussing how we come to value works of art. In any case, determining how literature is not like a scarf—or whether in some ways it is—will be one of the aims of this section.

Let us begin with an overview of Wollheim’s terminology, his “map of the mind” plotting “in a very general way the whereabouts of the emotions” (1999, p. 8). Wollheim first distinguishes between Mental States and Mental Dispositions (I capitalize these terms to note their technical distinctiveness).

Perhaps this situation necessitates what some philosophers call “nomological danglers” or a priori intuitions (“opaque isolated logical facts”), though I would not hazard a guess. See note 13 from Lynch and Glasgow (2003, pp. 218–219).
First, Mental States according to Wollheim are “subjective” states. They include perceptions, sensations, thoughts, and so forth. Subjective states are irreducible. “We cannot, like copyists in front of a painting, ‘square up’ our mental states, and then record them, square by square,” argues Wollheim, for if we could, subjective states would no longer be subjective—they would be objectifiable events, reducible to physical characteristics with universal properties (at least in principle) (p. 7). Subjective Mental States are also transient. Many (if not most) of our thoughts, feelings, and so forth, only last a short while, and so never translate into lasting impressions, let alone publicly accessible “objective” contents. Any mental event at any moment, accordingly, is subjective insofar as it is irreducible and transient. For instance, while sipping a cappuccino, I cannot freeze time and break down all the constituent neurochemical transactions between the cappuccino, my taste buds, and my brain’s representation of sipping a cappuccino—so this event according to Wollheim is physically irreducible and transient, and so “what it is like to taste” a cappuccino is wholly subjective (at least in this example). We may remember tasting a cappuccino after its occasioning, if it was the first time that we ever tried one, for example; yet we will not remember that particular event long after—we will not remember that cappuccino on that day, at that table, place, time, and so forth. These perceptions, and whatever thoughts accompanied them, will be lost in time forever; and so they count as subjectively transient.

Wollheim next distinguishes Mental States from Mental Dispositions. Mental States are objectively irreducible, transient events, as we have seen. These features render Mental States subjective. Mental Dispositions on the other hand are “persisting modifications of the mind,” and in this respect they count as “psychological entities” like beliefs, desires, memories, thought-contents, etc. (p. 1; p. 5). “Psychological entities” have a material nature of their own, and so are presumably not like immaterial “qualia”: they causally interpenetrate actions, feelings, and perspectives (p. 6). As to what kind of material nature “psychological entities” constitute, we do not know; all we know from Wollheim’s account is that psychological entities may “ultimately” be “material entities,” but not entities whose origins are a posteriori (empirically derived) (p. 7). To illustrate, we might ask whether my desiring a scarf for its warmth is a Mental State (a subjective experience), a Mental Disposition (a lasting impression), or both at different times. If desiring a scarf reflects a “psychological entity” with consistent relations to scarfs, then it would seem that desiring a scarf is a Mental Disposition, since I both “desire” a scarf, “believe” that a scarf provides warmth, have “memories” for scarfs, etc. But it
would also seem that desiring a scarf for its warmth is a transient and subjective state. In any case, according to Wollheim, whatever “psychological entity” I may have for scarfs cannot have come from my subjective experience with scarfs.

Finally we get to emotions and intentionality. After delineating Mental States from Mental Dispositions, Wollheim links—in what may seem a contradiction given our everyday use of “disposition” and “state”—lasting Dispositions with emotions and transient States with sensations. We usually think of emotions as transient events compared to something like a mood or temperament, which we often associate with a “disposition.” Not so for Wollheim, who argues that “subjectivity attaches to mental States but does not attach to mental Dispositions” (p. 8). Using these distinctions we might imagine Xena, warrior princess, venturing into a cave to fight a two-headed Hydra; once inside she discovers that the Hydra actually has far more than two heads—it seems to have hundreds. She feels a palpable sense of fear and stealthily retreats, knowing that the beast cannot be bested head-on. Now according to Wollheim, Xena’s sensations (quickened heart rate, stiffened body, alarm, sharp inward breath, widened eyes, etc.) are subjective Mental States, while Xena’s emotion, fear, entails some kind of persistent modification of Xena’s mind, such as desiring to avoid death.

Now enter intentionality, which we hope will clarify the difference between sensations and emotions. For Wollheim intentionality “is the thought-content of a mental phenomenon, and it is intentionality that secures the directedness alike of Mental States and Mental Dispositions” (my emphasis and caps, p. 6). So in principle, we can say that intentional thought-contents count as the “objects” that elicit emotions and/or emotional sensations, depending on circumstances. However, what distinguishes an “emotion” from “emotional sensations,” according to Wollheim, is that emotions “possess intentionality but, unlike the Mental States in which they manifest themselves, they do not possess subjectivity” (p. 9). Clarifying again with Xena: she enters a cave and fearfully retreats after discovering that the Hydra is more threatening than expected. Xena’s “fearful retreat” involves emotional sensations—quickened pulse, fight or flight, etc.—but what makes her fear emotional is its intentional object, the Hydra, which leaves her with a Mental Disposition on account of the persistent effect on Xena’s mind (she “believes” that the Hydra is a threat, or “desires” that the Hydra be vanquished by some other means). So in Wollheim’s philosophy, emotions have persistent thought-contents (wishing to avoid a Hydra) independent from their subjective manifestations as feelings or sensations (paroxysms of anxiety, perceptions of sense data, etc.).
Now if I have followed Wollheim’s distinctions accurately up to this point, then it seems we are left with a dilemma, and it is one that needs resolving if we are to place reader-response sensations in proper relation to their simulated contents. The dilemma is this: if an emotion has nothing to do with emotional sensations, and is only an emotion because of some intentional relation and lasting effect, then we have no way of knowing what it is about some intentional objects that make them emotional rather than some other kind of Mental Disposition, such as a non-emotional memory or belief. Wollheim seems to offer two possible answers.

The first, weaker answer is to assimilate transient sensations and percepts into a peculiar admixture of intentionality and subjectivity that Wollheim calls phenomenology (p. 8). On this answer, Wollheim might say that sensations and perceptions can obtain some sort of intentionality, but only a transient, non-dispositional kind. In other words, emotional sensations possess “quasi-intentionality.” If I feel “frustrated,” then my feeling is part of the phenomenology of frustration, which is subjective; but what transforms frustration into a dispositional emotion such as “jealousy” is the intentional aboutness of my psychological state. If my frustration is about, say, a sexual rival, X, who has gained the affections of my love, L, then this context furnishes the necessary conditions for a lasting disposition that we can call “jealousy” (p. 123). This position would seem to grant some kind of importance to sensations and perceptions, but only insofar as they direct attention to the intentional psychology of an emotion (what in our psychological state has us understand X’s relation to L in terms of sexual rivalry rather than something else, such as an evolved “innate idea” about sexual rivalry). Yet this answer leaves the original dilemma open, since we still need to know how the phenomenology of some intentional states becomes dispositionally emotional rather than subjectively sensational. We still need to know why, for example, the psychological context of my relation to X transforms the transient sensation of frustration into a lasting emotional Disposition, or why I perceived X’s relation to L as “rivalry” rather than a neutral visual event, such as seeing that “X orients to me less now because X also orients to Z,” without any alarming sense of what X’s relation to L might entail in relation to me (and my genetic fitness, perhaps).

The second, stronger answer is to conclude, as Wollheim eventually does, that “there is no way of exhibiting feeling as integrated with emotion. Feeling must stand outside emotion, and remain a mere appendage to it, and an account of emotion that includes it must degenerate into a mere inventory” (p. 118). This answer, which is also the answer of Wimsatt and Beardsley, certainly “takes the dilemma by the horns” and accepts that all feeling states—all
sensations and perceptions—cannot be integral to emotion.\textsuperscript{76} Whatever I may feel while reading about a bear, red wheelbarrow, Hydra, or whatever else can only ever be extraneous to the kinds of lasting influence these objects may achieve (or not). My emotion is a “psychological entity” that cannot be confused with knowledge, memories, or whatever else that I may have acquired from experience.

But this answer does not resolve the dilemma; it just circumvents it altogether. Wollheim leaves it up to us to decide whether the psychological entity in question is an emotional disposition or not. For all we know, we may already be in the grips of an emotion without knowing it. We might have a jealousy that expresses itself through a Mental State (a sense of anger, worry, etc.), even though we have no direct awareness of the originating thought-contents (e.g., that it was Iago who made me question Desdemona’s fidelity). But if this is possible, then the distinguishing feature of an emotional thought-content, such as “Cassio’s having an affair with Desdemona,” would have no integral relation to its manifest Mental State (a sense of anger, worry, hypervigilance), since as Wollheim has said, feelings cannot be “integrated with emotion”; there is therefore nothing intrinsic about my thinking of Cassio and Desdemona that makes me emotional rather than just obsessed or curious. Wollheim’s theory says only that there is a relationship between Mental States and emotional Dispositions.

So it seems the very thing Wollheim wishes to disaggregate from emotion—its accompanying feeling states—is what is needed to distinguish one kind of disposition from another. Just as a hot poker would just be a poker if we subtracted its heat, a scary/terrifying bear just a bear if we subtracted its scariness, jealousy and other emotions would just be perceptions of intentional properties. Without autonomic reactions—feeling “hot,” “fear,” “anger,” “rivalry,” etc.—we would be left with neutral intentional thought-contents, “poker,” “bear,” “L orienting to X.” But this is not how emotional sensations work. Emotional sensations mean something in relation to the type of thing experienced, and so emotional sensations are integral to the emotion. How we respond, physiologically, makes all the difference.

3.5 Neo-Empiricism and Reader-Response Epistemology

According to Wollheim, Mental States like sensations and perceptions are transient and subjective because they are not about intentional objects within a stable horizon of meaning. Mental States are only quasi-intentional. Mental Dispositions (thought-contents, ideas, memories, beliefs), on the other hand, are distinct from sensations and perceptions, for they take

\textsuperscript{76} See for example Wimsatt and Beardsley’s discussion of emotions “contemplated as a pattern of knowledge” in poetry, rather than as some communicated effect “like an infection or disease” (1949, p. 52).
persistent intentional objects. For Wollheim the contents of thought, ideas, and beliefs are non-empirical, because they cannot derive from transient subjective experiences without losing their intentional quality. Or as he puts it, we must reject “the Empiricist thesis that the meaning of an ‘idea’ derives directly from its psychological content, or, in the terminology that I am using, that its intentionality is its subjectivity” (original emphasis, 1999, p. 227).

He says the “role of belief is to provide a creature with a picture of the world it inhabits . . . a picture that depicts the world more or less as it is” (original emphasis, p. 13). The meaning of a belief, that is, derives directly from a “psychological entity” of a picture-like nature, an entity depicting the world. There is a resemblance between this thesis and its supposed antithesis, however. The antithesis is the empiricist thesis that “the meaning of an ‘idea’ derives directly from its psychological content,” or least this is the empiricist thesis according to Wollheim’s characterization (p. 227). In either case, Wollheim does not question how beliefs, conceptual pictures, or whatever we wish to call the depictive psychological faculty, could represent the world “more or less as it is” without multimodal memories acquired from sense data. Wollheim simply (or complexly yet implicitly) rejects the possibility. “The reason why a certain thought is a thought of a horse,” says Wollheim, “is not because part of what it is like for the thinker to have such a thought is for him to have the image of a horse” (p. 7). We can only assume that “image,” in this context, signifies for Wollheim an empirically isomorphic relationship between conception and perception that is not on par with pictorial belief. We can also assume, extrapolating from his other writings, that pictorial belief is comparatively heteromorphic or at least “twofold” (both a visual impression and a psychological representation), and so, perhaps, the empirical doctrine of isomorphism is what is problematic, because presumably it maintains a “onefold” theory of visual representation. Yet this would misrepresent eighteenth century empiricism, for Hume maintained a clear distinction between “simple” impressions and “complex” ideas (2000, p. 8). Simple impressions, such as seeing red, are distinct from complex ideas, which combine several simple impressions in the imagination (p. 8). “I can imagine to myself,” wrote Hume, “such a city as the New Jerusalem, whose pavement is gold and walls are rubies, tho’ I never saw any such” (p. 8). New Jerusalem is a complex idea of a manifold nature, so I have a difficult time seeing how perceptual representation, even according to eighteenth century empiricism, is any different from pictorial representation, if both engender “a picture that depicts the world more or less as it is.”
Elsewhere, consistent with the above, Wollheim has said that “pictorial representation is a perceptual, more narrowly a visual, phenomenon,” and that psychological “[r]epresentation is perceptual” (1998, pp. p. 217, p. 226). Translating this and the above into the language of grounded cognition, we can now summarize Wollheim’s theory of intentional contents. Thought-contents for Wollheim are not modally instantiated memories acquired from experience, either directly (e.g., by viewing a cow) or indirectly (by viewing a picture of a cow); rather, the contents of thought are pictorial, but not imagistic; they are representations that reliably capture features of perception in memory. Fidelity between percepts and concepts, on this view—unlike what we find in grounded cognition—derives from some unstated supra-personal psychological faculty, perhaps by reason or consciousness. Rather than an empiricist exchange between experiences and ideas, Wollheim would say that simple ideas (such as “red”) are not acquired from simple impressions (a red “sense datum”), nor would he say that complex ideas (New Jerusalem) capture the complexity of Mental Dispositions, which can include, among other things, emotional Dispositions (not just sense impressions; though it is unclear what an emotional Disposition would amount to if it lacked encoded impressions).

If my summary is correct, then Wollheim’s theory of representation strains to achieve a real distinction from empiricism yet falls short, on account of his implicit reliance on subjective mental contents in the formation of thought-contents. His theory of emotional intentionality is for this reason inconsistent with neuro-intentionalism, which upholds the “Empirical thesis that the meaning of an ‘idea’ derives directly from its psychological content” (p. 227), or in the case of emotions, that the meaning of an emotional idea depends no less on multimodal memories acquired intro- and extro-spectively (from imagination or direct perception) than non-emotional ideas. For this criticism to work, however, we need to make an important addition to the Empirical thesis, as Wollheim understands it: namely, an understanding of evolved native systems for not only vision, touch, etc., but also for emotional kinds (a thesis I shall refine in Chapter 4). Sexual jealousy, for example, depends both on perceiving certain patterns (X’s orientation to L) that also, as primates, register as naturally salient (Tooby & Cosmides, 2008, p. 116). From the standpoint of grounded cognition, then—which has been called a “neo-empiricist” framework on accounted of its accommodating nativism—perceptual systems encode not only unimodal impressions (an understanding of “red” within the color system) but also at the same time a number of other associated kinds of impression (impressions for emotion, olfaction, audition, etc.). Thus, for any given emotional event—perceiving “sexual rivalry” and feeling “jealous,” for example—grounded cognition needs to claim that the
emotion is contingent on encoding perceptions of an emotional kind (such as an evolved ability
to detect salient properties in the domain of sexual rivalry). A multimodal concept thus
associates percipient properties of various kinds together to form what Hume called “complex
ideas,” or what I have been calling “composite objects,” such as a unicorn (and perhaps even an
emotional concept like “sexual jealousy,” if the sense of “rivalry” counts as a percipient
property we have evolved to detect and associate with a threat). This is why grounded cognition
claims that different modality-specific systems encode memories of perceptual events
multimodally and not just modally: if we perceive an apple we also encode its shape, taste, size,
colors, textures, proprioceptive impressions relative to its use, and so forth, so that for each
domain of perception, there is a corresponding, evolved kind of system enabling our ability to
detect a kind of property. What Wollheim seems to assume, however, is that empiricism cannot
accommodate conceptual multimodality for emotional properties, and so locks itself into
directly perceived impressions without any explanation of native psychology. Perhaps
Wollheim would accept “neo-empiricism” after seeing that it accommodates nativism, as
described, and so there would no longer be any inconsistency with empiricism and his theory of
emotions, though I suspect there are additional motives driving his position.

Compared to Wollheim’s nuanced expositions on such matters as pictorial
representation, however, saying “intentional contents are multimodal, empiricism is right after
all, ergo Mental Dispositions are founded on thin air” sounds glib and shallow, so I should like
to flesh out the consequences of this assertion by exploring relevant examples and
counterarguments.

Returning now to Wollheim, there are two familiar intuitions lending support to his anti-
empiricist thesis worth considering. I should like to get them out of the way before turning to
direct criticisms. One is the observation that we can imagine “what it is like” to experience
something without actually having experienced it—e.g., we can comprehend what it would be
like to see a sunset without having actually seen one, or getting stuck in a coral reef and
drowning without actually getting stuck in a coral reef and drowning. Another intuition
supporting Wollheim’s position, related somewhat to the first, is the idea that “abstract
concepts” apparently lack specifiable perceptual and sensory contents—“justice” and “prime
numbers” seem undefinable in terms of sense data alone, for instance. And from this intuition, it

Curiously in recent collaborations between Barsalou and Lisa Feldman Barrett, this evolved component for emotional
perception—or the idea that emotions qualify as “natural kinds”—is put into question (Wilson-Mendenhall et al., 2011). I
shall challenge the “psychological construction” theory of emotion in Chapter 4.
seems the empiricist thesis insufficiently explains the nature and origins of thought-contents. I have already addressed this perceived deficiency in my criticism of Deigh’s “intellective ideas” above, though for those who remain skeptical, Jesse Prinz sufficiently works through the challenge of abstract concepts for the empiricist thesis elsewhere, so I will not address this particular line any further here (2004, pp. 28, 184–187). I should like to respond to the first intuition, however—namely, the argument that because we can think of things without having experienced them directly, the contents of thought are not (necessarily) grounded in modal memory (even with the stipulation that modal memories are often acquired indirectly, i.e., video footage, verbal communication, introspection). Let us call this intuition the “indirect experience” argument, given our hypothetical capacity to experience what it would be like to do something without having sufficient modal memory to do so.

So what is problematic about the indirect experience argument? Let us suppose that Xev, having lived her life in Plato’s allegorical cave, has never sensed or seen the sun, a sunrise, or any other sun-related phenomena. Let us assume, nevertheless, that she is able to comprehend what it would be like to experience a sunrise. How would Xev do this? Could she comprehend what a sunrise would be like without modal memory? Are the contents of her comprehension intentional in some way that discounts sensibilia? I ask rhetorically because I cannot fathom positive answers, though I am open to there being one. All I seem able to do, outside the physicality of sense data and modal memory, is entertain negative possibilities. So from this vantage, it seems Xev could only comprehend the conditions of the event (sunrise) if she possessed sufficient modal memories about relevant environmental conditions—the movement of the sun relative to the earth, the phasing of dark to light, the sensation of sunlight, and so forth. If on the other hand Xev did not have stored memories about the sun’s warmth, its relative movement, and so forth—and here enters the negative aspect—she would also not understand these aspects of a sunrise, as communicated (i.e., someone trying to explain the movement of the sun relative to the earth). Xev could simulate something approximating what someone is trying to communicate about a sunrise, pointing to memories from her environment (a fire’s light and warmth, and so forth), but without having seen a sunrise directly, she would be hard pressed to know what this is like, or even perhaps what it means, more generally.78

Now I should like to refine this rebuttal of the “indirect experience” argument with two additional examples. The first is a reconsideration of Hume’s story (taken from Don Quixote)

78 A parallel argument may be found in the so called “Mary’s room” thought experiment, developed by Frank Jackson (1982). A full treatment of this argument was omitted for want of space. See There’s Something About Mary (2004) for a comprehensive collection of Jackson’s argument and reactions to it.
about the two kinsmen with equal “hereditary” capacity for judging wine. After being invited to sample an old, presumably good vintage, both kinsmen pronounce the wine good, but after their pronouncement, each detects a peculiar additional taste. One says he tasted a hint of leather, the other iron. Both were the laughingstock of all present until, after emptying out the hogshead, an iron key with a leathern thong was discovered within.

What is telling about Hume’s kinsmen, and what relates their perceptual experience to the indirect experience argument, is how and why each kinsman only detects one part of the key, but not both. The kinsmen may have equally keen “hereditary” judgment when it comes to tasting wine—the modern-day equivalent of monozygotic twins—but putting this judgment to use requires prior exposure to particular types of taste, such as leather and iron. Without sufficient encoded modal memories for these tastes, they may not have detected the particular presence of iron or leather, or if they did, they would not know what the tastes were of (much as one may have memories about zarfs but not know that they have a name).

Since both kinsmen possess the same hereditary capacity for detection, what accounts for the perceptual difference? The answer seems to me, and I would guess Hume also: prior experience. Memories about certain tastes and smells depend on experience no less than other sense modalities (Small et al., 2004, pp. 1899–1901). Range, kind, type, and reconsolidation of particular memories—in this case training our sense of smell and taste—produce idiosyncrasies of sensory perception, misperception, bias, custom, and the like. If, for example, we only ever patronized Californian vineyards, we might lack the capacity to appreciate subtle differences in French or Italian wines. Training our senses produces in some cases stark neurological differences that then factor into reader-response. A memorable example of this was found in a study that showed an increase in volume of hippocampal gray matter in taxi drivers compared to controls, a difference in volume best explained by experience, not predisposition (Maguire, Woollett, & Spiers, 2006). Extensive training over a two to four year period—having to learn “the layout of 25,000 streets in the city, thousands of places of interest, leading to stringent assessments at the Public Carriage Office in order to obtain an operating license”—actually changes the volume of taxi drivers’ hippocampi (p. 1091). Such a finding suggests that a taxi driver’s spatial sense of London differs enough from a non-taxi driver that both would represent a narrative about driving through the streets of London differently. Professional musicians, jugglers, and bilinguals also show increased gray matter volume in areas specialized for their task performance compared to controls (p. 1099). These data would also suggest that if I were
reading about a musical or juggling performance in a novel, my simulated sense of these events would differ from the professional musician or juggler. Of course, none of these data preclude hereditary aptitude for acquiring certain types of skill. This is not my point. I am accounting for differences in taste when hereditary aptitudes are shared, as between Hume’s kinsmen. Assuming the kinsmen share aptitudes, the only way to account for the perceptual difference is autobiographic memory, or “environmentally driven plasticity.” Differences in experience thus generate different simulated sense without denying underlying commonalities. Both kinsmen detected different qualities, to be sure, but they also both pronounced the wine good.

Another means of illustrating perceptual differences arising from varied autobiographic memory, perhaps with a more familiar example, is Wittgenstein’s interpretation of the duck-rabbit figure. On this I shall rely on Wollheim’s summary, for it is his use of Wittgenstein within the context of both "On the Emotions" and "Art and Its Objects" that I am particularly interested in:

Wittgenstein has shown us that psychological phenomena like the altering perceptions of a Neckar cube, where one moment one face of the cube comes towards us, at another moment it recedes from us, or the duck-rabbit figure, where we see now a duck in the drawing, now a rabbit, cannot be adequately described, let alone explained, solely in terms of changing intentionality or solely in terms of changing subjectivity or even in terms of a mere conjunction of the two. It is only if we recognize the fusion of the two that we get a coherent picture. (1999, p. 8)

I believe this view mistaken. To see why, let us imagine an alternative to the duck-rabbit figure featuring (one) a rabbit, as in the original, and (two) Gorn from "Star Trek." I purposely use Gorn because few will recognize the name and, more importantly, the imagery associated with the name. Now let us suppose that we show this new rabbit-gorn figure to someone who assuredly has never seen the fictive character from "Star Trek." We then ask our naïve viewer the characteristic question that accompanies such double images: “What do you see, Gorn or the Rabbit?” (And here we may wonder whether the question itself prompts what to look for, especially in more ambiguous double images such as the old woman and the wife.) In this new version of the figure, at least, we should expect someone unfamiliar with Gorn to see only the rabbit, even though Gorn is plainly perceptible. But then why does our viewer only see the rabbit if Gorn is also there in the image?
The answer is painfully obvious yet no less significant: Gorn goes unseen because our viewer lacks sufficient multimodal memory to see Gorn. To be sure, someone may say that he “sees a rabbit or a lizard-like humanoid,” but this would only further substantiate the relationship between encoded modal memory and object recognition, working as it does by degrees relative to experience. Assuming that the alternative Gorn-rabbit “illusion” works as I say it does (and so informs what takes place, perceptually and representationally, whenever we look at double imagery), then it would seem that we have a means of explaining why we switch between two recognitions: with sufficient “subjective” exposure to rabbit and duck stimuli, we encode correspondingly sufficient “intentional” contents about ducks and rabbits to recognize them. Yet in the case of a gorn-rabbit, we cannot imagine what Gorn looks like—or understand what the other half of the gestalt image is—without first having been exposed to Gorn; sensory training is therefore necessary to encode sufficient modal memory to represent Gorn.

Now let us consider the (negative) counterexample to the indirect experience argument once more, from a slightly different angle. When I see a zarf for the first time, though I may not know the object has a name, I mentally encode its percipient qualities, its “sense perceptions” or “data of sense” (shapes, textures, perhaps how it feels to the touch, how it fits in the hand, and so forth). Now, if you know what a zarf is from its encoded sense data, when someone asks, “pass the zarf,” you will not hesitate. You will pass the zarf. On the other hand, if you lack sufficient modal memory to comprehend the meaning behind what is asked, you may field a question in return: “What’s a zarf? You mean this thing here?” followed by “Ah, I see. I’d never heard the word before. I’d seen a zarf but didn’t know its name.” (This is why we say language supervenes on—or “co-occurs” with—modal memory, but not vice versa.) So it seems, consistent with empiricist philosophy in the vein of Hume and Russell, that intentional contents are “wholly constructed out of [their] subjectivity” (p. 7), though only when “subjectivity” is construed in modal representational terms—that is, only when the contents of cognition are properly understood as lasting, modally instantiated memories. It then follows, at least from this example, that Wollheim’s Dispositional Thought-contents are likewise multimodal.

Through the above analysis I hope to have highlighted at least two shortcomings of Wollheim’s anti-empiricist intentionality. The first is assuming that sensations cannot be integral to emotional response. By thinking of “sensations” as transient and subjective,

79 The OED definition for a zarf is “A cup-shaped holder for a hot coffee-cup, used in the Levant, usually of metal and of ornamental design.” See also footnote 37.
80 For an overview of co-occurrence theories, see Zwaan and Madden (2005).
Wollheim cannot see how they actually relate to the process of encoding new, salient memories for objects and events. “Having a sensation” is more than a transient feeling; it is also a physiological transaction between perceived properties and memory. Feeling “negative” or “positive” sensations entails the encoding of some quantum of meaning about the object’s biological salience (Chapter 4). So if I react negatively to Mr. Darcy’s letter about Mr. Wickham, and perceive this letter as overbearing, then my feeling will attribute a dimension of “badness” to Mr. Darcy’s character. This feeling may be out of sync with what the text ought to mean—a matter I shall consider in the next two chapters—but the feeling is still a part of my memory for Mr. Darcy, along with other feelings (positive, negative, surprise, etc.); this is why feeling bad or good about a literary episode is not something merely additional to my understanding; it’s definitive.

The second side-effect of Wollheim’s anti-empiricist intentionality follows from supposing that we do not need “subjective” experience with objects and events to imagine what they mean. If we can imagine what a zarf or Gorn is like, then some believe that we do not need any a posteriori knowledge for these objects. But this is to misconstrue, again, the nature of multimodal experience: imagining what it is like to eat caviar or undergo extreme sensory deprivation is not the same as actually encoding experiences for these events. I can imagine what caviar or sensory deprivation is like but this cannot provide sufficient knowledge about the properties of these events.

There are other important differences between imagining and embodying experience, which I shall explore in the next chapter in relation to divergent comprehension. All that I wish to stress, at this stage, is that downplaying the role of “sensation” (of a pictorial or emotional kind) vitiates our understanding of intentional relations and reader-response. If a work does not multimodally represent what it is like to do things or think in certain ways, then I cannot fully empathize with the characters and their situations; or if a work fails to provoke feelings of various sorts, then I will have failed to embody a sense of salience for the work’s events. Downplaying my own or others’ feelings while I or they respond to a work, therefore, may overlook important clues about the work’s values (a thesis I shall develop fully in Chapter 4).

So what have I accomplished in this chapter? My main goal has been to canvass philosophic problems concerning the “epistemology” of comprehension and emotional response, while also explaining how native systems evolved to detect certain biologically natural kinds of property. Intentionality, I have argued, is the best way to explore related problems. I began with a look at Hirsch and others’ treatment of intentionality, alighting—at
times very briefly—on the influences of Husserl, Frege, Russell, and other philosophers. Neuro-intentionalism is the most comprehensive reader-response epistemology, I have argued, because it offers both epistemic stability and interpretive flexibility. Neuro-intentionalism is essentially an empiricist account of representational contents, one that incorporates a nativist understanding of evolved perceptual systems, and so I examined “anti-empiricist” approaches to intentionality and emotion to see how grounded cognition stands up. Some theories of intentionality, I explained, presuppose anti-empiricism either directly in the form of language-based semantics or indirectly through propositionalism or anti-psychologism. Wollheim’s philosophy of representation and emotion—which I believe offers a strong challenge to the empiricist program—cannot escape the need for empirically acquired contents, despite its overt disavowal of the “Empiricist thesis” (the belief that intentional contents derive from “subjective” encounters with objects and events in the world). Rather than reject Wollheim’s philosophy of representation and emotional response, however, I have tried to incorporate his unique perspective into a neuro-intentionalist framework. Along the way I have tried to raise philosophic challenges that I shall need to address, again, in the next chapter.
4.0 Artistic Value

This chapter has three parts: the first determines how and why we attribute value to texts and performances, from the standpoint of neuroscience and philosophy; the second considers a short pragmatic example of how we might parse the values of a poem; and the third performs an analytical sketch of Shakespeare’s *Coriolanus* with an eye to provisionally adjudicating between competing evaluations.

As some philosophers have noted, if there is a *property* underlying value it must in some way link to emotion.81 George Pitcher has argued that “having some apprehension and making some evaluation are characteristic features of emotion-situations” (1965, pp. 337–338)—that is to say, whenever we experience some emotion, such as “hate,” we evaluate the emotion’s intentional object (its perceived cause) as if it too were hateful. “[W]hen *P* hates *Q* for certain things *Q* has done,” explains Pitcher, “he thinks that these things are bad, detestable, horrendous, or something of the sort. If he thought that there was nothing whatever wrong with what *Q* has done, he could not, without oddity, hate him for having done those things” (my emphasis, p. 337). The same principle also applies to more basic emotions, such as fear, so that if I feared falling from heights, then “falling from heights” would carry an evaluative dimension, an event that would be “harmful.” If this view holds, then all value predicates on intact emotional systems able to respond to emotional kinds of stimuli, and it is this predication that binds emotional “properties” to all claims to value.82

Within the sphere of art we find parallel arguments linking emotion to value, and it is with these that I am principally concerned. Malcolm Budd has made just this link by arguing that “artistic value” is “sentiment-dependent” insofar as valuing art entails having had some rewarding experience of a work (2003, p. 269). Whenever a work provokes an experience we find “rewarding,” then we also have come to value the work for its “kind” of reward, as a work of art (p. 264). We do not, however, value a work only in terms of our having felt a sense of reward, for this would reduce artistic value to rewarding feelings that have no clear relation to

---

81 The usual philosophical sense applies to “property” here, i.e., a universal class of characteristics. Though what is “universal” need not mean, as I believe, something that obtains at all times without exception or deviation (i.e., I can say that a property of a fish is having gills, but some fish might be born without them, some gills might be less functional, etc.). For this reason I qualify the extension of emotional “properties” as entailing “biological natural kinds” rather than “natural kinds” (as discussed later). See Zinck and Newen (2008) for an interesting overview of emotional classification. Also, for an overview of historic philosophic approaches to value, or “axiology,” see Hart (1971).

82 Whether the “kind” of stimuli is a “natural” one—whether evolved emotional systems track kinds of biological property—is a point of deep contention. Some theorists, as will be discussed later, contest the very idea that an emotion includes “natural kinds” of property, be they psychological or perceptual, while others maintain that a neurobiological account of emotion is inescapable (cf. Barrett 2006 and Panksepp 2008).
the work itself. So to avoid reductionism of this sort, Budd argues that as long as our experience follows from understanding a work’s contents, then whatever values we have for the work shall be intrinsic to “the experience the work offers” as a work of art (p. 269). When he stresses that we must value a work “as a work of art” of a certain kind, Budd appears to mean two things concurrently: first he means that we must not only value a work but value it as a painting, musical rendition, poem, novel, etc., so that our value includes an awareness or “(full) understanding” of the painting, poem, or novel’s rewarding experience, as art, rather than any other kind of “instrumental” aftereffect, such as valuing a painting for its didacticism or a poem for its pleasure, when all that we value is education or pleasure, not the work (p. 268; p. 263).

And second, Budd means for us to understand that artistic value belongs, in a relational yet very direct way, to a work’s properties, as experienced, so that if we value a work, it is the work’s properties that we value and not merely the rewarding experience it provides (p. 264). The view that there is some sui generis kind of value specific to art is rejected by Robert Stecker, since it “assumes that ‘artistic’ designates a particular perspective [. . .] defined by a kind of value,” and I agree, since categories of “art” (genres) do not implant conceptual givens of a unique kind for each genre that precede or supersede our need to understand a work’s properties, multimodally (2005, p. 186). But in the sense that valuing art “as art” implies a necessary link between percipients and works valued for their properties and not something else—not for what we discover about the process of their creation, or for their a priori conceptual intent—I take Budd’s theory as correct. We must value works for the manifest experience they afford, or be able to link our experience in some way to features of a work, if our value is to be truly of the work.

What is meant by “understanding” in Budd’s theory is ambiguous. In a wide sense, understanding can just mean responding to the work’s properties and not something besides. In a narrow sense, however, he seems to mean that we must understand classical works as classical works, plays as plays, novels as novels, etc., with the implication that we must understand, first, the function of a work’s genre before we can properly understand the work’s properties as a work of art. I grant the wide but not the narrow sense, though I do believe the wide sense can encompass an acquired understanding of what is unique about an author or genre. Some see this view as mistaken, since fictional experience is always within some previously developed “category” that stands apart from the percipient properties of a work (Walton, 1970). We develop a cultivated sense that a work is by Joyce rather than Hesse, and so our experience of Joyce is particular to our understanding of Joyce as a category with distinct properties (that, for example, stream of consciousness is deployed rather than magical realism). So when we read Joyce we track not only the contents written but our sense of who wrote them and why an author or his genre is unique. I grant the importance of learning about particular qualities unique to authors or traditions, but this learning is achieved within the confines of grounded cognition: we learn through experience what stream of consciousness is, but that does not override our need to translate the textual codes from stream of consciousness into representational messages that recapitulate the same basic kinds of property.

This does not mean that works whose understanding is instruction-dependent—such as Walter de Maria’s Vertical Earth Kilometer, an unseen 1-kilometer rod buried vertically in the earth—have no value whatever; rather, it means we cannot value such works for their percipient properties (i.e., we would hardly find Maria’s installment remarkable if not
Budd thus binds (intrinsic as opposed to extrinsic) artistic value to at least two conditions: (one) a work’s intersubjective qualities, as understood, and (two) the rewarding experience that these qualities confer. This formulation has the virtue of rejecting theories of value that would locate value in either (one) or (two) alone, such as valuing a work only for its concrete particulars (as some formalist critics have done), or valuing a work only for its emotional experience (as some “affective critics” have done, in the sense developed by Wimsatt and Beardsley, 1949). Another virtue is allowing for multiple values. If a work “offers more than one experience,” argues Budd, then “it has more than one artistic value or an artistic value composed of these different artistic values,” such as, for instance, valuing a work both for its innovative forms and its timeless emotional subject matter (2003, p. 264).

Now I agree with Pitcher that emotion always entails an element of value—a sense that something is wrong, right, bad, or good—and that our emotions must be “directed towards something” (Pitcher, p. 326), or “intentionally related” as argued in the last chapter. For literature this means that what we respond to emotionally is simulated sense data prompted by texts, not textual symbols themselves, and so only an “indirect realist” stance on value can be had for literary works (with few exceptions, i.e., some types of “concrete poetry”). I also follow Budd’s characterization of intersubjective evaluation, especially his dissociating sentiment-dependency from sentimentalism and subjective appraisal (p. 269), a move that rightly rejects the long-held belief that emotions must always be private and in one’s head rather than public and intersubjectively related to perceived events. Moving to reject any necessary relation between subjective response and emotional response allows critics to bind an emotional event to a work’s perceived qualities, intersubjectively, so that our value for a work is intrinsic to the experience it affords (p. 264).86

Jesse Prinz also argues that emotion links to artistic value, or “goodness” (2011). On his view, artistic appraisal has two phases: we first respond to a work and then assess whether the work was good or bad. The second phase of aesthetic appreciation, or “assessment,” necessitates emotional response, while the first, or “initial response,” does not (p. 7). So during the response phase we perceive, analyze, and react to a work’s features, affectively or disinterestedly; and then when assessing a work’s merit, “We consider the responses evoked by

---

86 Budd likely draws his use of the term “sentiment” from Hume, a broad term for emotionality found in Of a Standard of Taste and elsewhere; and indeed, Hume’s usage captures the “universal” aspect of human nature so central to intersubjective value (2008, p. 100). However, Budd rightly criticizes Hume’s identifying “a person’s judgement about a work’s artistic value with the sentiment it arouses in the person,” a criticism at the back of Budd’s philosophy of value that I take to heart (p. 100).
the work in light of our aesthetic values,” values that may include recognizing a work’s “technical skill,” originality, or some culturally ingrained preference (p. 8). It is a curious feature of Prinz’s theory that only on the second phase of assessment do we ascribe values to a work, since we may value features that do not elicit emotional responses. So using Prinz’s schema, “if a work W has [a good-making] feature F,” even if F is non-emotional, then “to that extent W is good to degree N” (p. 12). When reflecting upon the non-emotional F, then, we may experience an aesthetic emotion, “wonder,” and on this basis judge W good (pp. 16–20).

While I think Prinz’s view is generally on track, it has at least three limitations. First, perhaps because Prinz concerns himself with the visual arts, such as paintings, rather than the verbal arts, such as novels or plays, he supposes that artistic value is something we retroactively project onto works after tallying up their features, rather than something we undergo while perceiving works, initially. This approach has the undesirable side-effect of decoupling artistic value from the experience a work offers, an effect Budd was careful to avoid. Only during the assessment phase of viewing a work, on Prinz’s view, do we undergo a “total emotional state that results from our encounter with the work,” or wonder, but this state does not clearly follow from the experience of a work, nor does wonder seem a likely candidate for the range of emotions and impressions we should like to include under a net appraisal (p. 9). No one would say that the value of Othello reduces to “wonder”; rather, there are representational episodes that we understand in Othello that culminate in rewarding experiences that we value, many of which are quite distinct from one another. The reason Budd cautioned against decoupling rewarding experience and value was to avoid ascribing values from post-facto judgments of a work rather than the work’s properties, for then it is not the work that we value but a detachable aesthetic preference. Another problem is not distinguishing between artistic “value” and qualitative goodness or badness; it is one thing to relate value to emotion yet quite another to say that a work is altogether good because we were awed by it (i.e., we could be “amazed” by a bad yet emotional piece of art, such as a towering, garish sculpture). Prinz conflates goodness with wonder, so that a work is good or bad only if, after reflecting upon its features, we undergo a qualitative feeling of “wonder” or not. A sense of goodness does not need to come from an aesthetic assessment, however. Most emotions contain an element of goodness or badness by default, as Pitcher observed, so that if we feel angry at a work’s features, then this feeling contains a sense of “badness” for those features (and sometimes for this feeling we may think a work good). For Prinz on the other hand aesthetic goodness and badness come not from
responding to a work’s features with an emotional sense of goodness or badness, but from assessing (judging) whether a work’s features were good or bad, in retrospect. This approach leaves open the possibility—a problematic one—of judging neutral or ambiguous properties with an emotional value through “second-order judgments,” a position developed by Sharpe against empiricist approaches to artistic value like Budd’s (2000). This brings me to a third problem in Prinz’s account. Unlike wonder, emotions such as fear, anger, etc., may be readily understood in terms of corresponding intentional relations: fear tracks threatening properties, love desirable properties, disgust properties of distinctive distaste, etc. “Wonder” on the other hand seems arbitrarily linked to any number of possible experiences that we deem rewarding. Prinz supposes, rightly, that if a work has “multiple different emotions” then this would make it more difficult “to make an overall assessment,” but this is precisely what we must do for complex works with more than one kind of emotional reward.

Now as I should like to consider in the next section, neither Budd nor Prinz’s arguments/distinctions take us very far if we wish to unpack the positive nature of value-attribution as a kind of material exchange between texts and readers. For here I believe we must consider the neurobiological composition of value, its underlying mechanisms and sources, and the material basis of divergent response, so that whenever we encounter a “clash of values” over a work of art, we can explain what is taking place in empirically accessible terms, in terms of knowing what material (physical, real) differences subsist between diverging views. Although Budd sets the bar for analyzing artistic value, I believe he has left several core issues unexamined. He does not, for example, consider the possibility that some values may be inherently punishing rather than rewarding, that different types of emotion (as natural kinds) may translate into different types of value, and that some values may be learned while others remain wholly innate. All such possibilities, I shall argue, ought to take center stage in any account of artistic value, and so cannot be ignored. If emotion in general can be more or less reflexive, conceptually dependent, or socially conditioned—and if emotion is the wellspring of all value—then we need to discern how such influences (reflexive, conceptual, and social) impact artistic values, and whether such influences can be accommodated without maintaining that works of art are only ever valuable for individuals at particular places and times, as does Barbara Herrnstein Smith, rather than intrinsically valuable to anyone able to comprehend a work’s contents at any given time (1988). Such a task, I believe, requires treating artistic values as natural, measurable phenomena, as opposed to normative or a priori concepts, or what Husserl thought of as “transcendent objects” (Crane, 2009, p. 476). My motivation here is
consistent, more generally, with the tenets of grounded cognition developed previously. For if we were to leave the problem of clashing values open—or as merely holding “incommensurate” points of view, as Budd would suggest—then we would not be able to make strong claims about artistic values for works that prompt strong divergent reactions. We would need to concede that there is nothing about Shakespeare’s Coriolanus, Nabokov’s Lolita, or any other divisive work that prompts divergent valuations, and that such works merely serve to confirm the impossibility of intersubjective grounding. I feel we need not make this concession. And with the advent of such burgeoning fields as “affective neuroscience,” “social neuroscience,” and the like, the time seems right to bring more precision to Budd’s assertion that artistic value is bound to “affective response,” and to whether affective responses may be intersubjectively grounded (p. 269).

4.1 Value and Natural Kinds of Emotion

Whenever we say that a text or performance is “good” or “bad,” any number of qualities may be implicated: we may think that a character is “evil” or “magnanimous,” that a text is “poorly designed,” “unrealistic,” “unimaginative,” or the opposite of these things. A plurality of evaluative terms, however, need not suggest an absence of some unifying factor underlying their use, and that factor I believe is identifiable with the emotions a work provokes. There is, however, an important distinction to be made between an emotion such as jealousy and, say, a primary-process affect such as pain, especially for kinds of emotion evoked by literary events; specifically, the former (tertiary-process emotion) requires representational developments that the latter (primary-process emotion) does not. I shall return to this distinction below, several times, in an attempt to clarify its importance for kinds of emotion felt from literature. For now, when I use “emotion” I do so in a very broad sense that includes primary-process affects (pain, rage, fear) and other types of reaction, such as tertiary-process emotions that include robust cognitive inputs from social learning (jealousy, guilt, blame) (Panksepp, 2012a, p. 9).

First consider how even the most “formal” of qualities—saying that a plot is “unbalanced” or “balanced,” for example—cannot be understood in descriptive terms alone; rather such qualities, if they are to be evaluative, must convey dissatisfaction or approval, or must link in some way with what Hume has called the “general principles of approbation or blame” (1965, p. 9). If there is a perception of imbalance, then underlying the perception is some negative response to perceived imbalance (unless we know imbalance was intended); or if harmony was perceived instead, then underlying the perception of harmony was some positive
response (unless we know a work’s context makes harmony inappropriate), and so forth (considerations explored further below). So it seems that we can say, for every instance of value (or at least for every perception of a value-conferring property), that there is some conjunction between perceived stimuli and emotion—a conjunction that is consistent, at least in simplified form, with Frank Sibley’s “evaluation-added property terms” (2001, p. 92). Valuing a work of art for Sibley entails perceiving descriptive properties then adopting a “favorable or unfavorable attitude” towards those properties (p. 92). Yet Sibley’s formulation seems no less limited than Budd’s, for it does not explain how descriptive properties produce “favorable or unfavorable” attitudes, nor does it say what favorable or unfavorable attitudes amount to, exactly, if they cannot always be normative.

A possible way forward is to identify value with “natural kinds” of emotional response, so that valuing any work of art, and perhaps the process of value-attribution in general, may be elucidated in terms of a work’s ability to provoke fear, disgust, jealousy, desire, pain, and so forth. And again, it is unclear whether something like “pain” or “disapprobation” amount to kinds of emotion, but what matters, at this stage, is recognizing that values link to some kind of emotional response. How this formulation applies to formal properties like “imbalance” shall be addressed below, though for now we can say that the basic thrust of the thesis I should like to entertain is this: the physiological basis of any given value is emotional response itself, with the convenient corollary, for literary critics, that no work may be valued without its having provoked an emotional response. This does not imply that value reduces to emotional response alone, since values must still be prompted by the work (if our response is to the work and not something else). What it does imply is that when an artwork is as affecting as a painted fence or routinely patterned carpet—that is, not very affecting at all—then a critic may be justified in saying that the work cannot be valued because there was nothing in or about the work that moved her (a platitude that might, after all, have some interesting entailments). For one, even works whose depictions ought to hold intrinsic value for their “natural” rewards and punishers—such as depictions of death, love, or war—may nevertheless fail to achieve value as works of art if their depictions cannot provoke a response.

---

89 There seems no need to separate aesthetic properties and terms from non-aesthetic properties and terms, as Sibley and others sometimes do; such a division, to me, implies that we cannot treat aesthetic stimuli as we do any other kind of stimuli. So I opt instead to treat all simulated and perceived stimuli as experience-like in nature, à la situated simulation; this places all so-called “aesthetic” experience into the same sphere as experience in general, since the same multimodal processes underpin both. This argument was developed in the previous chapter. See also note 81.

90 For those arguing against the possibility of “natural kinds” of emotions, see Barrett (2006) and Griffiths (1998).
To illustrate how we might value works differently on account of their emotional properties, let us consider, first, two paintings depicting death whose contents provoke strikingly different responses, such as *Saturn Devouring His Son* and the *Death of Major Peirson*.\(^{92}\) In this case it would seem intuitive to think that the former achieves far greater emotive impact—for most viewers, at least—while the latter achieves greater technical command over its subject matter; and for this difference (between technique and provocation) we might be led into thinking that the former’s depiction of a type of death achieves “intrinsic value,” while the latter’s does not. And the reason for this, we might say, is that *Saturn Devouring His Son* exploits universally provocative properties—blood, a crazed physiognomy, etc.—while *Death of Major Peirson* does not.\(^{93}\) But can we say this? Not without qualification, since *Death of Major Peirson* shows apparently “natural” expressions of fear and commotion (and if we “understand” the work, then we ought to also impute additional dimensions of value linked to war, valor, death of an admirable figure, etc.). But there does appear to be some basis to the intuition that between the two works there is some significant difference, and that the difference links to more versus less ostensible properties of an emotional kind.

Another example might be two very different poetic treatments of jealousy, one mawkish and the other realistic. Now if most humans respond to depictions of jealousy with sympathetic fear, or some other pattern of emotional response, then it seems plausible to say that jealousy counts as a “natural kind” of value-conferring property. But then (considering now some extant examples) could I claim that, say, Rupert Brooke’s *Jealousy* is less valuable compared to segments of Shakespeare’s *Othello*, if the one proves mawkish and the other realistic? On what basis could I make this claim? How can I “prove” that one work is mawkish and the other realistic? My answer—if there were one—would seem dependent on some normative standard outside the work, some consensus about jealousy that allows us to distinguish “mawkish” from “realistic” instances of jealousy. If so, then the “intrinsic value” of a work’s depicted jealousy may require extrinsic knowledge about its possible iterations. I shall

---

\(^{92}\) Links for either painting may be found in *Wikipedia* by entering their titles.

\(^{93}\) Demonstrations “in passing” must leave much out, of course. We cannot say that “a type of death” is all that can be found in Goya’s painting, when there is much more going on (its wondrous fictional/mythical import, dark composition, etc.). We may also attribute additional complex values to what “more” is going on in either painting, such as admiring either work’s technique, composition, etc. Copley’s painting, I suspect, would also stand to gain much from historical sensitization. A military man might find the scene and backdrop deeply moving; and the mythical backdrop of Goya’s painting, for perhaps a similar reason, may lend it an austerity that would be lost if we assumed the depiction had no intertextual basis. Historically contingent and formal values, however, may issue not from the works themselves but from our (perhaps “sentimental” in Budd’s sense) understanding of formal skill and historical context.
consider such possibilities, below, though for now I should like only to support the thesis that what makes for value in either Brooke’s or Shakespeare’s work (at the most elemental level) is either’s depiction of jealousy. On the basis of this thesis, whether a work is deemed value-less for failing to provoke emotion, value-ful for succeeding; more valued because more emotively forceful; aesthetically but not thematically valued, etc., I expect at least two useful outcomes: that (one) critics may stipulate what it is about any given work that elicits—or fails to elicit—a value-conferring response, with some claim to “objectivity” (i.e., that a work does in fact contain valuable properties, even if these properties must be inferentially linked to simulated properties from text); and that (two) critics may use these properties to assess the warrant of any critical judgment, so that by reference to a work’s representational developments (muthoi), an evaluation can be seen as more or less justified, as tracking more or less closely an understanding of the work’s intrinsic qualities (either this or tracking extrinsic, specialized knowledge about the works’ forms—or some combination).

Of course any equation between value and response may at first seem facile or superficial, for such an equation, as Wimsatt and Beardsley rightly warned, appears to strip a work of its formal contents (1949). “We might as well study the properties of wine by getting drunk,” quipped Eduard Hanslick, and indeed, if we were only mindful of our feelings, and not at all how the work’s qualities prompted them, we would have little to say about the work itself (p. 31). Yet the “affective fallacy” may not follow from grounding artistic value in emotion if emotion is always about some (simulated or perceived) object or event in the first instance. So it may be the case that if a work moves us in some way, there must be something already in the work doing the moving (and if a work of art—or wine for that matter—was not intoxicating, we may have little to recommend its consumption). So there is nothing necessarily facile about identifying value with emotional kinds of response, if determining what it is about a work that affects us depends on unraveling complex emotional intentionalities, or more than one kind or combination of emotional subjects.

To seriously entertain equating artistic value with emotional response, however—and to avoid begging the question that what is valuable is also what is emotional—we need some reliable means of demarcating emotional from non-emotional contents, or what is intrinsically salient from what is conditioned. Perhaps a sound starting point for such a demarcation may have us ask what we as humans evolved to value, first, and in what respects we go against (or with) the grain of evolutionarily instilled values, second. If the basis of all value lies in species-typical emotions, then the particular values we ascribe to works ought to share the same
grounding, so that works whose contents fail to engage the emotions, species-typically, may not have any lasting basis for value ascription.

Now of course I say this is a “starting point” and not an ending point, since basic categories of emotion sometimes appear too blunt to explain more subtle forms of affective response. A critic of *Ulysses*, for example, may feel pleasure every time she reads “from the stairhead seaward where he gazed” in the first chapter, and if the only option for explaining this feeling were some basic emotion, like “joy,” then she would feel let down by an emotion-based theory of value: for how could the pleasure afforded by the line—if its simulated properties truly evoke pleasure on each re-reading—link to something as blunt as “joy”? To be sure, there seems to be more “value” in what the line offers than its pleasure alone, not to mention the implausibility of linking its pleasure to some basic emotion. A more plausible explanation, perhaps, is that the line combines mellifluous sound patterns with a kind of wonder felt from simulating “gazing out to sea,” both qualities that evoke *aesthetic* beauty and not any kind of basic emotion. But even this explanation leaves us with a question about what “beauty” means, and how this concept affords value, and so leads us back to explaining beauty in terms of “affective” (if not “emotional”) experience linked to what we simulate, an experience that we would want to say stands for some type of value.

So we have to start somewhere if the problem space of value is to be clarified, and this is why it makes sense to begin by acknowledging that humans do not respond, instinctively, to a heap of dung as a dung-beetle does, nor to carbon dioxide as the mosquito does, since humans evolved to value dung and carbon dioxide differently. This much is obvious, and it is partly on the basis of what is obvious that I must begin my analysis. But less obvious is the fact that we too—like dung-beetles and mosquitos—have our own set of instinctive preferences for objects and events in the world, preferences that I believe ground artistic value. These “instinctive preferences,” I shall argue—along with whatever preferences we acquire throughout life—link

---

95 There are semantic complications between distinguishing emotions from pleasures and other kinds of affect. This has prompted Panksepp to distinguish between (1) “sensory affects,” or “the pleasures and displeasures aroused by low-level exteroceptive inputs,” (2) “homeostatic affects,” such as “hunger and thirst, which arise from interoceptors of the brain and body about which much is known,” and (3) “emotional affects,” or “prototypical types of action readiness” such as rage, fear, desire, lust, distress, nurturance, and playfulness (2012b, p. 9). I am primarily concerned with (3) when I think of basic dimensions of emotional value, though (1) and (2) surely factor significantly into valuable reading-experiences. I return to Panksepp’s distinctions in section II.

96 The idea of a dung-beetle’s unique neuroecological history was inspired by a similar example raised in one of Brian Boyd’s lectures. I considered the importance of neuroecology in early chapters, or the relation between neurological mechanisms—such as basic kinds of receptor cells—and our evolutionary past, or the types of stimuli we were selected to perceive compared to other species, like dolphins. The neuroecological relation between percept and concept amounts to a kind of default, proto-intentionalism, and so is no less important here than it was in earlier chapters.
to core emotional systems in the brain. What we perceive or recall as liking, disliking, ugly, or beautiful—in a word, whatever we value—always anchors in something emotionally salient, whether the salience is for ourselves (our safety or advancement), for others with whom we care for (their safety and advancement), or (in perhaps lesser cases) for aesthetic properties that we find pleasing on some basic level (such as taking pleasure in a rainbow). Even morality seems conscribed by what we can imagine about others’ existential condition, emotionally, i.e., whether they have “liberty” or seem brutally “oppressed,” whether their circumstances seem “favorable” or “unfavorable” (Johnson, 1993). But how can we empirically connect value to emotion?

Several recent papers try to establish a link, and the effort has been collected into a volume entitled *Neurobiology of Human Values* (Changeux, Christen, Damasio, & Singer, 2005). Contributors to this volume argue that emotional systems evolved to handle whatever could be valued by an organism, instinctively or otherwise. Damasio makes an especially convincing case. He argues that mechanisms underlying biological “homeostasis” must in some way link to an evolved set of values (p. 49). A homeostatic mechanism is one that returns an organism to optimal health, and it would seem that emotions often do just this: they indicate some potential harm or reward, however immediate or distant, and so can be seen as basic drives that prompt homeostatic behaviors (de Waal, 2011; Panksepp, 2000, 2012b). Social emotions in particular—gratitude, compassion, and indignation, for example—seem integral to everyday values directed towards ourselves (such as a negative self-image) or others (such as liking or disliking someone), and so these emotions may ground moral valuations (p. 51).

Neuroscientific research also suggests that particular emotional systems, such as the amygdala, have evolved as natural kinds of saliency detectors, or relevance filters (Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010; Sander, Grafman, & Zalla, 2003). LeDoux has noted along these lines that “the amygdala is a key structure in the assignment of reward value” or “motivational value” to stimuli (2012, p. 662; 2008, p. 160), and that hippocampal-amygdal associations may attach “emotional value to context” (2008, p. 164). The amygdala has also been shown to assign punishment value for its role in the processing of threatening stimuli (Sander et al., 2003, p. 305). Such findings, then, have led some to conclude that “emotions are inherently about various [types] of goodness or badness” (Clore & Ortony, 2008, p. 638).

---

97 As I argue, however, the pleasure of a rainbow may accord an “affective” value (in Panksepp’s sense) rather than an “emotional” value (see below).

98 Not surprisingly, philosophers have long made connections between emotion and value. See Pitcher (1965) for example, who argued that the intrinsic nature of emotion is valuational. It could be argued, too, that Nietzsche’s
That value grounds in species-typical emotions does not imply that we can only value objects natural to our neurobiological niche, or as Stephen Dedalus puts it, that we can only admire “the great flanks of Venus because” because we feel “that she would bear [us] burly offspring,” or that we admire “her great breasts” because we suppose “she would give good milk to [our] children” (Joyce, 2007, p. 183). Rather, it implies that even apparently “unnatural” values—such as perhaps masochism and amathophobia (fear of dust)—may all in some way depend on utilizing “natural” value systems. So while there seems no better candidate for natural values than evolutionarily instilled emotions, drawing too heavily on an evolutionary-historical framework for value—to the point where we can only think of Venus in terms of her sexually fit flanks—would risk confusing distal causes with proximal psychological effects, or selective origins with observable cognitive functions. Unlike a visceral organ such as the heart or lungs, a cognitive function may take over tasks quite removed from how it came into being through selection. We may not have a “language instinct,” for example, so much as an inborn capacity to associate sounds and symbols with memory impressions, or an emotionally driven need to communicate (Panksepp, 2008b). A more parsimonious account of language, then, may see its function not as adaptive in itself, but as a byproduct of learning, memory, and emotion.

Some cognitive functions seem much more “organ like” than others, however, and emotion seems one such. Just as lungs need to reliably oxygenate blood, emotions need to reliably reproduce characteristic physiological states suitable for each emotion-appropriate situation, such as recoiling with pain after touching a hot stove, feeling fear or aggression when sensing different types of threat, etc. So emotions must have some organ-like underpinnings, even if we can no longer think of emotions as primitive on account of their systemic integration with “higher order” faculties, or physiologic interconnectivity with each kind of modal input. And indeed emotion can be seen to function reflexively and stereotypically across individuals, suggesting strongly that anatomically innate structures underpin emotional expression (LeDoux, 2012; LeDoux & Phelps, 2008; Panksepp, 1998).

Yet there is still a pressing need to distinguish innate from acquired emotions, a need that may not be sufficiently met by evolutionary psychology. As Stephen Dedalus’ criticism suggests, distinguishing what is innate from what is acquired—a wish at the back of

*perspectivism hinges on links between affective states—such as the feeling of power, or *Machtgefühl*—and moral valuation. “What is good?” asked Nietzsche: “—Everything that enhances people’s feeling of power, will to power, power itself” (2006, p. 4). Contentions surrounding “natural kinds” of emotions are elaborated upon below.*
evolutionary psychology that is sound, if at times invalidly pursued—does not require appealing
to “just-so stories” about our distal evolutionary past, such as knowing, precisely, what types of
selection pressure led to particular adaptive mechanisms that now fix value. We may only need,
instead, significant proximal data from neuroscientific research showing how emotional systems
innately privilege certain types of stimuli over others, in terms of attention, response, and recall;
and from these data it may be sufficiently clear that emotional systems have been adapted in the
strong sense, without having to explain value vis-à-vis imagined evo-historical pressures. In this
way, neuroscience may not need to account for precise selective conditions leading to an
adaptation as a precursor to saying some neurologic function counts as innate, yet neuroscience
still needs to determine what counts as innate versus acquired. The reason for this need is clear
enough for any theory of emotion, where challenges to the “natural kind” status of neurological
systems may undermine nativist accounts in favor of social constructivist alternatives, as we
find in Barrett’s critique (2006).

Of greater importance for my purposes is the parallel need to support a theory of
“intrinsic value” for works of art, as Budd attempted. “Intrinsic value” is a philosophic term
with a pedigree going back to at least the nineteenth-century, in moral philosophy and in
philosophy of art. Generally the term is a metaphor for values contained within a work, or
rewarding experiences offered by a work’s properties without dependency on supplementary
knowledge external to those properties. This does not mean that a work may have intrinsically
valuable properties that we fail to detect without supplementary knowledge, in some cases, but
what it does mean is that artistic value comes back in some way to the work: “It is the nature of
the work that endows the work with whatever artistic value it possesses; this nature is what is
experienced in undergoing the experience the work offers,” and so for Budd “the work’s artistic
value is the intrinsic value of this experience” (p. 264). Now as I should like to argue, a work’s
intrinsic value seems contingent on there being innate emotions that respond selectively to
biologically salient kinds of property. Without some natural basis for a property–response
paradigm, there could be no value in works of art, as experienced. Literary works in particular,
on this view, would need to simulate kinds of sense data that reliably trigger corresponding
kinds of emotional response. Determining which systems in the brain link to emotion, and how
these systems activate while reading, must therefore be established before I can claim that
certain kinds of literary representations provoke rewarding experiences.

One technique used to disentangle innate from acquired emotional phenomena is
showing how certain neuroanatomical divisions respond selectively to emotional kinds of
stimuli (both congenitally and homologously across mammalian species). Anatomically distinct neural circuitry, like systems for vision, touch, and sound, come with genetic blueprints that map out each system’s neural architecture prior to extensive learning, though of course epigenetic (environmental) influences modulate the activation of innate circuitries throughout life (LeDoux, 2012, p. 656). Numerous theories demonstrate the neurobiological basis of emotion, where “survival circuits” in the brain can be shown to link to emotional expressions, and each has had a significant influence on my understanding.99 I shall not explore each theory’s distinctive claims, here, since many capable reviews already achieve this aim, and since technical differences between competing theories have little bearing on my position.100 So rather than consider which theory is most correct, I should like focus on what I believe to be the three most important threads uniting all the theories within my purview, then extrapolate from these threads a basis for linking emotional response to kinds of value-instantiation.

First, all neurobiological theories of emotion begin by dividing systems dedicated to emotion from other systems whose function is non-emotional in nature, i.e., systems dedicated to touch, sight, sound, and smell (Antonio R. Damasio, 1996; Panksepp, 1998; Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010; E. A. Phelps, 2006). Emotional systems include but are not limited to the amygdala, pulvinar, and periaqueductal grey (de Gelder et al., 2011; LeDoux & Phelps, 2008; Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010). These systems are shown to be pre-organized both physiologically and functionally. On the physiological side, different afferent inputs—such as those signaling pain—terminate in areas specialized for processing painful stimuli, such as the periaqueductal grey (A. D. B. Craig, 2003). On the functional side, whenever an emotional system falters, we see a corresponding loss of function consistent with the type of emotion subserved, i.e., an inability to regulate pain following damage to the periaqueductal grey, diminished early visual detection of emotional stimuli following impairment of the pulvinar, inability to detect aversive stimuli following loss of amygdal function, and so forth. So the first thread uniting all

99 See for example Panksepp’s “affective neuroscience” framework, Damasio’s primary and secondary emotions model, LeDoux’s subcortical model (and his more recent “survival circuitry” framework), and others (1996; 1996, 2012; 1998). My perspective on emotion has been informed by elements within each of these theories, though I also keep in mind more recent research that addresses problems in the older theories, such as the presumed dichotomy between (and separation of) “affect” and “cognition,” or thinking that the amygdala is solely responsible for processing biologically salient stimuli, when there may be other equally relevant anatomical systems involved, such as the pulvinar (Luiz Pessoa, 2008; Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010). Though of course the debate continues; see for example de Gelder, van Honk, and Tamietto (2011).

100 For reviews, see the following authors (Dalgleish, 2004; de Waal, 2011; Dolan, 2002; LeDoux & Phelps, 2008).
neuroscientific theories of emotion is the existence of innate systems dedicated to processing emotional kinds of stimuli.

Anatomical specialization of function need not suggest any compartmentalized “modularity,” since each type of emotion interpenetrates several other perceptual domains. We sense a hot stove but we also feel pain; we hear rumbling in the woods but we also feel alarmed; we smell rotting food but we also feel repulsed. Clearly then emotional systems interpenetrate each mode of perception, though what we may not realize is that emotional systems, though always intentionally related to perceived (or simulated) objects and events, are not only passively reactive to intentional objects. Emotions also act directly on the formation and retrieval of memories (Bechara et al., 2003; LaBar & Cabeza, 2006; E. A. Phelps, 2004).

It is important to think about how emotion affects not only perception but memory consolidation, for on my view, if emotional response is an instance of value-instantiation, then a work’s value (though not necessarily its quality) is the sum of all its emotionally modulated memory instantiations; the reason for this claim is that we do not simply respond emotionally to a work, without its properties affecting our minds; instead, we respond emotionally and encode what we have responded to into memory. Neuroscientific theories of emotion routinely show that emotional systems directly shape memory during the earliest stages of perception, so that memory is often deeply influenced by whatever was emotionally salient about a perceptual stream (Tamietto & de Gelder, 2010; Vuilleumier & Huang, 2009). Adrenal stress hormone has been shown to mediate memory consolidation, for example, and it has been shown that emotional events (not only stressful ones) often trigger the release of this hormone and so facilitate memory retention (McGaugh, 2004). What is emotional, then, often translates into what is memorable.

To exploit the relation between stress hormone and emotional learning, β-adrenergic receptor antagonists—a type of neurochemical that blocks stress-hormone release—can be administered during learning situations to alter the effects of emotional arousal on memory (p. 5). In one such study, patients are shown a slideshow with an accompanying story, where the

\[101\] I should note here a difference between the physical encoding of emotional memory versus conscious recollection of the emotional experience (Elizabeth A. Phelps & Sharot, 2008; Redelmeier, Katz, & Kahneman, 2003). In Redelmeier et al. it is shown that patients can remember a colonoscopy as less painful if the end of the procedure is made less painful, even if the actual procedure was just as painful on the whole compared as other colonoscopies. But this finding does not then suggest that the less painful seeming colonoscopy, as a procedure, was actually less painful, at the level of encoded memory for the experience (or that if we remember a deeply moving play as less moving than it actually was, after we have seen it, on account of a flat ending, that the play on the whole lacked value). Also, “pain” from a procedure is not analogous to undergoing an emotional experience from viewing a play, since from the play we experience full-blown emotional scenarios, not just blunt reactions to an instrument. The quality of a value has other dimensions that I shall briefly sketch below, such as how long the emotional memory lasts.
beginning and end of the story relate emotionally neutral content while the middle involves relating details about an auto accident (LaBar & Cabeza, 2006, p. 57). Patients administered a placebo recall more details about the auto accident a week later, during a surprise memory task, than they do details about neutral contents, while patients who receive a β-adrenergic antagonist do not show any such memory enhancement for emotional content. Now what makes this finding interesting is that patients with amygdala damage show the same behavioral deficit as subjects with β-adrenergic blockades, that is, they cannot recall emotional stimuli any more than neutral stimuli, suggesting that the amygdala produces endogenous stress hormones that then enhance memory consolidation for emotional events (p. 57). In general, then, emotional arousal, mediated by the amygdala, appears to enhance memory consolidation.

Extrapolating from the above data and applying them to reader-response theory, we might say that emotionally arousing simulations etch themselves into memory more than neutral simulations, so that an emotional work enhances recall of its forms more than a neutral work. If the “emotional response = value” thesis holds, moreover, then there would appear to be a physiological link between emotional properties, arousal, and recall of those properties, so that it is our memory of a work’s emotional properties that we value, not just our emotion. Indeed, it may be the case that an emotion’s intentional objects—all the properties held in working memory that an emotional episode is about—become more memorable by default of their emotional salience. Something similar could be said about works whose properties, because they cannot provoke emotion, or because they are not emotional enough, fail to consolidate into remote memory (and so for that work we cannot hold any memory to value).

Neuroscientists distinguish between encoded stimuli that we can readily recall versus those that we only find familiar after being prompted, and emotion often determines our ability to recall what we have perceived (p. 58).102 As Elizabeth Phelps notes in her research, a patient with amygdala damage can remember that an object correlates with a shock in fear-conditioning paradigms, but since the patient cannot express any autonomic arousal in anticipation of the shock when the object is presented alone, the object’s pairing with a shock has failed to encode any emotional memory for the object (2006, p. 39). On my view, then, even though the object

102 The recollect/familiar distinction may be associated with different terminology, such as declarative/procedural memory, or implicit/explicit memory (p. 54).
was remembered, it may lack value.\textsuperscript{103} This consideration will need refining in the next section, though for now I wish only to stress that there is a strong connection between emotion, perception, and memory. What we sense during perception and, subsequently, recollection—even if we sense something non-consciously—may depend on an object or event’s ability to stimulate emotional arousal (Tamietto & de Gelder, 2010). And indeed, some studies suggest that emotional intensity more than valence (positive or negative features) determines our ability to recall episodes from past experience more generally (Talarico et al., 2004). The interrelation between perception, emotion, and memory, in fact, seems so often emphasized in neuroscientific research on emotion that I believe it ought to serve as the second key thread uniting all neurobiological theories of emotion.\textsuperscript{104}

Emotion not only modulates perception and subsequent recall, but also plays a central role in introspective problem solving (Antonio R. Damasio, 1996; L. Pessoa, 2008; Storbeck & Clore, 2007). Damasio offers a prototypical example with his “gambling task” paradigm, where participants with amygdal lesions cannot avoid accruing major losses when tasked with playing a simple gambling game compared to healthy participants who quickly learn to avoid such losses (Bechara et al., 2003). Damasio conjectures from these findings that patients with amygdal damage cannot associate negative feedback with “losing” outcomes, and so cannot emotionally index memories in a way that facilitates learning how to avoid mistakes (p. 361). Similar amygdala-mediated effects for representing and recalling rewarding stimuli have also been observed (Baxter & Murray, 2002, p. 570). Thus, our sense of what is “right” or “wrong” about a choice may depend on emotional feedback about the perceived or simulated properties of objects under consideration.

The results of the “gambling task” and related research may lead one to suppose that memory—being the matter of reason—is on equal footing with emotion, for it is always the case that we need to represent both an object’s sense data \textit{and} its emotional properties before we can accurately determine the object’s value. However, it seems more accurate to suppose that because emotion exacts such a disproportionate influence on daily life—on memory, action, and attention—that emotion is not merely one factor influencing cognition among many, but the \textit{most} influential factor—the most central, the most directive. Emotion, not memory, delimits the \textit{scope} of human values. We need emotion to “reason” about what we ought to do in the face of

\textsuperscript{103} Though there of course may be other emotional subsystems that attribute value to the object besides the amygdala, such as the pulvinar; if so, the object has value insofar as one of these systems developed neural wiring in response to the object’s presentation.

\textsuperscript{104} See for example the following authors (LaBar & Cabeza, 2006; E. A. Phelps, 2004; Vuilleumier & Huang, 2009).
ever shifting environmental conditions; and we also need emotion to signify the presence of biologically salient or conditioned stimuli of general or contextual relevance. And although you will not find a neuroscientist who says that all rational deliberation “ought” to serve emotional ends, something akin to Hume’s assertion that “reason is and ought only to be the slave of the passions” can be found in most neuroscientific theories of emotion (or at least those with which I am familiar, to date). In each major study on the interface between emotion and cognition, emotional systems are shown to at least facilitate—if not altogether drive—whatever we might call “introspection,” “problem solving,” and “judgment” (Knudsen, 2007; McGaugh, 2004; Panksepp, 1998; Pessoa & Adolphs, 2010; Vuilleumier, 2005). Thus, emotion, as Robert Solomon has long maintained, cannot be relegated to the status of the merely vestigial, extra-rational, or “primitive” (Bechara et al., 2003; Solomon, 2008). Emotion’s central role in both “top-down” and “bottom-up” cognition—a role not to be confused with supposing that everything the brain does is emotionally contingent, which clearly is not so—counts as the third most important thread uniting all neuroscientific theories of emotion.

To summarize: three factors bind neurobiological theories of emotion, including (one) anatomically dissociated systems dedicated to processing various types of emotion, such as fear, disgust, anger, and so forth, or the “organ-like” nature of emotional systems; (two) bidirectional integration of emotional systems with perceptual and memory systems; and (three), the cardinal nature of emotion in cognition more broadly.

Several conclusions follow from the above three factors, though only a few seem relevant to conceptualizing value-attribution for reader-response. One is that emotional systems—though dissociable from visual, auditory, and other perceptual domains—are themselves inherently perceptual in function. This premise may seem counterintuitive at first, since we are unaccustomed to think of emotions as inherently about perceived kinds of objects or events in the world. But since emotions are biologically attuned to classifiable kinds of stimuli—interpersonal and environmental threats and rewards, most generally—we can think of emotional systems as (first and most basically) perceptually dedicated to tracking “biologically salient” kinds of stimuli, or those stimuli most likely to promote biological homeostasis (Antonio R. Damasio, 2005). Then (second and more complexly) emotional systems link to numerous other kinds of conceptualization, whether they seem “natural” or not.

106 I distinguish “natural” from “biologically natural” kinds; the former is related to categories such as “gold,” with projectable (stable, mind-independent) features enabling classification (R. Boyd, 1991); the latter are also projectable, although the features in question are not “natural” in the sense of extrinsic, abiotic physical properties in the world, but in
What counts as “emotionally salient kinds of stimuli” is not always easy to infer, however, since emotional associations may be acquired through personal habit, socialization, and mere exposure. Both “classical” and “instrumental” conditioning, for example, demonstrate how we may learn to respond emotionally to otherwise non-emotional stimuli. Classical conditioning occurs when some neutral stimulus, such as a tone, pairs with an unconditioned stimulus, such as a shock; pairing continues until the neutral stimulus alone elicits the same response as the unconditioned stimulus. Instrumental learning on the other hand uses reinforcements, punishments, and “extension” (the absence of either punishments or reinforcements) to shape behavior over time. Both types of conditioning make it very clear, however, that the effect of associating neutral stimuli (such as tones) with unconditioned stimuli (such as shocks) diminishes over time when neutral stimuli are no longer paired with punishments or rewards. That is to say, without the accompaniment of some biologically natural kind of emotional stimulus, neutral objects and events cannot maintain strong emotional associations (Hartley & Phelps, 2010). Without exploiting natural reactions to aversive and rewarding stimuli, we thus cannot shape behavioral responses and motivations over time (Seymour, Singer, & Dolan, 2007).

Consider an example. If someone were to claim ownership of a hair plucked from Nietzsche’s mustache bought in auction from the Nietzsche estate, then that hair, though insignificant and unaffecting on its own, would assume a value by proxy of its association with an historical figure who has already been conceptualized as valuable (as a “philosopher,” “radical thinker,” “sensitive intellect,” or whatever else). As long as the hair’s associated object retains value—namely, Nietzsche and his writings—then the hair will retain its proxy value over time. If, however, Nietzsche were to lose his value as an historic figure, then the hair would no longer have value. So whenever we say that some associated object or event has “attained conceptual value,” our concept must still have some grounding in a natural kind of emotional association (in this case, for Nietzsche himself to attain value, he must have written philosophic treatises that reliably prompt strong emotional reactions); else whatever we might call an “associated” or “conceptualized” value would have no innate capacity to retain its value over time. I have chosen this example to illustrate how far away Nietzsche and his mustache

the sense of biologically pre-organized systems attuned to specific types of stimuli (in brains this would be a neurological system; in trees or plants it would be a cellular system; etc.). Emotional systems are intrinsic and biotic, so the types of stimuli they evolved to process are much more gradational, dynamic, and multifactorially related to perceived stimuli than whatever we could say obtains for substances like “gold.” For related debates, see Barrett (2006), Griffiths (1998) and critical respondents, such as LeDoux, Panksepp, Scherer, and Colombetti (Colombetti, 2009; LeDoux, 2012; Panksepp, 2008a; Scherer, 2009). Louis C. Charland has also discussed the natural kind status of emotion, favorably (2002).
seem from anything we might think of as “naturally” valuable. The point is that for anything to attain a value-association it needs to provoke an emotional response, so that when an object fails to achieve such a response—either, in this example, because Nietzsche’s writings have been destroyed or we can longer understand them—then the object loses its potential value.

On this account, all values, learned or innate, must eventually be grounded in emotional systems that themselves cannot be arbitrarily linked to just any kind of stimuli, in or from the world, even if we come to value something that is not in itself valuable. So Nietzsche’s mustache hair, far from counter-exemplifying the “value = natural kinds of emotional response” thesis, demonstrates how systems innately responsive to threatening or rewarding properties may ground values for objects that do not evince innately valuable properties (Nietzsche and his mustache). This is how we can say value-neutral references acquire value associations indirectly through value-positive or value-negative objects and events already encoded and conceptualized as valuable (allusions, symbols, and so forth, thereby acquire value, which makes some poems difficult to parse if they lack overtly affecting imagery).

Now I should reiterate, also, that if value depends on perceiving biologically natural kinds of emotional stimuli in the world, such as aversive and rewarding objects and events, then the neuro-intentional stance obtains no less for values than it did previously for visual, auditory, and other kinds of stimuli. Just as visual systems evolved to respond selectively to visual kinds of stimuli, auditory systems to auditory kinds of stimuli, and so forth, we can say that emotional systems evolved to respond selectively to emotional kinds of stimuli, or what are sometimes called “emotionally competent stimuli” (Antonio R. Damasio, 2005, p. 51; Panksepp, 2008a; Rudrauf et al., 2009). The very nature of emotional response, then—and by extension the values emotion instantiates—implies some dimension of intentionality, or aboutness, to the extent that valuing a work implies having had some emotional response to features of the work that we value, features “recapitulated” from encoded stimuli in or from the world (Addis et al., 2009).

It is important to realize, in addition, that emotional intentionality (the depictive aboutness of an emotional response) does not necessitate a one-to-one relation between emotions and objects perceived or introspected. Viewers or readers may always be conditioned to respond emotionally to otherwise neutral stimuli, or with an exaggerated response to moderately emotional stimuli. A red wheelbarrow may not evoke much emotion, on its own, yet when we find this object in a poem written by William Carlos Williams within the context of an
important manifesto on poetic imagination, then its otherwise mundane qualities may assume
greater emotive force. We may also associate positively valenced values with otherwise
negative objects, as the anthropomorphized stool in *South Park*, Mr. Hanky, attests; or vice
versa, we may think of harmless objects as somehow threatening, as some do with smiling
clowns after watching the *Poltergeist* films.

If an emotional response entails the attribution of value, then there will always be
occasions when we must paradoxically value a work that we wish not to value at all. We may
for instance respond passionately to a work that we deem unworthy of intense feeling, yet by
dint of responding with emotional force, we have *already accorded* a quantum of value to the
work that we cannot take back.

Understanding this last point requires shedding a strong—often needful—prejudice
about the nature of value as a category (either for reasons of morality or accustomed usage).
Usually when we think of “value” we presuppose some positive dimension—i.e., “that book is
valuable,” “that A paper I marked is of greater value than the C paper,” “I value your friendship,”
etc. Yet value as an emotional dimension is “value-neutral” in the usual sense applied to this
term. So when we respond with aversion to the rape sequence in *The Girl with a Dragon Tattoo*
we *value* this sequence for the aversion it generates, even though we qualify what we have
valued in disagreeable terms (we do not like what it is that we have responded emotionally to);
or if we react aversively to racist poetry, we *value* the poetry for its racism, not because we
desire or identify with racism, but because we disapprove strongly of racism and its social
consequences.107 So although emotion is what we value in works, generally, the quality of an
emotional value can vary radically—it can be desirable, undesirable, good, or bad. Emoting to a
work thus entails an investment of value that cannot be returned or exchanged, only (at best)
forgotten or overwritten. We are always prone to irrevocable shortchanging. There is no
indemnity against unplanned exposure to damaged, mediocre, or undesirable goods.

To restate the first conclusion once more before moving on to the next, I have argued
that we must perceive or simulate emotional stimuli, *in or from* a work, before we can say a
work’s contents offer intrinsic value; otherwise, we must associate apparently non-emotional
stimuli with previously conceptualized values of an emotional kind (as was the case with
Nietzsche’s mustache hair having to link backwards in a chain of value to Nietzsche’s writings).

---

107 Such a poem, then, could be said to have no intrinsic value if the contents cannot evoke response on the back of their
own simulated sense. However, a naïve reader may assume that the contents of, say, H. P. Lovecraft’s racist poetry
(discovered from a Google search) entail a sincere representation of an undesirable object; in this case, the negative
characterization of the object may carry value. For related discussions, see Budd (1995, pp. 83–123)
A second conclusion that follows from the neuroscientific sketch, above, is that there is some degree of automaticity involved with emotional processing. Automatic emotional response to types of rewarding or punishing stimuli is strikingly demonstrated in patients with temporary visual impairment. Subjects rendered blind from stroke or brain surgery may nevertheless respond with fear to fearful images, even though they cannot report having seen anything provoking fear, a phenomenon known as “affective blindsight”; patients with retrograde amnesia have also been shown to forget that they have received a hand-shock from a joy-buzzer concealed beneath a researcher’s hand, though they will nevertheless refuse to shake hands with researchers who have administered shocks in this manner (Tamietto & de Gelder, 2010, p. 699). So it seems clear that emotional kinds of stimuli affect behavior and response even beneath the threshold of consciousness, and so occur automatically or without deliberation. That we respond to emotional kinds of stimuli in this way reinforces the idea that we sometimes cannot help attributing value to events that display potential threats or rewards, or perhaps any event characteristic of a certain class of emotion. As Damasio notes, “A baby chick in a nest does not know what eagles are, but promptly responds with alarm and by hiding its head when wide-winged objects fly overhead at a certain speed” (1996, p. 132). The object need only match certain specified features—i.e., a hawk-shaped kite oriented in a particular direction—but so long as the features are present, the chick will respond automatically as if the object were threatening. We find a similar effect in newborn babies. Infants are shown to automatically express joy, interest, surprise, sadness, anger, disgust, contempt, and fear when exposed to stimuli keyed for each of these emotions (Izard et al., 1980). So again, emotional systems are early responders to types of stimuli that may threaten or promote homeostasis, and these types of stimuli drive our sense of value for objects and events. In this respect, all that we do to strive after health, prevent circumstances leading to death, and procure conditions that promote “optimal” rather than “defective function,” count as biologically natural kinds of value with respect to homeostatic regulation (Antonio R. Damasio, 2005, p. 48). Perceived emotional events, then, may signal to the organism that there is some biologically relevant stimulus at hand, some rewarding or threatening object or event that falls into a class of emotional response (p. 49), and this premise ought to apply no less to works of art than it does to everyday occurrences.

Now of course when we react to, say, the machinations of Coriolanus Snow in the *Hunger Games*, we perceive this character not as an “immediate” biological threat in any true
sense, because we ourselves are not biologically threatened; but just as baby chicks respond with instinctive fear to certain characteristic shapes and movements, we too cannot help but respond to simulated threats and rewards as if they were real (this is because, as I have argued, our brains react to simulated properties as if they were real properties, despite our knowledge to the contrary; as far as our brains are concerned, we track properties as the chicks do, assuming the properties have been simulated with sufficient realism). Simulated kinds of emotion, no less than simulated kinds of mental imagery, therefore depend on dedicated neurological systems able to perceive biologically natural kinds of property.

Responding emotionally is not always automatic, of course, and we can be misled by what appears to be an automatic response. We can misunderstand a work’s properties and emote to what our misunderstanding suggests, for example; or we can project a value onto an object that we suppose, falsely, holds some preconceived property of a desirable or undesirable kind. We may develop prejudices about classes of people and then react to their presence with aversion or reward since we assume, falsely, that inherent in their class is an essentially undesirable or desirable property (as segregationists were prone to do during the American Civil Rights Movement). So it should go without saying that we need not be locked into accepting that a work of art—no less than a person—is essentially “good” or “bad” simply because we have emoted to a presumptive essence. Holding an emotionally instantiated value of an automatic kind, therefore, need not suggest that such values are the end-all of aesthetic appreciation, for we may also develop subsequent values of an opposing valence for the same objects and events.

So there is a line to be drawn between (a) those emotions automatically prompted by a work and (b) the process by which we adjudicate between competing interpretations and the emotions they recommend, or (for that matter) deciding whether one or another kind of valence (positive or negative) is of greater warrant for the same literary object (for instance, whether it is more correct to “like” or “dislike” Martius, Humbert Humbert, Raskolnikov, etc.). If intersubjective understanding determines the warrant of competing judgments, then through a process of discovery (some kind of “heterophenomenological” calibration to a work’s properties) we can adjust our net value for a work (such as attuning ourselves to value-conferring properties that we overlooked on first exposure). In this way, the line between valuation and evaluation, between first-impressions and adjudication, is always provisional and epistemological in nature.

108 Humans seem especially prone to this kind of mistake (the so-called “fundamental misattribution error”), leading some to posit that we are evolutionarily disposed to “essentialize” objects and events. See Lisa Zunshine’s short yet informative discussion of this tendency in her (2002, p. 129).
A theory of intrinsic value can thus be open-ended with regard to adjudicating a work’s value, though not so open-ended as to suggest that a work warrants an indefinite number of valuations (value is still of the work, after all). Memory impressions are malleable but not infinitely so. Indeed, the impressions a work leaves us, since they do not consolidate into lasting memories instantaneously, can sometimes shift from one emotional valence to another.\footnote{For reviews of how kinds of emotion memory—even those strongly engrained—can be untrained, and how there is a time-course for memory consolidation, and the profound effect of emotion on consolidation, see the following authors (Dudai, 2004; Hartley & Phelps, 2010; Nader & Hardt, 2009; Roozendaal & McGaugh, 2011).} An example of this is seen in what some psychologists call “cognitive reappraisal” (Ochsner & Gross, 2005). Participants reacting negatively to an image of a woman crying outside a church, in one trial, can react positively to the same image in another; they need only be informed that the woman in the image, rather than weeping during a funeral (as they supposed) was actually weeping with joy after a wedding (Ochsner et al., 2002). In such instances, a shift in perspective may be all that is needed to shift the valence of a value. Not all values may be conceptually reframed in such a manner, however. Plato’s Republic illustrates the fixedness of some values memorably with the tale of Leontius. Unable to counter his desire to gaze upon dead bodies after a public execution, for want of sufficient will to overcome his desire, Leontius curses his eyes for forcing him to perceive what he would rather not have (1991, p. 119). Acquiring a negative value for the dead bodies—a sense of “disgust”—was thus for Leontius a \textit{fait accompli}: for after the fact of this value instantiation, no amount of contrary will or reason could shift his attitude about what he saw, nor his wish to see in the first instance.\footnote{Bloom suggests that if only Leontius had sufficient reason to satisfy his curiosity, rather than resist an otherwise repulsive sight, then the outcome of seeing dead bodies would have been a positive one (p. 376).} And indeed, it may be the case that we more often face situations analogous to Leontius’ than Ochsner’s ambiguous church image (though rather than try to resist seeing dead bodies we sit through films like \textit{Final Destination} or stream graphic footage taken from a warzone). Our ability to respond with different types of emotion to the same set of \textit{ambiguous} stimuli need not suggest value-relativism of any sort, since non-ambiguous stimuli—dead bodies, a hot stove, etc.—cannot so easily dislodge from neural tissues after an emotion has anchored them there. We may laugh at something that has made us cry, or cry at something that has made us laugh, but crying joyously versus crying grievously necessitates perceiving incommensurable attributes. Joyful crying requires rewarding stimuli; mournful crying requires punishing stimuli;
and neither the two shall identify.\textsuperscript{113} So in addition to the premise that (one) we cannot value objects or events without some inherently emotional content factoring into the value, directly or by proxy of another value, and that (two) we may automatically value emotional kinds of stimuli as basically understood, there seems another premise: that (three) we can ascribe values to properties that cannot simply be reversed by will alone, even though we may, as I shall demonstrate later, \textit{add} additional and contrary values to those we have already inscribed (or what could be called a type of meta-evaluation of values).\textsuperscript{114}

Antonio Damasio offers a framework that may further elucidate how automatically inscribed values underlie values applied by proxy. According to Damasio, we may think of innate, automatic emotional responses as “primary emotions” and acquired responses as “secondary emotions” (Bechara et al., 2003; Antonio R. Damasio, 1996, p. 136). On this view, we can learn to attenuate automatic responses, or “primary emotions,” through conceptual reframing or repeat exposure, i.e., we may react with instinctive aversion to house spiders, though with repeat exposure (and education) come to view them as harmless; or we may fear heights yet learn to feel comfortable with heights in certain contexts, such as a climbing gym. Attenuated or reframed responses entail a shift in attitude through learning, though any emotional response that is acquired or shaped through association is termed “secondary,” even if no shift in attitude takes place (Antonio R. Damasio, 1996, pp. 136–139). Even so, all secondary emotions, on Damasio’s view, presuppose the activation of pre-organized, primary emotional circuitries (p. 137). So we cannot have a secondary emotion without first developing an underlying primary emotional association. Envy may be contingent on feelings of anger, for example, so that I cannot envy Fred for having published without first feeling angry that I myself have not published. And since primary emotions require types of stimuli sufficient to provoke a characteristic response, whatever object or event we respond emotionally \textit{to} must be thought, in some way, to bear attributes that we deem emotionally warrantable. I say “must be thought” and not “must be,” for in some instances—as with all cases of moral misattribution—the supposed primary emotional ingredients cannot be found in the object or event itself, and so must be altogether projected onto the object, or “seen-in” to the object as suggested above. We weep with sadness when we perceive a loss; we well up with tears when we perceive a hard-

\textsuperscript{113} Anthony Kenny makes a similar case (2003, pp. 134–136): “One cannot be afraid of just anything, nor happy about anything whatsoever,” he argues; “each of the emotions is appropriate . . . only to certain restricted objects” (p. 134). I agree on this point, yet Kenny’s general position seems overstated. We often hold inappropriate emotions vis-à-vis some object or event, as when we feel prejudicial disgust, anger against our better judgment, or accept what we know to be a glib judgment of another’s behavior for expediency’s sake, or fatigue.

\textsuperscript{114} Not to be confused with Nietzsche’s “transvaluation of values,” though some conceptual overlap may obtain.
won gain. Yet if an object or event bears no primary emotional attributes upon scrutiny, even though we have already responded as though it did, then we may deem our response intentionally but not empirically related; we have cried at a thing that lacked properties warranting our response.

Offering an overview now of what has been said so far, it seems, first, that for us to value a thing we need to have perceived or simulated the thing that we now value. Emotions are in this way always intentionally related to perceiving a work’s depicted objects and events. This idea of intentional relation links to Barsalou’s situated simulation, since what we simulate relies on stored memories from experience. Second, emotions seem both a global and specific indicator of value, or the rank-ordering of whatever we suppose counts as “good” or “bad” between and within works, essentially or by association. Thus, whenever we respond emotionally to an object or event, we also thereby attribute value to that object or event, so that we can identify the “valuative” ingredient in any judgment with its underlying emotion or complex of emotions (with pain, disgust, pain tinged with anger, anger tinged with disgust, or a meta-value such as feeling angry that we took pleasure in something we know to be base). Work by Kringelbach, Damasio, and others have independently shown an integration of multimodal input and “reward value” in the orbitofrontal cortex, which may explain how our sense of hedonic or punishing feedback modulates our ongoing sense of value for whatever we simulate or perceive (Antonio R. Damasio, 2005; Kringelbach, 2005, p. 699; Peters & Buchel, 2010). This does not mean that our valuative responses are always correct, however. Mistaken understanding can lead to valuing properties that were not actually present in a work, or we can overlook properties that ought to have factored into our response. Or as Nussbaum has argued, personal relations to stimuli may alter our valuative sensitivities to types of stimuli, such as cultivating deep kinship bonds that others cannot share; these types of bonds may also influence how we respond to natural kinds of emotional stimuli. In such cases we may experience some simulated event through our own valuative windows, as Nussbaum would say—through our own perspectival valuative relation to what we simulate. Though again, these types of value-inflections may be correct or incorrect with respect to the work (if incorrect, then they may be called “sentimental” valuations, in Budd’s sense). Whatever the case may be for any exchange of value for a work, it is still the valuative properties in the work that allow us to say whether it
is the work that affords value, rather than something extrinsic to the work’s semantic horizon.\textsuperscript{115} Determining the extent to which our valuative responses are correct usually requires intersubjective verification and consideration of others’ alternative value-perspectives, \textit{before} we can say that we “know” the work is what we value and not our own perspective, even if values and perspectives go hand-in-hand; however, the process of assessing the validity of our own values ought to be distinguished from the nature of valuative responses to a work, on first exposure, or from how we value natural kinds of emotional stimuli (see section 4.2 below for more on this crucial distinction).

The “representational” element in any value judgment, on the other hand, must comprise a work’s perceived or simulated characteristics, and these characteristics, as I shall suggest in the final chapter, may produce qualitatively distinct emotional responses within the same class of value. For instance, a work whose subject matter is unrealistic, incoherent, and flat, may evoke a grade of emotion distinct from another whose subject matter is realistic, coherent, and nuanced, even if both works are grounded in the same class of emotion (sexual desire, fear, wonder, etc.). So while I maintain the thesis that all value identifies with emotional response to salient kinds of property, I am not proposing any reduction of a work’s value to emotional experience alone, since most emotions felt while reading (as opposed to primary-response affects such as itches, acute pains, or surprises) are predicated on antecedent representational developments, and these developments may vary in quality (and memorability).\textsuperscript{116}

And third, I have argued that the ambiguity of an emotional response—whether it is subtle or blunt, seemingly primary though perhaps secondary—poses no challenge to the process of value attribution more generally, since all emotional responses, from gross pains to subtle aesthetic sensations, become united by their capacity to attribute saliency or relevancy to perceived objects or events. Even background sensations or moods (boredom or optimism, for example) follow from situated contexts (inactivity or feeling secure about future prospects). Even so, we may be wrong about what we think we have responded to in a work, emotionally: I may dislike a fictional character because he reminds me of someone I dislike in real life, even though I falsely attribute my dislike to the character’s properties, not to whomever he reminds me of. Skepticism with regard to our own responses, and how we ought to adjudicate among

\textsuperscript{115} A work’s semantic horizon, or “identity,” is developed at length by Stephen Davies; he focuses on musical scores and as publically accessible objects with normative traditions for performance, and I think this is roughly analogous to how we can treat textual “scores” for literary works (2001).

\textsuperscript{116} I am here responding to the charge of “reductionism” made against Budd in (Sharpe, 2000).
them, is thus of principal importance if we wish to cultivate a more “correct” understanding of a work’s properties.

Now I should like to align the foregoing more closely with reader-response theory. I have made general claims about the relation of emotion to value, though how these claims might apply to reading and responding critically to literature may require some adaptation. If for example we grant that emotion is a type of sensory system of its own, a system that modulates input from other modal systems—visual, auditory, tactile, etc.—then it seems only parsimonious to assume (as was the case for modal representation, *qua* grounded cognition) that we attribute value to simulated contents from fictional worlds as we do perceived contents from real worlds. Responding emotionally to a fictionally represented event, in other words, ought to be no different in kind (not in degree) to responding to a perceived or imagined event of the same emotional type. We can feel despondent when Anna Karenine commits suicide and when a friend commits suicide, and it should be obvious that the latter’s order of magnitude surpasses the former’s, since we have embodied more emotional memory for a friend than we have for Anna; but if grounded cognition obtains for emotional memory as much as representation in general, then the same *kinds* of emotional events underpin values for Anna and our friend; it is only the qualitative scope of object’s properties, and the differences in the degree of our response, that differ.  

The claim that we respond emotionally to simulated sense data (introspectively) in much the same way (in kind) that we respond to perceived sense data (extrospectively) has strong empirical backing. Participants in neuroimaging studies have been shown to respond emotionally to written prompts as they do to visually presented pictures or videos, and in some studies, “instructed fear” using language is shown to condition fear associations comparable to those of “classical conditioning” without language (Canli et al., 2000; LeDoux & Phelps, 2008, 2009).

---

117 Many philosophers have a problem with applying perceptual psychology to aesthetic experience, however, since it seems obvious to these philosophers that we cannot emote to fictional worlds in the same way that we do to real worlds (Radford & Weston, 1975; Walton, 2008). Such philosophers can go to great lengths to avoid any overlap (in kind) between fictional and non-fictional worlds, since they view such an overlap as challenging commitments to realism. Radically “disjunctivist” categories of representation and emotion have thus been proposed, so that we now have “fictional emotions,” “quasi emotions,” and “illusional emotions.” So I shall not concern myself with the so-called “paradox of fiction,” here, and simply focus on how emotions experienced from fiction are on par with emotions experienced from daily life, with differences in degree but not kind between them. I grant that the paradox introduces some legitimate concerns, but it seems to me not at all problematic to say that I actually fear an ax murderer in a film, despite knowing that the murderer can’t actually harm me, because as far as my brain is concerned, the stimuli of the murderer *can* harm me; my knowledge of the fiction does not alter the kinds of properties I represent. This is because, as I have argued, grounded cognition puts “factual” perception on the same footing as “simulated” perception; in both cases, the contents of understanding are multimodal properties (the one directly perceived and the other indirectly simulated).
pp. 167–168; E. A. Phelps et al., 2001). From the neuroimaging examples, we see that comparable patterns of neural activity underlie both reading and viewing emotional stimuli (which is not to say that a duplicate experience underlies both, only that the same kinds of event allow us to comprehend and respond, emotionally). Following an instance of “instructed fear,” for example, the behavioral and neural outcome (activation of insular cortex and amygdala and a subjective report of fearful anticipation) is comparable to that of classical conditioning, where real shocks are administered in the training of fearful anticipation (Phelps et al., 2001). These data seem sufficient to believe that reading about an emotionally evocative event is correlative with actually seeing or directly sensing the event, both in terms of underlying faculties, behavioral outcomes, and somatosensory reactions. And again, “correlative” does not mean “the same.” Directly perceiving a bull charging after someone cannot be exactly like reading about a bull charging after someone, yet the underlying neural activity and somatic reactions prompted by both shall be of the same kind (even if fictionally prompted emotions diverge in degree of intensity or multimodal vividness from everyday emotions and perceived emotional properties). So not only does grounded cognition hold for representational systems but also—to the same extent, and for the same reasons—emotional systems as well.

Now, if identifying emotional response with value-attribution seems solid enough, as a general rule of thumb, then it may be useful for critical purposes to think not in terms of “evaluating” a work but “emotiating to” a work. If emoting imparts a value, then we do not so much “evaluate” as we do “emotiate” a work’s properties. The term “evaluation,” by contrast, often has little to do with the type of value exchange that takes place between readers and simulated sense data. No material goods, in the usual sense, are being appraised, and no monetary considerations are at hand; nor are we thinking of values in sociopolitical terms, or as manifestations of socialism, nationalism, fanatically held religious belief, and the like. Emotiation by contrast is much more fundamental insofar as it underpins all other types of value as a type of basic cognitive process. Saying that we “evaluate” works of art also carries undesirable temporal connotations—a sense of prolonged, careful deliberation, for example. Yet when I read or see a performance of some emotionally evocative event, and so attribute value to that event—a sense of “goodness” or “badness”—I am not so much evaluating the event, post facto, as I am emotiating to that event, in real time; I am not deliberating about what values I ought to inscribe; rather, I am having values inscribed into me by default of undergoing an emotional experience. So although I would not advocate using such ugly neologisms in general, it would make more sense on a theoretical basis to say that Hamlet, Iago, etc., embody
inherently emotive characteristics, not valuable characteristics, since each of these fictional characters possess traits that we cannot help emoting to (not only their overtly emotional properties, which we may react to in any case, but also their individual insights and commentaries on human motivation and character. Iago, after all, is not just “villainous”; he is also a highly perceptive machiavel with philosophically provocative lines—“Our bodies are our gardens, to the which / our wills are gardeners,” he says, and to this we could dedicate some serious consideration).

Saying that we do not so much evaluate as emotiate also suggests a useful range and limit to value’s spectrum. Each emotion may carry its own value, and literary works generally provoke more than one kind of value, each with its own antecedent representations; yet it is also true that no value ranks higher than any other insofar as its classification is concerned. We might rightly rank intense longing above mild amusement, since the one has more emotive force than the other, but a work’s value is often a matter of a plot’s developed quantity more than any local intensity within its parts. The presence of some developed class of value (such as jealousy) may matter more than its acute expressiveness without development (a point I shall elaborate below). There is also, as mentioned above, the “value-neutral” quality of emotiation. If a work is equally attractive and repulsive then both types of response contribute equally to the work’s value, so that the one kind (repulsion) cannot be said to be lesser than the other (attraction), assuming both are integral to the work. A simulated or perceived event may thus be “positive” or “negative” without suggesting that positive emotions (such as awe) were in themselves more valuable than negative emotions (such as fear).

On the other hand, if a work is viewed as formally inept or morally repugnant, then the value afforded by such properties may not be integral to the work, as a work of art, but rather byproducts of “second-order judgments” about the work’s properties.118 This can of course lead to seemingly counter-exemplifying situations where, if a work is so spectacularly inept that each viewing engenders repulsion, then we would need to say the work holds intrinsic value (perhaps not as a work of art, but value in its most basic sense, all the same). However, it would be a mistake to suppose that formal quality is equivalent to representational quality. We would not say, for example, that a poorly executed production of Othello makes Othello bad, as a play, nor

---

118 See for example R. A. Sharpe’s critique of empiricist approaches to value, where he believes “second-order judgments” can apply to a work “independent from experience” (2000, p. 332). I would think, however, that some basis in our experience of a work must be held in memory for us to say our criticism or praise is truly of a work and not our own freestanding conceptual value.
would we say that an excellent production of a shallow work lends it depth. As Budd has commented, “A poet who has nothing worth saying may in one sense write better poetry than another who does have something interesting to say, but what she writes may be a poem of less value,” and so “good writing for its own sake [. . .] has minimal value unless in conjunction with something worth saying” (1995, p. 105). Negative reactions to inept art cannot therefore equate with negative reactions to an absence of significant content, nor can a work’s formal shortcomings cancel out its rewarding emotional developments.

It is worth noting in this context, also, that the same emotional category may have different emotiative functions (some formal, others developmental or plot-oriented), so that we can say, for example, that fear positively reinforces a transition between scenes, negatively reinforces our dislike of a character, or “prefocusses” attention to imminent emotional outcomes (Carroll, 1998, p. 262). Each emotional class (such as “fear”) can thus carry a number of value-conferring dimensions for types of subject-matter or formal context. We can thus emotiate with anger (a type of badness) or attraction (a type of goodness), react with varying degrees of responsivity within a single emotional class (anger versus rage), and layer emotional classes together (such as anger and repugnance, or “righteous indignation”). As mentioned above, there also may be different types of emotional response linked to different mediums of expression, some more “aesthetic” than others. Representational emotional experiences afforded by longer works, where responses follow from narrative arcs, do not seem on a par with what Frank Sibley calls “aesthetic judgments,” such as claiming that a work has “balance,” “grace,” or “unity,” even if these judgments are constitutive of the narrative (1965). Nor do emotions felt from sonnets or aphorisms—which, in the case of Shakespeare’s sonnets, at least, Brian Boyd persuasively argues lack full narratives (2012)—seem equivalent to the emotions felt from reading entire plays, even if we feel an equal pitch of intensity for both mediums of expression. I shall address these issues again in the concluding chapter, though for now it seems that differences between each class of emotion—aesthetic, sententious, and narrative—may link to differences in emotional memory, where perciipients must draw more or less from “remote” episodic memory to understand a work. When reading a sonnet, for example, we may need to identify, largely, with abstracted “situated conceptualizations” of life experience—for instance, how in despair we can think upon a friend and find reassurance—as opposed to “situated simulations” that develop in a narrative arc—for instance, how certain events could lead into despair and how visiting with friends could compensate (Barsalou, 2009). There may be no clear way to clarify or define such differences in value, though from this cursory overview of
possibilities, at least, I hope it is clear that the “value = emotional response” thesis does not reduce value to a unitary kind, even if the underlying ingredient of all value is emotional.

I mentioned above the idea of “second-order judgments” of a work. Now I should briefly qualify what this could mean alongside the “value = emotional response” thesis. There is a class of emotiation that seems contingent on metacognitive awareness of our own emotiations. When I cry during a film yet feel angered by an apparent lack of warrant between my crying and the film’s developments, feel annoyed by a novel that exploits stock emotional scenarios (vengeance, martyrdom, romance), realize that I have been cozened by sensational music or gratuitous violence, catch myself responding favorably to a character resembling a friend, or unfavorably to a character resembling an enemy, then in each case I have responded with a kind of emotional valuation to my own emotional valuations. Cultivated awareness of some pattern—of exploitative artistic tropes (the knacks of craft) or prejudice, perhaps—can thus factor into “second-order” appraisals, or “metacognitive emotiations,” since some value grafts onto a value. Of course I may be wrong to appraise my own appraisals, if there was, after all, sufficient warrant to cry, even if I was manipulated, or if a prejudice is incidental to our primary reaction to a character. This is why adopting skepticism about the warrant valuations is so crucial, and why general “evaluation” needs to be set apart from particular instances of “valuation.”

Thinking of value in terms of embodied, emotion-conferring properties also entails important philosophic consequences. First, naturalizing value in neurophysiological terms challenges the fact/value dichotomy insofar as it assumes that “values” are physical, psychological events linked to instantiated memories of objects and events in the world, or as sharing the same empirical constraints as “facts.” Where emotiation (or valuation, to switch back to more conventional terms) entails a range of neurophysiologically instantiated values as natural biological kinds, evaluation often signifies some “nomological dangler” or epiphenomenal quality that, by definition, cannot be explained in natural terms. Such danglers are avoided on the embodied values thesis, even if a coherent picture of value must be saved for some distant future when neuroscience comes of age.

Second, grounding value in the neurophysiology of emotion challenges moral edicts against thinking of values in value-neutral terms, for now it is simply a matter of fact that fictional depictions of “bad” emotional events, such as violence, are on par with normatively “good” emotional events, such as tranquility. As far as emotional systems are concerned, we
value both violence and tranquility with near equal force, and in some contexts, we may even value violence more than tranquility (in the brute sense of the term value).\textsuperscript{119} So for example if I react with anger to Iago and “value” this character’s representation as a kind of “social threat,” then the value-attributing mechanism underlying my response would be a pre-organized system, such as perhaps the amygdala, and the value itself would be whatever the brain consolidates into emotional memory for Iago (Green & Phillips, 2004, p. 337; Sander et al., 2003). The quantum of value attributed to Iago in this case would be the emotional association for Iago’s attributes under simulation, and so our feelings for Iago would also be contingent on successfully comprehending his attributes. For this reason, whenever the term “valuate” is used (in the “emotiative” sense) there is also some “empirical” exchange that has taken place—that is, an emotional memory for some simulated or perceived sense data has been encoded or embodied. Thus, if a work has “intrinsic value” then it is able to present or simulate some property that provokes emotion, \textit{a posteriori}, or if a work is valuable for some reason extrinsic to its percipient properties—such as valuing Duchamp’s \textit{Fountain} for its historically ironic status as a work of art—then we will have emoted to the work by proxy of some aesthetic concept or socio-historically mediated norm outside the work.\textsuperscript{120} “Value” and “valuate,” therefore, cannot “trade on” normative and natural senses, for all value collapses into some network of emotional intentionality. “Evaluate” (judge) and “evaluative,” on the other hand, can only ever be normative on the basis of some empirically provisional theory about a work’s net value, a theory that is open to public scrutiny with regard to a work’s properties. So when I use the term “evaluate” I keep it apart from particular “valuative” experiences that a work offers, and so on this distinction “evaluative judgment” never implies any absolute \textit{(a priori)} claims.

And third, a work’s value, since it entails an embodiment of emotional experience, also makes a strong case for art’s “instrumental” or “cognitive” value, that is, any kind of value that links to yet succeeds the experience of a work. After we read a novel, poem, view a play or film, our understanding of the natural and social order of things may broaden:

\textsuperscript{119} It was G. E. Moore who classically supposed that “goodness” cannot be defined in natural terms (1993). For an overview of this position and the related “naturalistic fallacy,” see Frankena’s excellent essay, \textit{The Naturalistic Fallacy} (1939). Also, some types of value may be instinctually privileged over others, as research on the so-called “negativity bias” demonstrates (Vaish, Grossmann, & Woodward, 2008).

\textsuperscript{120} This is not to say intrinsic value is necessarily better than extrinsic value, though only works with intrinsic value can perhaps “stand the test of time.” Conceptual art can be valued as art, if its perceptible features provoke value, or if the “language” of the piece reliably translates into situated simulations that hold intrinsic value. Most conceptual art, however, confers value only as a byproduct of some extrinsic mediation that affects us emotionally; the value may thus be historically time-bound and contingent on our knowledge that the piece is a urinal, etc. Works may also of course have both intrinsic and extrinsic values at once.
When works of fiction regularly lead us to grasp in the imagination the psychological states of characters, we enhance our ability to do something similar with real people. If such works lead us to imagine fictional situations from points of view other than our own (namely, those of the narrator or characters of the work) and empathize with those points of view, again we become better able to do this for real situations. (Stecker, 2005, p. 198)

Grounded cognition makes a strong case for this type of value. Emotion is physiologically bound to recollection, and so any work whose properties impress us with memorable emotional moments may also then export those moments into our lives. We may embody a work’s simulated experience as we embody knowledge of everyday objects and events, so that a work’s simulated properties literally become a part of our lives. If “moral insight” is acquired from a work, for example, then consolidated memory of “moral insight” ought to repay value in some future circumstance that shares properties with the work’s experience (2005, p. 189). This would be so even for works largely about moral ideals intervening where nature would otherwise hold sway.

Now it seems clear from the above examples and possibilities that a naturalized approach to value-attribution affords significant explanatory power (at least in theory). In practice, however, this power does not necessarily translate into making cut-and-dried value judgments, or even at times a clarification of our valuative experience. For some works, I can fear, esteem, and become apathetic towards a character at different stages throughout a reading, so that the net effect is a type of jumbled ambivalence. Or I might simulate and encode a property with “badness” and another with “goodness,” and so find myself unable to make out whether I think a character or theme is altogether bad or good. Or I may feel overwhelmed by a work’s themes at a certain stage in my life, given some contextually primed relation to its subject matter, and then realize, later, that my first impressions were exaggerated or misguided.

None of these difficulties suggest any significant challenge to a naturalized axiology, however. Experiencing multiple, conflicting values for a work may only reflect its complexity, and feeling confused by the “good” or “bad” status of a character or theme is often what makes a work challenging and memorable. If, finally, we wish to argue that a work has intrinsic value, then it must be the work that moves us, not our particular life’s circumstance, and so shifting attitudes towards a work that come from maturation, moods, misfortunes, etc., do not militate against the work’s having intrinsically reliable kinds of value (though it is always the case that
we need a wealth of general life experience before we may comprehend any subject or theme in the first place).

The greater critical challenge, then, is not always determining whether we have had some response to a work—since “having a response” usually entails an awareness of having it—but rather assuring that our assessment of a work’s values aligns with its properties (and so achieves “empirical warrant”). My value for a work, after all, may be as closely bound to a work’s properties as your value, even if we both reacted differently. And you may not have attended to certain properties in a work that I later disclose to you or help you understand; then, after a second reading or viewing, these properties may confer values that alter your overall judgment, and so your understanding will have gained greater empirical warrant (“heterophenomenologically”). In any case, a critical praxis able to parse out what is “basically” emotional (in kind) from what is “complexly” emotional by deliberation (in type), intrinsic to understanding from what is not, instinctual from what is culturally conditioned or metacognitive, and so forth, is needed. It is this type of praxis that I hope to demonstrate in the next section.

4.2 Critical Dimensions: Valuation and Evaluation

I have so far argued that the physiological basis of artistic value is our responding emotionally to a work’s percipient properties; that these properties encode into “emotional memories” that can potentiate “instrumental values” (values a work offers after undergoing its experience); that a distinction should be made between “valuations” (emotiations) and “evaluations,” where the latter counts as a judgment of a work’s overall value and how its properties should be understood, and the former a value-conferring experience. Now I should like to organize the foregoing into useful distinctions for assaying the value of particular works, starting with a short poem and then moving on to Coriolanus. As argued, there are three broad, overlapping valuative modes: the first is responding reflexively to biologically natural kinds of emotional stimuli, or having what Damasio and Panksepp call a “primary” emotional response (e.g., recoiling with fear from a snake or feeling sexual attraction when viewing a nude); the second is having a conditioned or “secondary” emotional response, such as a racial or moral prejudice, a learned preference such as liking sci-fi or disliking romance, etc.; and the third is using our metacognitive awareness of how we respond to a work—knowing for example that we have responded in such-and-such a way for such-and-such reasons—to revaluate our own primary and secondary values. To get a feel for these three valuational modes at work—primary, secondary, and meta—let us return to the poem discussed at the close of Chapter 2:
so much depends
upon
a red wheel
barrow
glazed with rain
water
beside the white
chickens.

‘Basically comprehending’ this poem’s contents first requires recapitulating memories already encoded from experience (memories for WHEELBARROWS, RED, CHICKENS, etc.). These memories then comprise the poem’s multimodal representations under working memory, or the poem’s situated simulations. Translating linguistic codes into representational messages, as argued in previous chapters, leads naturally into analyzing a work’s simulated sense data so that we may ask, under the “first-fold,” what is epistemically necessary and/or sufficient to render the poem’s objects and events into intelligible representations, and what in our backgrounds may enhance or detract from our level of comprehension. As far as the poem above is concerned, I suspect that most of us will have encoded impressions sufficient enough to say that we share a high fidelity of comprehension for the work’s contents. It is unlikely, at least, that our representational proxytypes for RED, WHITE, CHICKENS, etc., will vary substantially enough to render the scene altogether differently between readers.

However, when we turn to evaluating a work—or determining the poem’s potential values—it may seem puzzling to consider what (if anything) about the work provokes emotion. If Panksepp is right to say that “sensory affects” are distinct from “emotional affects,” where the former amount to “pleasures and displeasures aroused by low-level exteroceptive inputs,” and the latter “prototypical types of action readiness,” such as anger, fear, desire, and so forth, then what type of “affect” does the poem evoke? (2012b, p. 9) Is it “low-level” pleasure or “prototypical” emotion? If we feel moved by the poem, our response may seem too slight to suggest that we have had an “emotion” so much as a “sensory affect” of some kind, since there is apparently little in the poem’s simulated sense that warrants provocation of a distinct
emotional kind. So we might rather think that whatever feeling the phrase “so much depends upon” generates is akin to responding to isolated melodies, emotively expressive gestures, calming patches of color, or balanced compositional arrangements, all of which would seem to me more affective than emotional.

What other modes of value might there be in the poem, if not low-level pleasures? Do wheelbarrows and chickens—however mundane these objects may seem—somehow tap into previously acquired, positively dimensioned values, such as those procedurally encoded from garden-work, urban-farming, etc., or negative values such as disliking menial labor or rural affairs? On such a possibility, if we have already encoded the poem’s contents with an emotional value index for “barrows” and “chickens” prior to reading the poem—given our sentimental fondness or distaste for gardening/labor—then the mere act of simulating the poem’s objects would evoke a sense of “goodness” or “badness” apart from whatever else the poem’s simulated sense could achieve, emotionally. Our valuing the poem’s objects would thus be sentimentally bound to pre-consolidated emotional experience for “barrows,” “chickens,” etc., apart from whatever experience the poem’s imagery may prompt (that is, whatever our “basic comprehension” of the poem amounts to, as pointed out in the last chapter). We would thus need to conclude that the poem has no intrinsic value, given the fact that whatever emotional experience the poem offers is contingent on pre-consolidated, sentimental associations with its contents.

Another possibility is that we both render a poem’s contents in real-time and respond to these contents as if they were perceived anew, directly, and we simulate the poem’s objects and events in a manner squaring with our unique understanding of them, an experience that may include an emotional orientation (“positive,” “negative,” “neutral,” procedural, conceptual, etc.). Imagine a cat-lover reading a poem about a demonic housecat, for example. At first the “simulator” for HOUSECAT will carry a positive valence, though as soon as the reader discovers that the poem’s cat is demonic, a new, negative valence will encode from the poem’s simulated sense data. Now in this case the poem’s simulated sense overrides the reader’s previous emotional orientation for its object (cats) and instantiates an independent value for its novel creation (a demonic cat). This example (silly as at is) may prove paradigmatic for all works of art, if whatever any work may achieve, emotiatively, depends on the value of its objects and contexts as encoded from experience (ab origine), and whatever emotional values the poem is able to generate from its experience, as a work of art. Neither must override the
other, though I would assume along with Budd that it is the experience of the work that matters most for judging its values.

If the above reasoning is correct, then a poem’s simulations confer only as much value as their contents achieve independently, as reconstituted intentional objects and events able to provoke emotion on their own; whatever value from this simulated sense is what counts as the poem’s “intrinsic value”; then combined with this value are “extrinsically” valued dimensions, that is, values that come not from the work’s simulated sense alone but their conceptual associations, such as understanding the meaning of learned rhetorical devices (“so much depends upon”), that the poem was originally contextualized in an artistic manifesto of sorts (Spring and All) that challenged poetic conventions, only later removed from its context and placed into anthologies, etc. On this view affective tropes (“so much depends upon”), haiku-like simplicity, and other such formal elements may reliably prime us with transient, pleasurable associations—or “affective sensations” for the poem’s objects—and from these associations a poem may impart some semblance of mimetic value each time we simulate its contents anew. Yet I would suppose that such feelings, as with the effect of rhetorical devices more generally, cannot consolidate lasting values for a poem’s representational contents if these contents lack primary emotional properties, on their own. Though it does seem clear that, with a little rhetorical boost, otherwise mundane objects may conjure up some modicum of value, whether we have found the objects emotiative from our interactions with the objects or not.

I should mention in this context that some theorists, such as Wolfgang Iser, suggest that arbitrary, “subjective” associations for objects and events fundamentally alter our response to a work’s contents (1988, p. 15). The “the reliability of human knowledge is undermined by the revelation of its dependence on personal fixations,” argues Iser (p. 63). On this reasoning we value a work’s simulations relative to our own “subjective” emotional orientations. As shown in the previous chapter, however, we recall only those associations appropriate to an object’s context rather than think upon every possible association, i.e., if shown a blurred image of a bathroom sink with an object resting nearby, we assume this object will be a hairdryer rather than, say, a power-drill, even though both objects (dryer and drill) share perceptually common forms (Bar, 2004). When simulating objects like chickens and wheelbarrows, then, our minds will not automatically jump to extra-contextual associations such as zoo animals or construction sites, nor for the same reason will we infer that the barrow’s “redness” symbolizes communism or the chickens’ “whiteness” aryanism (unless by deliberation we came to think so). Rather, we
“basically comprehend” a work’s contents, first, then respond to these contents with emotion or pleasurable affect, second. It may be objected that for Williams’ poem we receive instructions about how the poem ought to be read, allowing us to understand that its contents challenge poetic conventions, and so cannot be understood on their own terms; yet if a work needs supplementary material to be understood, when this material is not directly related to the work’s contents, as basically understood, then this type of material externalizes the work’s value to normative conventions. So if a work’s simulations are contextually bound then so too are its values, and appealing to valuable contexts outside a work cannot supplement whatever values the work must generate on its own (a premise following from the distinction between intrinsic and extrinsic value made above). And again, I should remind readers that a work whose value is extrinsic does not mean that it must be less valuable as a result, or that a work is either intrinsically or extrinsically valuable. T. S. Elliot’s *Wasteland*, for example, requires significant supplementary understanding to uncover much of its intrinsic value, and so if all of this material were suddenly lost, we would have a hard time appreciating the work’s more subtle allusions; what would remain, however, would be whatever the work can offer from understanding its language.

So far I have only examined how a work might be valued, from its experience, not how a work might be “evaluated” or judged as having intrinsic value. For the red-wheelbarrow poem there seem two possibilities. On the first, we might say that the poem’s simulated context and contents do not prompt emotion by *their* simulated sense alone, and so the poem lacks intrinsic value of an emotional kind. This would be a strong claim, and perhaps uncharitable, but no less valid (and I think sound). On the second, we would need to argue that *everyone* feels some emotion or “affective sensation” when perceiving rain-soaked objects of any sort, or that *most* have encoded procedural values for barrows and rain, or that at least *some* have encoded values for chickens, etc., though only *if* we wish to maintain that the poem confers *intrinsic* value (in at least one respect and possibly others). So on this possibility, it could be argued that the poem recreates a universal feeling of wonderment for those able to immerse themselves in its world of imagery, and incites us to place additional value on those images; thus, the poem holds an ever-potentiated intrinsic value, “wonderment,” along with its central (and so not merely sentimental) extrinsic value, namely, that the poem requires of us to understand that it challenges poetic conventions and (perhaps also) stands for agrarian power.

Now I am not suggesting, here, that either the first or second possibility is correct—rather at this stage I am only framing how we might go about determining a poem’s value in
neurocritical terms (that is, in terms of thinking both about a work’s “primary” and “secondary” emotional meanings, in Damasio’s sense). So if I were to appeal to intersubjective verdicts of the poem’s value, and my intersubjective pool of appeal were anthologized criticism of the poem, then I would have to concede that the poem offers intrinsic value, since critics generally appeal to the wonderment of the work’s meaning and not just its function of challenging poetic conventions (though perhaps, following Socrates’ example, I could show that the arguments used to say the poem has value lack appeal to emotional kinds, and so amount to critical “knacks”). Or perhaps I could conduct a psychological study and expose a sizable, randomized sample of students to the poem. I could then conjecture that if this were done, without offering instructions about how the poem ought to be understood, then little intrinsic value could be discovered in the poem’s sense. In lieu of this kind of research I have prompted as many of my colleagues and friends as possible to talk with me about the poem to see what they think it means, lending especially close attention to views contrasting with mine (a process whose importance is underestimated). And from this I have made “heterophenomenological” adjustments to my understanding of the poem’s values. The result, for me, has been seeing the poem as largely one that has extrinsic but little intrinsic value. At this stage in my analysis, however, I am framing what could be said about any work’s value (using a poem as a model), not what is true about Williams’ poem. The frame I have recommended is threefold: we can think of a work as either (one) intrinsically valuable, including those properties held in memory in relation to earlier elements experienced from the work; (two) extrinsically valuable by proxy of some sentimental association, culturally familiar trope, or central knowledge of a work’s historical context/commentary; or (three) acquired metavalue through deliberation and revaluing our own values (so that if we found Williams’ poem empty or silly on first reading, we may question our reactions and seek out some supplementary explanation, such as the idea that the poem was challenging poetic conventions; and from this process, we would come to value the poem, extrinsically). The “value = emotional response to simulated sense” thesis therefore offers a means of framing artistic value, even if a particular work’s values seem elusive, or if what we feel from a work does not prompt an emotion so much as an affect.

Determining a short poem’s emotiative dimensions may be more challenging than parsing out the values of a novel, play, or epic. This is because longer works offer more simulated sense to work with, more working memory from which we may encode new impressions, and (most often) an explicit plot-structure revolving around some emotional
subject. In stand-alone verse, by contrast—such as a lyric—there is often no plot-line to guide us, no episodic action over time within settings that become increasingly familiar. Short poems are in this respect more like aphorisms or memory mosaics than reenacted experiences, more like pondering a painting’s sense-impressions in passing than reading a novel. How a lyric confers value is on par, I suspect, with how short poems confer value more generally, with two important exceptions: (one) lyrical verse uses more organized structure and scansion, and (two) lyrics have traditionally concerned themselves with particular emotional experiences. I shall not concern myself with these differences here, however; only I will say that it would seem a type of academic parochialism to expect students to value a work solely in terms of its supplementary material, rather than the work’s perciipient properties.

To see how we might go about analyzing the shades of value in a longer work, I should next like to offer an experimental “reading” of Shakespeare’s Coriolanus. There is much about the play I cannot anatomize, for want of space, though I shall try nevertheless to relate all that I find relevant about the work—formally and thematically—without glossing over its complexities, even if I must review points in haste. I should note, also, that a “neurocritical” reading does not entail keeping everything “neuro”; this would miss the point of the tools I am trying to develop. Criticism needs freedom to explore a work without confining everything said to a system, or reducing everything that seems relevant about a work to a calculus of value. Nevertheless, I should like to explain “everything that seems relevant” within the neurocritical purview, all the same. So the restricted function of my analysis is to highlight the “applied-side” of neurocriticism as a guiding framework for how we grapple with a work’s themes and subjects, in general; and in particular I will emphasize the major points of value presented by the play, and how these points may impact audiences differently yet remain no less consistent across readers, representationally.

---

123 This is not to suggest that shorter works are less valuable than plays or films, as works of art, but it may suggest that we cannot help valuing plays and films more, simply because there is more data to value in a plays or films, more consolidated memory holding sway over us in a manner approximating evocative episodes from life. But again: the power of aphorism, its capacity to exploit what we already know from life, by reconceptualizing familiar experiences with greater focus, serves as a cautionary note against setting one kind of art against another on a scale of value. It may be the case that some aphorisms capture for us more value than events from a play, if those events cannot compare to the quanta of memory conjured up in an instant by a single aphoristic line.
4.3 Valuing Coriolanus’s Psychology of Power

Perhaps what we should do is simply to suggest a similarity between the way we attribute value (aesthetic value) to art objects and the value that Nietzsche attributes to a certain kind of man, both resting on a set of common reactions, and on reactions that have much in common. —Philippa Foot (2001, p. 216)

4.3.1 Overview

In this section I argue that at the core of Coriolanus is a social psychology of power—a representation of what power is and how it is perceived, interpersonally and personally (between political factions and individuals and in or of oneself). A “psychology” does not mean the execution of enculturated scripts; rather, in this context, “psychology” means a neurobiological propensity to perceive, conceptualize, and respond to social situations and stimuli in characteristic ways. So although socialized norms and values play highly significant roles in augmenting attitudes about power, a “psychology of power” entails the presence of biological kinds of property for power, or those properties that single out what power is, who possesses it, and how it is lost, gained, mediated, and perceived.

As discussed earlier, there are certain kinds of stimuli that we have come to value, as a species—namely, stimuli that affect biological homeostasis (at the most general level, potential threats and rewards). And there are learned kinds of value that depend on some underlying, basic emotional association. If this thesis is correct, and if “properties of power” can be perceived as primary kinds of punishments or rewards, depending on one’s social context and personal bearing, then perceiving power-properties ought to instantiate values (in the “emotiative” and “metaemotiative” senses, i.e., valuing kinds of power-properties, automatically, and/or holding moral injunctions against or for these automatic valuations). Now since emotions do not usually arise from mere exposure to a provocative stimulus, but rather follow from a preceding chain of events, it is important to frame a complex emotional category like power with its situated context in mind. This is why I should like to consider whether simulating intergroup power relations—when represented with verisimilitude—amount to a kind of “value simulator,” or robust representational knowledge about an emotional category and its origins.

Simulators, as introduced in Chapter 1, are categories of acquired knowledge about objects and events in the world and within ourselves (Barsalou, 1999, p. 586). An example
would be embodied knowledge about “smartphones” across sense modalities. We learn how to hold smartphones, look at them, text with them, develop visuospatial conceptions of what their user-interfaces look like and what emotional prompts they signal. After such knowledge is firmly inscribed, we have a “smartphone” simulator, and thereafter we may represent and understand what this object means and what it affords in certain contexts. Simulators are thus learned representations, replete with contextual relations, even if what is learned (speaking now in general and not in relation to smartphones) is about unlearned faculties or behavioral tendencies, such as learning about the “hippocampus” and its functional relation to memory, or cultivating a metacognitive sense of how we tend to forget certain types of information (such as remembering to bring something to work in the morning).

A “value simulator,” then, would be something an author tries to recreate, a kind of simulated emotional outcome that, when perceived and understood, generates an emotional response with a magnitude and “instrumental resonance” (lasting, emotional memory) contingent on the quality of the simulator’s representation. By quality here I mean a number of possible variables, such as successfully organized plots, thematic significance, acting with understanding, formal nuance and skill, and any other aesthetic category that might be more or less successfully employed to enhance a work’s value. Though most fundamentally by quality I mean an author’s ability to understand and then realistically recreate preconditions leading to emotional experience, as opposed to employing what Socrates would call a “knack” (a type of formal craft, rhetorical device, or aesthetic concept used solely to gain pleasure rather than impart genuine understanding of a value’s meaning). An author does not merely represent “anger” when writing about an angry episode, stripping the emotion of its proper intentional relations; rather she usually develops a concatenated chain of events leading to an angry

---

124 I put “instrumental resonance” in quotes to signify the term’s relation to “instrumental value,” in the conventional philosophic sense.

125 Artistic quality is distinct from artistic value, on this view, so that some (not all) of Sibley’s “criteria of merit”— “unified,” “balanced,” “dynamic”—may enhance criteria of value in the sense developed above (i.e., experiencing fear, anger, jealousy, vicarious Machtgefühl, etc., may be qualitatively better or worse if antecedent conditions are verisimilar, perspectivally complete, “balanced,” etc.). I lack the space to address, adequately, the nature of artistic quality vis-à-vis value, though I do consider problems introduced by this distinction in the post-amble. For a general starting point for artistic quality, see Michael Brenson’s “Is Quality an Idea Whose Time has Gone?” in the July 22, 1990, edition of the New York Times. See also Peter Lamarque’s nice primer on the subject along with Willie van Peer’s look at “ideology” vs. “quality” for determining the literary canon (1996). For Sibley’s categories of merit, see his inaugural address to the Aristotelian Society (1974).

126 This idea of quality resembles Aristotle’s, who argues that catharsis following from “probable incidents” themselves is better than catharsis relying on “spectacular effects” (elaborate staging, costumes), “signs” (scars, necklaces), and “inference” (realizing what happened without seeing the event represented) (cf. 53b1–11 and 54b19–55a20). On Socrates’s distinction between “knacks” and expertise, see Gorgias 462c–466a and 500c–501c; see also for a similar view, worked out at length, in the Phaedrus. Advocating Socrates’s distinction between knacks and expertise, of course, does not require advocating Plato’s general disdain for poetry.
episode. Thus, in the process of developing emotional antecedents—perhaps owing to an inability to recall what an emotional episode’s causal elements were, distinctly, or to a misunderstanding or misattribution of an emotion’s antecedents—an author may produce a work that fails to re-present her intended emotional experience. Value simulators may therefore be more or less realistically situated, more or less founded on understood social psychological backdrops that develop into emotional outcomes.

If something like the above takes place when writing about power—that is, if there are types and kinds of “value simulators” and if “properties of power” rank among them—then a work able to recapitulate a power dynamic, with verisimilitude, ought to afford valuative and evaluative reading/viewing experiences, assuming (and this needs to be argued out) that when we simulate successfully situated “properties of power” we cannot help responding emotionally to them (and so value them).

And again, to recap points made in the last two sections, saying that some properties confer values automatically does not mean that we must be (one) locked into valuing those properties with the same valence (since A can like $x$ and B dislike $x$ with equal intensity), or (two) that if we correctly understand properties we must also value them with identical perspectives (since A can like $x$ because of its correct relation to $y$-perspective, while B can like or dislike $x$ because of its correct relation to $z$-perspective, as when A likes Hamlet because he identifies with his noble deceptions and B likes Hamlet because of his keenly reflective mind), nor (three) must we always correctly understand why we have come to value/disvalue properties the way we have (since A can like $x$ because of $x$’s properties but attribute the like to not-$x$’s properties, as when someone values a sex scene for the sex but intellectualizes the value as non-sexual). I also stressed the fallibility of value in terms similar to Budd’s, arguing that it may always be the case, on account of the “competitively selective” nature of attention (Knudsen, 2007), that we have failed to detect value-conferring properties, or have selectively attended to properties that we find partial or familiar. We may compensate for such value fallibilism, I have proposed, through a sort of critical “heterophenomenology” about a work’s properties, where we actively try to learn from others about which properties we have overlooked, undervalued, or misvalued, so that we may, on a second viewing/reading, recalibrate our understanding and along with it our net sense of the work’s value (or if we cannot alter our inscribed value for a work, we may at least come to terms with others’ values, or that a work is perspectivally rich and so warrants conflicting values for the same properties).
4.3.2 Classical and Universal Psychologies of Power

Of course, we can count on attitudes regarding the nature of power to fluctuate. What power amounts to, who has it, and how we ought to value power are historically and culturally inflected. Thus, the properties of power cannot be purely distilled into an understanding that circumvents the vagaries of interpretation, or the psychological baggage of our times. That power is socio-historically contextualized does not lead to the conclusion that the nature of power itself fluctuates, or that the properties of power must be altogether historically contingent, as some counter-axiologies have proposed.127

So although Coriolanus closely tracks Plutarch’s Life of Coriolanus and retains much of its pagan austerity and Roman sensibilities, it is equally worth considering whether a “psychology” of power—classical or contemporary—actually captures invariant features of power or not, since any genuine psychology of anything should.128 The consequence of this stance is twofold. On the one hand, the meaning of power in Shakespeare’s Coriolanus is faithful to Plutarch’s “classical” psychology of power, and so retains this psychology’s prevailing attitudes—i.e., that power is a masculine and martial principle, its presence an index of strength and its absence weakness.129 Some aspects of this classical psychology may have no scientific merit whatever. On the other hand, there should also be something transhistorical in Plutarch’s classical conception of power, assuming this conception is not altogether falsely predicated—something of human nature, behavior, and perception.

Let us now consider what power meant to ancient Greeks and Romans, since Coriolanus’s psychology of power falls within the classical tradition. For Pericles, Cicero, Sallust, and many others, the most definitive characteristic of power’s psychology is its “essentialism,” the belief in an individual’s constitutional capacity (ingenium) and inborn strength and ability to command (virtus and andreia).130 As J. E. Lendon notes, “ancient men

127 Here I have in mind Barbara H. Smith’s magisterial Contingencies of Value (1988).
128 Plutarch himself borrowed from and made modifications to Dionysius’ history of Coriolanus, making him more prone to anger and defective on account of his lack of education, so that “he remained a noble barbarian”; see for this D. A. Russell’s essay comparing Dionysius’ version to Plutarch’s (1963, p. 27).
129 See for example Barbara Boyd’s informative study of Sallust’s views on Rome’s decline, such as virtue being eclipsed by luxuria (1987, p. 193), and the tradition of linking Rome’s power to manly strength, or virtus.
130 I intentionally leave out Plato and Aristotle not because they lack essentialist views on power, but because they critique traditional Greek relations between andreia (maleness) and arete (excellence) even against the popular linkage between these qualities during their own times (Dover, 1974, pp. 161–170; Salkever, 1986). In McDonnell’s study, however, it is said that Cicero’s “proposition that the state should be directed by men who possess virtus [. . .] echoes Platonic and Aristotelian thought (Pl. Leg. 690B–C; Aristot. Pol. 1284A 10, 1325B 14–20, 1328A 38)” (p. 338). It is important to note, also, that although Popper criticizes what he sees as “methodological essentialism” in Aristotle, and read Plato’s Republic as a proto-fascist treatise, neither view holds up to what was actually written. Hallowell gently disabuses Popper’s misreading of Plato’s “metals” as a “Nazi doctrine of blood and soil” analogue (1965, p. 277), and though Popper rightly criticizes what he calls “methodological essentialism”—which is more akin to rationalism, or the belief that we can use our intuitions to discern underlying realities, and that these realities can be “unchanging”—he does
were happier than modern to think that their contemporaries acted thus and so because it was their singular nature to do so: ancient men thought in terms of permanent character, we in terms of fungible personality” (1999, p. 304). For Roman men, especially—though as we shall see, women too could possess constitutional strength, or virtus—being endowed with the “singular nature” of positive power was not only admirable; it was viewed as the lifeblood of the Roman body-politic (Earl, 1961, pp. 19–40). Power was what an individual obtained and the state gained through its incorporation into the “body politic.” So although Coriolanus depicts a “social” psychology of intergroup power—a clash between plebeians and patricians—its emphasis is not surprisingly on an individual’s power: the power of Martius—a man of unsurpassable vigor (virtus) and spiritual determination (animus), or the characteristics of “natural nobility” common to the likes of Beowulf and Cú Chulainn (and so many others in the Western tradition, such as Achilles, Hercules, Samson, Thor, and Lancelot).132

I have suggested that a “classical” psychology of power—if it is not altogether false—ought to capture something of what is universal about power, across cultures and times. And indeed, what is perceived as universal in the classical model has carried over into notable historical permutations: just as Isocrates distinguished between “high birth as a gift of fortune” (τύχη) and “innate ability” (άρετή)—influencing Cicero’s distinction between nobilitas and virtus in turn—Machiavelli talks of virtù as something inborn and not entitled, as a force that commoners may possess and princes harness, and his conception of power was complexly indebted to the Roman model of virtus.133 Edmund Burke, drawing on Cicero, espoused a naturalistic conception of nobility in contrast with artificial nobility, a point made to sustain his status earned through public service, not peerage (Browning, 1984, p. 60). Then moving up to the nineteenth century, we find Nietzsche’s “higher types” whose inborn mastery, or Vornehm,
propels them into positions of rank—a conception of power that exemplifies natural nobility—and for this Nietzsche’s classical philological training was greatly responsible (Dionysus, Caesar, Thucydides, Callicles, and other classical figures were all at the fore of his thought on power). And most recently, we find evolutionary and anthropological accounts of natural dominance and submission behavior, along with the leveling effects of a democratic “ethos,” or socially prescribed values that limit strong individuals from dominating collectives (though quite exceptionally, such accounts make only passing reference to classical influences) (Boehm, 1999; Cummins, 2000). Also informing such accounts is primatology work done by Frans de Waal, whose observational data, over many years, has shown that capable chimpanzee males—and sometimes strong females, though only for short periods in lieu of males—vie for top positioning within fairly stable yet shifting social dominance hierarchies (2007).

So where does Shakespeare fit into this sketch of classical power psychology and its lasting influence? Because Shakespeare’s works consistently draw a line between natural and circumstantial nobility, and since he himself was influenced by classical sources, I believe that Shakespeare follows in the same tradition as Cicero, Burke, Nietzsche, Strauss, and so many others insofar as he propagates an essentialist, classical conception of power. Of course Shakespeare’s views cannot be reliably extrapolated from his plays—and such an extrapolation is far from my aim. Yet I believe we can—adopting Stephen Davies’s “value-maximizing” theory of interpretation—appreciate some of Shakespeare’s works more if we understand that in them he represented a classical psychology of power. Indeed, it may be an understatement to say that Shakespeare’s corpus is replete with prototypes of “natural nobility” and related themes; whether Shakespeare meant to laud—like Cicero, Burke, and Machiavelli—the value of innate ability over peerage, the idea of natural nobility itself is at least a leitmotif spanning his work, with growing prominence in his last plays, and it is a leitmotif invariably cast in a positive light. One instance (of natural nobility with marked Roman influence) is found in *Cymbeline*, where characters’ success or failure correlate with essential or circumstantial power. Cloten is

---

135 Davies holds the view that “interpretation is a matter of considering the meanings that can be put on a work with the aim of maximizing its value,” consistent with respecting its identity, and that “when it comes to adjudicating among work-compatible interpretations, those that make the work out to be artistically more meritorious as literature are to be preferred” (2010, pp. 183–184). A number of books cover Shakespeare’s interest in Rome, though none to my knowledge have considered what this interest entails in terms of emotional kinds of response, or what it is about Roman values that may overlap with properties of power more generally. Eugene Waith has dedicated a chapter to Shakespeare’s heroic Romans—Antony and Martius (1962)—and so intuits a kind of admirable pattern in the heroic prototype; though he does not link this pattern with kinds of value, nor does he consider other works whose contents capitalize on the same pattern without being overtly “Roman” or “heroic.” Understanding that *Coriolanus* in particular adopts a classical conception of power, while also recognizing the limitations of this power, does much to “preserve its identity” as a play (p. 187).

136 Admittedly the sonnets are a harder test-case, though we can find analogues, such as “nature” instilling enduring qualities for some but not others, as in sonnet 11, as well as the idea of natural as opposed to false beauty, as in sonnet 20.
nobly born yet naturally ignoble; Posthumus ignobly born yet naturally noble; and Arviragus and Guiderius, though reared in ignoble conditions, cannot help thriving on the basis of their natural nobility and so triumph against the odds. After witnessing Arviragus and Guiderius show their kingly natures—though they lack knowledge of their true father, the king—Belarius exclaims: “How hard it is to hide the sparks of nature!” (3.1.80). Shakespeare, then—and this observation shall be further substantiated below, vis-à-vis Coriolanus—is at times a clear proponent of a classical kind of natural nobility, or the idea that some—not all—possess Vornehm and virtus in an “essentialist” (not a “gendered”) sense.

At this stage a caveat—and a rather major one—is in order. We moderns have grown accustomed to shiver at the thought of systematized congenital advantage, of the patriarchal arrangement, of “Social Darwinism,” “Nazi eugenics,” gender essentialism, and the like, and we have been saturated with inspiring, counter-exemplifying cases where the physically weak or genetically challenged become exceptionally strong (the scrawny young Arnold Schwarzenegger transforming himself into Mr. Universe, Vincent Freeman bucking his genetic dis privilege in Gattaca and securing his place among the elite, etc.). And for postmodern humanists, sensitivity to class and gender struggle is even more acute. One of the most persuasive and influential postmodern references for sexual difference, for example, is Pierre Bourdieu’s Masculine Domination, where virtus is characterized as an arbitrary social construct that pretends to “biologically founded objective” form (1996, pp. 196–197; 2001, pp. 49–50). Thus, in the context of arguing for some set of properties that automatically confer value, along with the thesis that there are works of art with “intrinsic value,” it is easy—too easy—to cross over from these ideas into the territory of “degenerative art,” “biopower,” or “masculine domination.” This is why it is crucial to distinguish between a psychology of power’s properties and an institutionalized ideology of power, even if the danger of transitioning from one to the other is ever-present (and even if, as some believe, a psychology of power is at the back of every ideological institutionalization of power).

The above caveat is crucial, since I maintain that one of the most controversial (and misunderstood) accounts of “natural nobility” is at the same time the most apposite to understanding Coriolanus’s power dynamic, and that is Nietzsche’s. With his emphasis on “perspectival” vs. “psycho-physiologies” power, the clash of aristocratic and demonic castes, the self-overcoming individual pitted against the self-succumbing “mass,” his extolling ancient Greek and Roman values and the “will to power,” it should be obvious that Nietzschean themes
become Coriolanus, and that Coriolanus becomes Nietzsche. That this connection between Nietzsche and some of Shakespeare’s works has not been emphasized seems to me remarkable, since Nietzsche references Shakespeare throughout his corpus, and dedicates entire aphorisms to the man whom he suspected might be Francis Bacon. And the relation seems a little more remarkable when we realize that Nietzsche likely read Coriolanus in Schlegel’s German translation, opening up the possibility (however slight) of some intertextual influence beyond what is mentioned explicitly about Shakespeare’s other plays. So as I shall argue below, there is an uncanny connection, both in philosophic relatedness and possible influence, between the Bard and Fritz.

Pairing Nietzsche’s moral philosophy with Coriolanus needs further prolepsis, however, since I wish to obviate fears of “physiological” approaches to value and valuation. As any modern and postmodern theorist knows, pairing “innateness” with “value” can lead into morally dangerous territory, such as thinking that natural nobility’s countertype is a decadent habitus found among certain kinds of people—the “poison” of the disabled and “weaker” types, or those with a naturally diseased constitution. We may consider, for example, the often-quoted recommendation of Herbert Spencer, at which I cringe: “[I]f the unworthy are helped to increase, by shielding them from that mortality which their unworthiness would naturally entail, the effect is to produce, generation after generation, a greater unworthiness” (quoted from Ruse, 2006, p. 17). Then there is Nietzsche, who at times makes similar proclamations (e.g., using abbreviations, in HH 439; BGE 257) and, regrettably, links social decline in general to a counter-genealogy of the “higher type,” namely, the “last man” with apparently little intrinsic value. Such ideas led Danto to remark that the “physiologization of moral concepts, the proposal that in the end moral differences must be physiological differences or that a certain physiognomical paradigm must be a paradigm of health, all other variants being sick, are among Nietzsche’s most reckless and dangerous conjectures” (2005, p. 259). I agree.

---

137 Shakespeare is mentioned 33 times across 17 volumes in Colli and Montinari’s collected works of Nietzsche (e.g., using abbreviations, GS 98; D 240; BGE 224) with references to particular plays (Hamlet, Twelfth Night, Julius Caesar, and Macbeth), though there is no explicit mention of Coriolanus. Nietzsche’s enthusiasm for Shakespeare was influenced by Schopenhauer, Goethe, Emerson, and 20th-century German Shakespearean critics (he owned a highly marked copy of Emerson’s lecture on Shakespeare in Representative Men).

138 The footnote to the Cambridge edition of GM links Schlegel’s translation of Shakespeare’s works to Nietzsche (1994, p. 96), though he may have looked at portions in English.

139 He equates “valuations” with “physiological demands for the preservation of a certain type of life,” links “physiology” with Darwinian selection and class predilections, etc. (i.e., BGE 268). Though most often he simply treats “physiology” as synonymous with psychosocial drives like “revenge” and group conformity (BGE 3, 14; GM 20, 202).

140 All of this is made the more divisive when, historically, we learn that Coriolanus was staged in Nazi Germany with Martius depicted as an Aryan Übermensch, and that a production in France, after the fall of the government’s socialist leader in 1934, led to riots after it was taken as a “right-wing polemic” cheered on by “royalists and Fascists” (2010, p. 81). So clearly Coriolanus can be potently problematic from a moral standpoint, since its themes can so readily be co-
However, the warning can become a moral injunction that has us overlook genuine relations between Nietzsche’s philosophy and elements of Shakespeare’s corpus, especially those in *Coriolanus*. If the “physiologization of moral concepts” is conceived in ideological terms and then projected onto the “neurophysiological” account of valuation presented above, then this would amount to a caricature, and there would be no insight gained by the process of considering how we value properties of power, and how our shifting position within social dominance hierarchies may sometimes skew perceptions of *Coriolanus*’s properties, either in positive or negative directions unwarranted by the text (a possibility I consider further below). There can also be a moral injunction against the idea of “intrinsic value” that would have us overlook the longstanding philosophic use of this term (in both moral philosophy and the philosophy of art).\textsuperscript{141} “Intrinsic” versus “extrinsic” artistic value was discussed above as a means of demarcating between values that derive from experiencing a work’s properties, on the one hand, and values that append to a work’s properties after experiencing them, on the other (along with values that we “see-in” to a work’s properties). I have also argued that the processes underlying “valuation” identify with the neurophysiology of emotion, so that responding emotionally to perceived properties entails a physiological transaction of “value.” Simulated or perceived properties thus become “valuable” when they encode into emotional memory. Now of course it follows from these arguments that works without emotionally salient properties lack intrinsic value, a consequence not only entailed by neurocriticism but embraced as a primary aim (as is the case for any aesthetic axiology). However, if we were to extend this aim into a policy of wholesale dismissal for works without apparent value then we would be gravely mistaken. For there is a logical gulf between saying that works lacking properties of value ought to be criticized, and saying that for the same reason works ought to be “committed to the flames,” as Hume once said we might do for “any volume” not containing quantitative reasoning or matters of fact.\textsuperscript{142} Aesthetic values thus overlap with moral values but they do not opted by ideologues, just as (importantly) Nietzsche’s work has been co-opted by National Socialists. See for example Whyte (2008).

\textsuperscript{141} A JSTOR search for “intrinsic value” yields 19289 hits, with many on target for artistic and moral problems. In my exposition of “intrinsic value” above, I drew heavily from Budd’s philosophy of value, so I recommend his analysis, first; though next to this, and for some counterbalance, I would recommend Beardsley’s primer on the subject (1965).

\textsuperscript{142} From Hume’s *Enquiry*: “When we run over libraries, persuaded of these principles, what havoc must we make? If we take in our hand any volume; of divinity or school metaphysics, for instance; let us ask, Does it contain any abstract reasoning concerning quantity or number? No. Does it contain any experimental reasoning concerning matter of fact and existence? No. Commit it then to the flames: for it can contain nothing but sophistry and illusion.”
thereby necessitate *policies* of value for kinds of natural property. For similar reasons, framing *Coriolanus* in Nietzschean terms (though not my primary aim) is bound to be divisive, since so many readers are apt to take his criteria of moral value as a kind of license for social discrimination; but it is precisely this kind of divisiveness that is needed to understand divergent critical receptions of *Coriolanus*, and to struggle with the potential moral lessons to be gained from understanding its apparent clash of values.

4.3.3 *Coriolanus’s Intrinsic and Extrinsic Values: A Tentative Neurocritical Sketch*

“Divisiveness” comes to mind when considering the history of criticism on *Coriolanus*, though just as readily, “divisiveness” describes the internal workings and matter of the play’s plot. Martius, the hero (or antihero, depending on your view) earns contempt or praise, gains or thwarts sympathy. He is either friend or fiend to the people within the play, insofar as characters divide over whether Martius ought to be loathed or admired; and he is also either friend or fiend to the people without, to the audience or readers who view him as either repugnant or commendable. So *Coriolanus* is both internally and externally *perspectival* in quality—an apt term applied to Nietzsche’s philosophy of value that also equally applies to Shakespeare’s penchant for representing contrasting views with a kind of “principle of charity.”

Perspectivism may thus be the most useful lens through which we may survey—and understand—the clash of values presented by *Coriolanus*, assuming these values carry distinctly different points of view and rationales that may not be grasped on first readings/viewings.

Hermann Ulrici, a contemporary of Nietzsche and anthologized Shakespearian critic, said of *Coriolanus* that “Its principal object is to illustrate the struggle of democracy and aristocracy, as the conflicting *principles* of a republican polity” (original emphasis, 2004, p. 120). Democracy and aristocracy, Ulrici claimed, “come into conflict only where heroic greatness, manly worth, and moral power are still looked upon as gifts of nature, consequently as dependent upon noble birth,” while “the consciousness of the equal rights of all men is [at the

---

143 This is not to suggest that aesthetic and moral values do not sufficiently overlap to make sound comparisons between valuable art-properties and valuable people-properties, or that the values we find in people can also be the same kind of values we find in art; instead, it suggests that our attitudes about what we ought to do with works deemed valueless can be more or less tolerant, more or less radical. See Sharpe (2000) for a stimulating critique of “empirical” approaches to intrinsic value, and how such an approach might apply to people; and see also my response to Sharpe, *Valuing Coriolanus*, still under review for publication (forthcoming, 2013).

144 Perspectivism, according to Nietzsche, is the position that we should not presume that our views and sense of things—and concomitant values—are the only senses and values that there are; rather, we should remain skeptical about what is taken as the “good” and “bad” in anything, and suspend judgment until we acquaint ourselves with a multiplicity of perspectives and values. For a general overview of perspectivism alongside Nietzsche’s philosophy, see (Schacht, 2005). And again I should most like to recommend Lanier Anderson’s spirited overview of perspectivism (1998). For a study on Shakespeare’s ability to complexly relate two contrasting perspectives, including those found in *Coriolanus*, see Rabkin (1981).
same time] beginning to make itself felt, because of their equal moral and mental capacities” (p. 187). What Ulrici calls the “principles” of Roman aristocracy and democracy, then, are not only “ideological” but also “natural” insofar as they reflect properties of power, either those instilled within the noble minority (patricians) or those held by the collective majority (plebeians). As suggested above, making this argument is eased by the fact that within the context of ancient Rome, “morality” and “power” were already understood in *naturalized* terms, that is, as material measures of man rather than exclusively normative ideals. “Good” and “bad” for ancient Romans — though normative in everyday conception — were always bound to natural properties, such as inborn strength as contrasted with weakness, or innate human ability (*virtus*) as distinct from environmental influences or shifts in fortune (*fortuna*). I should thus like to capitalize on the austere, primal Romanness of Shakespeare’s play, since it offers an apt testing ground for how we come to value evolved kinds of sociobiological saliency, or those properties that we perceive as threatening or rewarding, homeostatically “defective” or “optimal” (2005, p. 48).

*Coriolanus* also allows us to consider whether Nietzsche was at all right to say that “master” and “slave” moralities value the properties of power from radically different perspectives, and whether there is any neurobiological basis for this claim. If “master” and “slave” can loosely translate into “dominant” and “submissive,” then perhaps the answer is a tentative “yes.” We may consider, for example, that neuroscientists have identified context-specialized “defense circuitry” in primates selectively responsive to types of threat, including behavior linked to social dominance, and that social hierarchies may be reversed by selectively inhibiting or exciting the medial prefrontal cortex in dominant and submissive rats, respectively (LeDoux, 2012, p. 656; Wang et al., 2011). And in humans, Boksem et al. have recently shown

---

145 See Myles McDonnell’s analysis of *virtus* as an innate quality contrasted with *fortuna* (2005, pp. 84–99). Although Nietzsche attaches a relation between “good” and “bad” in Roman and Greek culture to innate qualities, he rarely uses the term *virtus* (it only makes an appearance six times in his collected works, and once in some of his lecture notes, as far as I am aware, e.g., “Finis = appetitus. Virtus = potentia”; “increscent animi, virescit volnere virtus”; “aller Idealismus der Kraft der griechischen Natur warf sich auf jenes Verhältniss, und wahrscheinlich sind junge Leute niemals wieder so aufmerksam, so liebsovoll, so durchaus in Hinsicht auf ihr Bestes (virtus) behandelt worden, wie im sechsten und fünften Jahrhundert”; and “Das Christenthum aber gehört, als Religion, zum vulgus; es hat für die höchste Gattung virtus keinen Sinn”).

146 Daniel Dennett has suggested, with much qualification, that there may be some truth behind Nietzsche’s “amazing and ingenious tale” about the “aristocrats” ruling “by might over the weak” who were “cunningly tricked (by the ‘priests’) into adopting […] inverted values” (1995, p. 464). Dennett is correct to say that this is one of Nietzsche’s more fantastic “Just So Stories,” though there is apparent empirical support for Nietzsche’s “inverted values” hypothesis in Christopher Boehm’s “reverse dominance hierarchy” thesis, where “the weak combine forces to actively dominate the strong” and consciously develop an “egalitarian ethos” that holds powerful political actors at bay (Boehm, 1999, p. 3; 67–68). I shall return to Boehm’s thesis in later subsections.
that “high-status subjects” focus more “on (rewarding) outcomes” while “low-status subjects are more inclined to evaluate outcomes in terms of potential (social) threat and losses,” data suggesting that social status augments perception and valuation of individuals who we perceive as “higher” or “lower” than ourselves (2012, p. 305). Taken together, these data strongly suggest that emotional systems respond selectively to biologically salient kinds of social threats and rewards, under which the properties of power likely fall.

There may be—as Philippa Foot suggests—a “common attitude to remarkable men of exceptional independence of mind and strength of will. Such men hold our attention, and are often willingly served”; if so, then it would make sense “to say that we value strong and exceptional individuals” by default of their exceptional qualities (original emphasis, 2001, p. 216). The critical reception of Coriolanus, however, shows that Martius is perceived as exceptionally “bad” as often as he is “good,” so some explanation is needed for this pattern of divergence. Thus, I should like to consider—to recap earlier plans—whether (one) what is perceived as morally “good” or “bad” in the play tracks biologically salient kinds of property that automatically confer value, such as perceived dominance and submission behavior; (two) whether readers like or dislike Martius in accordance with class-inflected perspectives (“upper” or “lower,” “master” or “slave,” etc.); or (three) whether multiple factors work in unison to produce valuative responses (some automatic, others acquired).

If an “egalitarian ethos” was present in ancient Rome, alongside it would have been its antithesis: a culture steeped in enforced differences between social castes, or an aristocratic ethos. How much of this ethos is reflected in Plutarch’s Lives is uncertain, though it is clearly present in his version of Coriolanus, and it is this presence that kindled Shakespeare’s imagination. Many critics see an aristocratic ethos in Coriolanus, though only some take this ethos as reflecting Shakespeare’s own, and usually with exaggerated pronouncements: Georg Brandes saw in Coriolanus’s descriptions of the people Shakespeare’s own, and he approved (2004, p. 273). William Hazlitt supposed that Shakespeare sided

---

147 It is unclear in Boehm’s work whether a society like Rome would have had an egalitarian ethos, since he suggests that in “larger societies, like chiefdoms, both hierarchy and strong political authority are readily countenanced by public opinion, and statements implying that ‘firsts’ must also be ‘equals’ are never heard. A handful of sedentary foragers also lack the egalitarian ethos and support a hierarchical order” (p. 69). However, from surveying the complexities in Roman social mobility, it seems plausible that some form of egalitarian ethos was present (especially after the institutionalization of the plebeians). See for example T. J. Cornell (1995, pp. 242–271). Also, an aristocratic ethos does not necessitate enforced caste divisions, though in Rome, India, England, Germany, and elsewhere such divisions seem strongly correlated with it.

148 David George notes in his introduction to Brandes’s criticism that he “considered himself both an aristocrat and a radical as his Aristocratic Radicalism (1889) witnessed. His claim that Shakespeare worshipped his hero Coriolanus is doubtless based on Brandes’ own ‘sort of aristocratic hero-worship that praised radical individualism and embodied the
with authority and “spared no occasion of baiting the rabble,” and he disapproved (p. 98). Neither account unwaveringly accords with Shakespeare’s play. Shakespeare’s “natural affinities” may have been “with the court and the nobility,” since he was himself an aspiring homo novus (Tolman, 1914, p. 298), yet Shakespeare’s works do not generally disparage the people, and Coriolanus is no exception.150

It is unnecessary, in any case, to know what Shakespeare himself believed before we can settle on what Coriolanus most likely meant. Insofar as Shakespeare faithfully represents Plutarch’s Life—and he does—he also represents its classical conception of power, with all its particular habits of mind. One such is the idea that “goodness” springs from all that is associated with naturally noble qualities, while “badness” falls to what is taken as ignoble, or to qualities at times associated with plebeians and slaves (a view revealed by Menenius in Act One, where he uses the metaphor of an ill-bred dog to describe the leader of the plebian revolt [1.1.154–7]).151 An analogue of this idea in social psychology is “intergroup bias,” or the tendency to favor one’s own group while derogating the out-group (Hewstone et al., 2002). Though I think Nietzsche’s “master morality”—an exaggerated form of intergroup bias where the in-group sees themselves as essentially superior—much more aptly fits the spirit of Coriolanus and the divisiveness of critical reactions to Martius.
The idea of “master morality”—a morality flowing from “natural” dominance over comparatively “weak” inferiors, as “the osprey [is] to the fish, who takes it / By sovereignty of nature” (4.7.34–5)—captures both Martius’s constitution and bearing towards the people. Yet it is this bearing that seems most “foreign and embarrassing to current taste because of the severity of its fundamental principle: that we have duties only towards our peers, and that we may treat those of lower rank, anything foreign, as we think best or ‘as our heart dictates’” (F. W. Nietzsche, 2008a, p. 155). We certainly catch a glimpse of such non-normative austerity when Martius entertains what he would do, by impulse, if he were not held in check by his peers: “Would the nobility lay aside their ruth [pity] / And let me use my sword, I’d make a quarry / With thousands of these quartered slaves as high / As I could pitch my lance” (1.1.194–7). No one would doubt the gruesomeness of this image, which likens slaves (and by contextual implication, the revolting mob) to a towering mound of slaughtered game. However, from the vantage of “master morality”—and so Martius’s constitutional sense of entitlement—the lower citizens of Rome may as well be “slaves,” or even less—a type of mass that has no more function than feeding and breeding (and perhaps for a similar reason we may understand the positive estimation of Martius’s son for “mammocking” a butterfly [1.3.67–70], an episode that otherwise oddly associates “goodness” with an heritable, violent tendency).152

Indeed, Martius is “the most Roman, the least ‘gentle’ and least Christian, of Shakespeare’s major heroes” (Brower, 1971, p. 372), and many may be inclined to dismiss him on these grounds alone. However, even if Martius is the dominant osprey in Coriolanus, he also shows a considerable countermeasure of concern for the weaker fish, the plebeians. Despite his overtly disdaining the people, he also wished to free the “poor man” held prisoner in Corioles (1.10.82–7), sympathizes with the widows and mothers who have lost their husbands and sons in the war (2.1.173–4)—a sympathy echoed when returning, outcast, to Corioli’s gates (4.4.1–6)—and believes it would be a “sin to doubt” the people’s willingness to die for their country (1.8.69).153 Menenius also makes it clear that Martius talks roughly in public yet “lives like a

152 The term used by Menenius for the mob is “multiplying spawn,” which as the Oxford edition notes is a “literal translation of proletarii; ‘The lower classes of Romans were known as proletarii, good only to breed children (proles)’ (Chambers)” (2.2.76; p. 226). The proletarii were also normally exempt from military service. It is perhaps revealing that Shakespeare’s “mob” is fully cognizant of their masters’ morality, for as the First Citizen claims, it is circumstantial “leaness that afflicts” them, or fortuna, rather than an absence of virtus (though it is also true that the people deserted Martius on the battlefield). From this vantage, the citizens perceive themselves as having no choice but to appear weak, low, and downtrodden—an apparent lowness that is then used by the patricians, ironically and self-servingly, as “an inventory to particularize” their dominance (1.1.18–20).

153 There is some concern over whether Martius really cared about the servant he wished to free (1.9.77–90), since he forgets his name. Stanley Fish, for example, thinks the servant is “not important” to Martius and so “is less someone to be remembered than a shackle to be thrown off” (1980, p. 208). And as MacCallum notes, some take Martius’s forgetting “as betraying the indifference of the aristocrat for an inferior whose name he does not think it worth while to remember”;
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lamb,” privately, and so in civil action cannot be thought ruthless even if he intimates otherwise (2.1.12). And while it is true that Martius leads soldiers into battle “like a thing / Made by some other deity than nature,” suggesting a kind of immoral, machine-like compulsion, the play’s thematic would become incoherent if, after all, Martius were “not / Of stronger earth than others” and so responsive to human distress, even when he knows his life may be on the line for being so (4.6.94–6; 5.3.27–8). So Martius can be rehabilitated, to some extent, even if from the standpoint of practical politics his achievements are principally militaristic, or of a Machtpolitik kind.

Martius was sent into the school of war, directly, by his mother at an early age, so that most of his “education” came not from mentorships or the ludus but from warfare itself. “[H]e has been bred i’th’ wars / Since a could draw a sword, and is ill-schooled / In bolted language,” says Menenius, and according to his mother, Martius’s son follows suit: “He had rather see the swords and hear a drum than look upon his schoolmaster” (3.1.323–5; 1.3.58–9). So although it seems clear that Martius embodies natural strength and intelligence, he cannot be said to possess “class refinement” for want of a certain kind of education. It would be anachronistic, however, to say that he lacked education altogether, since it was commonplace among Roman elites to educate their youth in the art of war—first at home and then on to what was coincidentally named the “Campus Martius” (McDonnell, 2006, pp. 181–182). Martius’s mother, to be sure, taught him many crucial precepts, “That common chances common men could bear,” “That when the sea was calm all boats alike / Showed mastership in floating,” which may seem a type of home-schooling (4.1.5–7); but such precepts only serve to reinforce a preexisting “master morality,” and so cannot count as “moralizing” or “civilizing” influences as we generally understand these terms (such as teaching global concern for others’ wellbeing, irrespective of caste). It would be more in tune with a classical psychology of power, then, to think of

but he is quick to rejoin: “Surely not. Coriolanus is experiencing the collapse that follows his superhuman exertions, the exhaustion of body and mind when one cannot think of the most familiar words” (cited from George, p. 314). And as Brian Vickers observes, more broadly, Martius shows a “sensitivity to the feelings, and especially the sufferings of others” not found anywhere else in the play besides Virgilia, and he cites the same instances in support as I have (1976, p. 38). Augustine Skottowe made a strikingly similar point in 1824 (p. 107 in George’s collected criticism). Even if we disagree that Martius is as compassionate as Vickers suggests, MacCallum argues persuasively that it is unlikely Shakespeare would have intentionally changed Martius’s host in Corioli into a plebian when in Plutarch he was wealthy, nor would he make the request intimately private when in Plutarch it was public, without intending a more favorable view of Martius’s behavior (George, p. 314). Such a view escapes many productions of Coriolanus, however, since it is altogether too easy to portray Martius’s forgetting in a negative light: all it takes is a slight, sarcastic chuckle, as we see in the otherwise excellent BBC production featuring Alan Howard (http://youtu.be/pDWa6-yAmXy, time-index 3:55).
Martius’s education in terms of “self-becoming,” or learning how to be what one is rather than what one ought to be.\textsuperscript{154}

Of course what Martius “is” may be viewed in positive or negative lights, both in terms of the play’s (and Plutarch’s) warranted attitudes about Martius’s traits, and in terms of how we react generally to his apparent “heroic rage” or irascibility. A recurring characterization of Martius is that his spirit has so much momentum that it cannot be other than overtly expressed, even when he prepares himself for self-constraint (a trait exploited both by the tribunes in Act Three, to bring about his exile [3.3.27–30], and by Aufidius in Act Five, to bring about his death). And it is precisely a kind of irrepressible self-expression that brings Martius into factional conflict with the tribunes. We may consider, for example, that “His heart’s his mouth. / What his breast forges, that his tongue must vent, / And, being angry, does forget that ever / He heard the name of death” (3.1.261–6). This is what Menenius says in defense of Martius’s one-man insurrection, his reactionary rebuke of tribunal power in the face of capital punishment (a breathtakingly intrepid—if not foolhardy\textsuperscript{155}—act paralleling Martius’s final, fatal attitude towards Aufidius). We could say, then, that although Martius commands others in the art of war he cannot command himself in the art of diplomatic, moderating speech, and this was precisely Plutarch’s point of criticism. Yet within the context of \textit{Coriolanus}’s thematic, I believe it would negate Martius’s authentic self-becoming—his steadfast adherence to who he is, rather than what he ought to be—if he were to constrain or mask his will to speak. Unlike Hamlet, Martius is not in a position, \textit{ab initio}, where he must deceive others to protect himself; he is only confronted with the prospect of deception, or “policy,” in Act Three, Scene Two (a point I shall return to). Indeed, as we shall see, supposing that Martius’s irascibility is \textit{only} a matter of hamartia and not also a means of amplifying another, more fundamental theme in the work—the theme of ill-fated, intergroup valuations of power—would amount to a misunderstanding (and, in turn, a potentially skewed evaluation).

Stopford Brooke has said of Martius, caustically, that “‘to be true to his nature’ is his only conscience; and when the nature is selfish, it is the hardest selfishness in the world” (cited by George, p. 289). Such a view would accord, to an extent, with the picture developed here—that Martius’s constant \textit{virtus} is at the same time his most destructive quality, at least from the

---

\textsuperscript{154} It is unnecessary to acquaint oneself with the idea of “self-becoming” before the link can make sense, though if curiosity is piqued, see Solomon (2002, p. 72) for an overview.

\textsuperscript{155} Cominius suggests that “manhood is called foolery when it stands / Against a falling fabric,” with the building corresponding to the plebeians, and manhood the patricians (3.1.247–8), and this might suggest that Martius is foolhardy for opposing the people. But the context is very different for Martius’s initial reactionary rebuke and the situation we find him in in 3.1, where the tribunes have had time to organize the people with a common cause against him.
standpoint of those who perceive him as a threat. Yet if Coriolanus encapsulates a classical conception of power—where patrician dominance is seen as naturally immanent and “good”—then denouncing Martius for his egocentric willfulness and tactlessness alone, as if these qualities were the crux upon which to understand his downfall, would be mistaken (though only, as we shall see, as an evaluative judgment and not a valuative response, since responding aversively to “dominant” stimuli may happen automatically for some, even if, later, these same stimuli are evaluated as rewarding). In terms of understanding the psychology of power represented in Coriolanus, however, if Martius were evaluated as “bad” for his unbending dominance alone, then this critical judgment would require overlooking one of the play’s more fundamental points, namely, that “What cannot be amended” in Martius’s nature ought to be “excused” or at least understood as a natural outcropping of an intergroup power struggle (4.7.11–12; cf. also 4.6.111–12). This is not to say that Coriolanus is only correctly understood if we see its thematic as apologizing for violent instincts or Calliclean virtues, as Brandes and others have argued, or that—by the same token—we should avoid thinking of the moral ramifications of such a reading; rather, it is to say that what is tragic about Martius would be lost if we simply blamed him for his own failings, without taking into account the broader context of the play—that his adherence to “natural nobility” is situated within the context of a revolutionary faction opposed to his power. Understanding this point, along with what I see as the play’s greater emphasis on “nature” over “nurture”—or how one is over how one ought to be—makes it evident that Coriolanus is not so much a play about normative ethics as it is about the social psychology and nature of power itself. Though again, this is an evaluative judgment, and it is one that still needs bearing out.

First, insofar as a social psychology of power is concerned, we find—in the play as much as in life—that however much magnanimity and self-constraint one cultivates in a position of power, no amount of humility can stop others from perceiving that position as a threat.

---

156 Nowhere is this tendency to suppose “that the strong may freely choose to be weak” captured so provocatively than in Nietzsche’s Genealogy of Morals: “Just as the common people distinguish lightning from the flash of light and takes the latter as doing, as the effect of a subject which is called lightning, just so popular morality distinguishes strength from expressions of strength, as if behind the strong individual there were an indifferent substratum which was at liberty to express or not to express strength. But no such substratum exists; there is no ‘being’ behind the doing, acting, becoming [. . .]” (2008b, p. 29).

157 See Boehm (1999, p. 69; 85–88) for a discussion of the perceived danger in upstarts. Again, this is not to say that the play advocates “natural law” in the Calliclean/Hobbesian vein. Though I do believe that my point about Shakespeare’s emphasis on kinds of human nature is not exceptional vis-à-vis Martius but rather extends to most of his work. R. H. Wells argues out a similar thesis well enough, though, as I discuss below, he lapses into neo-historicism when it comes to Coriolanus (2005). I would enjoy disagreeing but I have not the space for that.
threat rather than a merit, as more latently “bad” than “good.” Such a perception may likely become amplified whenever powerful figures apparently exhibit no humility whatever, a trait that some (though certainly not all) of the play’s “citizens” and “servingmen” falsely attribute to Martius (not to mention the many critics who find nothing in Martius’s character warranting sympathy). Now if Coriolanus encapsulates a psychology of power, as I have suggested, then we ought to find certain principles shared by its characters that reflect this psychology—and we do: Aufidius extrapolates one such from his own experience over the course of the play when he observes that overt power undercuts itself through its own display—“power, unto itself most commendable, / Hath not a tomb so evident as a chair / T’extol what it hath done” (4.7.51–3). The underlying assumption of Aufidius’s observation is that perceived power provokes not affinity but anger in those who feel themselves disempowered. Such a positive claim about the psychology of power, a claim that I shall return to below, suggests that Shakespeare wished to frame power in natural rather than normative terms—and there is much in the play to recommend this thesis.

Another principle of power suggested by Coriolanus is its natural basis. The word “power” occurs twenty-eight times in Coriolanus, twenty times “more than any other Shakespeare play” (Coriolanus, p. 12), and so critics have rightly made much of this word’s relation to the play’s thematic. However, what is perhaps of greater significance to understanding Shakespeare’s representation of power in Coriolanus is this representation’s association with the word “nature.” Though far less mentioned than in some plays (eighteen on my count, as compared to Lear’s forty-one and Hamlet’s thirty-one), each instance of “nature” in Coriolanus nevertheless signifies an evidently essentialized sense—namely, that we possess inborn, definitive characteristics, that it is “our nature” to be and do such-and-such, that power

---

158 Individuals abiding by an “egalitarian ethos,” in Boehm’s terms, may retain power for longer than individuals who flout the rules, but no manner of leadership can escape the obligation of “the rank and file” to “deliberately dominate their potential masters if they wish to remain equal” (1999, p. 128). And with an accidental Nietzschean confirmation, Boehm later adds that “When the human moral community arose [...] public opinion and active moral sanctioning acted together to make people conform to social mores that often went against human nature” (original emphasis, p. 207).

159 As is often the case in Shakespeare’s works, he deftly captures the perspectival nature of socially perceived power—that is, a type of mixed view of a lead character’s behavior as refracted through a play’s various characters. In the case of Martius, every critical perspective in the play is counterpoised with its opposite. The citizens, for example, are always of mixed opinion about Coriolanus’ pride or merit until the tribunes goad them into unanimity (2.3.150–205). We also see that although one officer thinks Coriolanus “leaves nothing undone that may fully discover him [the plebeians’] opposite,” the other officer defends his manner as merely attending “his noble carelessness” [2.2.7–22]). It seems also a form of dramatic irony to show Coriolanus’ regular displays of humility amongst his peers, while depriving the same kind of displays to the plebeians; since we see the humility in one context but not another, we feel dramatic tension whenever Coriolanus is thought unwaveringly proud. For an analysis of unsympathetic critical reception, see Oliver (1959).
does indeed have properties.\textsuperscript{161} And so we find, consistent with a classical psychology of power, that “nature” hooks onto descriptions of power: a citizen remarks at the outset of the play that “What he cannot help in his nature you account a vice in him” (1.1.38–9); Aufidius says “his nature / In that’s no changeling,” referring to Martius’s commanding manner (4.7.10–11); and Brutus predicts that Martius will fall into a rage “as his nature” inclines him after he discovers that the people have refused his consulship (2.3.254), etc. So it seems Martius \textit{is} powerful on the basis of his essential strength and spiritedly outspoken convictions, and for this he is compelled to act as he “is” and as he has been bred to be, not as he “ought” to behave in accordance with courtly decorum, Christianized ideals, or accidentally acquired habits.\textsuperscript{162}

And again, this does not mean that we must react to Martius’s properties in the same way. What he “is”—his properties of power—can be received as either “good” or “bad” depending on who’s doing the seeing, both within the play and without. Within, he is hailed by all of Rome upon return from Corioli, save for the tribunes who look upon him with jealous contempt; and as he is abominated by Rome’s citizens, under the sway of the tribunes, the patricians look upon him with admiration. And without, as we shall see, there is a similar divisive pattern: just as Martius seems at the pitch of greatness a reader or viewer will “see in” him the epitome of evil.\textsuperscript{163} Such perspectival differences may reflect something of our own psychological disposition at the time of viewing \textit{Coriolanus}, such as a shifting sense of dominance or submission vis-à-vis Martius’s powerful attributes, a tendency Boehm links to an innate “political ambivalence” for our superiors, an ever-fluctuating willingness to subordinate ourselves to leadership (pp. 162–169). This is a possibility I shall soon expand upon.

\textsuperscript{161} Adrian Poole takes note of Shakespeare’s use of “nature” in \textit{Coriolanus} as well, yet he seems preoccupied with reading a “fixed” or “fatalistic” sense into the word rather than thinking in terms of a biological trait (p. 105). A biological natural kind is always malleable within a spectrum of possible expression, and so is not an “essential” natural kind like gold, and so the properties of power—being biological—cannot be thought absolute, even in characters like Hercules and Samson. Of course Poole is correct, semantically, and his commentary keen, yet his reading leaves out Martius’s “self-becoming” and self-affirmation throughout the play. Martius is not merely fixed as he is—he also “chooses” to remain as he is (or believes that he does) even in the face of the tribunes’ trying to make him other than what he is. In any case, Martius would also be culturally comfortable with allowing himself to be as he is, as a member of the Roman warrior-patrician caste.

\textsuperscript{162} T. McAlindon has suggested that \textit{Coriolanus} is an “essentialist tragedy” without then explicitly substantiating his claims (1993). McAlindon provides an insightful overview of ideologically motivated critiques of \textit{Coriolanus}, many of which still seem in vogue today, yet McAlindon also oddly overlooks everything that plainly supports the view that Coriolanus stands as an exemplar of essential strength.

\textsuperscript{163} For a modern overview of antipathetic readings, see Brittin (1956). Terry Eagleton has most recently referred to Martius as the embodiment of “evil” in his book on the subject, \textit{On Evil}. And much as Brontë used \textit{Coriolanus} to reform one of her fictional characters’ despotism (Robert in \textit{Shirley}), we find that Suzanne Collins has chosen “Coriolanus” as the namesake for her super-villain in the \textit{Hunger Games} trilogy.
The meaning of “nature” and its link to “power” is only part of a larger narrative arc whose structure reflects—is mimetic of—an intergroup psychology of virtus. An essentially powerful “nature” is taken further than the word’s sense into the realm of imagery and concepts, such as the play’s various animal metaphors (“Nature teaches beasts to know their friends” [2.1.6]), its affirmation of genetic inheritance (from mother to son [3.2.131–2] and from father to son [1.3.69]), Menenius’s “body-politic” fable, and its reliance throughout on physiological images, metaphors, and concepts (diseases, wounds, medical treatments, humors, etc.). Then there are the essentialized descriptions of Martius himself, whose qualities invite a kind of Bradleyan “character analysis.”

Plutarch’s Life of Coriolanus—from which Shakespeare borrowed most of his plot-structure and even some language, verbatim—revolves around the theme of Martius’s natural nobility and how such a nature sets its own course when left untutored, even against the grain of newly established civil powers. Martius is depicted as “a stout man of nature” whose “natural wit and great heart did marvelously stir up his courage to do and attempt notable acts” (p. 321; 297); when his peers would wrestle him in sport, “they were overcome [. . .] by reason of his natural strength and hardness of ward” (p. 297). His only fault, writes Plutarch—which is “the common fault and imperfection of man’s nature wrought in him”—was that he lacked the moderating influence of education, which made him “so choleric and impatient that he would yield to no living creature” (p. 297).

In the hands of Shakespeare, however, Martius shows himself capable of congeniality amongst his peers and family, so that he is not, as some critics insist, “altogether unfit for any man’s conversation” (p. 297). We see that Menenius loves Martius as a “son,” and Virgilia, his wife—far from fearing his wrath—is always inclined to display an innocent, dedicated love for her husband. Virgilia’s unwavering, tender concern for Martius’s wellbeing, though not explicitly developed, suggests domestic equanimity, not tyranny. We see also that Martius is revered by the younger nobility and deeply respected by his fellow commanding officers. Lartius and Cominius speak admiringly of Martius’s deeds as a warrior, not by coldly acknowledging his battle prowess but from a deep fellowship of feeling (3.2.6; 1.7). Martius follows Cominius’s orders and asks for permission to engage Aufidius, and so does not always act as if he were stubbornly following his own will. Martius praises Lartius’s military success,

---

164. An impossible yet useful abstraction of attributes away from the play’s greater representational context (impossible because such an abstraction would fail to understand Coriolanus’s carefully developed social psychology of power, even if I believe it is right to focus on Martius’s “character-traits” vis-à-vis his social context). See Taylor (2001, p. 47) for an overview of reactions to and support of Bradley’s “character analysis.”

165. H. N. Hudson, for example, echoes Plutarch in saying that Martius is “unfit for any sort of intercourse with men” (cited from George, p. 165). A. C. Bradley, though he acknowledges Martius’s “nobleness of nature” and sees that it is this and not tyrannical power that drives him, nevertheless also thinks of him as “an impossible person” (p. 328).
showing his regard for others even in an area where he is accustomed to excel; and crucially, he would rather be a “servant” to the patricians than go along with their political designs (1.7.34–37; 2.1.198–99). Such behavior is clearly inconsistent with the idea that Martius was unfit for any man’s conversation, even if it is true that he chooses not to converse with just any man. “You should account me the more virtuous that I have not been common in my love,” he tells the people (2.3.90–1), and perhaps if we took his advice, we too could think more of Martius for his uncommon love, not less, as Stanley Fish and many other critics have done.

The reasons for this suggested attitude, which for some may require a “transvaluation of value,” are fourfold: first, Coriolanus follows Plutarch’s Life in lending Martius a reputation for open patrician hauteur (though curiously, this reputation is less prominent in Shakespeare’s version). There are instances in the play where Martius seems “arrogant” in manner, perhaps most notably when he berates the people in Act One. Here Martius asseverates sharply: the plebeians are untrustworthy, fickle, hypocritical, morally inconsistent, resentful, ungrateful, and presumptuous (1.1.164–193). And as some of my colleagues have assuredly reported, Martius delivers these claims with a mocking, sarcastic sneer. But how can we make proof of this claim? When analyzing 1.1.16 4–184, in isolation, I can see how Martius could be thought “arrogant” if by this word we meant an air of authority and a penchant for interpersonal criticism. But arrogance has another meaning that more often seems intended, and that is professed, self-entitled superiority; and if it is this that is meant by arrogance, then nothing in 1.1.164–184 fits the bill (unless “Hang ye! Trust ye?” is sufficient proof, or if it is clear that Martius stands in metonymic relation to the “noble Senate” who keep the people “in awe”; but neither claim seems very strong). So what do we see in 1.1.164–184, if not “unduly exalting one’s own worth”? A more fitting label might be “political assessment” or “social psychological description.”

Second, there is Martius’s haughty reputation, established through others’ perspectives; though to these Shakespeare always offers contradictions. We find, for example, that when a citizen accuses Martius of “being proud” another says “Nay, but speak not maliciously”; and when the tribunes question whether Martius mocked them, one citizen responds that “No, ’tis his kind of speech. He did not mock us,” while the rest apparently feel otherwise (2.3.156)—though later, again, the people claim to have felt pressured into holding their former attitude (4.6.149–154). Yet the best argument for understanding Martius’s ingenuous disdain for the people is made in the play itself, by the Second Officer: “neither to care whether they [the
people] love or hate him manifests the true knowledge he has in their disposition, and out of his noble carelessness lets them plainly see ’t” (2.2.11–14). That is to say, Martius openly shares his assessment of the people’s behavior as a kind of true political knowledge.

Third, Martius’s ingenuous disdain for the people is closely linked to the play’s development of his character. Much of the plot—almost the entirety of Act Three, for example—revolves around his inability to conceal or mask his nature and bearing towards the people: “he has been bred i’th’ wars / Since a could draw a sword, and is ill-schooled / In bolted language” (3.1.323–325). The import of this Act, and the plot of the play, I shall analyze more closely, later, with respect to Martius’s nature.

Fourth, Martius’s attitude towards the people is consistent with a classical psychology of power (to which he is accustomed), where natural nobility is thought to create a natural “pathos of distance” between rulers and the ruled (BGE 257). This means that within the context of ancient Rome, a context carefully (and for the most part faithfully) reconstructed from Plutarch’s Life, “essential ability,” or virtus, was understood to be the most valuable of the Roman values, or virtue “in the Renaissance style” of virtù, virtue that is “moralinfrei.”166 Of course this is not to suggest that we ought to think positively of Martius’s tendency to dismiss others, in isolation from his social context; this would be a facile extrapolation of my position; rather, I am suggesting that we need to understand Martius’s attitude towards the “rabble” as both consistent with his amassment of military honor, self-conscious patrician affiliation, and with Roman attitudes about socially stratified power relations more generally.

Summarizing the above four points, I have claimed that there is insufficient evidence to characterize Martius’s manner and action as “assertive self-aggrandizement” (to borrow a key phrase from Boehm’s work).167 A more fitting evaluative description, rather, would be that Martius is a passionate conservative agitating for patrician principles, a man who openly dislikes the multitude yet does so without self-love, who feels offended by public honors yet honored by his peers, who offers up all the spoils of war yet wants for nothing (2.1.162–3; 1.10.27–40). That readers/viewers nevertheless valuate Martius as if he were openly self-aggrandizing may have strong empirical relation to his properties as a dominant, “alpha” figure.

166 Nietzsche refers to this kind of virtue in (using abbreviations) AC 2 and 3, and unfortunately links it here with “breeding.” Though the idea of “moralinfrei” (from Nietzsche’s neologism, Moralin) is meant to criticize “self-righteous, priggish morality”—cf. the footnote from (F. W. Nietzsche, 2003, p. 182).

167 Unless—as any critic who sees in Martius a “cheerless and unattractive snob” (Wyndham Lewis)—his response to Aufidius at the close of the play is counted as proof (5.6.115–117); but the singularity of Martius’s context at this point—and all that we know of the play leading up to it—makes the remark not one of snobbery but recrimination, a rebuke in kind following an awful, ironic, lying injustice. The only real instance of condescension seems to be 2.3.76–7, where he seems to toy with the people. But even here we cannot abstract his behavior away from the grotesqueness of his context.
(an idea I shall return to). Some may object that Martius is self-evidently self-aggrandizing because he constantly humiliates others, but again, the onus is on the evidence, and I have suggested there is no clear evidence for this objection (hence my pointing to a social psychological explanation).

Now if we can elevate Coriolanus’s themes to the level of psychological principle, as I have argued, then Phyllis Rackin’s view that Coriolanus is “not so much a paradigm of a universal human predicament as [it is] a cautionary illustration of the inadequacy of the Roman ideal of virtus” would stand to be challenged (1983, p. 77). Such a view seems to me false on at least two counts. First, virtus is not only a “Roman ideal” but an essential quality, a quality of innate strength and heroic ability. This is especially true of Coriolanus’s pre-Classical Rome, where “the predominant meaning of virtus was physical courage,” though it was also true for Classical Rome (McDonnell, 2005, p. 62). As Cicero argued during the later phase of Rome’s history in his defense of conservative Roman values, “virtus is the badge of the Roman race and breed,” “a heritage that [our] ancestors bequeathed” (quoted from McDonnell, 2005, p. 3). It was also commonplace in both Classical and Pre-Classical Rome to contrast “innate human ability [virtus]” with “either the favor or opposition of fortune [fortuna]” (p. 84), a contrast rendered explicitly in Martius’s exchange with Volumnia after his banishment:

Nay, mother,
Where is your ancient courage? You were used
To say extremities was the trier of spirits;
That common chances common men could bear;
That when the sea was calm, all boats alike
Showed mastership in floating; fortune’s blows
When most struck home, being gentle wounded craves
A noble cunning.       (4.1.2–9)

And in Plutarch’s Life of Coriolanus we find that “valiantness was honoured in Rome above all other virtues; which they call virtus, by the name of virtue itself, as including in that general name all other special virtues besides. So that virtus in the Latin was as much as valiantness” (p. 297). It is this pre-Classical sense of virtus that Plutarch links, contextually, to Martius’s “natural strength and hardness of ward” (p. 297), a sense and context that Shakespeare replicates in Cominius’s encomium on Martius’s “deeds” (2.2.82). Shakespeare substitutes the more familiar “valour” for the Roman “virtus,” which inclines some readers to think “valour”

168 Rackin may have A. C. Bradley’s criticism in mind here: “No doubt the story has a universal meaning,” declares Bradley, “since the contending forces are permanent constituents of human nature” (quoted from George, p. 324).
carries a Christianized or medieval connotation, an idealized Arthurian chivalry or some other contemporary meaning far removed from ancient Rome. So whenever we conflate post-Classical meanings of “valour” with “virtus” in any of its Roman senses, then use this conflation as an interpretive rubric, we cannot help introducing critical inconsistencies vis-à-vis the play’s contents. To avoid any such tendency, “valour” and “valiant” should be yoked to the Roman “virtus,” whose synonyms—in addition to “manliness” and “valour”—include “steadfastness,” “worth,” “merit,” and “ability” (Oxford Latin Dictionary, 1968, p. 2073). Any other meaning would strip Coriolanus of its quintessential Romanness, even if the play’s Classical fidelity were owed entirely to its Plutarchan derivations.

William Salter once noted that “virtue in general finds its definition with Nietzsche in terms of strength—and after all this is only returning to ancient usage. Virtue for him is literally virtus, áρετή, Italian Renaissance virtù, i.e., strong excellence of some sort, manly superiority” (1915, p. 392). If the same can be said of Shakespeare’s usage in Coriolanus, then not only do some critics misconstrue the meaning of virtus when considering Plutarch’s influence, but they also overlook the more obvious, empirical disrelation of this meaning with the play’s contents. Volumnia, for example, says that Martius inherited his “valiantness” from her (“thou suck’st it from me”), a trait that has been passed on to Martius’s son (3.2.131; 1.3.70). And when Aufidius battles Martius, the soldiers who come to Aufidius’s aid are said to be “not valiant” (1.9.14), or lacking in virtus, and so the psychological dynamic of the situation automatically registers a comparative sense of innate power. For by assisting Aufidius when he is plainly engaged with his arch rival, his soldiers betray a need to pit greater numbers against a stronger foe, a commonplace behavioral pattern in tribal societies, chimpanzee colonies, and presumably humans in general (Boehm, 1999, pp. 182–183; de Waal, 2007). The suggested weakness in the soldiers helping Aufidius (and Aufidius himself, by extension) is made all the more forceful by the scene’s context, as just before Aufidius exits—either to avoid the ignominy of losing to Martius with the help of others, or (most likely) because he wishes to avoid the appearance of weakness himself—an equation is made between valour and power: “For thy revenge, / Wrench

169 Robin Headlam Wells, despite his rejection of anti-essentialism and affirmation of human nature in Shakespeare’s Humanism, seems quite comfortable conflating a medieval sense of valour with the Roman senses of virtus, and sees Martius as imagining himself in “a fantasy world of chivalric deeds in which plebeians play no part” (2000, p. 421). He argues from a neo-historicist vantage that Shakespeare wrote Coriolanus as a cautionary tale against the martial chivalry championed by Prince Henry, and so was an “emphatic denunciation of heroic values” (p. 422). Wells’s reading is informative yet unpersuasive as far as the action of Coriolanus is concerned (his chapter on Coriolanus in Shakespeare’s Masculinity does much the same; even in Shakespeare’s Humanism when it comes to Coriolanus Wells seems unwilling to hold a mirror up to Martius’s properties with a naturalized lens). There is certainly a connection between virtus and medieval chivalry, one that Nietzsche notes in his work, yet to think these qualities carry more ideological than descriptive weight in Coriolanus is highly problematic.
up thy power to th' highest,” shouts Martius (1.9.10–11). Aufidius is thus beckoned to demonstrate his _virtus_—his intrinsic power—with its only means of empirical verification, namely, physical prowess and willful determination. That Aufidius should perceive weakness in the soldiers who come to his aid is thus consistent both with a classical conception of power—since _virtus_ is estimated by battle-prowess and courage, or aristocratic “emulation” as it is most often called in _Troilus and Cressida_—and with “human nature,” or the perceived need, in a dominance hierarchy, to use coalition force to overthrow physically powerful leaders. And last, if valour’s identity with essential strength or ability were not central to the play’s thematic—and as I shall soon suggest, to the play’s _value_—then Act Five would fail to cohere with the play’s earlier developments. In this final act it is Aufidius who overwhelms Martius with the aid of assassins, an action paralleling, inversely, the valuation made by Aufidius against his assisting soldiers in Act One. Aufidius thus commits the very fault that he himself identified in those who came to his aid in the first act, and so now it is Aufidius who must not be “valiant.” So although both Martius and Aufidius show themselves to be naturally valiant, it is Aufidius who must yield to cunning (not the type of cunning positively valuated in Ulysses and Hamlet, though surely of the same underlying kind, but the type of cunning that comes from “lower-ranking individuals” who have no choice but to deceive rivals, since they cannot challenge them by equal force). Aufidius admits as much himself:

> Five times, Martius,
> I have fought with thee: so often hast thou beat me,
> And wouldst do so, I think, should we encounter
> As often as we eat. [. . .]
>
> Mine emulation
> Hath not that honour in’it had; for where
> I thought to crush him in an equal force,

---

170 These lines, I should note, come from what has to be one of the fiercest taunts ever displayed in literature—here we have a man who has fought singlehandedly for three hours prior to his engagement with Aufidius, and remains at the ready with a mask of blood drawn from his sword, taken from Aufidius’s people.

171 “Emulation” functions in _Troilus and Cressida_ as valour does in _Coriolanus_, though “emulation” in a sense approaching “virtus”; “emulation” also makes a few appearances in _Coriolanus_ and _Julius Caesar_.

172 See Cummins (2000) for an overview of deception in chimpanzee colonies and extrapolations to human domination behavior. In one interesting passage, he suggests that “One of the primary purposes of deception is outwitting those who have power to constrain or inhibit your behavior. The capacity to represent others’ internal states, however, has other, less Machiavellian, uses. It also allows for greater compassion, and social codes based on something other than social norms. In short, it sets the stage for the development (or evolution) of a code of morality, particularly one based on harm to others” (p. 19). This very thesis was put forth by Nietzsche in _BGE_ 257: without the barbarian “lust for power” “that other, more mysterious pathos could not have grown up either—[. . .] the development of even higher, rarer, more remote, further-stretching, more comprehensive states—in brief, simply the enhancement of the type ‘man,’ the continual ‘self-overcoming of man,’ to use a moral formula in a supra-moral sense.”
True sword to sword, I’ll potch at him some way
Or wrath or craft may get him. (1.11.12–16)

Immanent assessments of weakness and strength are further instanced in the final act, both from Martius’s reaction to Aufidius’s taunt and the nobleman’s lamentation after Martius’s assassination. If Shakespeare understood “valour” in terms of Roman *virtus*, then the diction in the noblemen’s lamentation—“Thou has done a deed whereat valour will weep” (5.4.133)—must also remain consistent with other uses of “valour” throughout the play, so that Valour is personified in a manner reminiscent of Rome’s personification of war and might as an Amazonian warrior, Virtus. And last, Martius’s response to being called a “boy” in Act Five follows the same pattern of equating power with valour, for neither boys nor slaves were said to possess *virtus* in ancient Rome (McDonnell, 2005, p. 159). Martius’s volatile reaction to Aufidius thus carries a double meaning, for not only does Aufidius suggest that Martius cannot be a man—that he has no *vir*—but that as a consequence he cannot possibly embody essential strength.173—This is the highest (or lowest) insult anyone could pay to Martius, an insult that attempts to efface the very “truth” that he knows himself to be (cf., 3.2.122–25). However, if we were to adopt a prescriptive view of power, and so suppose that the struggle between Aufidius and Martius were an existential rather than an ontological affair, then it would follow that Aufidius’s inability to be valiant is a matter of choice (not from an inborn necessity, or a means of compensating for a lack of intrinsic power, but a choice freely taken, a kind of context-free treachery). Such a choice is nowhere to be found in the play’s plot; and as I have argued, we find that the opposite is so.

From all such instances of Martius’s essential strength, his inadvertent provocation of ressentiment (in the tribunes and Aufidius), and Shakespeare’s unwillingness to paint him as altogether uncongenial, I believe it would be mistaken to suppose that Martius’s valiant spirit—“never known before / But to be rough, unswayable, and free”—should of a sudden turn against itself. “No idle dream of honour impels [Martius] to seek for renown,” observed Gervinus; rather “he wishes to be, not to seem the first; [and] in this sense he is an aristocrat in the simplest and noblest meaning of the word” (original emphasis, 2004, p. 154). That is, in the sense of “rule by the best,” or in Roman times, rule by those embodying and demonstrating *virtus*.

173 “What hurts most” about Aufidius’ “boy of tears” epithet “is the impugning of his manhood—his heroic *virtus*,” says Eugene Waith in a similar critical mode (1962, p. 142). Waith does not distinguish the ideal of *virtus* from its physical instantiations, however, and seems to only hint at the essentialist implications of *Coriolanus*. 
If this is true, and Coriolanus is (on the main) not about how we ought to think of power but how the psychology of power is—not just in a man, abstracted, but in a man socially embedded—then our valutative and evaluative appraisals of the play’s contents may exist at times apart, at times in concordance, though in either case more or less correctly warranted. We may, for example, appreciate that Martius is made to seem other than what he is in the service of (seemingly) arbitrary customs: he is made to wear the gown of humility before the people, even though both we and they should already know of his merits, of how he is; and he is coerced into acceding to the tribunes’ call for exile, though both we and they should already know that a forced exile goes against the grain of everything Martius stands for—as a man, father, husband, and patrician who has given himself over more than anyone else to Rome. But these “should already know” qualifications are not apparently known by many theatergoers or readers, for Martius is often disliked just at the point where he needs to be understood. His nature and deeds forgotten, he is disparaged for his lack of humility before the people, and so policy (a type of fortuna in the context of Coriolanus) commands attention more than a man’s established natural ability (virtus).

Yet the conflicted interplay between Roman “policy” and Martius’s “nature” cannot make sense if we expect him to be anything “other than one thing,” if we suppose him able to be submissive and base rather than noble and elevated (4.7.41–2; 5.6.24–5). “What he cannot help in his nature you account a vice in him,” says a citizen at the start of the play; and of himself Martius asks, “Would you have me / False to my nature? Rather say I play / The man I am” (1.1.38–9; 3.2.14–15). Supposing that Martius could be anything other than what he is, then, would require a valuation out of tune with the play’s plot-structure. Even when we are surprised by Martius—when he capitulates to familial appeals, and “melts”—he does so in accordance with “Great nature” who “cries ‘Deny not’” (5.3.33), so this moment—often viewed by critics as his moral redemption—is also more correctly understood as a natural psychological response to the appeal of family bonds. The play’s tragic elements thus hinge on the intuition that Martius will follow his nature unto death, if that is where it must take him, though this intuition may only be afforded if we understand Martius as a man whose life hinges on being what he is, rather than what others think he ought to be (either for policy or for the sake of the

175 On Budd’s terminology, such an appraisal may count as “sentimental,” for it would be a secondary emotional response removed not only from the play, as perceived, but also its historical setting (pre-Christian Rome, 500 BCE), as correctly understood.
tribunes’ security). Martius’s life is one that cannot subsist in a world that would deny his nature.

“[T]he full meaning of any one of [Shakespeare’s] plays is not in itself alone, but in that play in the order in which it was written, and in its relation to all of [his] other plays earlier and later,” argued T. S. Eliot: “we must know all of Shakespeare’s work in order to know any of it.” It may help my case, then, to point out that foisting an “unnatural” wedge of policy between man and nature is a common theme in Shakespeare’s corpus.\(^{176}\) Policy runs counter to Hamlet’s noble spirit when Claudius takes the throne and expects Hamlet to treat him as a father, calling him “my son” and urging him to “throw to earth / This unprevailing woe, and think of us / As of a father” (1.2.65; 1.2.8–10). It seems clear from the context of the play, moreover, that Hamlet does not “happily feign madness” against his nature; rather he is forced to feign madness to preserve himself against the most awful of cynical circumstance: a hostile environment whose major players see him as a threat. And the very same theme is repeated in *Cymbeline* to greater effect, where a man with natural nobility, but no rank, is thought unfit to wed a princess, and where two young men reared as commoners nevertheless display natural nobility, owing to their blood ties to the king.\(^{177}\) So we see that Cloten is killed without compunction not only because he is “an aggressive dolt,” but because, on my reading, he lacks *virtus* enough to sustain himself against a stronger, nobler opponent. And in *Timon of Athens*, a collaborative effort between Shakespeare and Middleton, we see a man of noble nature stripped of his estate because he cannot repay his creditors.

Now if all the aforementioned clues were not enough to support the thesis that *Coriolanus* is a play largely about natural nobility and how this trait, when unmoderated, cannot help but incite social *ressentiment*—the perception that another’s dominance is the *cause* of our weakness, and so must be “bad” relative to ourselves, the “good”—Shakespeare supplies us with a riddle whose answer lends further credence to my thesis. Aufidius’s frequently-quoted

---

176 In *Troilus and Cressida*, policy affords the trade between a Trojan prisoner and a Greek maiden; in *Merchant of Venice* policy threatens a man’s life, both of which can be thought quite unnatural. I focus here on policies that more explicitly conflict with natural nobility.

177 In fact *Cymbeline’s* themes so closely parallel those of *Coriolanus*, in terms of an essentially strong hero fighting for his proper station, that the two plays ought to be read together. *Cymbeline* offers an interpretive corrective for *Coriolanus* if we doubt that Shakespeare could have thought of natural nobility as a kind of independent property, one that any man may possess, irrespective of class. Reading *Cymbeline* alongside *Coriolanus* makes it clear that the latter cannot be “satirical,” as some critics have maintained, for if it were satirical in *Coriolanus* then it would also need to be satirical in *Cymbeline*. All this said, there is no reason to think that Posthumus and Martius’s natural nobility, in the sense of *virtus*, make them immune to other types of weakness. Intrinsic power does not translate into intrinsic morality, in the conventional sense (one that is often anachronistically expected). On account of youthful naiveté, perhaps, Posthumus gives in to Iachimo’s challenge to seduce Imogen; and like Othello Posthumus intends to take Imogen’s life on false knowledge of infidelity. So clearly natural nobility does not mean natural saintliness, or freedom from “human, all too human” corruptions.
speech on the historicization of power—“So our virtues / Lie in th’interpretation of the time”— also contains, more significantly, a kind of *mise en abîme* which I believe reflects the entire play’s thematic structure:

> Whether ’twas pride,  
> Which out of daily fortune ever taints  
> The happy man; whether defect of judgement,  
> To fail in the disposing of those chances  
> Which he was lord of; or whether nature,  
> Not to be other than one thing, not moving  
> From th’ casque to th’ cushion, but commanding peace  
> Even with the same austerity and garb  
> As he controlled the war; but one of these—  
> As he hath spices of them all—not all,  
> For I dare so far free him—made him feared,  
> So hated, and so banished. (4.7.37–48)

The riddle-like quality of these lines seems to parallel the “caskets episode” in *Merchant of Venice*, where only one choice of three presented side-by-side is “correct,” and we are not told which to choose. Rather than select between “gold,” “silver,” or “lead,” in this case, we are offered “pride,” “defect of judgement,” or “nature”; only one of these traits has unraveled Martius’s noble knot, even if there are “spices of them all” in his character. And in both riddles the answer is the third choice: “lead” is what the princes ought to have chosen, and here it is Martius’s “nature” that has made him feared, hated, and banished. His *virtus* did not move from “th’ casque to th’ cushion” (from “sprightly walking” war to “sleepy” peace) and so provoked cooperative action against a perceived “bad” element (Martius) for the sake of those who wished to preserve themselves, the “good” (tribunes). Yet what is “good,” as Nietzsche challenges us to consider, is not always what is felt to be morally “correct,” but what is “naturally” strong or worthy, what is admirable in “men of exceptional independence of mind and strength of will” (Foot, 2001, p. 216). A parallel point is made by Malcolm Budd, also drawing on Nietzsche:

> we value the remarkable ability of the greatest dramatic characters, even when their lives are ruined, to express thoughts and feelings that are adequate to the people they are, how they have lived and the situation in which they find themselves. For this is an ability that we admire in itself, and someone who possesses this ability is a different kind of person, and in this respect a more
impressive person than someone who does not. [. . ] admiration for the individual’s ‘greatness of soul’ mingles with regret for his or her fate. (1995, p. 122)

To this I would add that Martius not only possesses the ability to express himself in a way “adequate to” how he is, but that our value for him is contingent on registering his properties of power, by responding with favor or disfavor to his virtus and magnanimity. In paranoid opposition to this type of “good” is often the value set by a collective mass opposed to a perceived threat to themselves, even if that threat is not in itself deserving of blame or is duty-bound to protect the mass. So it is that Martius’s “knightly-aristocratic” nature “presuppose[s] a powerful physicality, a rich, burgeoning, even overflowing health, as well as all those things which help to preserve it—war, adventure, hunting, dancing, competitive games, and everything which involves strong, free, high-spirited activity” (GM p. 19). Yet when Rome turns away from warlike activities to internal affairs of a political kind, it is only “natural” to find that Martius—unable to temporize, unable to bridle his valour—should now seem like a threat to those in the public sphere without honorifics (the tribunes). “In Roman culture,” writes McDonnell, “demonstrations of prowess in battle—virtus—were rewarded by election to public office and the prestige the office conferred, both of which were denoted by honos” (2005, p. 213). Thus, when Martius is denied the consulship and exiled, “policy” trumps “nature” in a manner paralleling the unnaturalness of Hamlet’s new “father,” Diomedes’s new “wife,” Timon’s cession, and Posthumus’s banishment. To deny Martius the consulship is to deny him his virtus and honos. And it is with this denial that we should understand how, “On a dissension of a doit,” that Martius could metamorphose into a “dragon” with fell eyes set on Rome. We

---

178 Some have suggested that Martius measures up to Aristotle’s “great souled man” (megalopsuchos), while others say he falls short due to his lack of prudence (Carson, 2007). I do not have enough understanding of Aristotle’s Ethics to weigh in on the matter, though I suspect that, while such a comparison may be fruitful, it would be speculative to suggest that Shakespeare had Aristotle’s Ethics in mind when writing Coriolanus. In any case, supposing that Rome “does not owe [Martius] the office of consul merely because he has proved a splendid soldier,” and that he “mistakenly thinks his prowess as warrior should earn him the honor of chief executive,” as does John Alvis, would go against all that we know of Roman history (1978, p. 8). It was “a belief in virtus as the preeminent qualification for public office,” and the demonstration of virtus through successful war campaigns, that most often paved the way to consulship (Rosenstein, 1990, p. 263). Indeed, men who desired political power in Rome often failed for lack of military experience, a fate dealt even to Cicero (McDonnell, 2005, p. 355). Cornell also notes that consuls were elected by the comitia centuriata (army officials) from the royal period of Rome up through the Republic, adding further support to the argument that Martius would certainly have been eligible for consul (1995, p. 196; p. 226).

179 The tribunes react with characteristic ressentiment since they perceive Martius’s natural power “over” them as representing the “bad” or “evil” element in Rome that needs purging, on the one hand, while they take themselves, in a position of weakness, as the “good.” I would not follow Nietzsche in thinking that this dynamic only plays out between noble and base, aristocratic and common, however. It is clear that within any dominance hierarchy—no matter its scale or significance, or whether its members are “elite” or “common”—there is a fluctuating sense of who is “bad” and “good” with respect to psychological perceptions of power, so that many hierarchies may have little to no basis in “real” properties of ability, or perhaps only properties of a virtual kind (i.e., being a “commander” in a virtual combat simulation without any real-life qualities of command, or a high ranking member of an effete political organization).
may struggle with Martius’s apparent “treachery,” and his shift in allegiance may seem out of keeping with his nobility. But to leave our assessment at this level would depend too much on modern sensibilities removed from Martius’s psychological reality. For if “nobility” is an essential set of traits with its own ethos, rather than a moral ideal, then it is not a matter of existential choice that Martius rejects his forced obsolescence; rather, it is also a matter of existential ontology. He is compelled to exist as he is, not as we expect him to be, which means seeking out an alternative outlet for his virtus: the Volscian camp. And again, this is not apology but social psychology; it is understanding Martius’s actions, not accepting them; and with respect to the identity of the play, it is a means of aligning critical judgment with simulated sense. So even if we must depreciate Martius’s manner we can still learn to appreciate his fate.

4.4 Perspectivism and Divergent Valuations of Martius

Now if “nature” as it is, not as we think it ought to be—according to class or moral standards—is central to Coriolanus’s plot and thematic structure, as I have argued, then too much criticism has focused on whether Shakespeare sided with aristocratic or democratic principles, with Martius or the people. If we knew what political faction Shakespeare held to greater account, some critics seem to think, we would know how to judge Martius as more or less a tragic figure, more or less the cause of his own undoing. Commenting on a collection of Coriolanus criticism, David George notes that

Of the seventy-seven critics in this collection, fifteen found that Shakespeare was anti-plebeian or (what amounts to the same thing) a Tory dramatist out to demean the populace of this play. Twelve of them found that he concentrated on the hero or that he deplored or regretted his failings. Actually, these divide into two camps, those who saw a noble, wronged Coriolanus and those who saw a flawed or (in extreme cases) a dreadful, ‘impossible’ man. A slight majority (sixteen) found Shakespeare even-handed or without any discernible politics, and these critics number among their ranks some very distinguished names [. . .]. In fact any particular verdict tends to reflect contemporary politics and the social origin of the critic (2004, p. 37).

While I would not wish to contradict George’s insight, it is misleading to think that the primary factor generating divergent responses to Martius, as a character, is political ideology. Political leanings may correlate with evaluative judgments of Coriolanus, the play, but salient kinds of property drive valuations of Martius, the character (and other elements within the play). Specifically, I have suggested that we react negatively to Martius for the same “natural kind” of
reason that we react positively, and that is for his socially situated properties of power. Shakespeare represents not only an individual’s power but how others perceive power relative to themselves, and so captures the perspectival nature of dominance (or what Boehm would call “innately structured psychological ambivalences” [p. 227]). I have also suggested that Shakespeare captures intergroup power relations with verisimilitude—with a keen understanding of dominance, its causal relations, social perceptions, etc.—so that audience members or readers cannot help but respond to the properties and situations developed in predictable ways (with either aversion or attraction). Coriolanus is in this respect a successful value simulator, a vehicle for exploring the properties of power.

What is “natural” in our response to Martius, however, cannot be reduced, as Jesse Prinz attempts in his essay on aesthetic value, to a unitary emotion like “wonder,” or in the case of Coriolanus, our response cannot be reduced to whatever emotion is provoked when “responding to the properties of power”; rather, I have tried to show that to Martius’s properties we can respond with different types of emotion while sharing a representational sense of those properties. We thus on this view share the same potential degree of emotiative value for the same kind of simulated object, even if the valence of our values differ (e.g., if you “admire” and I “abhor,” if you feel “attraction” and I “aversion,” etc.). Because this type of response profile is neurobiological, then it is to some considerable extent automatic: if we simulate the play’s contents with basic understanding, we respond to those contents with value of a certain kind and type, even if our valancing of the value clashes.

But this is only the frame of a more nuanced picture. Just as we tend to blame ourselves or others for what we or they have already done, as if we or they could have done otherwise, we may all find cause to blame Martius for his actions—if not on first reading or viewing, then on second or third. All that we need is some context in our lives where a powerful, dominant figure threatens our livelihood or status, forcing a loss of self-possession or change in fortune. At such times, we may find ourselves instinctively inclined to react badly to Martius’s overbearing nature, even if we previously found his behavior rewarding.

To some this possibility will sound familiar. Barbara H. Smith famously argued in her Contingences of Value that all evaluative judgments are “contingent” on several extrinsic factors: conventional assumptions, contextual experience, publishing standards, and academic authority among them (1988). Smith conceded that “species-wide mechanisms of perception and cognition” likely guide some aspect of evaluation, but only the most abstract sort—nothing like a “trait” or “property”-specific kind of biological value (p. 15). The “experience of literary
and aesthetic value cannot be altogether accounted for, reduced to, or predicted by [biophysiological] mechanisms,” she concluded (p. 15). Smith’s position is the new orthodoxy within the literary humanities, and deservedly so for many reasons; but her position does not account for what a “biophysiological mechanism” really entails, so I should like to suggest alternative explanations for the “impurities of value”—the contingent nature of some emotiative responses—by drawing on the positions developed above.

A familiar heuristic may help frame the complex of responses to Martius’s properties of power: “nature versus nurture.” On the nature side of the spectrum, I propose the following scenario plays out: audience members automatically attune to Martius’s displays of natural strength and his general bearing or attitude (especially after receiving public recognition, honos). His success against Corioli is one side of virtus—the active side—and his manner after receiving recognition is the other—the passive side, where honos is achieved in the public eye. When in action, Martius is intersubjectively represented as a commanding, towering presence, a “force of nature,” whether he is liked or not for this very reason; and in his passivity, he is embarrassed, munificent, and self-abnegating; he wishes to be as he is and not what others perceive him to be, though he has knowledge of what he is, and so knows of his “desert” even if it is not his “desire” to receive public recognition (honos); and I believe he is this way whether we perceive him as such or not (1.10; 2.2).

So our representations of Martius’s power, on the “nature” side of the “nature-nurture” heuristic, fall under the class of registering a kind of social dominance, and this class may be understood as sharing biologic properties of behavior that confer emotional value (Boehm, 1999, pp. 251–252; Hewstone et al., 2002). If uneasiness is felt when perceiving Martius’s virtus, then we ourselves may feel instinctively disempowered and so threatened by displays of dominance; and if admiration, then the reverse—we may feel naturally empowered and so cannot help admiring what resembles ourselves (or perhaps we simply do not register properties of power as threatening if we already feel socially secure). Fearing or admiring properties of power, in any case, counts as “primary” responses following from “basic comprehension” (a simulated sense that has yet to be subjected to analysis); at this level of response, there is no ideological type of contingency, no type of political (in the colloquial sense) “allegiance” or

181 See for example Boksem et al. who demonstrate empirical correlations between perceived rewards/punishers and high/low-status or power (2012). Also, social security may be a byproduct of socioeconomic security, which may explain correlations between ideology and evaluation: a type of “submission” sensibility that may come from affiliating with the political underclass.
“opposition.” We may very quickly make these associations, after responding basically to Martius’s *virtus*, but they have not at this stage conjoined with our impression of value for his properties. Thus, to the extent that we “basically comprehend” Martius’s attributes and respond emotionally to them, we also value those properties. In this way, Martius is “intrinsically valuable” as a character.

“Basic” valuations of Martius need not conform to “complex” evaluations of his character after viewing or reading the work, however. And this where the critic gets into difficult problems of reconciling the “nurture” side of response with the “natural” side, on the one hand, and reconciling our overall evaluative impression with the play’s contents, on the other. Secondary, “complex” appraisals may assume value-dimensions at variance with initial, primary valuations of *Coriolanus*, so that if we loathed the tribunes’ actions, on first reading, we may later—after viewing a new production, hearing out the arguments of colleagues or critics, or conceptualizing what we have experienced in relation to some moral framework—come to sympathize with the tribunes’ position and means of attaining power (or the reverse); or if we lack patience or caution, we may complexly judge Martius as a “Nietzschean individualist,” with a positive or negative connotation, and then forget that we ever recoiled from or admired his *virtus* on first exposure. However, since it is the nature of complex appraisals to stand apart from our experience of a work, to some degree (not in Sharpe’s “secondary-judgment” sense), such appraisals can hold more or less “correct” empirical relation a work’s simulated contents. So it may be the case—and this I shall explore further—that some of our valuations follow from extrinsic concerns that do not align with (do not inform) the play’s meanings.

On the “nurture” side of the heuristic misalignments of value seem most frequent. It may be the case that class identity, one’s own position within a shifting dominance hierarchy, independent of class, or both together prime selective attention to (and recollection of) aspects of Martius’s behavior. In modern, sedentary societies, class identity and social status are massively modulated by epigenetic factors (i.e., one could identify with the dominant class yet be submissive; another could identify with a submissive class yet be dominant; even entire groups or civilizations may be hierarchized or overtaken for no apparent genetic reason). If dominance hierarchies in rats can be reversed, as mentioned above, by manipulating a particular

---

182 Robert Sapolsky argues that “inventing material technology and the unequal distribution of its spoils” leads to subordination of “have-nots” irrespective of their genetic dominance potential (2005, p. 652). Jesse Prinz has also argued that India’s caste system “is a biocultural institution, reinforced by emotions of obedience, deference, and superiority,” and so exemplifies epigenetically modulated hierarchy formation (2007, p. 278). And more generally, LeDoux notes that “innate stimulus processing is nevertheless subject to epigenetic modulation by various factors inside and outside the organism during development, and throughout life” (2012, p. 656).
area in the brain that appears to control dominance behavior, then hierarchy formations have a clear neurobiological substrate; but such formations are subject to manipulation (Wang et al., 2011). As Jesse Prinz argues in the *Emotional Construction of Morals*,

Within simian societies, rank is enforced by power assertion and favors. Ruling apes are stronger and more generous. Those who vie unsuccessfully for power feel deferential, and, perhaps, a sad sense of defeat (see Price et al., 1994 on the evolutionary origins of depression). Among humans, rank is not established merely by power; it is taught. We are told to respect authority. We are told that certain individuals (parents, leaders, elders, etc.) are *entitled* to their high social station. People who don’t obey this rule are not just imprudent (as in the ape case); they are violating the rights of people in power. On this conceptualization, a rank violation is a crime against another person, and crimes against persons elicit anger. (original emphasis, 2007, p. 279)

Social policy may thus in some cases supplant essential properties of power, a theme that I have argued is central to *Coriolanus*’s psychology of power (where a figure of great *virtus* apparently violates “the rights of people in power,” or in this case, the newly appointed tribunes). And from a neurocognitive standpoint, especially, “nurture” is not a matter of disembodied learning, without any element of nature; rather, it seems more accurate to think of “nurture” as a phenotypic state that includes embodied knowledge, habits, personality, and temperamental norms, all of which may influence our appraisal of emotional kinds of stimuli (Graybiel, 2008; Sapolsky, 2004, pp. 407–408). If one reader situates within the bottom rung of a dominance hierarchy at work, for example, he may perceive Martius’s military and personal might as overbearing and oppressive, and so value Martius with a negative valence (Sapolsky, 2005). However, a shift in status may produce a corresponding shift in valence. If we move from low to high status, for example, our response to Martius’s natural prowess may shift from threatening to neutral or rewarding; or if we move from high to low—after feeling acutely depreciated by a superior, demoted, etc.—we may view Martius’s prowess as more bullying than heroic.183

---

183 One anthologized critic of *Coriolanus* demonstrates precisely this type of perspectival shift. David George notes in his preface to H. N. Hudson’s criticism that his attitude towards Martius shifted after the Civil War. Before the war, Hudson had thought of Martius as “towering and majestic”; after the war, he amended this comment to “towering arrogance” (p. 163). Hudson’s wartime superior, notes George, was “overbearing” and “caused [him] to turn sour on Coriolanus and his ‘mellow and considerate’ mother Volumnia” (p. 163). Coincidently, not long after revising this chapter, I was surprised
Valuative shifts do not entail a warping of intentional relations between affects and objects, however (as Smith believes). For if we have represented and responded emotionally to some value simulator, its intersubjective properties do not change on account of a shifting valency. The valence of a value can alter (“when it alteration finds”) on account of some personal experience—a decline in social status, jealous entanglement—but a value’s properties do not then shift in kind along with it: we still value simulated properties of power and jealousy, as properties of power and jealousy, only we value them differently (“through our own windows,” as Nussbaum would say). Fictional representations may thus converge across readers even when valuations diverge between them. In this respect, a value simulator can be just as proxytypical as any other kind of simulator, since successful simulation of some valuable kind—fear, power, desire, etc.—requires accurately re-presenting that kind’s antecedent properties and conditions. So although Prinz, Smith, and others correctly link dispositional and societal influences to shifting valuations, what we value—and why we value what we value—remains neurobiologically predicated (and so is stable and predictable). Natural kinds of emotion track property-specific contents, so that those who like or dislike Martius intersubjectively like or dislike his “natural nobility,” “dominance,” “commandingness,” etc.

So far I have concentrated on how nurturing influences may shift valuations, or automatic responses to emotional kinds. Yet we may still wonder how an evaluative judgment of Coriolanus could shift to the point where a critic thinks it warranted to adjudicate all positive interpretations of Martius’s “heroic” or “tragic” status as false. Let us imagine some reader who finds Martius basically admirable, on first reading, and then, after considering his behavior through the lens of some historical appropriation, gradually depreciates what was once admired to the extent that Coriolanus seems morally repugnant. Such a reader may have discovered, for example, that Coriolanus was read in schools during Nazi Germany, and that teachers at this time urged comparisons between Martius and the “Führer” (Coriolanus, p. 123–4). Now I would assume that such a discovery, if taken to heart, would certainly darken our perception of Martius, especially his claim that (would the patricians but let him) he could pile plebeians into a mound of corpses as high as he could throw his lance (1.1.194–7; see also 3.1.237–8).184 A

184 Even before entertaining this possibility, I was prompted into re-reading 1.1.194–7 from Hazlitt’s criticism, and thereafter I could no longer feel anything but a pang of dislike when reading these lines over again. Thus, it seems, anecdotally, that I learned to attend to the line’s ramifications, heterophenomenologically, in a way that I had not done

to experience the very thing I had predicted in this section. As I wrote at the time: “given my recent sense of depreciation” and feeling powerless to alter the perception that I am “somehow no good, I became vividly attuned to the poor citizens in the episode where Martius/Howard excoriates them from his horse. My usual feelings of identity for the former, who now seemed more peremptory than confidently plain-spoken.”
metaphorical transference may then take place, so that Martius becomes the prototype of immoral individualism, a haunting reminder of a personality type linked to atrocity. From such a standpoint, or one like it, some may adjudicate against positive interpretations of Martius’s character, if not the merit of Coriolanus as a play (though both have been done).

Whether such a categorical adjudication is practicable or not (and some criticism of Coriolanus suggests it is), I think all critics should ask whether it is wise to allow negative associations of an ethical kind to dictate net evalutive impressions of Martius’s qualities of a natural kind. As understandable as such a move may be, at least for instrumental ethical values, I believe it technically amounts to what Budd has called a “sentimental value”—that is, a value that comes not from appreciating a work’s properties, at any given time, but from appreciating what a work’s properties remind us of, at a particular time (2003, p. 269). For this reason, along with preserving the identity of Coriolanus and maximizing value for its simulated properties, extrinsic ethical associations cannot have a bearing on Coriolanus’s intrinsic value, as a work of art, even if it is the prerogative of any critic to adjudicate against Coriolanus for ethical reasons. Just as we cannot understand and appreciate Nietzsche if his philosophy is always associated with Nazi appropriations, we cannot understand and appreciate Coriolanus if Martius’s properties of power always stand for a transcendentally “evil” kind of tendency. So what Philippa Foot says of Nietzsche’s portrayal of the “higher type” applies as aptly to Shakespeare’s Martius: “Like Callicles in Plato’s Gorgias Nietzsche objects to the ‘taming’ of the strong man by society, but where Callicles urges that the strong should throw away all restraint and allow their passions full rein Nietzsche was scornful of such a suggestion” (p. 217). Replace “Callicles” with “Martius” and “Nietzsche” with “Shakespeare” and the parallel falls in place: Coriolanus does not urge that the strong should throw away all restraint, but it does object to the exorbitant taming of a strong man by society. Martius’s anagnorisis in Act Five,

previously from re-readings (and I admit to feeling embarrassed that I could overlook the gruesomeness of the imagery). What is important to note, however, is that the image is not part of the action of the play but mentioned in a side-comment, in private and between patricians (establishing their friendship), and so the context allows for the lines’ scansion as rhetorical bluster or metaphorical extension of Martius’ power, situated within a classical context. Knudsen’s “competitive selection” of attention may also explain why I did not attend well enough to what was said, because in the context I was already affected by a sense of admiration for Martius (a positive valence), whereas other readers affected by a negative valence may see the lines as a confirmation of Martius’s barbarism (pointing to the perspectivism explored in this section).

185 I should note that for Budd “sentimental value” is not a reproach; it is not synonymous with “silly” or “ignorant.” All artistic values on Budd’s view are sentiment-dependent. For critical purposes, though, retaining the reproachful connotation of “sentimental” is useful more times than not.

186 As previously mentioned, Eagleton makes a brief but memorable adjudication against Martius, the “Ruthlessly self-consistent” “bourgeois individualist” (1987, p. 73), who later stands for a “peculiarly pointless and malevolent” prototype of evil (2010, p. 86) whose traits deny others’ value in a way that links to Nazi anti-Semitism (p. 87).
Scene Three, serves as a general safeguard against the former (throwing away constraint), even
though Coriolanus is not about constraining power but (a) the psychological parameters of
power in general and (b) how exceptional individuals can be leveled by blind policy. This is not
to say that when it comes time to weigh in on Martius’s value that we should forget historical
appropriations, or that we should abandon strong views against Calliclean virtue; rather, my
position is that the experience Coriolanus offers does not warrant any judgment against Martius
on the grounds that his fictional circumstances conceal an apology for proto-fascism or “might
makes right.”

So, rather than adjudicate against Coriolanus from some vantage apart from the work, I
should think the most “correct” critical interpretation needs to align itself with the play’s
contents; this may be done from the spirit of “hypothetical intentionalism,” where the most
epistemically suitable understanding of Shakespeare’s meaning makes the greater interpretation,
or from the “value-maximizing theory,” where the most rewarding understanding of Coriolanus,
as a play, takes precedence over understandings that offer less reward (Davies, 2010, pp. 179–
190). I adopt the value-maximizing approach retrofitted with the “value = emotional response to
salient properties” thesis developed above. This combined approach entails dropping the idea of
“pleasurable” experience as the basis of artistic value (p. 33) and replacing it with positive and
negative emotions for a work’s representational properties. The combined effect produces a
kind of perspectival “objectivism” where the most correct interpretation requires at once
acknowledging and distancing ourselves from all values, from all that we find emotionally
punishing and rewarding about Coriolanus’s properties. Acknowledging that we have some
emotional attitude for Martius, in particular, helps us understand that there is something about
Martius that is intrinsically valuable. Distancing ourselves from Martius’s value, on the other
hand—whether we sympathize with him or not—lets us entertain alternative or additional
values that accord with the work’s contents.

So what is accomplished with this recipe for “correct” evaluation?

First, I believe that it would be an ideological conceit to say that Martius, the character,
lacks natural strengths worth admiring, as understood within his social psychological context. If

---

187 Again, see Lanier Anderson’s essay on Nietzsche’s “objectivism” (1998).
188 Much of this reasoning is based on the assumption that the valence of a value (positive/negative) may modulate
attention to properties that offer an opposed valence, when understood (a kind of negative or positive “confirmation
bias”). I do not have space to explore all the related research in this area, one sadly underrepresented in the
neurosciences, though I will cite a few articles that offer introductions. In (Dawson, Gilovich, & Regan, 2002) there is an
overview of the “confirmation bias” phenomenon, and as previously cited, working memory is always “competitively
selective” in its retention of perceived stimuli (Knudsen, 2007), which can be seen as a mechanistic precursor for biasing
of any sort.
Martius is not seen as an admirable figure, the play’s plot trajectory would make little sense: rather than invidious deception, we would need to see sensible guile in the tribunes; rather than resenting Martius, we would need to see Aufidius’s unqualified admiration; rather than a political ambivalence in the people, we would need to see a uniform dislike, etc. Second, the principal value of Coriolanus is power, and it is Martius who embodies the properties of power most verily; this is so whether we find these properties punishing or rewarding. Without acknowledging that Martius embodies properties of power—not just his physical strength, like Ajax in Troilus and Cressida, but his “exceptional independence of mind and strength of will”—we would need to concede that there is nothing valuative about Martius. This last acknowledgement is made in the play itself by the Second Officer, who argues that since Martius “hath so planted his honours in their [the people’s] eyes and his actions in their hearts that for their tongues to be silent and not confess so much were a kind of ingrateful injury”; and so for the First Officer, and perhaps also whomever wishes to preserve the identity of Coriolanus, saying that Martius does not deserve a positive valuation, categorically, would be “a malice that, giving itself the lie, would pluck reproof and rebuke from every ear that heard it” (2.2.27–32).189 And third, failing to acknowledge Martius’s deficiencies—even if we overlooked them on first exposure—would have us undervalue integral aspects of Coriolanus’s plot. Some may suppose that the moral of Coriolanus is summed up by saying that “Moderation has been turned into a virtue to limit the ambition of great men, and to comfort average people for their lack of fortune and lack of merit,” a moral in line with Brandes’s take on Martius’s position (La Rochefoucauld, V: 308). Yet such a moral would fail to capture the entirety of Coriolanus’s characters and events, and would especially fail to account for the regular, aversive reaction to Martius’s dominance. Not everyone who thinks badly of Martius is “average,” in need of “comfort,” or lacks fortune and merit.190 Some may dislike Martius—it is at least conceivable—because they would rather not have their own dominance threatened by the sight of another’s, or because they see in Martius’s power the kind they themselves lack. The critical views of the plebeians (and at times the patricians) would also be stripped of value if we attended only to Martius’s admirable qualities, and so let ourselves forget that we ever perceived anything contrary. The people’s plight at the start of the play is realistically rendered

189 It is also revealing that this argument, for the First Officer—who is usually dissenting, or who carries the other side of the perspectival divide—is forced to agree: “No more of him. He’s a worthy man” (2.2.33).

190 George Pierce Baker, for example—who thought of Martius as “that poorest of human products, a creature so uncontrolled and with so little knowledge of his real self that he has not the strength to be mainly good or mainly bad”—was the chair of Yale’s drama department and director of the Yale theatre (2004, p. 298).
from their point of view: they cry out from starvation, not revenge (1.1.22–3), and their enumerated points of exploitation reveal an awakening to “equal moral and mental capacities,” as Ulrici noted (1.1.79–81). One of the play’s central themes, moreover, draws directly from Plutarch’s critical juxtaposition of Martius’s natural strength with one-sided nurturing—his warrior’s “education” on the battlefield with his dearth of refinement. We cannot say, as Prospero does of Caliban, that Martius is a “born devil, on whose nature / Nurture can never stick”; though I believe we can say that Martius is a born Titan on whose nature Nurture has lopsidedly reinforced.

All these elements within the play would be lost without distancing ourselves from ourselves. Responding to Martius with a positive dimension of emotion, alone, would have us systematically overlook his negative attributes; and responding with negative emotion, alone, would imply that we have failed to accord value to his merits as a commanding soldier, husband, and outspoken, ingenuous “individual” (with an unabashedly positive connotation). So if we accept the “value = emotional response to kinds of property” thesis, then maximizing Coriolanus’s value ought to take into account all of the play’s possible values, as represented, and without canceling out what is most passionately provocative about Martius’s tragedy.

4.5 Some Conclusions and Possible Objections

So what can we take away from the “reading” above in terms of value-attribution, and what about the reading sets it apart from others? Insofar as value is concerned, I have maintained that we cannot help valuing Martius’s properties, as a character. Even those moments when we react to his “bad” behavior (by modern standards if not universally), our reaction amounts to an instantiation of value for Martius’ properties of power. As long as we basically comprehend Coriolanus, on this view, we automatically attribute value to Martius, not only because he appears powerful, commanding, etc., but because these properties—as they are—claim invariant valuative force when perceived or represented, generally (even if the valence of his value is positive or negative). On this view Martius’s virtus does not only serve as an idealized concept for “manliness,” qua Rackin, but also stands for an essential quality that anyone (including women) may possess, a quality of commandingness, determination, or

---

191 Or as Adrian Poole says, “He epitomizes an unholy identification of the two forces, by virtue of which nature has never been thwarted by custom nor custom by nature” (p. 107). With this observation, however, Poole then argues that Martius’ exile is unnatural not, as I believe, because he is made to put his essential power into suspended animation, but because his “ideals” no longer serve any function without Rome (p. 107).

192 The Roman goddess, Virtus, is an Amazonian warrior, for example, and Cicero used virtus to describe his wife’s forbearance while in exile—“te ista virtute, fide, probitate, humanitate” (14.1.1)—as well as his daughter’s bravery (McDonnell, 2005, p. 163). McDonnell seems to think virtus as applied to women can only mean courage and not intrinsic strength, however, so I may be unintentionally exaggerating the point.
“power,” a quality with its own psychological makeup and valuative properties. Indeed, since Coriolanus is not only a play about a powerful individual, but also a study of the social psychological effects of power, then we might extract a lesson from the play similar to the one we discover time and again in Boehm, namely, that whenever there is a perceived or real upstart who seems threatening, the predictable response is coordinated preemption. So predictable is this response, in fact, that we may as well call it the “Coriolanus effect” in Shakespeare’s honor.

Now if Coriolanus depicts “natural” more than “ideological” power, a type of power that is essential and merited by deeds, not accidental and politically contrived, then whatever normative values we may extract from Coriolanus would need to accord with its non-normative representational foundations (if our instrumental value is to remain of the work). We may believe, for instance, that Martius ought not to have joined the Volsces, ought to have shown greater humility, or “should or shouldn’t” have done whatever else. Yet to more fully appreciate Coriolanus, as a play, and to respect its identity, I have suggested that we need to keep in mind two things: (one) that Shakespeare successfully depicts not only a psychology of power, but Plutarch’s classically inflected psychology, with its acceptance of virtus as an essential trait; and (two) that Coriolanus’s plot encourages us to understand (through Aufidius’s speech and other elements discussed above) that Martius may not have been able to do what we or anyone else expects of him. The point of Coriolanus is not that Martius’s constitution is shared by no one else; rather, the point is that (a) Martius has an exceptionally powerful constitution that others perceive, erroneously, as singularly riddled with faults, as distant from themselves, when if only they “could turn [their] eyes toward the napes of [their] necks, and make but an interior survey of [their] good selves,” they would discover “a brace of unmeriting, proud, violent, testy magistrates, alias fools as any in Rome” (2.1.36–43); and the point is that (b), even though they (we) share some of Martius’s qualities, they (we) often perceive these qualities with clashing values, as either threatening, rewarding, or with ambivalence. Much is said, for example, of Martius’s disdain for the people. For largely ideological reasons, George argues, Martius’s disdain is either smiled or frowned upon (though for the more sober-minded critic, the slight majority, he is viewed with impartiality). But for those critics of an ideological bent no mention is paid to Brutus—the people’s representative—who speaks with contempt of the “popular throngs puff[ing] to win a vulgar station,” of a “prattling nurse” and “kitchen malkin” (slut)

193 Boehm, as well as Nietzsche, enumerate many of the properties of power, including not only physical ability but psychological drive and willfullness; and both also note how others can perceive leaders with hostility if their own wellbeing seems threatened.
with greasy cheeks (2.1.201–211). This attitude shows that Brutus is a false representative, whether we admire or dislike his opponent, Martius. I have suggested that we can overlook such information in the play if we do not distance ourselves from ourselves, from our own valuative responses. We might rightly claim that “if Martius were sufficiently educated, he could have suppressed his desire to reclaim command,” that “if he were more socially domesticated, he could have shown greater deference to the people,” and suchlike propositions. But in making such assertions, I believe we should understand that Martius behaves not according to our moral standards, but those of Rome, those of a classical psychology of power. If so, then Martius’s personality may be better understood in light of Nietzsche’s moralinfrei, a manner flowing with natural confidence and dominance—virtus, Machtgefühl—a sense of command unhampered by an anti-natural “conscience.” When Martius concedes to his mother, for instance—to highlight the most normative-seeming instance in the play—we may certainly take away moral lessons, such as realizing that we should not put our own virtus before the needs of others, and that familial love ought to outweigh self-love. However, such lessons should also be understood as evaluations that do not derive from moral ideals developed in the play (nor from “universal laws of social living,” an idea that would confound Boehm’s “egalitarian ethos” with a Kantian-like moral absolutism). There is no Passion of Christ in Martius’s self-sacrifice, no Judas in Aufidius, nor any other kind of religious allegory, but we can—we ought to—extract from the work instrumental values with warranted relation to the play.

There is also the matter of representational quality. I have not been able to explore this subject adequately here, for want of space, but I should note that some values in Coriolanus may be socially emergent and so require a plot structure that captures their preconditions—that

194 Nowhere in David George’s collected criticism is Brutus’s attitude here mentioned, though we find, astonishingly, that Stopford Brooke thinks that “Sicinius and Brutus alone are self-controlled and quiet. All they say then and afterwards is full of care for Rome, for the people, for the patricians who only care for their own safety” (p. 288). If this is not confirmation bias, what is?

195 Though even here we find clues suggesting that Martius has “self-overcome” enough to go against his own word, as when Brutus hears him swear that “never would he / Appear i’th’ market-place nor on him put / The napless vesture of humility,” yet Martius does both (2.1.227–30). Regarding Nietzsche’s views, we might first consider Boehm’s: “When the human moral community arose [. . .] public opinion and active moral sanctioning acted together to make people conform to social mores that often went against human nature” (1999, p. 207). Nietzsche, after noting the same phenomenon, thinks it is problematic: “It is a measure of strength how far one can rid oneself of virtue; and heights could be imagined where the concept of ‘virtue’ would have been rethought so that it sounded like virtù, the virtue of the Renaissance, virtue free of moralin” (2003, p. 182). However, a Nietzschean view does not mesh with Martius’s magnanimity, as argued above, since Martius does not always loathe the people; nor for that matter does a “Nietzschean” view mesh with Nietzsche, whose philosophy of power was not simply Calliclean.

196 This is not to suggest that there is no Christian influence on Coriolanus whatever. Some of the play’s language and metaphors show biblical influence, and if North augmented Plutarch’s Life with his own Elizabethan, Christianized sensibilities then this would make some imprint on Shakespeare’s adaptation. Yet the fidelity of Shakespeare’s version of Martius to Greco-Roman heroic values apparently far outweighs any other influence (and is much more in tune with the play’s subject matter, language, and themes) (Brower, 1971). There are moral lessons to be found in the play, too—just not the usual colloquial kind: “All’s well, and might have been much better if / He could have temporized” (4.6.17–18).
is to say, just as jealousy requires the social precondition of perceived sexual rivalry, “commandingness” requires (among other things) a comparative sense of social dominance. If a play is to capitalize on the invariant value of power, command, strength, force, etc., then it needs to also accurately depict the social conditions prerequisite to perceiving power as power, command as command, etc. Not only the object of power but its proper context must be taken into account. And this is what we find throughout Coriolanus. Even at the very start of the play we are faced with a situation where an armed mob wishes to “proceed […] against” Martius by force (1.1.24). And so we find, in the midst of violent dissension, that a lone man “proceeds,” alone, against the very mob set to overthrow him (a pattern repeated four times successfully against Rome’s rebellion, the soldiers in Corioli, the tribunes’ mob, and Aufidius’ home, with one last, inverted instance in Corioli, where rather than overpowering the rest, the rest overpower him; though in this last instance, he has forethought of his possible demise [5.3.190]). Plot establishes character as much as character establishes plot, and for the first instance of Martius’s facing off against an oppositional group, he simply enters, is hailed by Menenius, says “Thanks,” then swiftly rebuffs the people’s revolt with only his looming presence and cutting words. Yet it is the plot structure itself, in such instances, that forms our impression of Martius as much as whatever he may say: the very act of positioning one “eagle” against many “crows” immediately establishes Martius’s dominance. In this way, Shakespeare situates his characters as precisely as he does the form of a sonnet. Everything has its place. The careful structural arrangement of Coriolanus’s episodes—the concatenation of representational properties needed for successful value simulation—establishes Coriolanus’s psychological realism. And with the addition of so many prosodically charged lines and tumultuous situations, with aphoristic asides and powerful metaphorical imagery, Shakespeare also exploits devices that embellish his plot. “Nobody makes an audience flinch as instantly and instinctively as Martius does,” writes Adrian Poole, who sees Coriolanus as Shakespeare’s most “voluble” play (1988, p. 8); though I would think the better term for Martius’s “volume” is

197 By “dominance” here and elsewhere I do not mean the sole leader. Martius is of course deferential to his patricians and is second in command to Cominius, though we do not know any of these things at the start of the play. It is important to note, in relation to Martius’s dominant presence, that Edmund Kean’s performance as Martius failed in part because his “smallness of stature and weakness of voice were unquestionably adverse to his exertions,” which suggests that a performer’s physical properties, alone, may be incongruous with the language and circumstance Shakespeare develops for Martius (quoted from Ripley, 1998, p. 155). Though we see from the start that there is more to Martius’s dominance than physical strength; he also embodies commandingness, self-control (despite his temper in some circumstances), sincere recognition of his superiors, determination, etc.—all those things associated with the modernist idea of “personality” mixed with a Roman patrician ethos.
carefully developed “emotional prosody,” a type of emotional tone that aptly suits both contents and persona (and so enhances the overall emotive force of any delivery).

I have no remaining space to cover all that could be said about Coriolanus in terms of its evaluative and (especially) valuative dimensions, so I should like to close this chapter with a rough schematization of what could be said alongside what I have said already, then provide an overview of the philosophic consequences of the thesis developed in this chapter on the nature of artistic value. First my basic arguments in summary form:

1. Because Coriolanus represents biologically natural kinds of emotional stimuli—social psychological conditions, natural characteristics, etc., or the successful depiction of intergroup power—we can say that the play’s simulated contents are “intrinsically valuable” in the philosophic sense, irrespective of whatever ideological commitments we may possess prior to a viewing or reading. This means that other works—perhaps drawing on the idea of “conceptual art” or something similar—may fail to successfully simulate a natural kind of value, and so not have “intrinsic” but “extrinsic” value (value derived from a shared conceptual context). For this kind of value to be truly valuable, however, there still needs to be a simulated set of emotional properties.

2. That we have diverging, perspectival reactions to Martius, the character, does not entail any subject-relativism for his emotional properties. Instead we intersubjectively represent his properties, proxypically, irrespective of previously established evaluative orientations to those properties. So the type of value we attribute to Martius may diverge even while the kinds of value his properties evoke remain the same (command, physical prowess, strength, etc., all count, I would think, as species-typical “emotionally competent stimuli,” or properties of power).

3. We can augment both our knowledge and valuations of a work, with heterophenomenological effort, but we cannot altogether expunge our basic, consolidated values for a work’s emotional properties. If we read or view the play, and basically comprehend its contents, then we will value the play (in at least the valuative sense, though I doubt anyone can suspend evaluative judgments on a work). So we may on first reading/viewing feel unsympathetic for Martius’s demise in Act Five, since we lack sufficient understanding to see a tragic element in his loss; but this does not mean we have not valued several episodes in the play.
4. When we first read or view *Coriolanus* we cannot commit all its stimuli to remote memory. What we do commit constitutes what I have called our “basic” comprehension of the work, and this comprehension is subject to “competitively selective” pressures. Pressures may be automatic (“primary”), acquired (“secondary”), or both (including executive and epigenetic pressures).

   a. Automatic pressures include valuing intrinsically emotiative properties that we cannot help attending to (even if what we attend to is a gruesome mental image of a “quarry” of bodies), as well as temperamental pressures that act internally (we may be hypersensitive and so avoid films or types of literature that overwhelm us, or grow accustomed to submission and so react badly to dominance, or grow accustomed to dominance and so react badly to submission, without any counterbalancing humility in either case).

   b. Acquired pressures may include prejudice, taste, class identity, content-relevant knowledge, etc. We may, for example, identify with Martius because we too have felt the brunt of unexpected social obstruction, whether we are ourselves constitutionally weak or strong. Or if we find Martius overbearing and threatening, perhaps we have had our share of encounters with overbearing personalities and so re-consolidate a familiar aversion. We may also strongly attend to rule-violations when they factor into hierarchical maintenance, as Prinz, Boehm, and others have noted (i.e., the rules of an egalitarian ethos). We may also acquire counterbalances to supposedly “automatic” dispositions, such as learning to override one’s dominance and so treat those with low status kindly, or override submission and become dominant.

Now for some possibilities of neurocriticism that I have not yet demonstrated:

1. Since our “basic” memory for a work constitutes the “critical space” within which we make value judgments, we need to take care that we have acquired sufficient remote memory for a work’s data before we judge its value; and this requires repeat exposures/readings, a close watch over our own emotiative events, and an entrained ability to compensate for bias. If we can only recall Martius’s positive attributes, for example, then we have not explicitly encoded his negative attributes (and vice versa), as the critical positions of Brandes and Hazlitt demonstrate. Yet I have not
explored how we might respond to various sub-plots and minor characters within *Coriolanus*, both independently and in terms of how we react to the play’s protagonist.

2. I have not done what many other critics do with Shakespeare’s work, and that is focus on his diction, imagery, and historical context. On this there is much that could be applied from earlier discussions of necessary and/or sufficient knowledge/experience for comprehending a work’s contents, and I suspect a method akin to Dennett’s “heterophenomenology” would need apply.

3. Last and most important, something in our background knowledge or embodied experience may significantly augment what we are able to know of the play, and our values may follow suit (more often in degree than kind, however—i.e., we may understand Martius’s resentment at having to stand before the people and ask for their voices, though we may not fully comprehend this episode without ourselves having been made to ask for what we already know we possess; or if we have never experienced cooperative obstruction, given our tendency to avoid social conflict altogether, then perhaps the tribunes’ behavior may seem less reprehensible or even innocuous). Our “level” of comprehending certain events in *Coriolanus*, then, may depend on having had analogous experiences ourselves.
5.0 Post-amble

To close my thesis, I should like to consider, first, what neurocriticism offers that other approaches do not, then broach some of the problems that neurocriticism faces and how future research might resolve them.

Rather than summarize arguments developed in each chapter, blow-by-blow, I should like to pretend that I’ve been fielded the following question: “What does a neurophysiology of memory and emotion offer the analysis of literature that a cultural framework does not?”

Now, if I were to respond to this question, imaginatively, I should likely begin by pointing out that whatever culture amounts to, it must embed in (or negotiate) neurobiological foundations. Enculturation is not like molding clay or scrawling on a wax tablet, I might say; it is much more like raising mice in a vast, lifelike Skinner box (a crude but memorable analogy). Then, I would need to stipulate the conditions of the mice and the world they live in. First, I would say that mouse brains have evolved architectures, and that these architectures interface with their bodies. I would refer to this mouse-brain interface, conjointly, as “brain-body properties.” I could say, after making the latter assertion, that brain-body properties interface in turn with Skinner box environments—or “box-world properties.” Hence, in this simulated ecology, there are basically two things: mice and environments, “brain-body” and “box-world” properties. Next I would stipulate that whenever these two things interact, an epistemological transaction takes place: brain-body properties “transduce” sense impressions from box-world properties, forming a repository of “remote memories” and “simulators” about objects and events in the box-world. How the box-world “shows up” for mice, I could then suggest, ought to reflect not only the conditions of the box-world—its various locales, objects, and events—but also the conditions of the mice themselves, or whatever genetically imprinted modes of perception and valuation they possess. I would stress that this latter premise—the idea that mice have genetic hardwiring—is crucial because it means that there is a “mouse nature” that allows box-world properties to show up in predictable ways, across mice. Epistemic regularity of this sort is only possible if it is the nature of mice-memories to imprint knowledge of “projectable” properties in the box-world (objects and events with stable characteristics over time, as in the work of Richard Boyd, including natural or biological properties, such as those for gold or

---

198 “Simulation” is more or less what “remote memories” do, since we encode memory multimodally and recall memories cross-modally, and so is a metaphor that captures the dynamic “replay” quality of encoded impressions. There may be memories that supply properties for simulation that don’t themselves amount to simulators (non-conscious procedural memories, perhaps), though I am unsure what these would be.
power). I could then stress that this kind of environmental “imprinting” is precisely the function of memory in general, that is, to represent stable properties in the world fallibly yet reliably. If two mice live on isolated ends of the box and never encounter one another, for example, they would still share much the same sense of things in the box-world, and they would still respond to threats and rewards in much the same manner. Okay, I would then say: that’s the basic situation for mice in a Skinner box: it’s all about brain-body properties representing, in memory, box-world properties. But I would still need to create some kind of cultural dynamic, one that satisfies the needs of realpolitik, social intrigue, and of course fiction writing. I would need to go a bit sci-fi and say that the box-world is often socially engineered in ways that produce desirable or undesirable outcomes: rewards and punishments are supplied; there are environmental tweaks, varying foraging and rearing conditions; and some kind of mice-culture, like sharing ideas about how and where to eat, what kinds of female and male properties to avoid or approach, etc. Then it would be easy to understand that if mice could write stories about their lives, much would be said about the desirability or undesirability of their box-world events: “Wait, so you think you were conditioned to respond with fear to the tone? I think you’re paranoid. The tone is what guides us. Follow the Tone”; “Look—you see that mouse over there? He’s the one trying to take over my mouse-hold,” etc.

Eventually I would have to stop elaborating and bring home the obvious moral of the analogy: I would have to say that if human ecologies bear any resemblance to mice in Skinner boxes—with all that is uniquely human thrown in—then human stories ought to also reflect desirable and undesirable properties in our worlds (without, I would stipulate, collapsing the human into the world or the world into the human).

Then I would pause to gauge the effect of my analogy. If anyone was still listening, I might add that the sooner literary critics come to terms with this arrangement, the sooner they can understand and appraise the kinds of stories that humans write about in their social contexts (even stories that are about anti-human box-worlds or even anti-human humans). If I noted skepticism, I would need to ask, “So, what do you think of this analogy? Do you think we write stories about things in our worlds like mice do in the imaginary world I concocted? Or is it all just too farfetched?”

My Skinner box analogy likely won’t go over well, in either case—whether it has any rhetorical force or not. Cultural critics will run for the hills, especially (and I would join them if not for the basic truths underlying the comparison of mice and men). But it is the cultural critics that I care most about persuading in some fashion, so I would have to anticipate their reactions.
For this tough crowd, rejoinders might come in the form of saying that “interpretive communities,” “contingencies of value,” “semiotics,” and the like, have already shown that my Skinner box analogy can only ever be crude and reductive. I. A. Richards once developed a “psychoneurological account of value” that masked the propagation of “canonical judgments” that were passed off as newfangled “versions of evaluative absolutism and objectivism” (Smith, 1988, p. 21). This I ought to know already. So there is no reason to believe that my so-called “neurocriticism” is any less deluded or reductive (in fact, it may even be worse if my theory amounts to an apology for “impossible people” like Martius). Is it not possible, then, that your so-called “neurocritical” framework—a rather fashionable term, don’t you think?—amounts to an “unedifying physiology,” a type of neuro-speak that fails to grasp the culturally contingent quality of literary value and interpretation? (p. 21)

I admit that such reactions seem plausible on several levels. I don’t want to be reductive. I don’t want to apologize for ill behavior or promote an “unedifying physiology.” But I do believe that the actual argumentative basis of neurocriticism paints a very different picture from the one offered by naysaying reactions.

To highlight the difference, let’s compare, say, the concept of “simulation” in neuro-intentionalism to Bourdieu’s *habitus* in what could be called a “cultural-intentionalist” framework. This comparison can perhaps supplement the box-world analogy above. So, on the neuro side of intentionalism, “simulators” embody encoded representations of the world, or thought-contents about percipient properties; and on the cultural side, *habitus* embody elements from the world; the only difference, then, would be that *habitus* embody “social structures” rather than modal memories (1998, p. 98). This is what makes *habitus* a “cultural” rather than a “neurobiological” intentionality, even though both simulators and *habitus* share many general features: they both embody ways of being in the world, kinds of knowledge, preferences, and values. And for Bourdieu, at least, there is nothing wrong with saying there are “objective” structures, an actual ecological exchange between agents and worlds, and that whatever is written or spoken of reflects physically embodied properties.

Most important, both simulations and *habitus* allow us to say things about how individuals perceive and respond to properties in the world: they both offer a rich explanation of conceptual *aboutness*. As a demonstration I might argue that growing up within a lower class stratum has imprinted a submissive *habitus*, and so now, if I am meek, this would mean that my meekness reflects an embodied, lower-class way of being. As a result of this dispositional
inculcation I may read things differently: I may not help but cower and feel angry at characters like Martius. This example is hypothetical and oversimplified, of course, but the point is that \textit{habitus} tries to explain how social inscriptions affect reception.

Now let us compare the \textit{habitus} explanation to the neuro-intentionalist way of thinking about the same example, as developed above. First, research could be cited that shows how environments impact cognitive development (Weaver et al., 2004). Individuals reared in lower class strata, it could be argued, often have mothers who cannot provide consistent care to their children during critical developmental phases; as a result, lower class children develop higher levels of baseline and post-stress corticosterone secretion and anxiety-like behavior (that is, higher levels of everyday stress hormone, both before and after stressful experiences) (Meaney & Szyf, 2005). This outcome would count as an epigenetic influence, an influence of an environment on an organism: inconsistent rearing and low-frequency nurturing has led to an anxious temperament. Now if this were so, then a neuro-intentionalist could draw a connection between a kind of physiological temperament (an anxious disposition) and reader-response valuations. Martius might seem like more of a threat to individuals raised in lower-class strata, less of a threat to individuals reared in higher-class strata, with attentive stay-at-home-moms and consistent nutrients, etc. There might be other possibilities as well: it could be shown that even a lower-class reader exposed to inattentive rearing could nevertheless be endowed with a “resilient phenotype,” in which case he or she may not show the same pattern of class conditioning; for these readers, endemic “resilience” would modulate their perception of Martius, making him perhaps less threatening (Feder, Nestler, & Charney, 2009).

Again, the above example is exaggerated and oversimplified; the only function it serves is to illustrate how, from a neuro-intentional standpoint, an individual’s background may embody modes of reception that account for whatever a \textit{habitus} theorist would want to explain—and more. Yet in the neuro-intentionalist case the explanatory power comes from embodied modal memories with intersubjective physiological characteristics, not “social structures.” This means that readers may respond to fictional events in accordance with their intersubjective natural endowments, over and above any kind of social conditioning, or readers may behave more in line with their acculturated sensibilities (though even these would share intersubjective properties with others); but at least a neuro-intentionalist framework allows critics to make the distinction.

Resemblances between neuro- and cultural-intentionalism can only be superficial, therefore, since on the neuro side reading comprehension is always a byproduct of memory
inscribed by experience and psychologically native systems; whereas on the cultural side, dispositional properties reflect “social” embodiments, so that from acculturation alone we acquire *habitus* that condition our values and modes of understanding (Bourdieu, 1988, pp. 783–784; Hanks, 2005, p. 69). Encoding “simulative sense” offers the more variegated and accommodating framework of the two on display, I believe, since dispositional meekness, strength, or whatever other mode of understanding may vary as a function of cultural properties that trigger biologic outcomes (an “epigenetic” instance), or biologic properties triggering cultural outcomes (a “biological essentialist” instance) (Devitt, 2008). In either type of instance, however, cultural properties coexist with pre-existing biological kinds of property (modal and executive systems). So it is the combination—and the ability to attribute greater or lesser weightings to empiricist or nativist factors—that gives neurocriticism its explanatory range. Such versatility is not on offer in either predominantly “cultural” or “biological” approaches, though it is offered by “biocultural” approaches.199

Now, the point of the box-world analogy and *habitus* vs. simulators is that all literary theories presuppose an ontology that affects how we analyze stories. The ontology advocated by my thesis has been a neurobiological one, which I believe best clarifies the story-making arrangement between worlds and minds. Since I draw on a neurobiological ontology, my emphasis has been on the “neuro” side of reader-response where others have stressed the “anthropological,” “Marxist,” “feminist,” or whatever other side. I do not presume that my “side” excludes other sides, of course, though I do believe a naturalized ontology imposes restrictions both on what we can value and find meaningful. And of course neurocriticism, like any theoretical program, faces many challenges, some more intractable than others. These I shall now consider.

5.1 Neuro-this-that-and-the-other

The first challenge is in the name: aside from the sense of callowness that any type of theory-branding seems to garner, “neuro” as a prefix has grown as trendy in folk psychological circles as it has fallen into disrepute in academic circles.200 “Neuroaesthetics,” “neurophilosophy,” “neurolinguistics,” and the like, all seem (at times) overzealous in their

---

199 “Biocultural” is a term perhaps most extensively developed by Nancy Easterlin (2001). For a sampling of biocultural approaches, see Davis and Morris (2007) and Boyd (2006). I am thankful for having worked under both Morris and Boyd, and for Easterlin’s examination of my thesis.

200 For a populist account of this trend, see Steven Poole’s article in the *New Statesmen* (http://www.newstatesman.com/culture/books/2012/09/your-brain-pseudoscience).
application of neuroscientific findings. Semir Zeki’s “neurolaesthetics,” especially—despite its
seeming affinity with “neurocriticism”—offers little akin to the problems explored here. As
Alva Noë comments, “we find not that neuroaesthetics takes aim at our target and misses, but
that it fails even to bring the target into focus” (2011). This seems an accurate assessment, since
we cannot conclude that “activation of the brain’s reward system with a certain intensity” says
anything about the kind of reward offered (the value simulator), why a work was rewarding, nor
what antecedent conditions led to the feeling of reward (Kawabata & Zeki, 2004, p. 1704). And
yet reducing beauty to neural activity is what Zeki seems to recommend. Against this tendency,
I have argued that two different works can conceivably have the same degree and kind of value,
insofar as we respond emotionally to the work’s properties, proxytypically (the term used by
Jesse Prinz for representational consistency) (2004); though I have also at the same time argued
that there is always something about the work’s properties that confers values, and that this
“aboutness” cannot be overlooked. Thus, if two works explore the same kind of value—
“betrayal” or “jealousy,” for example—it is on the basis of the work’s unique properties that we
value the work, not its emotional experience alone (an argument that Budd has made very
forcefully, and that I follow). For Zeki, on the other hand, two works may have equal beauty
despite their differences, not because of them. He acknowledges that different works produce
different perceptual registries (p. 1702), but what makes them “beautiful,” in any case, is the
physiological reward they offer (orbitofrontal cortex activity), not understanding their unique
properties. This seems to me a mistake.

Whatever may be said, derisively, of neuro-this-that-and-the-other—and this is the main
point—is of little concern to me, since lampooning neuro-appropriations is not the same as
delegitimizing the validity of neuroscientific findings and their applicability to reader-response
theory. Dropping the term “neurocriticism” altogether would not have any bearing on the merits
of my thesis’ arguments, so I shall move on to the next problem.

5.2 Language

Literary critics must concern themselves with language, with unique, often brilliant uses
of diction, style, metaphor, description, and tone. What one author does with a “value
simulator” (whatever kind of emotion a story explores) can differ widely from what another
author does, and the difference usually plays out at the level of language (Chapter 4). This is
why it often seems backward to emphasize what language “does” for situated simulation rather
than what language “is,” and why I never feel surprised when colleagues say something like,
“Surely all the situated simulations provoked by Shakespeare’s Hamlet cannot compare to the
play’s breathtakingly unique language! It’s Shakespeare’s style, diction, metaphors, and configurational choices that count, not our ‘simulations’ of those choices. Emphasizing simulation over language blithely sidesteps Shakespeare’s genius: it ignores the power of his language, downplays his art, craft, and theatrical magic. For ‘neurocritics’ language may as well not exist.”

But this line of thinking misses the point and is far from true.

Authors begin with sensibilia—with whatever they know of or can imagine from their sensible world—and end with a textual script that (they hope) approximates their vision, perhaps even surpassing their vision through the self-reflexive process of writing itself (Oatley & Djikic, 2008). So language is always of central importance to figuring out what types and kinds of property come into simulative play. That Williams picked “glazed” rather than “soaked” or “wet” is not trivial; it changes the quality of how we simulate a rain-covered wheelbarrow: it has not only been “rained upon” but is “glazed,” and this word alone conveys a distinctly different sense. Such differences cannot be downplayed; they count for much of what anyone can say about a simulation; so language counts.

Yet at the same time, it is easy—all too easy—to forget the neurological processes preceding Williams’ act of setting words to page: there was a vision guiding his lexical choices. His education—formal and informal—furnished him with words, and from these he could make careful choices about how to express his visions; but from the standpoint of grounded cognition, words (however kaleidoscopic and brilliant they may be) can only ever function as the handmaidens of a vision; words may surface that trigger new visions, but the context of a word’s “surfacing” can never escape the epistemic world of the author, and the words that surface themselves must be understood in terms of their multimodal contents. So in the end it is the vision and not the words that we value, and this is why a sensitive critic ought to always consider what an author’s language “does” in the service of sense, not what language “is” under the spell of language-based semantics.

5.3 Memory

I have left much to be said about the relation between memory consolidation and the quality of situated simulations. Primarily I have appealed to research showing a deep connection between emotional arousal and memory (Roozendaal & McGaugh, 2011). I have argued on the basis of these reports that what we value is physiologically contingent on emotional responses, and that emotional responses further impact what we can recall about a work’s contents. Much
research has also shown that there is an important difference between how much we feel that we know versus how much we actually remember about some experience (Kensinger, Addis, & Atapattu, 2011). We may feel that we remember something more vividly even though our actual memory is comparable to that of a less vivid-seeming recollection (Elizabeth A. Phelps & Sharot, 2008, p. 150). These findings may further impact what can be said about a work’s value (if, for example, what a work offers, emotionally, does not align with what we actually recall of a work’s properties).

Consider a striking illustration: for colonoscopy patients it has been shown that if the colonoscope is left in the rectum for up to three additional minutes after the procedure, then patients will remember their overall experience as being less painful, even if their actual experience involved more pain than patients whose colonoscope was not left in the rectum for an additional three minutes (Redelmeier et al., 2003). Daniel Kahneman labels this kind of difference—between remembrance and actual experience—the “experience-memory gap.” Now if such a difference applies to what we remember about a work versus what we actually felt, then what would this suggest about how valuable a work’s contents actually are versus how we feel about them?

My approach to addressing (if not resolving) this question draws on two premises: first, that a work’s contents fall into distinct categories of value, or “value simulators,” and that these categories take hold of basic “kinds” of emotional response (fear, jealousy, desire, disgust, etc.) and often develop them into more complex categories, or what Damasio has called “secondary emotions”; and second, if a work has sufficiently developed antecedent conditions leading to an emotional response, then how we respond to the work will have been prompted by the work’s properties, as understood. Both premises, when taken together, should at least help frame differences between how vividly a work’s contents seem to us, in memory, versus how vividly a work’s contents actually are, as developed by the author (at least in terms of the core values that the work offers). If, for example, a critic deems a work valuable but cannot stipulate what it was in the work that led to feeling emotional about it, then the work may not offer a valuable experience from its properties (as they actually are—either that or through some associated extrinsic value). If on the other hand a critic can show that a work features some emotional kind category, perhaps one that displays the expressive outcome of fear without walking us through its antecedent causes, then it could be argued that this work’s contents lack intrinsic reward, as a “value simulation” (even if we feel as if the work has moved us). An illustration might be watching a stabbing, rapidly, in a Batman movie, an event that clearly counts as salient. Now
compare this event to a man being stabbed by a knife within a broader social context, such as a war, where you can see the man’s expressions of fear along with his enemy’s fell intent (as seen in Saving Private Ryan). The difference between the two events makes all the difference: in the rapid knifing we only recognize the outcome, the stabbing, and perhaps this provokes sympathetic surprise. But we cannot possibly empathize with the character’s circumstances leading up to the stabbing, because little or no context has been presented that adds representational scope to the outcome. In the contextualized knifing, by contrast, we have already come to recognize what is at stake, prior to the knifing: we see that there is more than just bodily harm involved but also a struggle for life, a battle between moral and physical wills, a sense of futility and needlessness. Thus, it would seem that the difference between a contextualized and snapshot emotional depiction affects how much we can value of the episode.  

The whole problem of experience-memory gaps for valuation can be mitigated, of course, if we allow that any work whose properties seize and deeply affect us at least offers some form of intrinsic value. So long as our response legitimately follows from the work’s properties then our value is of the work (and so cannot be a “subjective” projection on par with thinking that a colonoscopy was not as bad as it actually felt). This kind of countermeasure—or what Budd calls a work’s “intrinsic value”—says nothing of the degree or quality of a work’s values, however, nor how a work’s properties were arranged in such a way that they provoked one kind of response rather than another (which in any case may remain unremarkable); but saying that a work has “intrinsic value” if its properties, when experienced, reliably provoke emotion, then at least we have a starting point for further inquiry (what kind of emotion? what kind of properties?).

Alas, much, much more could be said about the “experience-memory gap” for works of literature, along with related concepts, such as N. Carroll’s “criterial prefocusing,” so my response here is only a starting point for further research. Other problems may also enter into the mix that I have not been able to address: how “realistic” does an episode have to be for us to become immersed in its developments? Does “realism” factor into the quality of a work’s

\[201\] Contextual elements from our lives can factor into how we react to a work, also: if I encounter Williams’ “Red Wheelbarrow” poem or Duchamp’s Fountain for the first time, and see clearly how each work challenges artistic conventions, I may find their formal qualities shocking; but in either case, it would not be the work’s qualities that achieve the shock, as they are, but the awareness of how each work breaks with tradition, in which case the shock comes not from the work but from our supplementary understanding of its properties (and this is what makes any work extrinsically rather than intrinsically valuable). This is not to say, again, that Williams’ poem or Duchamp’s Fountain lack some kind of intrinsic value, only it is unclear what this would be insofar as an emotion is concerned.
value? If, for example, a work is a sci-fi dealing with otherworldly events, can we empathize as much with its value simulators if they lack the same kind of “realism” that a non-sci-fi novel would develop? If a work strings many snapshot emotional episodes together, without any connection between them, does its value differ from another work that thoroughly develops only one kind of value simulator? It may be difficult to determine, as critics, how much the fuzziness of memory (as it seems to us) factors into our ability to value a work, or whether a work has intrinsic value irrespective of the rate of our memory decay. But we may at least narrow our analysis to the nature of value in general.

5.4 Affect and Emotion

Some contents may evoke only a quantum of affect and so fail to achieve any lasting value-instantiation (as when we register minor amusements, irritations, or special effects without thereby strengthening neural bonds sufficiently to consolidate impressions into long-term memory). At other times, a mildly amusing turn of phrase or novel special effect can seem more memorable than a work’s primary emotions. Fictional portrayals of social emotions, such as sexual jealousy, may achieve more rich and dynamic reception over time than a portrayal of reflexive fear, as when a character must ford a raging river or seek out water in a desert. So it may seem obvious that an episode about a jealous entanglement would be more valuative (emotiative) than a work about reflexive fear, and we might conclude that the one, jealousy, counts as an emotion-proper while the other, or reflexive fear, counts as a “mere” affect with presumably less value. This may be on account of the “anoetic” (without learning, reflexive) nature of reflexive affects, as opposed to the “noetic” (learned, knowledge-based) of tertiary-emotions (Panksepp, 2012a, p. 14). Nevertheless, what is biologically salient, in the primary sense, may override subtle sensibilities, in a tertiary-sense, making an otherwise reflexive affective event more forceful (and so comparatively more valuable). A well done river fording scene may surprise us with vicarious fear and awe, for example (as is perhaps the case for the river crossing scene in the Coen Brothers’ adaptation of True Grit), while the rest of a work’s more subtle events offer less resonance.

Many questions remain, however: how do we say that one kind of value is more valuable than another? Must every affect be less valuable than a natural kind of emotion? We would not wish to say, for example, that Basho’s works offer only slight emotiative impact.

---

202 Though of course there is much else going on in this scene, contextually, besides primary reactions—i.e., the surprising tenacity and fearlessness of the child, the juxtaposition of vulnerable youth and threatening environs, the small, fragile girl on a large horse, etc. Our memories of the preceding events may also make the scene less “primary” than we realize, and so a hard distinction seems difficult to maintain in every instance.
because they offer subtle affective qualities rather than kinds of value simulation. And for that matter, how do we even differentiate emotions from affects? Is it not possible that emotions are affect-like in some ways, and vice versa? Such questions need to be sorted out, to be sure, though I do believe that two premises, developed above, offer some guidance for future solutions. First, if an emotional response to a work is of a natural kind—those emotions that have dedicated neurological systems and projectable qualities of expression, across subjects (Scarantino & Griffiths, 2011)—then the properties that evoked the response ought to be identifiable in the work as depictive simulations. Critics may then use the work’s simulated data to negotiate what counts as an emotion rather than a “mere affect” (an itch, pain, acute fear, etc.). And second, if a strong emotion comes from the development of antecedent conditions that we do not respond as strongly to—such as seeing the adult world in *Romeo and Juliet* repeatedly fail to recognize the pure emotions of youth, prior to (and perhaps enabling) strong reactions to Romeo and Juliet’s suicide—then an emotional response ought to have more representational precedent, from the play’s plot, than an affective response would have, whose sensations can issue from a mere moment of newly introduced stimuli without developmental precedent.203 These two premises, though far from conclusive, ought to at least offer some means of roughly demarcating emotions from affects.

Another area of emotion that I have not explicitly addressed, but which is necessarily implicated in my analysis of *Coriolanus*, is the relation between literary value and empathy (or even empathy and emotion in general). Patrick Colm Hogan, for example, makes empathic response central to his analysis of emotion in fiction (2011); his analysis of empathy, then, ought to expand on the nature of reader response valuation and evaluation developed above. A work’s success, argues Hogan, requires a “depiction of events” that is “close enough to personal experience that the resulting simulation” provokes “parallel empathic emotions (e.g., compassion for the suffering of the protagonist)” in readers, but not so close as to require precise realism (p. 25). On this view, verisimilitude does not need to be the overriding quality of successful simulation, since literary representations often idealize plot elements to enhance emotional response (p. 25). An author may exaggerate a character’s emotional displays, perhaps to the point that I can only sympathize but not empathize with them, but the exaggeration itself may serve to intensify my valuative response (assuming the conditions leading to the response
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203 Here again I am thinking of Panksepp’s analysis of *noetic* (reflexive) versus *anoetic* (knowledge-based) affect (2012a, p. 14).
have been developed). Whether a subject is idealized or not, Hogan believes that a work’s success depends on cultivating empathic relations with its audience, relations that imply “egocentric” or personal identifications with simulated events (p. 23). For Hogan it would seem, then, that a work’s value is largely an extension of its instrumental effects on our understanding of subjects or themes that we feel personally connected to, a connection that enhances our “emotional intelligence” of those subjects or themes in some way (p. 68). However, the nature of the personal connection is often complicated by different types of empathy, as Hogan points out: I can attend to a fictional character’s emotional expressions (“allocentric empathy”), imagine how the character might feel (“projective empathy,” or sympathy), or evaluate a character’s actions based on a normative standard (“normative empathy”) (p. 278).

If there is such diversity in empathic response, then how might I relate each type of empathy to valuing Martius, in both emotive and evaluative senses? As discussed above, I may “identify” with Martius because I myself have had similar experiences and so respond to his plight in a strict empathic sense, that is, I respond to his emotional context because I actually know how he feels from having experienced a similar kind of social dynamic. I might then find Martius’s feelings resonant in a way that another reader, lacking such experience, cannot. As Nussbaum would say, I would look at Martius’s strife through my own window, a kind of window that Shakespeare has reconstructed on the basis of knowing what the window is like, in kind.204 If it is true that some readers empathize with Martius in ways that others cannot, on the basis of preexisting memories fitting or diverging from Martius’s situation, then additional research would need to sort out how varying empathic relations modulate literary valuations and evaluations (emotiative responses and deliberative appraisals). I may ask, for example, whether my evaluation of a work is more correct than another’s who lacks exposure to “power politics” (or more generally, to anyone who has never been ostracized on account of threatening others’ sense of power). A reader ignorant of such experience—or who sees the situation from the other side of the window, looking at the situation from the vantage of having ousted a dominant figure from a group—may emotiate or evaluate Martius in predictable (but no less surprising) ways with respect to Coriolanus’s identity, as a play (a play with intersubjective properties of the power-political-kind). Consider some examples. Readers unable to identify with Martius, empathically, may not then fully understand the play’s thematic, as written; such readers may
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204 Some recent collaborative work by Jayne Elisabeth Archer, Richard Marggraf Turley, and Howard Thomas, a professor in plant sciences, suggests that Shakespeare identified with the patricians in Coriolanus more than we might expect (2012, p. 537). From their work, apparently Shakespeare was prosecuted several times for hoarding food during times of shortage, and so he had first-hand experience with public resentment prior to (and perhaps during) his writing of Coriolanus.
resist any perspective casting Martius’s dominance in a positive light, even when shown segments of the play that invite such casting. Only allocentric and normative kinds of empathy would thus factor into such readers’ appraisals, but not egocentric empathy. Alternatively, some readers may track all of the play’s allocentric moments and project onto them a sense of sympathetic understanding, despite—and here is the surprising addition—despite their having themselves participated in ousting an imposing individual from a social group; for such readers, it may be possible to come away from reading Martius with a feeling of guilt, a sense of having forced an outcome that may not have been necessary. Such readers’ “emotional intelligence” for dealing with dominant figures, as aptly explored in Boehm’s work, would thus be augmented in a compassionate direction (the reader’s egalitarian “pathos” would recalibrate to include greater sympathy for dominant figures who fail to understand the social consequences of their dominance). Coriolanus’s instrumental value may even lead some readers to go out of their way to bring overly dominant figures back into the social fold, rather than resort to banishment or defamation. Such considerations Hogan urges us to raise, and I see them as inviting further analysis and incorporation into a neuroscientifically informed reader-response theory (p. 278–282).

That said, a few precautions ought to be considered when incorporating Hogan’s views on empathy, as is always the case when considering the influence of varying levels of understanding and interpretive appropriation on literary value. First, failing to empathize with a character like Martius does not lead to the conclusion that his properties lack intrinsic value. Martius is no less a dominant figure in the absence of empathic understanding. We may not appreciate this, valuatively, but we can at least take it into account, evaluatively. For as I have argued, it can be shown that (a) Martius’s characterization and actions represent the properties of power, and that from these embodied properties, Martius gains both respect and honor from patrician peers; in many instances, he also gains respect from plebian supporters (from the second citizen in Act 1, the servingmen in Act 4.5, and the brace of citizens in 4.6.145–154). It can also be shown that (b) Martius’s embodiment of power spurns opponents into malicious, deceptive action against him. These two sets of properties, discoverable in the play, dictate their own kind of emotiative outcomes, even if readers cannot empathize with them egocentrically or normatively. A second precaution when considering empathic variations would be this: the “instrumental value” gained from reading Martius, as Budd and others have shown, does not necessarily reflect or factor back into Coriolanus’s value, as a play with a preserved “identity”
(in the sense developed by Stephen Davies, cited above). Thus, even if readers’ emotional intelligence is enhanced by Martius—an augmentation suggesting something important about the play’s intrinsic success as a value simulator, I should think—such an enhancement cannot be confused with the emotional effects of Martius, as experienced in real-time, or what Budd calls “the experience” that the play offers, as a play. Textually represented properties may always be “indirectly real,” simulated as they are in minds rather than perceived in worlds. Yet indirect realism is still a species of realism: texts, once set down, take on mind-independent forms, even if rendering texts into sense is always mind-dependent. Perhaps most importantly, textually simulated properties already exist in readers’ minds and aid in the production of epistemically reliable results (all the kinds of memory that a reader come equipped with, from developing sense impressions of the world as it is and has been). This last condition, developed in Chapters 1 and 2, is what Barsalou means by saying that simulated fictional properties “ground” in multimodal representations acquired from actually perceived properties in the world, directly or indirectly. And last, as is also stressed by Budd, we need to understand a work before we can say that the work, and not something extrinsic to its identity, is what we value. African bushmen may not empathize with elements of *Hamlet*, not because their cultural differences endow them with a fundamentally different habitus, but because they simply fail to understand the identity of the play. That is, they lack sufficient background knowledge to simulate the play’s properties, as written, and so render what they learn of the play’s contents using their own epistemic replacements; such replacements, it should go without saying, may misalign with the play’s identity (though we might also expect to find much alignment as well, as we do when closely scrutinizing Bohannan’s *Shakespeare in the Bush*). If the above two precautions are kept in mind, varying empathic responses—egocentric, allocentric, projective, or normative—should not militate against the emotional identity of a work. That is to say, perspectivism on value is not relativism on value.

5.5 Experimentation

Thought experimentation can only take us so far; hence I have appealed to “real” experimentation to support my claims. As literary scholars, however, we often presuppose that we cannot conduct our own empirical research. This is not so. It would have been useful to use a skin conductance response device to monitor the arousal of students as they read about Martius in Act 1 of *Coriolanus*. I could have then compared arousal levels of dominant and submissive personality types to controls, to see if there is a reliable difference in response; and I could have tweaked elements in the passage to see if I could bring about different response
patterns (such as adjusting properties that might lead to perceptions of arrogance). Another possibility could be demonstrating the effect of the “experience-memory gap” by altering the architectonics of a poem. I could append a neutral stanza to the end of an otherwise emotionally punishing poem and see if readers remembered the poem as more pleasant than it actually was (again, as measured by skin conductance). Such research would not have been hard to do with a little effort and guidance, and would have added an extra dimension of empirical support to my claims. Either that or I could have discovered some fatal flaw in my predictions, sparing myself much humiliation from harboring wrongheaded conclusions.

Thankfully I am not alone in thinking that such data can militate for or against interpretive and valuative claims. Although I am dubious of some types of experimental design, such as questionnaires, Willie van Peer, David Miall, Jonathan Gottschall, Joseph Carroll, and others, have all in their own way pioneered various means of empirical experimentation that everyday literary humanists may find useful. For my part, I can only hope to flesh out claims made here with experimentation at some later stage, even if I am wary of letting experimentalism stifle the imaginative spirit of literary criticism. All the problems mentioned in this post-amble, at least, can be seen as potential opportunities for future research, not impassible limitations.
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